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PREFACE 

This report is the third in a series of volumfl resulting from a two-year study 
of police criminal investigation practices and their impacts. The study, supported by 
a grant from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administr&tion, U.s. Department of Justice, had four 
objectives: 

• To describe, on a national scale, current investigative organization and 
practices. 

• To assess the contribution that police investigation makes to the achieve
ment of criminal justice goals. 

• To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and systems being adopted 
to enhance investigative performance. 

• To reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to differences in organi
zational form, staffing, procedures, etc. 

Volume I of the series (R-1776-DOJ), The Criminal Investigation Process: Sum
mary and Policy Implications, summarizes and synthesizes the overall findings of 
the study and draws policy-relevant conclusions and recommendations. This report 
should be of interest to police officials and to other criminal justice practitioners, 
such as prosecutors and judges, whose work brings them in contact with criminal 
investigators. 

Volume II (R-1777-DOJ), The Crim:inal Investigation Process: Survey of Munici
pal and County Police Departments, reports on the responses of police departments 
with more than 150 employees to a national survey. Differences among departments 
with regard to policies, resources used, and operational characteristics are ideiltified 
and then related to standard'gross performance statistics such as crime, clearance, 
and arrest rates. This report should be of interest to both police officials and the 
criminal justice research community. 

The present volume, The Criminal Investigation Process: Observations and 
Analysis, presents a comprehensive description of the criminal investigation process 
(based on all data gathered in the course of the study) and an analysis of those issues 
that can be illuminated by quantitative evidence. This report is directed primarily 
to researchers but may also be of interest to police officials who wish to examine the 
details of the analysis supporting the findings reported in Volume I. 
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SUMMARY 

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

This report, the third in a series of three volumes, is the product of a two-year 
Rand study of police investigation practices funded by the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Law Enforcement Assistance Admini.stra
tion, U.S. Department of Justice. The objectives of the research were: 

• To describe, on a national scale, current investigative organization and 
practices. 

\ 

• To assess the contribution that police investigation makes to the acMeve-
ment of criminal justice goals. 

• To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and systems being adopted 
to enhance investigative performance. 

• To reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to differences in orgllmi
zational form, staffing, procedures, etc. 

rThe scope of the Rand study was limited to police investigation of serious report
ed crime: homicide, rape, assault) robbery, burglary, and theft. Our work did not 
address misdemeanor offenses or victimless and organized crimes, whose investiga
tion is substantially different from the felony offenses that were our primary con
cern. 

The present volume contains a comprehensive description of current investiga
tive practices together with descriptions of the methodology and results from a 
number of analyses designed to evaluate the effectiveness of specific investigation 
activities. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

The information Ilsed in this study was obtained in several ways. First, we 
examined all literature on the investigative performance of police departments in 
American cities and uro~-d their findings as hypotheses to be explored in our work. 

We develol.oed a. comprehensive survey questionnaire which was distributed to 
all municipal or county law enforcement departments that had 150 or more full-time 
employees or that served a jurisdiction whose 1970 population exceeded 100,000. 
This SUl'vey produced extensive information from 153 jurisdictions (of the 300 solicit
ed) on such topics as department characteristics, investigator deployment, investiga
tor training and status, use of evidence technicians, nature of specialization, evalua
tion criteria, prosecutorial interaction, case assignment, use of computer files, and 
crime, clearance, and arrest rates. 

On the basis ofthe survey responses, together with the consensus of an advisory 
panel of experienced law enforcement personnel, more than 25 police agencies were 
selected for more detailed study. Our project staff visited each of these departments, 
observing and participating in the operations of the investigative units and discuss
ing their procedures with personnel at various departmental levels. In some cities 
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we monitored individual investigators and their supervisors continuously over a 
period of several days to obtain realistic profiles of their activities. 

From some departments we obtained studies that they had made to evaluate 
novel investigative programs. In addition, several departments cooperated ~losely 
with the Rand staff and provided access to data that were subsequently used In one 
of the component studies. . . 

One useful data source located during the course of our survey and made avaIl
able to us was the Kansas City Detective Case Assignment File, which has been 
maintained in that department since 1971. On the basis of daily information submit
ted by individual detectives, this computer file permitted us t~ determine, for ~ach 
investigator and each investigative unit, a description of the tIme spent on varIOUS 
activities, the number of cases handled, and the number of arrests and clearances 
produced. This unique information SOUl'ce greatly facilitated our analyses of how 
detectives spend their time and to what purposes and effects. 

From the FBr we obtained a computer-readable file of 1972. Uniform Crime 
Report data, by reporting departments; these data and information [i'om the survey 
were used to develop inferences aboJ\t the relationship between investigative activi
ties and reported ctime rates, arrest rates, and clearance rates. 

Finally, to provide a data source for a special study of information feedb?c~ to 
crime victims, a limited telephone survey was made of robbery and burglary vlctIms 
in a nearby jurisdic'Uon. 

DESCRIBING THE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION PROCESS 

One of the principal objectives of this study was to describe comprehensively and 
in depth the criminal investigation function, defined broadly as the police effort to 
collect information that will lead to the identification and apprehension of the 
perpetrator ofa crime and that will enable the prosecutor to obtain a conviction. The 
present volume presents such a description, derived from the data sources summa
rized above. 

As a foundation for describing police investigation, we identified its objectives, 
which include: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 

Deterring and preventing crime. 
Uncovering the occurrence of crimes. 
Idel"ltifying and apprehending criminal offenders. 
Recovering stolen property. 
Supporting the prosecution of suspects. 
Maintaining public confidence in the police. 

To serve thef5e ends, police departments-our study shows-vary diversely in how 
much m~npower they devote to investigative activities, how they orgahize these 
operations, the title and status accorded investigative personnel, the training and 
degree of specialization, and the sUpporting activities such as evidehce collec~ion 
and processing, the use of information systems and reference. files, and va~lOus 
special programs. The description produced by our study illumInates these dlffer
ences in detail against a background of how typical investigations are conducted. 
Especially underscored are the differences in organization and management of in .. 
vestigative units. 

, ' 
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COMPONENT STUDIES 

The components of Rand'~ criminal investigation study are described in detail 
in this volume, with the exception of our national survey of police departments 
which is discussed in Volume II. Abbl'eviated descriptions of these component stud
ies are given in Volume I, which serves both as a full summary of Rand's work and 
as a vehicle for presenting its policy implications. We do not need to repeat such 
summaries here; however, to facilitate our presentation of representative findings 
from the component studies in this volume, we enumerate and briefly identify these 
studies: 

• The Literature Review-a comprehensive search for, and the analysis of, 
reports of previous studies concerning the police investigative function, 
concentrating on work done in the past decade. , 

• Description of the Investigative Function-a full characterization of what 
the criminal investigation seeks to accomplish, how it is organized and 
managed, how it ope .. ~tes, how personnel are assigned and trained, what 
forms of support are given, etc. This description mainly derives from infor
mation obtained from Rand's national survey to which 153 police depart
ments responded and from our extensive field work within more than 25 
departments. 

• How Detectives Spend Their Time-a reconstruction ofthe daily routille of 
investigators, concomitantly relating the uses of their time to various 
measures of accomplishment. This analytical portrayal is based on a pro
gram ofpel'sonal observations by Rand researchers, on inferences from the 
numerous criminal case files collected and reviewed for many purposes in 
this study, and on a computer-readable data file maintained by the Kansas 
City Police Department. 

• How Crimes Are Solved-an analysis of cleared case samples from the 
police departments qfsix contrasting cities, to ascertain what factors were 
responsible for the identification of the suspect and what contribution the 
investigators ma&e to the solution. 

• The Role of Physical Evidence Collection and Processing-a comparison of 
the physical evidence collection and processing efforts in six police depart
ments, seeking to show how the type and amount of such efforts, and the 
procedures for applying them, affect the clearance of robbery and burglary 
cases. The role of the evidence technician is extensively explored, including 
differellces in his productivity among the six departments studied. 

• Investigatioe Thoroughness-a comparison of robbery case samples from 
two prosecutors' offices to illuminate several issues about the thoroughness 
of performing and reporting follow-on investigations; namely, What effect 
does the stringency of' the prosecutor's charging policy have on such 
thoroughness? and How does investigative thoroughness affect case disposi
tion? 

• Information Feedback to Victims-an assessment of how the feedback of 
information from police to robbel'y and burglary victims affects their atti
tudes, as revealed by a small telephone survey in a single jurisdiction. 

• The Investigative Strike Force-an examination of proactive investigation 
methods purporting to enhance overall arrest effectiveness. The nature, 
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use and performance of strike forces are considered both in general and 
for'the Miami STOP Unit and the Long Beach SOB Unit in particular. 

MAJOR FINDINGS 

Each of our analyses raises a number of issues that should be considered by 
police administrators who are responsible for sup~rvisin~ activities of th.e type 
discussed. In this section, we present only those major findmgs that deal wIth the 
overall effectiveness of investigation efforts. 

• On investigative effectiveness: Differences in investi,gative training, staffing, 
and procedures appear to have no appreciable effect on crime, arTest, or 
clearance rates. 

As part of our analysis t? the survey questionnaire, we attempted to co~relate 
(by means of standard statistical tests) crime, arrest, and clearan~e rates wIth the 
wide differences in organization, staffing, and procedures by WhICh those depart
ments reported that they performed the investigation function. This anal~s~s shows 
that variations in crime, arrest, and clearance rates among these commumtIes were 
weakly, if at all, related t.o the disparities in investigation inputs. 

• The method by wTti(!h police investigators are organized (i.e., team policing, 
specialists vs. generalists, patrolmen-investigators) cannot br related to 
variations in crime, arrest, and clearance rates. 

Detailed analysis of case samples, combined with FBI-UCR and Rand survey 
data, shows that crimes are solved similarly across departments, regardless of how 

the investigators ar,?' organized. 

• On the use o{investigators' time: Substantially.more tha~ ha~f of ~ll seri?us 
reported crime~l receive no more than superficwl attentwn from mveshga-

tors. 

From an analysis of the computer-readable case assignm~nt file ~ain~aine.d.by 
the Kansas City, Missouri Police Department, and observatlo~s durmg sIt.e VISIts, 
we determined that although a large proportion of reported crImes are aSSIgned to 
an investigator, many of these receive no more attention than the reading of the 
initial crime incident report; that is, many cases are suspended at once. The data 
show that homicide, rape, and suicide invariably resulted in investi~ative activity, 
while other serious types of cases received significant attenb,on (I.e., at least a 
half-hour of a detective's time) in at least 60 percent of the instances. Overall, 
however less than half of the reportl~d crimes could be said to be worked on by an 
investig~tor, and the great majority of cases that are actively investigated receive 

less than one day's attention. 

• Our data consistently reveal tha,t an investigator's time is preponderantly 
consumed in reviewing reports, documenting files) and attempting to locate 
and interview victims on cases that experience shows will not be solved. For 
cases that are solved (i.e. a suspect has been ider'l.tified), an investigator 
spends more time in post.~'ea/'ance processing than he does in identifying 
tlte perpetrator. 

ix 

From our analyses of a variety of crime types, it was determined that, in more 
than half of the cleared cases, the identity of the perpetrator is known or readily 
determinable at the time the crime report is made. 'rhe investigator needs to devote 
little time to the solution of these cases I but post-arrest processing frequently re
quires him to perform a number of administrative duties. Difficult cases that are 
finally solved after a substantial application of investigative effort are relatively 
uncommon. Most of the work done by investigators on solved cases is a consequence 
of the fact that an arrest has already been made. Furthermore, much of the inves
tigator's time is consumed by administrative duties, services to the public, and other 
activities not immediately directed to assigned cases. 

• On how cases are solved: The single most important determinant of whether' 
or not a case will be solved is the information the victim supplies to the 
immc'diately responding patrol officer. If information that uniquely iden
tifies the perpetrator is not presented at the time the crime is reported, the 
perpetrator, by and large, will not be subsequently identified. 

In an analysis ofa large sample of combined crime types, it was determined that 
the perpetrator's identity became immediately known in more than one-half of the 
cases that were eventually cleared, chiefly because (1) the otHmder was arrested at 
the scene; (2) the victim or other witness identified him by name and address even 
though he was not arrested at the scene; or (3) he was identifiable by some unique 
evidence apparent at the crime scene j for example, a witness observed the license 
plate on the perpetrator's car or his employee badge numbet. 

• On how cases are solved: Of those rases that are ultimately cleared bu.t in 
which the perpetrator is not identifiable at the time of the initial police 
incident report, almost all are cleared as a result of routine police proce
dures. 

A finding from our exam'ination of the cleared cases in the case sample drawn 
from six cities was that in nearly all cases where the perpetrator's identity was not 
apparent at the time of the offense, the clearances were produced by routine police 
procedures; that is, they required no imaginative exercise of investigative experi
ence and skills. Typically, fingerprint search, random informant tips, mug shot 
showups, or stolen property recovery were instrumental in producing clearances. 
Investigative "special action" made a perceptible difference in only three types of 
crimes: commercial burglary, robbery, and homicide. In these crimes, we found that 
roughly 10 percent of the cases were solved as the result of nonroutine initiatives 
taken by investigators. 

• On collecting physical evidence: Most police departments collect more physi
cal evidence than can be productively processed. Our analysis shows that 
allocating more resources to increasing the processing capabilities of the 
depar'tment can lead to m,ore identifications than some other investigative 
actions. 

From our comparative analysis of the physical evidence collection and process
ing activities of six police departments which employ different procedures, we found 
that a department can assure a relatively high recovery rate of latent prints from 
crime scenes by a sufficient investment in evidence technicians and by routinely 
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dispatching technicians to the scene offelonies.1'he latent print recovery rate is also 
increased by processing the crime scene immediately following the report of the 
incident. But, unless the department's print processing capability is commensurate
ly improved, the rate of suspect identifications does not significantly increase. 

• On use of'physica'l evidence: Latent fingerprints mrely pl'Ovide the only basis 
for identifyin.g a suspect. 

Comparisons among fingerprint identification sections in foul' contrasting de
partments showed that although 4 to 9 percent .)f all latent prints are eventually 
matched with a suspect's inked prints, they rarely provide the basis for initial 
identification. Althvugh the use of Hcold r;e~rch II (no other evidence) and its success 
rate varied sUbstantially among departments, fingerprint identification did not have 
a significant effect on overall arrest rates in any department. 

• On investigative thoroughness: In relatively few departments do investiga
tors consistently and thoroughly document the hey evidentiary facts ::'hat 
reasonably assure that the prosecutor can obtain a conviction on the most 
serious applicable charges. 

trhis finding derives from a combination of observations of police departments 
made throughout the country and some of the results obtained in the study of 
post-arrest investigation practices. In the latter study our analysis of robbery cases 
showed that the depart,ment confronted by a stringent prosecutorial filing policy was 
significantly more thorough in performing and reporting follow-on investigative 
wOl'k than the department in which cases wet'e more permissively filed. Yet, even 
the former department fell short of supplying the pro$ecutol' with all of the informa
tion he desired; the data, show that each of 39 evidentiary questions consider~d by 
a prosecutor to be necessat·y for effective case presentation was on the average 
covered in only 45 percent ofthe cases, while 26 percent were addressed by the latter 
department. 

• On investigative thoroughness: Police failure to document a case iniJestiga
tion thoroughly may have contributed to a higher case dismissal rate and 
a weahening of the prosecutor's plea bargaining position. 

In relating case disposition to investigative thoroughness, our analysis showed 
significant differences between the two study jurisdict~{)ns that displayed differences 
in investigative thoroughness and prosecutorial screc3ning practices. For example, 
none of thp. sampled cases were dismissed in the jurisdiction with more stringent 
case screening and greater investigative thoroughness; furthermore, 60 percent of 
the defendants pled guilty to the charges as filed. By comparison, in the second 
jurisdiction about one-quarter of the sampled cases were dismissed after filing, and 
only one-third of the defendants pled guilty to the charges as filed, 

• On relations between uictims and police: Cr'ime victims in general strongly 
desire to be notified officially as to whether or not the police have "solved" 
their case, and what progress has been made toward convicting the suspect 
after his arrest, 

The Rand telephone survey indicated a strong desire on the part of victims to 
receive official notification when a suspect had been arrested, and of the disposition 
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of the case. Few victims, no matter how distressed by l;he information conveyed to 
them by the police (e.g., that investigation into theil" case had been suspended), 
would act to redress their grievances by making a fOl'mal complaint. 

• On investigative organization and procedw'(!: fnvestigati,ve stl'ihe forces 
have a signifi,cant potential to increase arrest mtes (01' a few ditfiettlt tal'get 
offenses, pl'Ovided they remain concentrated on actil)iti.es for' which they are 
uniquely qualified; in pmctice, however, they are (/'eqttently diverted' else
where. 

Rand analyzed the performance of'such units in general, al1d the Long Beach 
Suppression of Burglary (SOB) Unit and the Miami s'rop Robbery Unit in pat'Hcu
lar. In these instances, the formation of an investiglltive strike force did Vmd to 
produce higher arrest rates for the targeted offense; yet, a significant proportion of 
the al.'rests in which these investigators participated did not result from the special 
efforts and skills exercised by them. 

Recommended changes in the organization of investigative manpower and the 
practices they should adopt are discussed in Volume I (R-1776-DOJ)' 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This report provides an in-depth look at the criminal investigation process, an 
aspect of police work that is of increasing public concern given the rapidly rising 
crime rate, recently characterized as "one of the terrifying facts of life, which we 
have come to accept as normal, and which we must not accept as normaL" 1 Although 
the police can affect crime in a number of ways-both through prevention and active 
patrol-the identification and apprehension of offenders plays a critical role in the 
overall police-crime control mission. \ 

Routine criminal investigation work can be an extremely frustrating tosk. Very 
few crimes present investigators with enough; evidence to identify the ofIencit'l' 
rapidly. For any given lead, numerous time-consuming actions may be token in 
attempts to generate additir.'I,al information, with no assurance as to which ones will 
prove to be useful. Even after the suspect has been identified, the requirements oC 
a lawful arrest and successful prosecution may entail many additional hours of 
effort to prepare the case. 

When this study began, very little was known about the pattern of'investigative 
activities followed across police departments, 01' the impact of these activities on 
solving crimes. Because reported crime and arrest data do not distinguish betwetm 
the results of patrol activity and those of investigative efforts, little was known about 
investigative outputs. Also, the nature of'investigative activity was thought to hnv(' 
changed as a result ofcoul't decisions severely limiting the interrogation ofsuspects2 
and warrantless searches. These chang'es have created a demand for more objective 
or scientific investigation teChniques that do not infringe on the constitutionally 
protected rights of suspects. These were the factors that led us to undertake the 
research reported here. ' 

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

This report results from a two-year Rand study of police investigation practices, 
supported by the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice. The study's 
objectives were negotiated between Rand and the Institute, based on questions 
raised by previous Rand work3 and the Institute's policy interests. In genel'al these 
objectives were 

• To describe, on a national scale, current investigative organization and 
pl'actices. 

• To assess the contribution that police investigation makes to the achieve
ment of criminal justice goals. 

( Attorney General Edward H. Levi, Los Angeles Times. July 22, 1975, p. 1. 
2 FOI' a discussion of such practices, especially the so·called third degt'ee. see Franklin (1970) and 

Hopkins (1972). (See bibliography for complete citations.) 
3 Greenwood (1970); Greenwood et a1. (19731. 
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• To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and systems being adopted 
to enhance investigative performance. 

• '1'0 reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to differences in organi-
zational form, staOing\ procedures, etc. 

In this volume we meet these objectives by presenting a comprehensive descrip
tion of the criminal investigation system (based on all data gathered in the course 
of the study) and an analysis of those issues that can be illuminated by quantitative 
evidence. Other volumes present the results ofa comprehensive survey of municipal 
and county police departments'\ and summarize the findings and policy implications 

of the entire study.5 

The scope of this study is limited to police investigation of serious reported 
crimes-homicides, rapes, robberies, burglaries, larceny-theft, Le., those crimes used 
by the FBI to establish the Crime Index. (J Excluded from our analysis are mis
demeanOl' offenses, which when reported to police receive little or no investigative 
attention. In addition, we have not been concerned with the enforcement of victim
less crimes, such as narcotics, vice, and gambling. Although investigative effort is 
often directed toward curtailing this unlawful conduct, the nature of'such work is 
sufllciently different from the investigation of victim crimes that it has been exclud
ed ii'om this study.7 We have also excluded the investigation of organized crime, 
racketeering, or militant groups,s which is pursued by only a small number of 
departments, usually in cooperation with federal law enforcement agencies. This 
type of investigation involves surveilhmce and other intelligence-gathering activi-

ties to a unique degree. 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

The literature of the field was first surveyed to provide a background for our 
work. Since few data were available concerning the investigative function across a 
broad spectrum of departments, a comprehensive national survey of all major police 
departments was designed, and the survey questionnaireo was administered to every 
municipal or county police department in the country having 150 or more full-time 
employees or serving a jurisdiction whose 1970 census population exceeded 100,000. 
'rhe questions covered sllch topics as: 

• Department characteristics 
• Deployment of investigators 
• Status of investigators within the department 

• Training 

1 Chaiken (1975). 
~ Greenwood- and Peters ilia (1975). 
u The ofIi.Hlses ofmurdel', forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, larceny-tlll:Il., and auto 

thelt are the subject. of an index in the Uniform Crime Reporting Program, purporting to measure the 
I'ate and distribution of crime in the United States. 'I'hese orfenses were selected because of their inherent 
seriousness and/or because their Incidence has presented a serious problem to law enforcement officials. 

1 Trnditional police investigation seeks primarily ~o identify and apprehend the ollender. In drug and 
vice enforcement, by contrast, the emphasis is on detecting the crime and securing sufficient evidence 
to prosecute suspected ollenders. 

6 SLA, Weatherman, etc. 
o A copy of the questionnaire and u description of techniques used to insure an adequate response are 

contnincd in Chaiken (1975). 
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• Use of evidence technicians 
• Organization and degree of specialization 
• Evaluation criteria used by department 
• Interaction with the prosecutor 
• Case assignment 
40 Computer files used 
• Crimes, clearances, and arrests 

M~st of the cities were contacted by mail; in a few, the instrument was adminis
tered m person. These latter cities w~re chosen both for convenience in location and 
becau.se they had been identified by members of our advisory board 10 and other 
promment police officials as having one 01' more interesting or particularly success
ful programs. These in-person visits provided extra information not asked for in the 
sUl:vey a~d e?hanc~d lOur knowledge of the organization and day-to·day functioning 
of lllvestIgatIve umts, 

In response to the 300 quesdonnail'es distributed, we received 153 replies for a 
51 percen.t response rate-quite high, considering the many questionnaires with 
whICh pohce departments are routinely bombarded. Some variation was observed in 
the response rate according to the size oCthe department and its geographic location. 
Large departments responded more frequently than did small ones. Departments in 
tl~e s~uth.central and western areas of the country responded more frequently than 
dId ~nose III the nort~eastel'll part. Neither of these vat'iables was thought to serious
ly bIas our results smce we were able to control for each one. 

On the basis ~fthe information collected, some of the 153 responding cities were 
selected for detaIled study. In these cities we typically interviewed the chief or 
?eput~ chief in .charg~ ofinvestigation. Several days were spent with working-level 
l~vestIgators, dlscus~mg cases, observing procedures, and studying programs, activi
bes, or problems umque to that department. 

In some departments an effort was made to maintain contact with a few detec
tives ?ver tl~e entire course Of the study in order to get a more representative view 
of theIr routI?e working environment. As our contacts and experience developed we 
b~gan t.o act m. sO.me respects as members of the force-participating in field inter
VIews, mterrogatlOns, squad meetings, meal and coffee breaks, and cruising the 
streets. Each day's activities were described in field notes which were used as refer
ences in preparing this report. 

Data collected during these visits were of two principal types: (1) statistics 
prepared by the department for its own internal use or in conjunction with evalua
tion of certain special pl'ojects or programs; (2) data that we coded directly from 
departmental records, logbooks, or case files. 

T~ble 1-1 lists the cities in which we collected special data samples, briefly 
descrIbes the nature of the data, and indicates in which chapter(s) of this report they 
are fully described and analyzed. 

10 Cornelius (Neill J. Behan, Chief of Personnel, New York City Police Departmeht· James Fisk 
M~mber. of Los Angeles ~o!ice Commission; 1'h~mas Hastings, Chief of Police, Rocheste'r, New Yot'k; 
Jelry Wtlson, Former Chief, Metropohtan Washmgton, D.C. Police Depnrtment· Eugene Zoglio Chair 
~an, Department ~f ~ublic Set'~ice, ~I'!n~e George's Community College, Larg~, Maryland: R~ymond 
Smetur, H~nd, Prehmmary Hearmg DIVISion, Los Angeles County District Attorney's Ollice' Robert Hill 
Deputy Chief of Police, Long Beach, California. ' , 
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Richmond, Cu. 

Wnshlngtoll, D.C. 
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'fable 1-1 

SPECIAL STA'l'IS'l'ICS AND DA'l'A SAMPLES COLLl<~CTED 

Nature of Statistics or 
Data Smnples Collected 

- Cleured and uncleared l'osidentiul burglaries 
- Cleared robberies 
- Cleared cases (all crllllo types combined) 
- Detectivc cnsc assigllmcnt .rile 
-" Cleared und unc1elwed residential burglaries 
- Cleared caSQ:; (sQven llol\·t'ObbQry offellses) 
- Investignlivo strike forco statistics 
- Clcared robberies ' 
- Lntent fingerprillt processillg statistics 

Chaptet' of 'i'his 
Repot't ill Which 

Data Appear 

7 
6 
6 

5,6 
'7 
6 

10 
6 
7 

- Clonred robborics 6 
- Latent fingcrprint processing statistics 7 
-- Investigut\ve strike force stntistics 10 
- Clcuted and uncleared rcsidclltinl bm'glaries 7 
- r~utcnt fingerprint pt'Ocessin!l statistics 7 
- CIMrcd )~obberies 6 
- Lntent fingerprint processitlg stntislics 7 
- Court disposition dntn frolll two prosecutorial jurisdictions 8 
- Victim survey 9 

ORGANIZATION OF TIUS REPOR'r 

'rhis report is the third and last in a series of volumes resulting from the Rand 
study of criminal investigation practices. Volume I (R-1776·DOJ), 'the Criminal 
Investigation Process: Summary and Policy Implications, summarizes and synthe
sizes the overall findings of the study and draws policy-relevant conclusions and 
recommendations. Volume II (R-1777-DOJ), 'l'he Criminal InueGtigation p,.ocess: 
SW'lley of Municipal and County Police Departments, reports on the responses of 
police departments to our national survey of investigative practice. 

The present volume presents a comprehensive description of the criminal inves
tigation process, utilizing all of the data gathered in the course of the study, and an 
analysis of those effectiveness issues which the data can be used to address. 

In Chapter 2 we present a description of how investigations are typically con
ducted, including characteristics of the investigators, the procedures they follow, 
and their relationship to other police activities. Readers who may be familial' with 
only one department or with a few aspects of investigative work will be given a more 
systematic, realistic view of the investigative process. 

Cbapter 3 discusses various approaches to measuring iuvestigation effective
ness, and Chapter 4 presents and synthesizes some findings from previous research. 
In Chapter 5 we show in both qualitative and statistical terms how the efforts of 
investigators are distdbuted among the various activities in which they are engaged, 
The statistical data in this section come from the Kansas City Case Assignment File, ( 

\ 
\: 
~ 
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which is also described. With the file we were able to discern with a high degree of 
certainty how much time is devoted to different types of cases, how long cases are 
active, and on what activities the effort is expended. 

In Chapter 6 we shift fl'om investigation inputs to outputs and examine how 
cases are actually solved. We use a sample of cases selected from the Kansas City 
Case Assignment File, plus smaller samples drawn from several depal't~ents, te. 
determine which activities are primarily responsible for the solution of various 
types of cases. This information provides a basis for making overall judgments about 
the eHectiveness of various investigation practices. , 

Chapter 7 describes and analyzes a variety of approaches to collecting and 
processing latent fingerprints from crime scenes as an alternative technique for 
identifying suspects. Data are derived from case samples drawn from several depart
ments and from departmental statistical records, 

A different aspect of investigative performance is discussed in Chapter 8, which 
uses a small sample of robbery cases drawn from two different jurisdictions to 
examine the relationship between the thoroughness with which evidentiarv fhcts 
are documented by the police and the eventual outcome of the case. . 

Chapter 9 analyzes the attitudes of victims toward various investigative strate
gies and the amount of feedback information they might receive, based 011 a small 
sample telephone survey. Chapter 10 describes and pl'esents summary outcome data 
for two different types of investigative strike forces that deal with robberies and 
burglaries. 

A complete bibliography appears at the end of'the report, beginning on p. 177. 
Citations in the text mentioning only the author and date refer to this bibliography. 

The policy implications of this work are examined in Volume I (R-1776.DOJ) 
The C"iminal Investigation Process: Summary and Policy ImpUcations, ' 
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Chapter 2 

'I'l:lE INVESTIGATIVE FUNCTION 

'fhcl'O is no univcl'saily nccepted, concislI deHnition ofth() investigntiv(l (\lIlction. 
but fbI' OUI' ptu'poses we define il opcrutiol\nlly ns thtl polico t'fli.wt to collect fhets that 
will tt'od to the' identification und npPl'olH.msion of un oflbndm' und pl'ovidc t~vid(n\ce 
of' his guilt, HowovC\', us is h'ue for othOl' (\SP(~cts of'modet'tl policing', inv('stigntive 
I.'llbl.'ts S(.\l've othet' ('nds os well ({"g., l'ccov{'t'ing stolell pl'opel'ty). 

gVCl'Y police dl'pnrtment emplo,Ys crimh'~(\1 itwestigntion, tllld nendy nll police 
p('!'sonnc1 have some d(lg,'eo of' involvemont in it, Detectiv(lS and inv(lstigntonl (til(.' 

choic(' onhe titl(~ d('p(.'llding on the locality) £\1'1.' specialists in tho fi.mction, but thoy 
must: be supported by n variety of pet'solllH.ll nnd servicC's, including llllifo,'ml'd 
pnh'olmen, ovidenc(' techniciuns, cdmini\listic spocinlists, and cll'l'icnl p('!'sonnel. 

OBJEC'fIVES 

Investigative nctiyitiC's SC'I'Vt' a multitude Ofplll'poses, which lot, th~\ pUl.'POS~lS of 
oUt' study we have embodicd in thl'cl' rrmjm' objectives: 

1. 'fo idcn/,i,/:v and np]JI'c/umd oflcndcl'I.;, Identification is l\ detectiv(lls fbt'(\ll\osl 
goul, but npprC'hension is (h~qul'nlJy II concomitunt duly, '1'he clcal'Ollcc /'at.e is n 
t\'nditionnl lllN1SUl'C' oehow well the police- meet this first objective. I It is th0 only 
snch index thnt is routiuely collected, Clearunce rate, as cllstomnrily cnlculated, 
includes llmihple cienrnnces bt\sed on one HITest. But what qu(\lifl~s ns n dC<lI'(HlCC 

is not consistently defhH.'d n'om department to depnl'tment, so itttt'l'depal'tml'ntni 
compnl'isons ot'cleul'I.ll\co rutes are not necessal'ily valid, A by·pl'oduct ofidcnti{ying 
und nl'1'(lsting an oflbndel' is of len the rccovery of stolen pl'opel'ty, Vet'y frequently, 
significant quuntities of pt'opel'ty are recovet'cd in the course of an at't'l'st,ll 

2, '1'0 go th~I' cllidt>IIClI to proscGII te tlte idcnt.i./ie<i culpl'it. Few prosecutors hnve 
direct control ofinvestigatol'Y I'esom'ces for this purpose; they must rely on police 
investigators to collect the evidence needed to convict a suspect, If the evidence is 
incomplete 01' ulllawfhlly gathered, the case is likely to be rejected 101' filing or Intel' 
dismissed. Most prosecutol'S nre reluctant to demand thnt the police collect mOl'C 

complete evidence, even when they m'e compelled to reject on evidentiary gt'ounds 
many cnses presented by the police,a 

8. '1'0 help build a fallO/'able public attitude tOlllO/'d the police. l'his objective is 
usually tacit\ but when one delves into apparently fi'uitless investigative activities, 
the police oilen use "public relations" as their justification, Surveys have shown that 

t 

\ Simplisticullystntl.'d, the chml'!ll1CI' mte is Ute frllction ofcl'imes reported to the police thnt the police 
clllim to hlWE.' solvt'd, 

~ Somctinll's hWE.'stigntiv(l units routiu(lly monitol' pawnshops or swnp meets nnd retrieve qlumtilies 
of stolen proJl(lrty not liS 1\ by-product of individunl invl'stigntiolll). 

IS {'.uses ~h'ing wid(l publicity 1\1'(1 nn exception, In such circums!l,\l)l~(!S. the prosecutor mny nSSlgn 
his OWI\ stnn'to help illvl.'stigntl' the cuse, nnd he will direct the police to collect ndditiollnl evidence. An 
int(lr('Sting. although clenrly one-sidt'd view of this inhmlction, is presented by Vincent Bugliosi, the 
pl'!)SCCliter ofChnrll's ManSon, In Heller Shelter. W. W, Norton & Company. New York. 1974. 
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tho public's COIlCCt'lt t\bout stt'(;~ct safety l'(~flcctH mOl'O theil' nttitudc townl'tllocullnw 
cn!brc('m()l~t elIOl'ts tll:lt~ ~hcit, knowledge of tho t~'uo l'isks they (hc(~, MOllY polic(' 
ofhcmls clulln that uctlVl.ttCS l.'oluted to thl) investigation f\lllctioH 8('I'V(1 to increase 
tho pubJ,ic's conHdenco In tho police, thel'olbl~o incl'clISit1rt ciLi~ol1 t'(\/>Ol'ting and 
cooporutlOn, Jl1von wlH,)!'o a gonct'ol public bOllefit is doubtful, illvostignUvl' oflbt'hl 
SCI'VO to plucato pt\l'ticultu' vIctims," ulthough it muy be obvious nt tho outset thut 
the cl'imc is not likelv to bo solved, '1'he police attitude in thesu situatiol\s islhnl u 
disLmught victim dcser'ws nttclIltirm, "(lgnt'dlcss of' tho (lvolltuull'('!mlt,G 

MANPOWER ALLOCNl'ION 

,1~('~nrdlcs~ ~f size, most police depm'tments sopnmt(\ inv('HlignLiv(\ l1nd palrol 
t\:lI~lhes b~1 gl~mg special tiU(lS to tho investigatol'S and distinguishing theil' units 
WIUUI1, t\w c~~u.1ll ot: commund, '~'he r:~\sponscs to Olll' 1:Il~I'V(lyll showt'd thnt d('plll,t. 
menta III nil Clti('S with n populatlOll 01 ovet' 200,O()() and III HO pt'I'c(lnt oflhe smal1(1t. 
citios gave (l special title to oflicOl's (lssiglHxl pl'imnl'ily to invQstigntiv(' duti(ls. On tho 
othet, hund, some 0(' tlw l'l'spondillg COll11 t.il's, including JO pm'cellt of'thl' Im'um' 
county depHl'tments, have no distinct; title 101' persons ussiUlled to inv('stig'ntioll. OUI' 
slll'vey also show?d the pt'opol'tion of'policc mntlpOWel' givl'n this spllcinl d(lHig'nutioll, 
OV~"£\lI, l'(lsPo,ndmg depal'tments averaged 14.0 pel'col1t of'tbeit' sWol'n POl'SOIlI1l'I so 
clestg'nnted, wIth ovor half oCthe depm'tmonts Ihllinu within th\) runge of'11 to 18 
P,OI'cont. 'rho mnximutn 101' city dept\l'tm~'.lts WilS [31 percent with tho ti.l:Ie of'detec. 
tlV~j ,ut the lower ond, of'those departments that specially designuln investig'ntiv(l 
P,OSltIO~lSI thnle <!opm'tments l'oportecl that only 6 percont o('thei!' fOl'co cLll'I'ied thtlt 
~lt)C, H pntt'd olltccl's ussigned to investigntiv'C! units nrc included, them 17.:l pet'cent 
IS tll(~ ovcrnll avel'ugo lot' the ullocntion to ilw('stigutiv(~ units, 

,rl'he le~el at which investi¥lttol's al'e,pluced within the ol'ganizationni hi(H'Ul'chy 
o( ~he p~h~e department Vlll'leS according to locul cuslom and the policies of the 
pollcc ClllOl. In somo departmcnts all Me undor the sil1gk' command of t1w chief of 
detectives, reporting dit'cctly to the chief' of' polic<.l, In 0 i';!I' dcpurtments, d~tecUves 
may "CPOt't to the optll,'ationnl commandol' responsiblc fOl' a sp(~cific nrctl oCthe ciLy, 
In su~h cases, investigative activities will usually be divided between these g(m
gl'upluc commands and a houdquurtm's unil1'<.~sponsible lor providing certain spe. 
ciulized services to the entire city, In responsc to OUl' survey, 28 pCl'cent oCthe cities 
reported they maintained separate geographic commands, as did 61 perccnt of tho 
countif;!S, rrhe majority of these departments maintain fbul' 01' fewer sllch separate 
~omm~lIlds, Of the depm'hncnts with geographic commands, 63 percent located all 
It\~estl~atot's at a central headquartct's; 22 percent had investigators op(~l'Uting 
primm'tty from the local district stationsj the remaining 15 percent placed I.l small 
portion of the investigators in the districts, while the maJority remained ut head. 
quartet's. In a few departments, experimental programs ofinvcstigutive dCi:lentrali. 

~ Chuptcl' 9 of'this report denls more explici~ly with this issuc, 
, a 'rhe Americull Bur ~ssociutioll Projt'Ct?1l ~~lIldUi'dS lor 9rill~illul Juslic~ (1974) specifically teCO,[f

I~IZ<:S thu~ CiIlC ~f thc, m~Jol' CUrt'Cllt respollslblhtlCs of thc police IS lhe creullon nnd mninlellnll(:(~ of n 
fechng of security wltlun the community, 

o Chaiken (1975), 

'j 

j 
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zation put investigators under a team commander responsible fo~' both patrol and 
investigative operations in a team policing area. 7 

Recent increases in caseload volume and the size of investigative units have 
prompted many detective bureaus to change from an organization of gencralist
investigators to one of crime-specialists, whose individual activities concentrate on 
one particular category Of crime. Only 7 percent of the cities and 17 percent of the 
counties responding to our survey operated along the full generalist concept with 
no specialized units whatsoever. When specialization appeared in small depart
ments, it might be simply according to "crimes against the person" and Hcrimes 
against property." In larger departments, specialization most frequently will be by 
the offenses of homicide, assault, sex crimes, burglary, robbery, auto theft, and 
fraud-sometime;::; with further specialization, e.g., robbery separated into bank, 
taxi, and liquor store robbery. In some departments where specialization is not 
formally recognized on the organization chart, detectives will still specialize by 
informal agreement. 

INVESTIGATOR STATUS 

Traditionally, detectives have had an elite status in the police department. Their 
pay was higher, their hours of duty were more flexible, their supervision was more 
permissive, uniforms were not worn, and the work was regarded as inherently more 
interesting than routine patrol.s Albert Seedman, former Chief of the New York 
City Police Department Detective Bureau, described New York City detectives as 
follows: 

True, they were an elite force. Since the turn of the century, the second
floor squad room in each precinct house has been the exclusive domain of 
detectives who went up and down the stairs without so much as a nod to the 
uniformed desk man on the ground fioor. 9 

The status of the detective division has often inhibited the profitable exchange of 
information between detectives and uniformed personnel, and has been instrumen
tal in transforming the detective division into an almost independent department. 

To qualify for an investigator position, an officer must typically have served at 
least three to foul' years on patrol or as a uniformed investigator assigned to the 
detective division. Our survey responses indicated that in 60 percent of the depart
ments, officers are assigl,,'d to investigative positions without civil service rank or 
tenure and can be returned to the patrol force at the pleasure of the chief. The 
selection process can involve some form of civil 'service test, nominations by previous 
supervisors, or subjective evaluations by investigative supervisors, Whatever the 

7 The Rochester', New York team-policing experiment, with patrol ofIiceJ's and d~tectives worki!1g as 
a unit. may have produced significant improvement in cleu!ance rates for. certalll property c1'll11':s, 
according to program evaluation conducted by the Urbftnlnsbtute, Results of the study can be found III 

Bloch and Ulberg 11975). 
H The historical difference in status has prompt.ed somE: departments to make patrol duty more 

attractive to the better police oflicers, In !lome instances, this policy has been sufliciently successful that 
rec['uiting fbI' the detective division has become diflicult, particularly in departments in which patrol 
oflicers are on a fbur-day week and detectives must work five. 

n Seedmall and Hallman (1974), p. 434. 
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formal criteria, detective supervisors have traditionally exercised considerable dis
cretion in selecting personnel. In police departments historically marked by corrup
tion, the strategic advantage of being a detective often caused heavy political pres
sure to be applied on the selection process. More recently, under the aegis of Affirma
tive Action programs intended to give minority group members an equal chance at 
career progression, the procedures for selecting and assigning new deir"· "ves are 
becoming considerably mor~ formalized and objective. 

In a majority of departments, training for detective work is limited to on-the-job 
experience accumulated during an apprenticeship. Although most formal recruit 
training programs give some attention to the investigative function, this coverage 
is limited to the basic material that a patrolman needs to know in conducting his 
preliminary investigation. More than half of the departments responding to the 
survey stated that they maintain no training program designed to assis~ the newly 
appointed investigators. Where there were such programs in existence, a 40- or 
SO-hour course was the norm, with one department reporting that it operated a 
12-week trainjng course for new investigators. 10 

Periodic refresher courses are offered by many departments, although the fre
quency and content of such courses varies significantly. In addition, some of the 
larger departments have recently instituted management courses for investigation 
commanders. 

Most detective units are manned only during regular working hours-S a.m. to 
5 p.m., five days a week. However, a few departments keep several investigators on 
duty at all times so that investigation may begin immediately when a serious crime 
is reported. 

Investigators usually work singly, except in the northeastern section of the 
United States, where they are otten deployerl in pairs. One of the advantages .of 
detective work is that investigators usually set their own pace. Our observations 
suggest that, notwithstanding the propensity of detectives to complain of heavy 
caseload pressures, time pressure is real only when an offender suspected ofnumer
ous serious crimes is arrested'and an attempt is being made to gather a large amount 
of evidence before the suspect is formally charged. 11 

SUPPORTING ACTIVI'l'IES 

In addition to the efforts of the investigators themselves, there are a number of 
other significant expenditures of resources within most police departments to aid 
investigation tasks. This section describes the most prominent of those activities. 

Patrol Investigation 

Unless detectives are kept cruising and are available to respond to reported 
crimes, the first contact with the victim will be made by a patrol unit. The amount 
of effort the unit devotes to the handling of the crime call can vary significantly, 

10 Appendix A reviews some of the training matel'ials currently in use. 
II In most states, about two working days are allowed between anest and the prosecutor's filing 

charges. 
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depending on the policy of the department. In some departments any investigation 
work is exclusively within the province of the investigators. The patrolman simply 
notes down some basic facts about the crime and then turns the case over to the 
investigators. His only additional role might be to secure the crime scene if an 
extensive search is expected. Fifty-eight percent of the surveyed departments report
ed operating in essentially this manner. 

In the remaining 42 perC!ent, patrolmen have been assigned some or all of the 
duties traditionally reserved for investigators. Most frequently, the patrolman con
ducts an extensive preliminary investigation at the time he takes the incident 
report. The patrolman will be expected to identify and interview all available wit
nesses, in addition to the victim. He is also expected to check for any signs of physical 
evidence. 

The results of this preliminary investigation can then be used by the detective 
supervisors to determine whether further investigation should be pursued. In some 
departments, the initial crime report is designed to guide the patrolman in answer
ing those qmlstions that will help detectives make this judgment. The essential 
elements on which the detectives determine whether or not to pursue a case have 
been called Itsolvability factors."12 Many cases are closed with no further effort, on 
the basis of the patrolman's work. 

In numerous departments the patrolman is responsible for the preliminary 
investigations of minor offenses, possibly including burglary. Investigators retain 
responsibility for the more serious felonies. In others, the patrolmen conduct all 
preliminary investigations. Finally, in five departments in our survey, the patrol
men have been assigned all investigative responsibilities. They carry out all inves
tigative functions, taking the preliminary report through to case closing. ("On Pa
trol," in Appendix B, presents the typical day of a patrolman/investigator.) 

Evidence Colleetion and Processing 

In recent years, many departments have developed a category of specialists 
called evidence technicians who are specially trained and available to go out to 
crime scenes and collect physical evidence. Eighty-seven percent of departments in 
our survey reported that they had such specialists. In 50 percent of the departments 
these were exclusively sworn personnel; in 9 percent they were all civilians; the rest 
were mixed. In those departments having evidence technicians, they accounted for 
about 2.4 percent of the total force. Although most departments reported that 
fingerprint checks were "usually" or Italways" made, we observed considerable 
variation in the pattern of their use. ("Playing A Hunch," in Appendix B, presents 
one such example.) In some departments, evidence technicians are reserved for only 
the most serious crimes, such as homicides, and they are rarely called out fJr 
burglaries. In the lesser cases patrolmen are expected to collect any clearly visible 
evidence themselves. 

The typical pattern was to rely on the patrolman's judgment whether or not 
physical evidence could be collected. If the patrolman reported that some evidence 
might be available at the scene, an evidence technician would be dispatched, when 

III For exmnple, the Rochester Police Department has patrolmen use a checklist describing informa
tion which if present is likely to lead to the successful completion of the case. A certain number of 
solvability factors must be present before the case is assigned for follow-up investigation. The checklist 
is based on the work of' Greenberg et al. (1972, Chapter 2). 

.; 
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available, to make a search. This meant that the evidence technician usually re
ceived a number of assignments at the beginning of the day and took each in turn. 
This method relies on the victim's not disturbing critical areas of the crime scene. 

The most intensive use of evidence technicians occurred when they were kept 
immediately on-call, available to respt,;.td at the same time as the reporting patrol
man. In these cases the patrolman and the evidence technician work together, the 
patrolman interviewing victims and witnesses, the technician checking the scene. 

Once the evidence technician has collected any usable evidence, it is turned over 
to other specialists in the department for analysis. In aU crimes but homicide, the 
only,physical evidence utilized is almost exclusively fingerprints. Blood, tool marks, 
clothing, and paint residues are sent to the crime lab for analyses in fewer than one 
out of 300 other offenses. ill Fingerprints are routinely collected for between 10 to 60 
percent of all offenses, depending on the effort devoted to collecting them. These 
prints are sent to fingerprint specialists who check them for quality and perform any 
searches required. 14 

Information Systems and Reference Files 

Criminal investigation consists largely of assembling the necessary pieces of 
information required to establish the identity of a suspect, according to the stan
dards and procedural guidelines established by the courts. Detective specialization 
is thought to facilitate this process by allowing the investigator to concentrate his 
attention on a particular category of crime. The more familial' the investigator 
becomes with the modi operandi (MOs) of frequent ofHmders, the more likely he is 
to establish relationships between an arrested offender and other past crimes. 

To cope with this information-processing workload, all departments have estab
lished some basic set of information files. New information comes into the files, 
primarily from incident or arrest reports, usually provided in the form of a carbon 
copy ofa report designed for some other purpose. Lack of dedicated clerical help and 
a lack of streamlined input pi'ocedures often make these files cumbersome to use, 
and suggest that important data are often missed. The most frequently encountered 
files are described below: 

Incident File. Reports of all recent unsolved crimes are usually sorted and 
assembled by crime type. 'fhey may also be broken down according to such factors 
as the race of the offender (white robbers) or the specific target of the attack (liquor 
stores). 

Known Offender File. Most departments attempt to keep track of known 
offenders, those previously arrested, who reside in their jurisdiction. These files 
usually contain the suspect's description, modus operandi characteristics, and state
ments concerning his previous criminal record. They may be further categorized 
according to special crime types or a particular section of the city. Such files are not 
only helpful because police personnel can use them to familiarize themselves with 
local recidivists, but because they provide a starting point for selectin€~ mug shots 
to show victims. 

Mug Shot Files. Mug shots are used in conjunction with the known offender 

13 Parker and Peterson (197~). 
14 Our analysis of fingerprint processing capabilities indicates that between 4 and 9 percent of all 

retrieved latent prints eventually lead to the identification of a suspect (see Chapter 7l. 
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file to help a victim identify a suspect whom he has observed. The quality of'photo
graphs ranges all the way from small black-a'l'id-white to high-quality color slides. 
Some departments have their mug shot files ot'g4nized by crime type, race, skin tone, 
and height of the- Buspect so that with a basic description the victim can be shown 
u selected subset of'the total files. In some depaftments, a computer is programmed 
to select only those photographs that fit a suspect's description. 

Fingerprint Files. 'rhe fingerprints of all arrested persons are always main
tained by police departments. In addition to an tlurl'estees'fingerprint file," depart
ments frequently have separate fingerprint files for recidivist offendel's. Both of 
these files are searched to establish the true identity of u person, and/or to match 
a lifted latent print with those of a suspect. 

Advancing technology has made possible the development of computerized 
fingerprint systems, and experimental programs are under way in several police 
departments. The promise of these computerized systems lies in their capacity for 
rapidly matching latents from a crime scene with those of a suspect. 

Intelligence Files. Some departmerits maintain intelligence files in which 
they attempt to keep up-to-dute information on suspected offenders, including the 
suspect's associates, a description of'the cars he is using, places he is frequenting, 
and his activities. Data ure input from routine detective activities or by special 
surveillance units. 

}i1jeld Interrogation Files. Many departments maintain special field interro
gntion files in which they input information from each patrol field stop concerning 
the locution of the stop, the identity and description of the person, and the vehicle 
they are using if one is involved. These field interrogation files can later be used to 
determine if a suspect has been observed in a given area or to determine what 
suspe~ts have been frequenting a given neighborhood. 

Stolen Property File. Most departments maintain some form of stolen proper~ 
ty file in which they list descriptions 01' serial numbers of property that has been 
taken ill property offenses. 'rhese files may also be tied into state or national net
works and may be used to check on suspicious property found in the custody or 
suspects or in swap meets and pawnshops. 

In our survey 56 percent of the departments reported access to computerized 
Jiles containing crime reports, arrest reports, and monthly FBI statistics. Twenty-six 
percent had access to computerized court dispositions, and only 15 percent had 
computerized known cm~nder files. Fingerprint and mug shot files were computer
ized in only 4 percent of the departments.15 

.. 

SPECIAL PROJEC'rS AND INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS 

During the past few years, significant amounts of federal and foundation fund
ing 16 hav(>~ been made available for innovative prograr.:.s in an attempt to upgrade 

I~ D('SCriptiOl~S and preHmimtry nnalyses of three systems-New York's Latent Fingerprint System, 
Los Ang(lles's Field h1tenogation Systl'm, and Indianapolis's Pawned and Stolen Property System-can 
b(' obtained {'ron~ the authors onllis report. This mnterial was not included in the present report because 
01' its specin!i1.C!d nntul'C! and lack 01' conclusive results. 

IU The funding fbI' the mojority of ex perl mental investigation projects has come I'rom the Law gnforce
ment Assistance Administration (LEAA), established as a I'esult of the Omnibus Crime Contra) and Safe 
Sll'l'!.'ts Act passed by Congress in 1968. One of the objectives of this Act was to "encourage the devel
opment of new methods for the prevention and reduction of crime, and the detection and apprehension 
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the quality of police performance. Although n;ost of these funds have been spent on 
patrol 01' community service functions, a small percentage has been devoted to the 
~nvestig~tive a.rea. In the remainder of this section we will describe the type of 
mnovatlVe projects most frequently encountered. 

Case Screening 

Many departments traditionally devote some minimal investigutive eHbrt to 
every reported felony. In others, the selection of cases to pursue is left to the 
individual investigator's discretion. Recent studies, which have attempted to ident
ify those factors most frequently fbund in cleared cases,t7 have led some depart
ments to use so-called ttsolvability factors" when formally screening cases for assign
ment, In such departments, 18 the patrolman's preliminary investigation is {bcused 
on the existence of these solvability factm·s.lo When the report is tUl'llled in, it is 
checked by a screening unit for the existence of solvability factors. If none are 
pl'~sent the case is liled without further effort, possibly with an informo.tion copy 
gOl?g to ~he ?etec.tive~. If solvability factors are present, the case is then assigned 
to ll1VestIgDtlOn for follow-up work. Use of such solvability factors can cut the 
burglary investigation caseload to about 20 percent of the total reported cases. 

Case Enrichment 

This term applies to a novel type of information processing found in a few 
depal'tmen~s2o in. which the regular incident report compiled by the responding 
patrolmen IS enl'lched by other data available from departmental files. In acttlal 
operation these incident reports are sent to the case enrichment unit at the same 
time they are sent to the detectives. The case enrichment urlit checks the data in 
the incident report against such files as field interrogations or known offenders, and 
forwards any results to the detectives to provide them with additional leads. 

Property Marking 

Many departments actively encourage citizens to put identifying numbers on all 
of their valuable property-usually their drivers' license numbers. Although such 
programs are largely thought of as having deterrent value, they can, in principle, 
also aid in the identification and recovery of stolen property. 

ofcdminals." rr:h~ Act creat£>d the L~A~ in the U.S. Department 01' Justice. At the state levC!l. the A~t 
was to be adnuntstel'ed by State Cl'Immal Justice Planning Agencies (SPAs). Planniug grants were 
em'null'ked ror the establish~lent ?f SPAs, with each of the lattel' being charged with developing a 
C01?lprehe~slVe plan for red.lIcll1g cr!me thro~gho~t the stnte, and ~Ilocnting the resources. in conformity 
~o It. ~s e~ldenced by the plograms mcluded ill tillS survey, some of these funds huve gone lllto the police 
mvesttgatlOn urea. 

17 See Greenwood (1970> and Greenberg et a!., Vol. IV (l972) .• 
18 ~hese departments include Fremont and Long Beach, California; Cincinnati, Ohio; DeKalb County. 

GeorglUi and Rochester, New York. 
10 These factors iJ~?lude loc~ting. ~ witness to. the c~ime and ,finding out whether a suspect Can be 

n.am,cd, located, descll~ed, o~ Identlhed. Othel' Items lI1clude lIcense plate number and presence of 
slglllficant MO or phYSICal eVIdence. 

20 E~amples ofrec:ently installed systems that have components to aid investigators are the PA'l'RIC 
system 1Il Los Angeles; CRIME in Oakland, California; ALERT in I(ansas City Missouri' DA'l'UM in 
Paterson. New Jersey; and GATCHA in Miami, Florida. " 
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Civilianization 

Civilians can assist investigators by searching for and prvviding background 
information in specific cases; this pattern was found in Oakland and Miami. Clerical 
help in report writing is provided in New York, Long Beach, Berkeley, and other 
cities. Civilian employees are also often responsible for notifying witnesses of the 
time of their court appearance and may even be dispatched to provide transporta
tion for the witness. In Miami, all physical evidence is collected and analyzed by 
civilian evidence technicians. In Cincinnati, Ohio, civilians notify witnesses of court 
appearances, handle telephone calls, and serve SUbpoenas. 

Legal Aides 

Police departments across the country are recognizing the importance of having 
police investigations properly prepared for court presentation. To this end, several 
departments are beginning to employ legal stafI'to assist the police in case prepara
tion. The largest effort of this type that we encountered was undertaken in 1973 by 
the Dallas Police Department. Six attorneys are assigned to the department on a 
full"time basis, and each attorney is responsible for reviewing all of the felony 
prosecution reports in his legal area of expertise (e.g., homicide, robbery). Subse
quent to this reviewing procedure, the attorney 

1. Sends the case to the prosecutor for filing, or 
2. Returns the case for further investigation, 01' 

3. Refuses to file a case if there appears to be insufficient evidence 01' no case. 

In addition to reviewing cases before filing, the attorneys also review all cases 
that are "no billed"21 or dismissed after indictment. They reexamine such cases to 
detect any developing trends that may have caused excessive no bills or dismissals 
and that could be attributed to police errol'. These trends are then examined by the 
training classes conducted by the attorneys. 

Statistics gathered by the attorneys for evaluation purposes show that they have 
been very successful in reducing the no bill and dismissal rates. In the first year of 
the project, 29.4 percent of the cases were no billed, and 13.2 percent of those were • 
attributable to police errol'. During the secol1d year 17.8 percent ofthe cases were 
110 billed, and only 6.2 percent were due to police error. 

Investigation Equipment 

Tape recorders are being used by police investigators in a variety of ways. For 
example, in the Berkeley, California Police Department, the patrolmen-investiga
tors record all of their reports on tape, which are subsequently transcribed by 
clerical help. 

In Cincinnati, Ohio, it is routine procedure for the investigator to record all of 
the statements made by the suspect in the course of questioning. The following 
advantages were noted by Cincinnati police officers. 

• Statements can be replayed to the suspect in case of doubt about what was 
said. 

Uj Grand jury refuses to indict, or prosecutol' refuses to charg(!. 

17 
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. 
• The recording can contain the reading to the suspect of his rights. 
• There is no need to wait for a stenographer (in fact, a suspect can confess 

in the privacy of a jail cell if he so desires). 
• It is easier to rf.'lfute charges of intimidation because voice inflections on the 

tape would tend to indicate whether coercion was taking place (for in
creased credibility they do not stop the tape during the recording of a 
statement). 

• It is easier for supervisors to detl~l'mine whether a statement should be 
used for multiple case clearanceG. 

The principal disadvantages of using tapes are the problems of purchasing and 
maintaining equipment. Tapes also must be stored for a long time and must be 
protected from theft and alteration. 22 

In Washington, D.C., all police lineups are photographed and tape-recQrded. The 
department also has plans to begin videotaping lineups. 

CONDUCTING INVESTIGATIONS 

The preceding sections have described the various resources involved in conduct
mg criminal investigations. '1'0 provide some insight into how these resources fit 
together, in this section we will discuss procedures for conducting an investigation, 
from first report to final disposition. This section only attempts to present a sum
mary of the patterns one is likely to observe. Chapter 5 of this report provides 
examples of some typical daily activities. 

Preliminaries 

Most police cases begin with a citizen's telephone call to the department: a 
parent reports the rape of a daughter; a victim tells of an armed robbery; a couple 
complains of the burglary of their apartment, discovered on their 1'eturn home. As 
a variant, a silent alarm may indicate that a burglary of a commercial warehouse 
is in progress. Or, a victim may appear at the station, Many ofthese calls will require 
a timely response to the scene of the crime or the location of the victim. In very few 
departments are detectives available for this action; in most, a patrolman is given 
the initial assignment. He responds to the location, lends appropriate assistance, 
and records an incident report that formally initiates the case. Providing aid to the 
victim and recording the incident report would typically consume about 40 minutes 
of the patrolman's time. His crime report would contain basic facts about the victim, 
the crime scene, and the offense, including the identity of witnesses made known to 
him. In most departments under most circumstances, the burden of the case will 
then shift to the investigative division. 

As we have noted, some departments do assign greater responsibility to the 
responding patrolman for additional investigative effort or for further service to the 
victim. The patrolman may be expected to make inquiries of' neighbors; to search 
for footprints, toolmarks, and fingerprints; and to summon an evidence technician 
if the presence of physical evidence appears to justify it. He may be expected to 

22 Bloch and Specht (1973). 
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counsel the victim on protective devices and defensive tactics to minimize future loss 

and injury. . 
Whatever the extent of his !'esponsibility, the final step for the patrolman IS the 

completion of his crime incident report. Policy governing the thoroughn~ss ~f this 
I'e port varies widely from department to department-from a ~cant reCl~atlOn of 
only the most central Information at one extreme to an exhaustIve recordmg of all 
l'elevant details at the other. In most departments the report is handprinted, then 
photocopied and distributed; in a few departments the patrolman is able to dictate 
his report by telephone to an automatic recording machine. 

Screening and Assignment 

Crime reports that accumulate through the night ate distributed in the morning 
to the appropriate investigative units, chosen almost invariably on the ~asis of the 
unit's crime specialty or locality of responsibility. When a case contallls several 
offenses of different types-e.g., both robbery and homicide-established depart
ment policy usually governs which unit is assigned the case. 

Police departments may adhere to anyone of sev,eral alternati~e poli~ies. to 
assign the crime report to a specific investigator ?nce .It reac~:s the lllvestIgat~ve 
unit, provided it is Hot suspended for lack of sufficlent lllforma ... lOn. I~ the detectIve 
squad-which may number as few as three or as many as twenty~five-has been 
organized in terms of crime specialties, the assignment ofthe case SImply conforms 
to that organization. Ifthere is no crime specialization within the investigative unit, 
the supervisor may be guided by a policy of assigning cas~s to ?alance cur~ent 
workloads among the detectives or to concentrate under one lllvestIgator the crlme 
reports that fit a pattern. Or, the assignment scheme maY.be to give all cases aris.ing 

within a specified period of time or in a given geographIcal area to one detectIve. 
Whatever the assignment policy, its effect is to add, on the average, one or two new 
cases per day to an investigator's load. But the actual increments are typic?lly 
irregular-perhaps six on one day, then only one in the next two days. The aSSIgn
ment rate of sedous crimes will be somewhat less, averaging perhaps ten cases to 
an investigator per month. 

Follow-up 

When the investigator receives a new case, his first job will be to compare it 
against the files. He will check to see if it is similar to any other recent cases. H: 
will log the case into any files he personally maintains. Any further steps depend 
on his workload and his own inclination. 

At this point we can distinguish three different types of cases: those in which 
the next investigative steps are obvious, those that look routine and suggest no 
further action and those that look unusually severe. The obvious cases are those in 
which a suspe~t is suggested by the victim, or the crime report indica~es there is a 
witness who may have some additional information. They may also mvolve some 
special type of stolen property that will be difficult t~ fence. Ther: may be a com· 
plicated fact situation about the way in which the cnme was carned out, or ~o~e 
prior relationship between the victim, the witnesses, and the offender. The vIctIm 
may have had n good look at the suspect, such as in a sex or robbery offense, and 
may indicate that he can identify the suspect if he sees him. 

• 

.. 
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The procedure for handling the obvious cases is straightforward, although it 
may be time consuming. The victim or witnesses must be contacted, and interviewed 
for additional information. Inquiries must be made at locations where special stolen 
property may be fenced. Mug shot photos are shown. A collection of photogl'aphs, 
including one of the suspect, must be assembled. 

The handling of the common offense, without any leads, is also straightforward. 
After it is routinely checked against other cases, it may simply be filed without 
further inquiries. Perfunctory attempts may be made to contact the victim ~o see 
if he has any further statements to make. 

In serious23 cases without leads, special action may be taken to get the investiga
tion under way. A wider search of the cl'ime scene for evidence or weapons may be 
instigated. A canvass to determine ifnew witnesses can be located may be undertak
en, or the victim's friends may be re-interviewed to determine if additional facts can 
be learned that were not covered in the initial report. Unless some obvious leads are 
developed, even serious cases will be dropped within a day or two under the press 
of new assignments. 

For most investigators the first few hours of the day are devoted to office work, 
which includes reviewing cases, preparing reports, and attending meetings. Late in 
the morning they will move out to conduct interviews, interrogate suspects, 01' just 
cruise. Lunch is taken out of the office, usually at favorite hangouts. 'rhe afternoon 
is devoted to interviews or paperwork. 

Interviewing witnesses is probably the most challenging task the investigator 
faces. In most cases the witness has already been interviewed by the reporting 
patrolman, The investigator's job is to elicit new facts or cast the old facts in a new 
light. In a large number of cases, especially those against the person, the victim and 
the offender may be acquainted. In such cases the victim or witness may be unwilling 
or afraid to give sufficient facts to implicate the suspect. Then it is the investigator's 
responsibility to convince the person that he should furnish the necessary informa
tion, or to establish that he may be protecting the suspect. 

The task of inducing reluctant victims or witnesses to come forward with new 
information can often place the investigator in a compromising position where, if 
he pushes too hard, he is likely to receive a complaint from the citizen concerning 
his behavior. On the other hand, ifhe takes everything he is told at face value, he 
may not single out the cases in which the victim has been previously involved with 
the offender. 

Most investigators we observed were extremely casual about recording the re
sults of their interviews. UsuallYJ nothing was writt~n down at the time of the 
interview. The investigator simply travels around with the facts ora number of cases 
in his head. When he interviews a victim or a witness he uses the inrol'mation to 
support a hypothesis he may have developed, or to, suggest other things he might 
do. He rarely attempts to carefully analyze what has been said or to compare one 
set of statements by a witness against another at an earlier time. If he does take 
notes, they are usually on a scrap of paper in the case folder and usually involve an 
address, an alias, or a license plate. He seldom writes down a statement describing 
an interview or takes down responses from the witness. As an example, see Appen
dix B, HPlaying A Hunch." 

2:1 Seriousness is determined by the violence oCthe attack, the value ofthe loss, the status ofthe victim, 
01' the publicity that the case attracts. 
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Even when such notes are taken they are rarely made a part of the investigatol"s 
{bIder, They are simply used to get to the next step in the investigation and are then 
discarded. Only in homicide cases is one likely to see verbatim transcripts of inter-

views with witnesses. 
One 0(' the less demanding and more enjoyable activities 0(' investigators in-

volves comparing notes with their colleagues, eithel' within the same squad or 
among different units. Most cases are depressingly routine, so when a truly unusual 
cuse OCCl1l'S, Ot' the detective find!) something particularly interesting, he is eager to 
shure it with his colleagues. Investigators seem t.o particularly enjoy looking over 
new suspecb" weapons, and contraband that has been seized, 01' discussing novel 
MOs. Obviously, some of'the in ('ormation that results keeps them aware of what is 
going on in the stl'eet, but it also helps relieve the boredom of the regular routine. 

When detectives from one unit visit another jurisdiction in the course of their 
duties, they will often take time tIl swap stories concerning recent crime patterns 
01' procedural changes within the it· respective departments, In ('act, many types of 
specialists, such as robbery 01' fbrgl~l'y investigators, belong to county or statewide 
organizations and meet fbr lunch on a regulat' monthly basis. At these sessions they 
compare notes among themselves lmd with representatives 0(' industries that are 
pat'ticuiarly concerned with their C:l'ime types. 

In Custody 

If an ommder has been mrested at the time the crime was committed, sot'·ie 
departments require their investigators to assist in preparing the case fbI' pl'osecu
tion, Police departments vary greatly in the amount of effort devoted to such post
arrest investigations.2'1 In some localities, the arresting patrolman rE:iains the pri
mary duty of supplying infol'mation about the suspect and the crime to the prosecu
tor. I-lere the detective's l'ole is limited to relating these data to other offenses and 
clearing past crimes. In other jurisdictions the investigators prepare whatever de
tailed investigation report is required to serve the prosecutor's need for information 
about the suspect and the oflense 1'01' which he has been arrested. 

The diflel'ence in the investigator's role seems to be dictated by local custom, by 
the demands of the prosecutor, and by the time available bdween arrest and ar
raignment. A minimally adequate investigation can be best accomplished if the 
suspect is in custody and available to the detectives for at least one working day anel' 
his arrest. But in many jurisdictions this is impossible because of the immediacy of 
al'l'aignment and a predetermined bail schedule. 

There are also wide disparities among police departments in their application 
of the Mil'altcict requit'ements.25 The exclusionary rule causes some departments to 

2~ Chaj}tcl' 8 presents cxamples ol'these contrasting efforts and explotes thcir implicntions. 
~5 Pdo~' to any questioning of n suspect initiated by Inw enforcement oflicers, allet' a person has been 

taken into custody or otherwise delH'ived of his freedom ol'nction in nny significant way, he must be 
advised oCthe rights enumcrated in Miranda v. Al'izOlla, 38·1, U.S. 436 (19661, As tYI>ically phrased, the 
rights m'e n5 follows: 

1, You hnve 1.\ right to remnin silent. 
2. Anything you sny cnl\ and will be used against you in a court ot' law. 
3. You have the right to tnlk to n Inwyol' und have him present with you while you nre ques-

tioned, 
.i. If you cannot aflbrd a lawycr, one will be appointed to represent you belbra any questioning, 

if you wish one. 
Having given these rights, the police then usually ask the following questions to obtnin a wniver of them: 
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exert little pressure on. tl~e suspect to make a statement. Others are not deterred by 
an :xpressl~n ~f unwllhngl~ess. to answer questions aftel' the suspect has been 
wamed of hiS l'lght to remmn Silent and his right to the presence of an attorney 
~ven thou~h the, exclus.ion~ry rule precludes the use of information gained thereb; 
m the pendlllg ~l osecutlOn,~(J these departments will continue to int(~rrogatc to learn 
about other crImes and to facilitate subsequent investigations. 'rhe pitfall here is 
that th~ defendant m~y reveal his involvement in a more serious offense (br which 
th~ pohce woul.d pretel'. tha~ he be prosecuted, but since his disclosure would be 
ta:nted by ~ Mtm/tcia ~lOlatlOn, the prosecutor would have the burden of proving 
th<l.t the ~vIdence u~ed 111 a subsequent proceeding did not result ii'om the unconsti
tutIOnal llltel'rogatton. . 

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF 
INVESTIGATIVE UNITS 

. E~r1ie~' we descdbcd the most common method of' organizing and deploying 
Ul~eStIga~lve resources. It entails establishing a separate and distinct investigative 
Ulllt, o~tside the nOi:'m~l patrol chain of command. Within this unit, investigators 
specIahz~ by type of Ol'lmej for example, m'imes against persons and crimes against 
pl'op~rty 11,1 s~1Ull departments, and homicide, robbel'y, burglary, auto theft, fbrgery, 
and ~u~elll~e 111 lar~er departments, Within these sub-units there may be further 
speCIabzatlOn by cnme type (taxi robbery, bank robbery, motel and hotel l'obbery 
etc:) 01' by geographic area, Cases l'csulting from reported crimes are automaticall; 
referred to the ~ppropl'i?te squad and investigator based on the type of offense 
reported and/or It.S 10catlOn, depending on organizational structure. 

'rhis type of organization allegedly results in several deficiencies which a few 
department~ h?ve attempt~~ to remedy through organizational change. 
. One. clU!111 IS tha~ the rIg~d separation between pattoI and investigation results 
111 duplIcatlOn of efforts, lack of continuity in handling cases, and exclusion of 
p,atroImen fr?m ,potentially 1110re satisfying and challenging activities. If the inves
tIgators reqUlre lllformation which they believe may be available at the crime scene, 

1. ~o ~ou und?rs~and e.nch ?f these l'ight~ us I hovc explained them to you'! 
2. Hnvlllg these lights III Illllld, do you wlsh·to tulk to us now? 

II' ~he lll'l'ested person indicntes in any mannel' thut he wishes lo c~nsult with on altorllll befbre 
jpeakll1g, there call be no questioning without viointinG his constitutional rights 'rhe fnct t!m{lle mny 
mve answered some questions 01' volunteered stntemenls does not deprive him ohhe right lo decline to 
O!swer m1Y/~!'thelrinlqUil'i.es until he hns consulted with on attomey and then agrees to be questiolll.'d 

lven n VIO a IOI! 0 tIe MlI'ancIa requit'ement, the pl'oseclItion may not use his statements at t!'ial Ol~ 
~he oth,r llOlld, IIlc

d
onsistent or contl'Odictol'y stntelllents oblnined by stich a violation may be use'd to 

!n~lt)pnt~ 1 tIe defcn ~n!.'a testimony if' he testifies, 'fhe arrested person does not have the burd"n of 
lilt Il\ mg n request 101' counsel. .. 

The Mirctllda requirements are not met by a mechnnicnll'ecitation oCthe wnrnings Once the urresl e 
st~tos th~ he "".nllts un attorney, the intel'rogntion will be wrongful ifit proceeds beibre an attorney ~s 
~leStent. ne .Mlr,a!ldC! wllrnlllg, .ndequately givel!, ma,y be suflicient fbI' later interrogations. 'fhe delen
,on !l1ay wmve liS rights, prOVided thut the wmver IS made vo!untm'ily knowingly nnd intelli ent! 

'lhe fac~ th~t a d~fendan~ as~ed, Ibr .counsel in pl'ior interrogations, but did not osse;'t the right ~uri:g 
thels~sslon III wh,tch the IIlcrlmlllatlllg stutement was actllnlly made does not constitute n waiver 

~ d not est~bhshed whether and to what extent the "fruit of'the poisonous tl'(\e" doctl'ine is llpplic~ble 
to eVI cnce denved from statements wrongfully obtained in violation of the MircmcJfll'equirements Some 
C?Ulrtt~ havc

f 
Mru.!ed dthnt the testimony of a witness who wus discovered solely through interrogation in 

VIO a lOll 0 Irall a would not be excluded. 
.20 Stnte~lents o~tained in vi~lation of Mirallda requi!'ements have been held admissible for purposes 

of lmpeachlllg a witness. Hams v. New Yorh. 401 U.S, 222 119711. 
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and the patrolman has failed to include this information in his l'eport, then the 
investigators often must repeat all ofthe work already p~rformed by the patr~lm?n 
in his preliminary investigation. If the patrolman has faIled to record ~ver~ slgmfi
cant piece of information available initially at the crime scene! potentlal WItnesses 
or evidence can be completely lost to the investigator. 

Another claim is that the traditional segregation ofinvestigatol's from the patrol 
force results in a lack of cooperation and failure to share information. Thus! it is 
alleged that investigators hold themselves aloof! the patrol force doesn't know what 
to look for and the detectives do not know what is happening on the street. In lal'ger 
departme~ts, it is alleged that the investigators lose touch with the different ~eigh
borhoods because they cover cases in different areas of the city and cannot bUlld up 
informants 01' contacts in anyone area. Finally, it is alleged that the traditional 
assignment of'investigators to individu~l cases causes eac? man to ?e buried under 
his own caseload. The result: everythmg gets handled 111 a routme perfunctory 
manner, Opportunities for high quality27 but time-consuming arrests must be fore-
gone to keep up with the assigned caseload. 

1'0 overcome these alleged deficiencies, as well as to respond to new patrol 
concepts, a number of departures fi'om the traditional organizational pat~ern have 
been tried. The most frequent variation found in the larger departments IS sepa~a
tion by geographic distdct, usually involving coterminous .p~trol and de.tectlve 
boundaries. In this variation, some form of headquarters umt IS often retamed to 
handle the more serious or complex cases. 

Another reform, motivated primarily by patrol considerations, is team policing. 
Under this concept detectives work directly with a team of patroimen assigned to 
a specific area. The patrolmen and detectives are both responsible to a s).ngie team 
commander (usually from patrol) who (theoretically) controls all of the police re
sources in his team area. Still another more radical form embodies the concept of 
the patrolman/investigator in which the responding patrolman handles a.ll asp~cts 
of the investigation fbi' all but the most complex cases. The most compl.ex mv.e3tl~a
tions and the analysis of crime patterns may be h~ndled ~y a ~e~ mve~tlg~t1v( 
specialists who also supervise the patrolmen/investlgators ~n theIr 1I1vestl~atlo~s. 
This form of organization has been l~.'acticed for many years III Berkeley, Cahforma. 

Finally, another innovation employs the investigative strike forc.e. Ins~ead of 
investigating cases on an individu!ll basis, the strike force deploys both l~vestlgato~s 
and patrolmen in specific high crime areas or against speCIfic tar~et Cl'lmes. TheIr 
objective is to have an immediate visible effect on the reported crIme rate through 
deterrence and apprehension. 

In the remainder of this section we describe four departments that embody 
various forms of these innovations and their apparent impact on the aforementioned 
defidencies of more traditional organizations. 

District Squads 

Here we illustrate two organizational variants of the combined centralized! 
decentralized approach to investigation, as typified by the Washington, D.C. and Los 
Angeles police departments. The Metropolitan Police Department of Washington, 

u Oflenders who commit serious felonies, 01' professional thieves. 

-.. 
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D.C., utilizes the district form of organization to a limited degree. Although the city 
is divided into seven patrol districts, each Wittl its own investigative squad, all of the 
more serious crimes are handled by the Central In.vestigation DivisIon (CID). Accurd
ing to a general order of the department, CID handles all homicides and armed 
robberies, and all burglaries of over $1000. CID is organized in the traditional 
specialist fashion. Investigators work in pairs, and each is assigned his share of the 
caseload. 

Citywide coordination of investigation is facilitated by daily staff meetings at 
which representatives fi'om each district meet with CID to discuss ongoing cases. 
Another coordinating device is the daily iineup at which all suspects recently taken 
into custody are presented, along with their criminal history and a description of 
their current offense. All CID investigators and an investigator representing each 
district attend. Following the lineup almost every suspect is questioned by at least 
one group of investigators about pnrticular casec::. in which the detectives are inter
ested. 

It is the policy of the Metropolitan Police Department that investigators stay out 
of the office unless they have some specific business to conduct there. Most of theil' 
time is to be spent on the street conducting investigations or responding to crime 
scenes. 

Because of the CID/district separation of responsibility! several cars will fre
quently respond to a reported crime-a patrolman, his supervisor! CID detectives, 
and district detectives. Until some preliminm'y investigative work is performed, it 
is often not clear exactly who should take the case. IfCID takes ovel', then no district 
investigator need be assigned. 

The follow-up investigative policy in Washington requires that some minimal 
efforts be made on every case; e.g., to recontact the victim. If he or she cannot be 
l'eached after several calls, the case is then suspended. The preliminary report 
produced by the responding officer is usually quite brief, because it is asserted that 
there is constant pressure on,patrol units from their supervisors to minimize the 
time devoted to such service calls so as to return to patrol. For this reason, prelimi
nary reports of patrol officers have low credibility with the detectives, who tend Lo 
place scant reliance on the facts in these reports unless they have verified the 
information themselves. 

The Los Angeles Police Department also operates on a decentralized basis. The 
city is divided into 17 areas, each with its own command and stationhollse. Each area 
maintains its own complement of patrol, investigators! vice, and juvenile ofliccr$. III 
contrast to Washington, the LAPD district investigators l'etain full responsibility for 
all crimes reported in their district. Central Investigation plays a much less perva
sive role. In addition to maintaining surveillance over pawnshops and other SUQh 
functions which are most appropriately performed on a citywide basis, Central 
Investigation only comes in on particularly difficult cases, and then only to assist the 
areas. 

LAPD investigators are frequently at their desks. They respond to reported 
crimes much less frequently than do investigators in Washington. More reliance is 
placed on the patrolman's report, although the screening process by which cases are 
selected for follow-up investigation is about the same in both departments. In both 
cases, official departmental policies imply that every case will be investigated; in 
actual practice many routine cr..ses are suspended aner nominal, but fruitless, efforts 
to contact the victim. 
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The Robbery Detail in Central Investigation is made up of eleven men, divided 
into two- and three-man teams. Each team is responsible for monitoring cases in 
three or four areas. These investigators perform a coorcUnation function, informing 
'heir areas of information developed elsewhere that 1.1Iay be useful in one of their 
~ases. They will ge~ involved in only the most serious cases when it becomes evident 
that on~ offender 01' group of offenders is implicated in a series of offenses 01' when 
a particular case becomes extremely involved. In time-consuming cases, where nu
merous people must be located and interviewed, their regular caseload prevents 
division investigators from giving the case adequate attention. This is where Central 
Investigation will step in to provide aid. . 

Also, when a suspect taken into custody appears responsIble for a nU~lber of 
crimes across the city, Central Investigation will gather up all the case~ and mterro
gate the suspect to establish whether or not he was in fact responsIble for tlwse 

crimes. 

Team Policing 

Team policing has been or is in the process of being implemented in a numb~r 
of the jurisdictions we visited. Here we describe the general concepts ofteam pollc
ing, as they affect investigation, and some variations in practice that we have 

observed. 
The basic concept ofteam policing involves assigning complete responsibility for 

police service in a small geographic area to a team of police officers, comman~e? by 
a team leader. Using this pattern a city of several hundred thousand may be dIVIded 
into six to ten team areas, with (~ach area covered by a team of20 to 40 police officers. 

In practice, no department is ever completely decentralized in this fashion. SO.me 
functions are always retained in a headquarters unit-such as records, commUl1lca
tion, etc. Investigations can go either way. All investigators can operate .out of 
central headquarters, or they can be dispersed to the tef.m~s .. The ?nly Clty v:e 

observed in which the former option was being tested was Cmcmnati. Mast of ItS 
proponents tend to feel that team policing requires that at least some investigators 

be assigned to the teams. . ., 
In Los Angeles, each area commander has almost complete dIscretIOn m deter-

mining if his command will ad~pt team policing .. If he decides to proceed, ~e has 
considerable latitude in deciding how the teams wIll operate. In one area, the mves
tigators remained physically and organizationally segregated from the patrolmen 
on their teams. Although each detective is attached to a team for purposes of 
assigning cases, all detectives report to a single r,aptain. The five or six investigators 
on each team specialize by crime type so that the assignment of cases becomes 
almost automatic once the category of crimes and location of occurrence are known. 

This. type of arrangement seems to negate .many of the benefits t~a~ .team 
policing is supposed to promote. It does not provIde t~am leaders the ff~XIbIht~ to 
use their men in plainclothes or uniform as the situatIon demands, and It provIdes 
little opportunity for contact between patrolmen and investigators. 

In another area of Los Angeles, all investigators, except Juvenile and Vice, were 
assigned to teams. They worked directly for the team supervisor. The inves~igators' 
desks were grouped by team around their supervisor so that there was consIderably 
more contact between patrolmen and detectives. If the team leader was absent, the 
senio~' detective took his place. 

r--:, 
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Even in this mode we did not observe any instances in which men were shifted 
between investigative or patrol duties as the situation demanded. Investigators 
continued to specialize by crime types. Coordination of cases was provided by desig
nating the senior investigator in each team as the coordinator {or a particular crime 
type. He kept a record of all assignments for his type of offense and reviewed all 
potentially relevant material. 

The city of Rochester, New York, is divided into three geographic areas for police 
administrative purposes. Since 1973, approximately half of each area has been 
policed by a Coordinated Team Patrol (CTP) while halfis still policed by traditional 
methods. The objective ofthis split is to evaluate the benefits ofteam policing in each 
area of the city. 

In areas not covered by CTP, all investigations are performed by a central 
Criminal Investigation Section (CIS). In CTP areas, CIS continues to,handle all 
homicides, assaults likely to become homicides, first-degree rapes, auto thefts, and 
juvenile crimes. Vice and narcotics are also handled on a centralized basis. All other 
crimes are handled by detectives assigned to the CTP teams. 

There do not appear to be any substantial differences between the operations of 
CTP or non-CTP detectives. In all areas of the city, patrolmen are responsible for 
conducting complete preliminary investigations on all but the most serious crimes 
against persons. In Rochester a crime report form is used to capture solvability 
factors that the detectives can use in determining which cases to follow up. 

The principal difference between CTP and non-CTP detectives seems to be that 
the former are more responsive to the patrol's concerns, and there is more \~haring 
of information. CTP detectives appear to work more at night or on weekends than 
their non-CTP colleagues. 

The Patrolman-Investigator 

Berkeley (California) has traditionally been recognized as having an innovative 
police department. In the past it has attracted officers with advanced education, 
some from the University of California School of Criminology at Berkeley. 

Prior to 1972 Berkeley patrolmen were responsible for completely investigating 
any crimes to which they were dispatched. At present there is a greater degree of 
specialization. The patrol force is divided into five platoons-two platoons Qfinves
tigators and three of patrolmen. On the day and evening watches both patrolmen 
and investigators are on duty. Investigators are dispatched to felony calls, and 
patrolmen to misdemeanors. Whoever is dispatched handles the case from initial 
response through to its eventual conclusion. 

During the early morniiSg watch (from 2 a.m. to 10 a.m.), only one platoon of 
patrolmen is on duty. They investigate all crime reported during this tour. 

The investigators are supported and supervised in their investigative capacity 
by seven specialist details: one each for homicide, robbery, auto, forgery, theft, 
general works, and fugitive. Each detail is staffed by up to four men, at least one 
of whom carries the title of inspector, a grade that ranks in pay between sergeant 
and lieutenant. The seven specialist details are headed by a lieutenant and comprise 
the Inspector's Bureau. Together with the Juvenile Bureau, it constitutes the entire 
Detective Division. 

Inspectors are charged with coordinating crime investigations within their spe
cialty and maintaining liaison with neighboring departments. They review all inves-
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tigators' reports and assign additional effort where they think it is needed. If a case 
becomes complicated or requires extensive efforts outside of the city, they will step 
in and take over; this is almost always the case for homicides. And because the 
inspectors are in the best position to detect patterns of crimes (those possibly commit
ted by the same offender(s)), they usually take charge of :mch cases. 

Under the original concept of the patrolman-investigator, every patrolman was 
supposed to participate in investigations. The current separation of the patrol force 
into patrolmen and investigators is a response to the department's finding that some 
patrolmen are either uninterested 01' incapable of producing acceptable quality 
reports. As inspectors supervise investigations thcough review of written reports, 
this places a particular emphasis on report quality. 

Investigators spend most of their time on the street in civilian clothes and 
unmarked cars. They are assigned to beats that match those of the patrohl1en, 
although each investigator may cover two or three patrol beats. When a felony is 
reported, the appropriate investigator is dispatched to respond. No patrol caris sent 
unless it is a crime in progress and backup cars are needed. Both patrolmen and 

investigators work alone. . 
When he arrives at the scene, the investigator completes a full preliminary 

investigation. If some leads develop, he continues to pursue them until the end of 
his tour or until he is interrupted by a dispatch to another crime scene; in the event 
the latter is a crime in progress, he will drop the investigation and proceed to the 
next call. Since most reports are of crimes that are already completed, this problem 
is not usually severe. When he is not on call the investigator cruises or works on his 

paperwork in the car.28 
In comparison with other departments, the inspectors function somewhat like 

senior investigators and somewhat like supervisors. They will enter a case to assist 
the investigator if his workload becomes too heavy, 01' if there are tasks that will 
take the investigator off his beat for an extended period of time. They take over every 
case that requires contacting sources outside of the city. 

The Investigative Strike Force 

Police administrators are frequently frustrated by their inability to deploy po
lice personnel for maximum effect against particularly acute problems as they are 
identified. Limited personnel, already overburdened with the responsibilities of 
traditional police routines, are seldom available to be deployed where there is a need 
for increased enforcement pressure. Recognizing the need for a flexible, compact, 
mobile task force, many police departments have developed tactical units or mobile 
striking forces to supplement routine operations. 

Initially, these tactical units were used primarily to assist patrol forces in emer-
gency sit-uations requiring additional police manpower, such as riots, mob situations, 
or strikes. However, in the early 1970s police departments began to expand the 
concept of the tactical force, and now many police departments maintain small 
tactical strike units on a permanent basis. The majority of these tactical units are 
designed to assist the investigative divisions specifically in controlling the crimes of 
robbery and burglary. Comprised of police officers who are freed from the more 

2n For u description, see "On Patrol," Appendix B. 
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r~utine duties ?~ ~olice work, ~hese strike teams operate as compact flexible units 
wIth the capablhtIes for applymg selective enforcement pressures. 

The robbery and burglary strike force, usually funded in part by Law EnfoL'ce
ment Assi~t~nce Administration (LEAA) grants, often works closely with, and in a 
manner sImIlar to, t~e regular. robbery or burglary investigator, The purported 
?dvantage oft~ese strIke forces IS that rather than being responsible for im'Bstigat· 
mg reported cnmes, its members are encouraged to proceed on their own .'nitiative 
to develop cases against serious offenders. 

Strike teams use intelligence gathered from informants or exploit the leads 
g,at~;red by tradit~onal investigat.ors, Instead of responding in a traditional \lreac-
tIve s~nse, the strIke force officer IS encouraged to be aggressive; to find information 
that wIl~ assis~ him in anticipating the targets of criminal activities so that he can 
take a.ctIOn P~WI' to an, offense 01' can intercept the criminal in the act of committing 
the Cl'1me. ThIS latter IS seen as a good tactic for the criminal justice system because 
it. m~ans that the arresting team has a solid case-one that will be easy for the 
dI~trICt att?rney to prosecute and that has a high probability of being disposed of 
wIthout gomg to trial. Once information is received, the strike team will usually 
stake out the anticipated target, or put a tttail" on the suspect. . 
. Anothe~. tactic that has been used for the generation of self-initiated arrests 
Involves strIke force ~embers' operating their own fencing operation to buy stolen 
property. S~ch operatIOns can recover large quantities of stolen goods and provide 
excellent eVIdence for burglary or possession of stolen property charges. 

The robbery or burglary strike force is normally a small force carefully selected 
from the police ~epartment's Own personnel. Usually young and self-motivated, they 
are often ~ecrU1ted from patrol divisions and from those investigative divisions 
where theIr background and experience will help them develop infor:mants and 
work undercov~r. The units generally operate in an informal manner; frequently 
th~re are no umforms, vans are often used in place of police cars, members have long 
hall' and beards, and there are no duty schedules. The unit's personnel may vary 
from a few men on a small force to twenty in larger departments. Depending on the 
department, the strik~ teams rnay cooperate closely with traditional investigators, 
or they may operate mdependently from other divisions on the police force. 

Although the strike force ofilcer has considerable flexibility with regard to the 
~ay .he wishes to procee? on a particular case, he is usually more closely supervised 
In hIS day-to-day operatIOns than the officers in traditional investigation divisions. 
Supervisors claim that this extra attention is necessary because these units are 
relatively new, and as such, thel'e is no established routine to be followed. In addi
tion, since ~trike force officerd are IH)t responsible for a caseload, they have much 
more free time, and the supervisor tries to make certain they ate using that time 
to follow up potentially profitable leads. 

,The operations of two such units, Miami-STOP and Long Beach-SOB, are de
SCrIbed and analyzed in further detail in Chapter 10 of this report. In the remainder 
ofthis chapter we describE~, without critic,'ll comment, the operations of three differ
ent units which represent variations of the strike force concept. 

. D~nver-SCAT. Since strike teams are frequently the only compact flexible 
umts In the department, they are often deployed to saturate troublesome areas with 
anticrime activities. Although almost all strike forces rely on saturation techniques 
~o some de~ree, a~ example of a strike force that relies heavily on saturation patrol 
IS the SpeCIal Cl'1me Attack Team (SCAT) in Denver, Colorado. 

" 
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SCAT is a combined team of 1 lieutenant, 2 sergeants, 22 patrolmen, 8 detec
tives, and 3 evidence technicians. They are organized within the patrol division, and 
the unit commander is directly responsible to the Division Chief of Patrol Oper
ations. Funded for one year's operation in 1972 with an LEAA Impact City grant, 
SCAT was to use saturation techniques, combined with prevention activities, to 
convince potential crime perpetrators that the burglary risk factor had increased. 

'rhe commander in charge of SCAT is provided with a daily computer update of 
crime information in a temporal, spatial, and geographical context. He then makes 
the logical allocations of his resources to cope with the problem. Although the team 
concentrates primarily on antiburglary activities, they are also deployed to areas 
experiencing other types of crime problems. The idea is to sat.urate the identified 
area with antiburglary activities, and then leave before the effect of those activities 
wears off: The team relocates approximately each month. 

SCAT employs both covert and overt saturation techniques. When the com
mander feels that a deterrent in the form of additional officer presence is needed, 
then SCA'r is employed in unVorm and in marked vehicles. Overt saturation is 
thought not only to deter potential criminals, but also to restore a sense of security 
to the local community. On the other hand, SCAT is frequently deployed covertly 
to situations where the team is trying to' locate the source of increased criminal 

activity. 
Once deployed to an area, SCAT members engage in a variety of activities 

designed to prevent burglaries and apprehend burglary suspects. The team covers 
all burglaries reported in their area on their tour of duty. On each call, members 
of the patrol force respond to conduct the preliminary investigation and make the 
report. At the same time, the evidence technician responds to conduct the crime 
scene search. In addition, the detectives also respond with additional patrolmen and 
begin to canvass the neighborhood, looking for evidence and witnesses. 

Besides acting as a comprehensive burglary investigation team, members of 
SCAT are involved in activities designed to educate the community about crime 
prevention measures and to elicit its support. SCAT canvasses the homes and busi
nesses in t.he area and inspects their security systems. They also provide residents 
with educational handout material to inform them about improving their security 

systems. 
SCAT is an example ofa tactical strike force that has combined overt and covert 

saturation, thorough burgiary investigations, crime scene searches, and prevention 
measures in an attempt to combat the burglary problem. Although several of 
SCAT's activities, such as security checks and citizen contacts, cannot be evaluated 
quantitatively, SCAT did gather statistics showing that the burglary rate decreased 
significantly in several of its target areas. 

B~l'lteley, California-Crime-Specific Bureau. A few police departments 
have chosen to reorganize portions of their investigation details so that some of the 
activitie~ usually performed by tactical teams could be incorporated into traditional 
investigative divisions. The Berkeley Police Department established a Crime-Spe
cific Bureau in 1973 as the product of an LEAA grant titled "A Systems Approach 
to Control Burglary." The Special Investigations Bureau (responsible for investigat
ing violations of narcotics, prostitution, gambling, and liquor laws), the Burglary 
Detail, and that portion of the Theft Detail that coordinates receiving andlor posses
sion of stolen property investigations were combined in order to provide a coordinat-
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ed effort toward the control of these closely associated crime problems The new u 't 
I d B t" . nl 

em~ oye a sys ems. approach to the burglary problem, considering the total 
enVIronment of ~he CrIme, .the suspect, and the target. The unit attempted to inte
g.rate res~urces m prev~ntIOn, detection, and apprehension efforts, blending tradi
tlO?al pohce methods WIth some of the innovative approaches developed by tactical 
strIke forces. 

Besides combining the. two details, additional resources made it possible to 
exp~~d the manpower preVIOusly dedicated to suppressing burglary activities. The 
addItIo.n~1 ma.npower re?uced the caseload each investigator was responsible for, 
thus gIvmg hIm more tIme to devote to single cases. The investigators were en
couraged .to deve~op informants, tail suspects, and survey locations in efforts to make 
cases ag81~st serIOUS burglary offenders. In addition, the combined unit was assigned 
several Cl'lme scene search officers, specifically trained to retrieve evidence from 
bu~g~a~'y scenes. As the program developed, public awareness and hom~ security 
actlVltIes also became points of major emphasis for the unit. 

. The crime statistics used by the Berkeley Police Department to evaluate the new 
umt showed that during their first year in operation the unit failed to reduce the 
number of burglaries. The number of reported burglaries during 1973 was higher 
than in 1972, despite the ~act tha~ the number of burglary arrests increased signifi
cantly. Because of these dIscouragmg results, the unit was not re-funded for a second 
year of operation. 

. As the proponents of the unit had expected, the full effect of the department's 
ulll~ue burglary control activities was not felt until the following calendar year. 
DUl'ln~ 1974, burglary rates dropped while the arrest, clearance, and conviction 
rat.es mcreased .. However, before these encouraging statistics were available, the 
Ulllt had been dIsbanded because of its apparent lack of effectiveness. 

N~w York City-Oper.ation Fence. For the I?ast two years) New York City 
detectIves .have been operatmg undercover fencing operations in which they set up 
phony busmess covers to buy stolen property. Their typical operation involves a one
or two-man cleaning business or trucking operation. Several such operations may 
be going at anyone time. 

They seek out a location in a racially transitional neighborhood so that both 
blacks. and whites will feel comfortable coming to the premises. They completely 
r~furblsh the building to suit their own special needs for surveillance, communica
tIons, and safety. The operation requires five or six officers to man it-two in the 
store and several others in a surveillance position across the street-usually in an 
apartment. ?ne officer in~ide deals with the clients. The other, hidden from view, 
operates ta~mg or surveillance equipment and provides immediate backup to the 
first officer m case of an emergency. 

During the operation oftheir first location, two holdup men executed one of the 
offic.e~·s before his. partner had time to respond. 29 Since that time, a number of 
addl~IOnal. precautIOns have been taken to protect officers on the premises. The entry 
of clIents IS contr?lled by a buzzer-latch system.30 The officer on duty is completely 
separated from chents by a chest-high counter that is completely armor-plated, both 

2D The backup officer and the surveillance team were aware that the robbery was going or., but since 
the robbers both had guns ?rawn! the other officers felt that the safest alternative, for theil' fellow officer, 
wa~oto l~t the r~bbers begm then' ercape. The execution occurred so suddenly it was too late to help, 

ThiS secul'lty procedure apparently is not suspicious to clients in a high crime neighborho~d. 
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top and sides. The backup man is positioned so that he has a clear field of fire at any 
would-be robbers, and the field of fire is so confined that there is no danger to 
pedestrians passing the store. 

Most operations remain active for about foul' to six months. No arrests are made 
until the operation is :;)hut down.a! Several techniques are used to ensure accurate 
identification of their clientele. 

• 

• 
• 

• 

The premises are located in areas away from public transportation so that 
clients will be likely to drive. They also pick a place where there is nearby 
parking. In that way the surveillance team can often get a license plate 
number. 
Each transaction is recorded on videotape. 
Frequently touched surfaces on the premises are dusted for fingerprints 
and cleaned after each transaction. 
Transactions are handled in such a way that clients are often required to 
leave a phone number where they can be reached. 

Conversations with clients sometimes lead to the identification of other receiv
ers, or stolen property can sometimes be traced back to a particular offense. Leads 
s!}ch as these are turned over to other investigators for follow-up and arrest without 
disclosing the source of the information. Very few men in the department areaware 
of the location of these fencing operations. 

Summary 

Although most of the tactical units have proved to be an overall asset to their 
respective departments, a few common problems have been encountered. The first 
and possibly most detrimental Impediment to the continued expansion of such units 
is an evaluative problem. Most of these programs are funded by LEAA for a year's 
duration. In order to receive continued funding, either by LEAA or their reRpective 
cities, they usually must provide their sponsor with data showing that their efforts 
have in fact contributed positively to crime control efforts. As with evaluations of 
any crime control program, the impact is often difficult to assess. The 'Berkeley 
experiment, as an example, was discontinued because of its inability to reduce the 
incidence of burglary in the experimental period. Officers in the unit felt they could 
justify their existence on many qualitative terms, but were frustrated by their 
apparent inability to have an immediate impact on the burglary patter:n. If con
tinued funding of these tactical units is going to depend solely on criminal statistics, 
then it is likely that, as was the Berkeley program, they will be discontinued. 

This evaluative problem has a spillover effect on strike team personnel. Accord
ing to many unit commanders,lowered morale often results when the men recognize 
that they are being quantitatively evaluated and that in some instances their unit 
will not'be re-funded. Most commanders feel that a single year is not enough time 
to demonstrate efficiency, that projects of this nature should be at least two years. 

31 One of these operations received considerable press coverage when the detectives held a party for 
their clients. to make the arrests. The clients were driven, in twos or threes, by cab to what they thought 
was a "secure mob-sponsored party site." As soon as they entered they were handcuffed and led out the 
back dOOI' for booking. 
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Some worthwhile programs, which would require longer than a single year to imple
ment, ar~ not undertaken because of the uncertainty of continued funding. 

DespIte the problems involved, it is likely that many departments will periodi
cally.attempt to emp~oy strike forces out of frustration with more traditional appre
henSIOn efforts. Tactical strike teams now exist in many large metropolitan police 
departments, and smaller departments are beginning to establish cooperative intra
agency strike forces. 

PERVASIVE PROBLEMS OF INVESTIGATIVE UNITS 

. Our observations in police depar.-tments across the country disclosed a number 
of problems that consistently appear to hamper investigation effectiv'eness, regard
less of any other features of departmental organization or practice. At thIs time we 
are. not prepared to offer any easy solutions or even to declare that changes neces
sarIly must be made. Our only present purpose is to point out the limitations that 
these problems create in regard to investigative units. 

Sources of Information 32 

. In th~ f~~klore .of the ttgood old days" a detective was consirlered "as good as his 
mformatIOn -a dlrect reference to the fact that detectives were expected to culti
vate a number of information sources within the community to whom they could 
turn for information on a serious case. During this earlier period it was often 
considered acceptable or even fashionable for police officers and other ~ublic officials 
to deal with certain members of the underworld-particularly those involved in the 
more sociably. acceptable crimes of vice, gambling, or selling alcoholic beverages. 
Moreover, polIcemen often lived in high-crime neighborhoods. As a result, police 
were often able to use these associations as sources of useful information in particu
larly serious crimes. After all, in many cases the offender might be one of the 
gambler'S or bootlegger's best customers. 

Community standards have changed considerably in their tolerance of this type 
o~be.hav~or. More conc~rn!s now expressed for the integrity of police agencies, and 
ehmmatlOn of corruptIon IS a primary concern of many police chiefs. 

In most departments, applicants are screened to make sure they have no past 
or current connection with criminal elements. Police officers, both on duty and off, 
are expected to hew to the highest standards of personal morality and behavior. 
Many big city policemen have adopted suburban lifestyles, which make contact with 
cl\iminal elements less likely when they are off duty. One result of these changes is 
that investigators have fewer opportunities to qevelop good informant contacts. The 
people they meet in the suburbs are not the kind who can help them learn who is 
trying to fence a particular piece of jewelry or who suddenly seems to have a lot of 
cash. 

Some departments have attempted to make up for this decline in cooperative 
informants by offering cash payments to people who provide usable information. The 
procedure for making such payments often requires that the informant be identified 

32 F~r one scenario on investigator interaction with all informant, see "Wheeling and Dealing" 
AppendiX B. ' 
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• 
to a supervisor (within th(~ department) who controls the reward funds. Payment is 
usually made only if suffit.::ient information is provided to make an arrest. Rewards 
tend to be in the $25 to 1$50 range. 

The experience in departments that maintain such a system is that they get very 
few takers. Twenty-five dollars is hardly worth being killed for. The offender who 
is arrested is often able to deduce who set him up. Also, since the FBI is able to offer 
much larger rewards, this tends to dry up some informant sources of local police 
agencies. 

The detectives' ef.fectiveness in developing informants is more limited in largely 
minority neighborhoods. In our observation, detectives seem to have little contact 
with the minority community in which they work, especially in neighborhoods 
heavily populated by minorities. Friendly contacts, othet than an occasional smile 
or wave, are generally limited to the established business community. These busi
nessmen are seen as one of the principal client groups to be served by the police; they 
are the ones who are most frequently robbed and who can be counted on to support 
the police. 

Changes in acceptable standards of police behavior also seem to limit the useful
ness of another police practice intended to develop investigative leads-the field 
interrogation. This aggressive patrol practice involves stopping pedestrians or driv
ers of "suspicious" autos to determine their identity and what they are doing. 

Most police departments now severely rest.rict the conditions under which such 
field stops can he made. Also, the person detainl:1d must be treated courteously or 
the officers will be subject to an official complaint. flor most patrolmen, the potential 
risk of physical harm, and the likelihood of receiving a complaint that will hurt their 
record, make field interrogation an action to be avoided. As a result, the field 
interrogation files, in departments where they are maintained, do not contain 
enough information to be of much help on current cases. Even when pressure is 
placed on pat.rolunits to make such stops, supervisors report that there is a tendency 
to stop innocuous people rather than those who really appear suspicious. 

'1'he foregoing discussion of factors explaining why certain information sources 
needed for investigative work may be less available now than in the past is not an 
evaluation of current and historical approaches. Our primary purpose has been to 
suggest that the development and use of informants and aggressive patrol tactics for 
solving serious offenses play a more minor role in modern police work than was 
reported in the past. 

Information Processing and Coordination 

When a tlsqueal" came in over the telephoh~, the lieutel~ant..at the ~es~ 
wrote it down on a piece of paper and handed It to a detective. Here Bill, 
he'd say, IIlook that up." Bill took the paper, put it in his pocket, and when 
the paper wore out the case was closed. 

-Woods, Crime Prevention, p. 342 

Much of an investigator's time is involved in processing information alr.eady 
collected by him or others, rather than in attempting to gather new information. 
This is largely because the investigator's focus is on clearing cases rather than on 
arresting new suspects. Most detective clearances are achieved by linking a sUBpect 
already in custody to other offenses. Identifying these potential clearances involves 
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com~ari~g s~spects ~n custody with the descriptions from other offenses. The pl'inci
pal 11l1kll1g factors 111 such clearances are descriptions of suspects and vehicles, 
weapons, MO, and stolen property. 

Much manpower is devoted to recording and circulating among detectives the 
type of in~or~ation d.escribed above. But very little assistance is pI'ovided to help 
process thIS mformatlOn. Instead. each detective must develop his own system for 
tryiI~g to keep,track of the huge volume of information that is potentially relevant 
to hiS cases. In mlly a few departments have procedures been established to au
tomaticf,llly screen this information and suggest potential matches to the responsible 
?e~ective: Much. of the typical investigatol"s time is devoted to manually screening 
l11fOrmatlOn whIch H computer or a lesser paid clerk could handle more expeditious-
I a3 y. 

This information processing usually involves data that someone else, usually a 
patrolman, has already collected. It is generally available to the entire department. 
Another class of information is that which has been collected for a particular case: 
the statements of' witnesses, victims, and potential suspects; background informa
tion on all of the above; background or supplemental information on the location or 
execution ofthe offense; descriptions of investigation activities- ~,both successful and 
unsuccel3sful. 

In many police departments, investigators recot'd only information that is abso
lutely necessary to justify the arrest of the S1,.lSpect and to support a prima facie case. 
Additional information is considered extraneous or potentially damaging ifit could 
be used to impeach any aspect of the case against the suspect. 

As a result, investigators rarely take complete written statements or even care
ful notes, relying on memory or casual notes on scraps of paper. Fruitless investiga
tive activities are rarely described. Investigation files are simply file folders in which 
all the material pertaining to a particUlar case is loosely collected. In most depart
ments, the investigation records of a case are of little use to a supervisor who is 
attempting to monitor cases 01' to another detective who must pick up the case if the 
original detective is not available. We have listened to tape recordings of informants 
describing cases where the detective, who is newly assigned to the case, does not 
know the identity of the informant nor his apparent reasons for talking. We have 
also examined voluminous files involving numerous statements by participants and 
witnesses in which it is impossible for the reader to identify the conditions under 
which the statements were taken.:l4 

The prosecutor may lose the case when he is confronted with new information 
at the trial. For instance, the victim may fail to identify a suspect arrested neal' the 
scene, but may then identify him at a subsequent lineup. The earlier attempt at 
identification is not recorded but, of course, the defendant informs his attorney of 
this identification failure. This neglected piece of information provides the defense 
with a powerful impeachment weapon to use against the victim's subsequent iden
tification, especially when it comes out by surprise. 

UU See "Administrative Details," Appendix B. 
:H Many orthelle observations have been made by other observers. In one onhe earliest police studies 

(Fosdick 1921), based on visits to numerous departments, the author cited: a lack orstandards in selecting 
detectives, lack ottraining, conf'usion between detective and patt'ol as to responsibility, lack of'supervi. 
sion, and an absence of' ordinary business systems fbr handling their case load. 
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Supervision 

The achievement of manpower economy (in criminal investigation) will con
tinue to wait upon the development of polir.:e administrators, and particu
larly detective administratol's, who possess and exercise an active interest 
in the problems of management. Our cities attract and train many capable 
detectives, but thus far they have not often developed competent directors 
of criminal investigation. 

-Bruce Smith, Police Systems in the United States, 
Harpel' & Row, New York, 1960, p. 123 

Most investigators receive little substantive supervision in the performance of 
their jobs, They must seek permission to take leave, spend money, or sometimes to 
use a vehicle; but rarely does a supervisor provide substantive advice on how to 
handle a case. They may be reprimanded for not getting a report in on time, but 
usually not for its substantive content. 

This itldependence frnm direct supervision is a result of both tradition and the 
nature of their work. By tradition, detectives have been considered professionals
the elite of the department. The only men picked were those who were trusted to 
do their job. Such men did. not need to be watched closely. 

In many departments today,3G the lieutenant or captain in charge of a detective 
unit may have considerably less experience in investigative work than his senior 
men have. The supervisor is often younger but has more formal education than the 
seniol' detectivp.s. Often he will move to a new administrative position every few 
years as he progresses up the chain of command, while the detectives tend to stay 
in a given unit for five 01' ten years. 

Given this pattern of personnel assignment, the supervisor is often a victim of 
the old detective mystique. When he comes into the unit he does not know precisely 
what his men are up to, and he is unlikely to make himself look foolish by asking. 
Also, he may be somewhat awed by the reputations of the senior detectives, as are 
most others in the department, and is loath to provoke their resistance by constrain
ing their activities. 

There is also a general feeling that detectives cut corners that their supervisors 
are not aware of: Harassment 01' pressuring of suspects, deals with informants, 
violation of departmental procedures, phony clearances, protection of influential 
citizens, or the "creation" of evidence may all be techniques that a detective feels 
called upon to use oc<:asionally in carrying out. his job. As long as the cases are 
adequately covered, the supervisor is rarely involved in these matters. 

In evaluating the work of an individual detective, supervisors rely on a variety 
of criteria, often weighting or combining the criteria in a purely subjective fashion. 
All detectives are respected for solving big cases, keeping out of trouble, and acting 
with tact and diplomacy. Younger, less experienced detectives with big caseloads are 
expected,to maintain an adequate clearance rate and to get their paperwork done. 
Older detectives are valued for their ability to handle sensitive 01' difficult cases. 

In some instances, the end result of this professional distance between the young 
up-and-coming supervisors and the more experienced investigatol's is that the super-

n Tht' fbllowing mater'iul is based on \':)Ilsistent observations in approximately 10 nU\jor departments 
ond roundtable discussions held with d"lectives from various depnrtmenls over the course of' the study. 
An such. the molerinlrepresents extremely SUbjective views oCthe detectives with whom we spoke. and 
is nol necessarily repl'es(mtative of'situtltiol\s in nil departments, 
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v.isors.are unable to monitor closely the activities qfindividunl investigators. Detec
tives, I~ such an arrangement, are left pretty much to determine their OWll way. '1'ho 
,~oung h~ut~nant or captain ~s responsible for seeing that paperwork l'equit'ed by tlw 
ft'ont ofhce IS completed on tIme and handles the leave schedules and other routine 
pers?nnelm~ttel's of his men. He may occasionally participate in an interesting or 
partlcularly Important case. He may occasionally inquire to see if depm'tmental 
standards of procedure have been followed. His desk will f'l'equ€ntly be clean. 01' it 
may ~e c~vered with material relnting to a special project on which he is working 
for hiS chief. His primat·y contacts with his men will be when he meets with them 
to pass.on the word {i'om above, or when he walks through the detective area to ask 
how,thmgs are going. The detective, on the other hand, deCides how much (lflort to 
put lllto each case and how the case should be pursued, 
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Chapter 3 

MEASURING EFFEC1'IVENESS 

INIl'RODUCTION 

Although inwstigntol'S CUll COlltribut(\ in mnn~ wnys, to t\ p,olicl', d~Pt\l'tn\(ine~ 
l'm.\cti"el\~ss, in this study W(' m'e concl'l'llt'<l only with th('u' role III cl'mHn~ i,n~estt. 
~ntiolls, Wll thN'efol'(\ omit uny disClission of the t\f1bctivC'lless of snch activities us 
locnting mis$ing persons. estnblishing that suspicious l'vt'l~ts (e,~'" ~llltttt(~~\d('d 
dNtths) did not involv{! llny cl'im(', 0\' conducting bnckgl'ound Ilwestt~t\h01\s,of I~cr· 
sons nppl~'ing for pm'mils or employnwnt ofvt1l'ious l~'p~s. HOW{iV('t" l\\ COllSHll't'tng 
th(> pt'oducth'ityl of inV('stigntol's, it must be tnk(m into ut'count,thnt dt\I~t\l't1n~l\ts 
dilll'I' widl'lv in th(ll\tunbN' oC tusks 0(' n 1l0l1cl'iminl\1 nntm'l\ tlSSlgtlNI to mv(>stlga" 
tot's, t\nd tl;(> 1lI1l\lUnt or l'(,S()Ul'CC'S ncl:lmlly dl'votcd to crimillt\l inv('sligntions nmy 
not bl' N\SY to detN'min(l ['l'om nn organizution chart. 

In I'(,'~;\l'd to eriminnl itw{'stigntions, tht' Objl'CtiVl'S of t\ !Jolie(' dl'pt1l'lment m'(.I 
primarily thQSl\: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Dt'lcl'rlng and pl'l'Venting cl'iml', 
UnC(Nl'ring the occurrence of crim(ls, 
rdl'lltif~'ing and apprehending ct'itninal oflbndN's, 
H(tcov(\ring stol(ll\ propet'ty, 
Supporting' the prosecution of m'r(lstcd oflbnders, 
Mnintaining public conndl'nc~ in the police, 

Tht'S0 objectiv(ls, which are bm:;icnlly compatible, t\re countl'l'bnlanc('(l to n c~l'tt\in. 
('xtl'nt by sevl'l'nl objectives ot'society as t\ whole that ar(' shared by the police! 

• 

• 
• 

Prolecting the privacy und tights ofiudividuuls, including minimizing the 
('xt('l\ t of' fillsc tU'rC'st. 
Maintaining lilil'll(lSS and equity in the Pl'OC(lSS of justice, 
Pedbrming the police {\mction at a l'casotulble cosl to the h\xpayers (or 
balancing eflectiveness against cost), 

All of these I)bjectives m'C' common to thc patrol function as well as to the 
illvestigativc {\mction, und indeed some of them may be accomplished battet" or 
more efllciently, 01' to a greatel' extent by patrol officers (eithcr alone or in interne
Hon with inv(lstigatol's) than by investigators. 'rherefol'c, in assessing ~he efle~ti~e
Il(,S5 of investigators, it is important not to consider department-wIde stattshcs 
l'l'\t\ted to thC'se objectives as if they reflect only the activities 0(' investigators, At 
a minimum some eflbrt must b(l made to sort out the contribution of investigators 
to any pcrfbrmance statistics that flrc calculttted, In many instance~1 subtle judg
ml'nts arc required, For example, some arrests are made by patrol ofhcel's based on 
direct instructions from an invc.stigatot, These should not be excluded from mens-

I Producti\'itv cun bl:' distinguished from em~ctiv(>l\ess by the fuel lhnt it illVOlw~ u eo~t\pnrison or~vht\t 
wt\S nccompU$h~d with thl' l'eSOlll'c('s required to accomplish it, I~or l\ complete dISCUSSIon. see Nutlollol 
AdVIsory Group 01\ Productivity in LI.\W gnfol'celllenl1l9731. 
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lH'N~ of' til(' contrIbution of' invNltigntOl's to upp'/'I!~')nsiol1 t'nt(l~h t'V(11\ though thl' 
tU'l'('St l'l'POt't \\loy clNIl'ly identify th(' Ul'l't'St{t1i;~'.'(:;'r US {\ nonillvNltignlol'. 

It is ()Xll'(Hncly clillicult lo ("n\culllt(, lHtIlwl'icnl lHNISU1'('S ofU\(I (lxUmllo which 
SOIllO ob.i<'ctiv('S m'll accomplished, II'his difliculty nmy be dlW to (~ont'(lptlllll pl'obl(ltns 
!i,(.I" tlWl'(l is no ngl'(I(lll\lll1t ubout how lhoy might bo In(.ltlslIl'('dl, lo thl' ul\t\vnilnbilily 
of'suitllhl!., datu! Qt' to tht' mugllitude 01' the dutu IH'()Cessiug tusk thul would l)(' 
1H'(ld(ld to cnlculntl\ pl'l,fbl'l'lld t\)N\SUt'(IS ('V(l1l when dntn m'll [lvailnbill. 11'01' 80mI:' 

ob';(lctiV(lS (i.e" Cl'illW dll lCl'l'()llC(lllnd U\(I fhit'lwss lind (l(luity of' tlw jUslic(1 Pt'Ot'(lHS). 
nil thl'{'(1 of' tlws(1 IH'obil'tllS nris('. 

In this study wo hnv(lllot 1'(.Isolved any o('t1ll'S() pl'oblems, IHH' huve W(' d('wlop(I(\ 
lWW tnNISUl'eS 0(' l'1lbctivt'll(Iss t:I1nl C(lIlStitut(1 tlwOt'eUcnl UdVlIIlC('S ill l'(ls('(u'ch, But 
wo huve collect(l(l 80111(1 dntu l'elating lo us many 01' t1w obj('ctiv('S liS we (bUild 
fbnsiblt', unci w)wn Wt' could ('hoose til<.' lbt'lll in which data W(1l'(\ coH('ct('d, out' 
IH'OCl'tltU'l'S wel'(I d('sigll{~d to produce t\\(I best IlH.'OSUl'es of'inv(lstigntiv(I (l/lbCtiVl'I1NIS 

thnt could possibly btl ohtnitll'd undet' th(~ cil'CllIllstUl1Ces, .It'inully, W(I huv(l b(1(111 
cm'ofi.t1 not to ';udg(' allY lIctivltk~s us Ulll)l'oductive wh($Jl in fhet they me pl'imnl'ily 
dit'('ctcd nl objectivNl Wt\ Wt'!'(! llllUble to meUSlH'O, It'ol' exumplt'l time Spoilt by 
invostigotol'S on cl.'.tnws that tlt'l' lleV(ll' sO\V(ld is by definition not lH'oducllv(' when 
c1e!\t'(Hlct'S lIl'C lIsed (IS n lllt'LlSUt'C o( pN'lbt'/lUUlC(l, hut t1wn' may W('U I}(I SOI11l' 

(unnwtlsut't'dl d('tel'I'l'nt VUlll<.' thnt justifiNl such inv(lstigations, 

PERFOItMANCID MEASUItES 

In this section W(I shull discliss Ow !l1eUSUI'NI of'ciflbctivOIl('SS nctunlly tlsed in thh; 
study nnd conh'nat t!WI!l with t1'mlitionnl meUSlIl'CS, whel'c UPPt'opt'iate. 

Dctlll'l'CnCO and Prov(mtion 

11'0 the extent thnt cl'iminnl ofIbnd()l's m'e ow£\t'C thut crimes Uwy have commit
ted (\1'(1 undet, invC'stigntioll, the [H'OCe~!; of clurying out un investigation (whether 
succ(lss/i.ll 01' not) pl'csumnbly hus in ilself'some delel'1'etlt value, even though that 
is not its primary purpose. In the extrClll{>, it must be tlssumcd tht\t if no investiga
tions were evel' conduc::ted, crime rutes would incrcase, although we have no woy of' 
estimating nt what rute, '1'his cllect applies also to individuals who have not commit
ted CI'jmes but who assume that, U'they did, there would be nn investigation. 

Here, deterrence arises {i'01l1 the ('oct that thct'o is some chance that the investi· 
gation will lead to apprchension of the pcrpetl'ntol" It is not known whether cities 
with a high chance of npPl'chending pet'pctratol's achievc a greater degree of dctm'· 
rence than cities with low apprehensiOll rutes, hut. most policc officials believe they 
do, Indeed, the pe,.ccillcd l'isk of apprchl'nsioll is oven mOl'e relevant thun the truc 
!'isk in this l'cgm'd, which serves us n justification in some quartet's for artificially 
inflated cleurance rates (l\S discussed below), 

Some activities ofinvestigatol's m'c carl'ied out specifically fo,' their deterrent or 
pr~ventive value. This is particularly true lOl' oHicers in the juvenile dh<,ion, who 
spend time counseling youths und their parents and conducting surveillance of 
recreatIon centers and the like. 

'1'0 meaSUl'e the extent of deterrence would require carefully controlled experi. 
ments, together with elaborate data collection instt'Uments such as victimization 
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SUl''1('ys. Moreover, r<:'seat'ch would be ne<.>ded to pl'ovid<.> a detailed understanding 
of how crime rates Vtiry with influences uther than investigative prtlctices, For 
example, cl'imc rates l11fiy be all'ected by othcI' police activities aimed t\t pl'(;'vention 
or detetrence (such us reducing l'esponse time to crime-culls, changing foot pattot 
or radio cur patrol levels, educational campaigns aimed at hardening ct'ime t'tu'gets), 
hy private investments in security equipment and personnel, by changing the speed 
a~ld cel'tninty ~vith which ofi'enders Iwe convicted nnd the sewrity of their sentences, 
und by a host of social, economic, and psy(~hological factors. Since even elo.bornte 
studi('s l'elated to the deterrent value of police activities (for example, the Kansas 
City experiment on preventive patrol) have been at best indedsiv€\, tht..' resources 
available to this project were clearly inadequate to measure deterrent or preventive 
t'flects competently, We have therefore omitted such meaSUreme11ts <:'ntirely and 
ll\<:'rely indicate the circumstances under which our conclusions have been limited 
bv such omission. In S0111<.' instances, we have indicated wh.ut changes occurred in 
r;'pol'ted crime l'ates when a new form of investigative operation was instituted, 
However, such figures are not intended to be deHnitive -rneasmes of the impact of 
tht' change, since reported crime rates can be afl'ected by chtlnges in. reporting 
pl'actict?8 and other extraneous factors, '1'his is discussed further in Chaptet' 10. 

Uncovering Crimes 

In this study we have .focused primarily on investigntive units whose 1tmction 
is to investigate previously reported cr.imes. The objective of uncovering crimes 
therefore plays a minor role, and we have not attempted to meaSllre it, 

Identifying and Apprehending Offenders 

Clearance and arrest statistics have been traditionally used as meaSUres of 
police effectiveness in "solving" reported crimes and apPl'ehending suspects, '1'he 
clearance rate, as usually defined and reported by police departments, is the number 
of cases cleared in a period of time divided by the number of crimes reported to tlle 
police in that same period; it is usually reported by offense class. The arrest rate is 
the number of persons arrested in a period of time divided by the number of reported 
crimes. Both of these statistics suffer from inadequacy because crimes for which 
suspects are arrested during a given period of time are not necessarily crimes 
reported during the same period. For example, it is possible for three homicides to 
be reported in October and for four homicides to be cleared, which produces a 
homicide clearance rate of 133 percent for the month. Although this is entirely 
legitimate, it is not meaningful as a performance statistic. Even if only three homi~ 
cides are cleared in October ,j'!elding a 100 percent clearance rate), four suspects 
may be arrested, ill which case the anest rate is 133 percent. 

Problems of definition also arise, A case is denoted as cleared when the police 
have identified a perpetrator, have safficient evidence to charge him, and actually 
take him into custody. In addition, '~exceptionalU clearances may be recorded ifsome 
element beyond the control of the police precludes placing charges (e.g., the suspect 
has died 01;1S being held for prosecution in another jurisdiction). Police departments 
(and units within a depal'tment) differ in their standards for when a case is recorded 
as cleared. In some departments, a clearance will be claimed only if an arrest is made 
for the instant offense. In other departments, additional clearances are claimed 
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when the suspect ul'rested lor one crime ndmits t(~ committing other crimes when 
the t\l'l'e~t for one ofIlmse leads to uncovedng additional information (such us 'modus 
operandl) point:ing to guilt in othe,. crimes, or when the suspected pet'prtrat:ol' is 
known but not arrested. . 

• 11'?l' these retlSOt1S, the cletu'nnce rate Is generally unreliable as n !l1C'{1sure of 
~,nectlveness, 'l:wo pre~ious st;udi()s have demonstl'uted the extent of this problem, 
?t'eenwood (19/0) and GI'eellberg (1972) showed gl'OSS dispndties among police units 
III the way cl(;'t\rnnccs are recorded, Greenwood dt'monstl'Uted that the UVCl'llge 
number of clearances pel' m'rcst for bUrglL1I'Y vuried dramaticnlly (fr.'om 1 to 201 
t~cross the 79 precincts ()ftho N<:w York City Police Department, d(~pending 011 how 
l~'equently Ck\Ut'ances were credltod on the basis of mod us opemlldi only. Among the 
SIX <!epartments Greenberg studied, he found IUl'ge vuriations in how the F'B! "ex
ceptlOl1aJ cleut'ance" guidelines were applied, FOt' example, in one department 27 
pet'cent of the clemed blll'glm'y cases had beet} closed solely on the b~sis of'the 
suspect's admiSSion; in another department, such clearances were neV<:H' based on 
this evidence alone. 

From the viewpoint of gauging ;,nuesligative e/[ectiveness, another limitation is 
t~lat neither the clearnnce l'Ute nor the arrest rtlte reveals to what extent illvestiga. 
tJ:c, us ~pposed to noninvestigativo, police efrorts contribute to their overall level. 
FmuUy, It should be noted that neither.' of these statistics provides any indication of 
the overall quality of the arrest or clenrHnce, 01' ofthe investivative contribution to 
tb~ ~lIality. rn.lereff,l:e, arrest l'lltes may be misleading becaus~ they are not correct~ 
ed Ii. a c~ulrge IS not bled by the prosecutor, Ot' if it is filed initially, but later dropped 
Ot' dl~lmssed, And the clearance !'Ute cun be misleading because a crime involving 
multIple offenders can be Itcleured" even ifthe police believe they know the identity 
of only one of the perpetrators. . 

Except for the issue of quality (which we discuss below), most of the disabilities 
ofclear?nce.a~d arrest rates can be eliminated by collecting data in an appropriate 
form, FIrst, It 'IS necessary to locus on a particular set of criminal incidents, rather 
than on a particular period of time, Next, the outcome of each case must be recorded 
in iiner detail than as simply "cleared" 0[' ttnot cle~red." A suitable categorization 
is as follows: 

• Cleared by arrest lor the instant offense: 
- All perpetrators arrested 
- Some perpetrators remain unarrested 

• Cleared by arrest for another offense, with identification as follows (multi~ 
ply' categories permitted): 

.?ositive identification 
Physical evidence 
Confession 
Possession of stolen property 
Similar modus operandi 
Other 

• Cleared without an arrest: 
Victim refuses to prosecute 

- Property recovered2 

2 In some departments, an auto theft is recorded as cleared if the vehicle is recovered, 
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- Other (died, held in another jurisdiction, etc.) 
Unfounded (Le., no crime was committed) 
Not cleared or unfounded 

'l'hird, for cleared crimes it is necessary to recor.d the role (if any) played by investiga
tors in the clearance. 

Once such information has been collected, it is possible to calculate inci.dent-
oriented statistics, which indicate the fraction of incidents that resulted in a given 
outcome. For example, it is possible to determine what fraction of robberies present
ed to investigators unsolved were subsequently cleared by an investigator-initiated 
arrest for the instant offense. Such a statistic is, first of all, relevant for measuring 
investigative effectiveness and, second, subject to less administrative manipUlation 
than traditional clearance rates and is thus more comparable among departments. 

For this study, we usually had to collect data appropriate for incident~oriented 
statistics by selecting samples of cases and reviewing case folders. However, we 
believe that police departments should be interested in such statistics for their own 
internal purposes and should l'eview the possibility of calculating them whenever 
changes in information systems are contemplated. In particular, it is c~mmon for 
computerized arrest files to be separate f1:um incident files, so that matchmg arrests 
to incidents is either prohibitively expensive or impossible. But if incident files are 
currently updated to indicate clearances, it is just as easy to update them with 
information about the arrest status of the case. 

Assistance to Prosecutor 

There is 11 body of opi~ion that holds that suspect identification and apprehen
sion effectiveness are not validly weighed by arrest and clearance rates, because 
these statistics encourage poor arrests. The National Advisory Group on Productivi
ty in Law Enforcement (1973) suggested measuring quality arrests by including only 
those arrests that pass the first judicial screening. Others hold that final dispositions 
in the courts are better measures of arrost quality. The quality of arrest clearly 
should be reflected, albeit only partially, in subsequent stages of case processing by 
the prosecutor, the defense, and the court. But factors associated with these agencies 
may also affect ultimate case outcome, such as the prosecutor's screening policy, the 
competency of prosecutors, defense counsel and judges, court delay and backlog, and 

so on. 
For example, one prosecutor's office may adopt a policy of accepting and filing 

felony complaints only when the probability of conviction by a jury is very high
that is, a filing stBndard far in excess of probable cause is used. Another prosecutor's 
office may apply a probable cause standard in the filing decision. So, an arrest of 
moderate quality may be rejected by one prosecutor and filed by another. Thus, 
ultimate-case outcome (rejection in screening, dismissal, acquittal, and conviction) 
and type and severity of sentence imposed are imperfect measures of investigative 
effectiveness. We do not know of any previous study that has succeeded in converting 
information about case disposition into a valid measure of the quality of investiga-
tive work. 

In Chapter 8 we analyze, in a preliminary fashion, the relationship between 
post-arrest investigative thoroughness and case disposition in t~e c~urts. Th~ mea
sure of post-arrest investigative thoroughness (or arrest quahty, If you Wlll) we 
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employ is the presence or absence of certain information, obtainable from the 
prosecutor's case file, that has been collected from crime and arrest reports and in 
police interviews of the suspect, victim, and witnesses at the time of the incident, 
at the arrest, and in the follow-up investigation. Of course, this measure of post
arrest investigative thoroughness is imperfect and only suggestive, because we do 
not attempt to discern the relative importance and contribution of the various 
information items to ultimate case disposition in the court. 

Public Attitudes 

An important output of investigative efforts i~ their effect on the public's atti
tude toward, and confidence in, the police, and their perceptions regarding their 
safety on the streets. Studies have shown that people's perceptions about their safety 
on the streets are not necessarily related to the true risks they faDe ofbeirlg victims 
of crime. Such perceptions are also afiElCted by the way in wh:'ch crime information 
is treated and by public confidence in the police. Many police ofIicials assert that the 
appearance of dedicated efforts on each case contributes positively to public confi
dence in the police. Even when a general public effect is discounted, extl'a investiga
tive efforts (such as interviewing witnesses, dusting for ilngerprints, neighborhood 
searches) are often used to placate particular victims rather than in hopes of solving 
the crime. Some police aS8ert that the victim deserves extra attention because of his 
emotional trauma or property loss, regardless of the eventual outcome. 'fhis attitude 
is shared by the American Bar Association, as evidenced in their Project on Stan
dards for the Administration of Criminal Justice. They l'ecognize that one of the 
major current responsibilities of the police is (Ito create and maintain a feeling of' 
security in the community."u 

In this study we do not address the broad issues of what determines public 
attitudes toward the police and people's perceptions regarding !},. 'ir safety on the 
streets. Instead, we focus on one segment of the public (i.e., the Vic'\'i~J.lS of crime), and . 
on one policy lever that could bi:. employed by police to affect victim attitude (i.e., 
information feedback on case progress and outcome). That is, we hypothesize that 
most victims, particularly the victim whose case has not been cleared by an arrest 
(for that crime), are largely unawat'e of police efforts and progress in their case, that 
they would welcome feedback on their case, and that such feedback would increase 
their conildence in the police. Many police officials share this view, at least for those 
cases in which the perpetrator is arrested and prosecutedj this hypothesis (among 
others) is being tested in an experiment, funded by the Police Foundation, and 
conducted by the Sacramento (Ca.) Police Department. In addition to other ways of 
improving handling and treatment of victims, the department will notify victims at 
three points in their case: when an arrest is made, when prosecution commences, 
and at final case outcome. 

But in the vast majority of cases, the case is either never cleared, or it is cleared 
but the police cannot or will not att~mpt to have the prosecutor press charges 
against the suspect for that crime. To our knowledge, there are few data on the 
relationship between victim attitude and, case information fe,edback for these classes 
of victims. Therefore, in one city we conducted a small sample telephone survey of 

3 See American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal Justice (1974), p. 15. 
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victims whose cases were uncleared, cleared by arrest, and cleared exceptionally. 
Information was collected regarding their knowledge of the progress and disposition 
of their cases; their desire for, and the importance they attach to, additional feed
back; the nature of such feedback and their reactions to it; ways the police depart
ment should notify th~m; and wheth~r such feedback would alter their confidence 
in the police department. 

Other Measurles of Effectiveness 

The extent to which investigative activities impinge on privacy snd other consti
tutional rights of citizens who come in contact with police is an important element 
of effectiveness, but we did not attempt to measure these impacts; rather, we treat 
them as factors to be considered when comparing the effectiveness of various modes 
of investigative activity, much as cost can be considered. To give a hypothetical 
example, if two investigative techniques are equally costly and equally effective, but 
only one ofthem involves field stops ofnonsllspects, surveillance, and other infringe
ments of privacy, then the technique without such infringements is the preferred 
one. 

In regard to false arrest, it should be noted that the incident-oriented statistics 
described earlier give no credit whatsoever to an arrest that does not lead to clearing 
a crime. Therefore, we have avoided counting such arrests as indicators of effective
ness. It may be argued that they should be counted negatively in some way, but we 
have not done so. 

As mentioned earlier, the cost of an investigative activity is a factor which, 
when compared to effectiveness, gives an indication of productivity. We have not 
performed any cost analyses as part of this study; we have considered the number 
of investigators or investigative man-hours as suitable proxies for cost. This ignores 
any differe[1ces in pay scales among cities or among officers of various ranks within 
a city, but it is accurate enough in light of the uncertainties inherent in the effective
ness measures themselves. 

/J 

Chapter 4 

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE INVESTIGATIVE FUNCTION 

Until recently there were virtually no analytical studies of the investigat~ve 
function; the secrecy that continues to surround the investigative function shielded 
it from objective research. However, in the late 1960s, the work of the President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice broadened 
interest and prompted research in the investigative process. Despite the resource 
limitations of these research projects, their findings are significant contributions to 
a field in which almost no objective information was available until recently. 

In this chapter we first summarize the nature of each of the relevant studies and 
then synthesize those findings that appear pertinent to our work. 

Under the auspices of the President's Commission, Isaacs (1967) examined a 
sample of cases from the Los Angeles Police Department to identify investigatory 
factors that contribute to the sQlution of crimes. In his sample of 1905 crimes, he 
found that 25 percent were cleared. Of these clearances, most involved a named 
suspect or an on-the-scene arrest. These data suggested a need both for fast response 
time to reported crimes and more investigation at the scene of the crime. Major 
questions were raised as to how detectives should be deployed. Isaacs characterized 
his analysis of police records as a tlpreliminary and exploratory E;lnalysis." His report 
revealed the paucity of information about methads of investigation. 

In 1968, Greenwood analyzed New York City Police Department programs for 
apprehending serious criminal offenders (Greenwood 1970). He found that the prob
ability of arrest was high for crimes against persons-homicide, rape, and assault
and low for crimes against property-robbery, burglary, and larceny. Most arrests 
for property crimes were made either at the scene of the crime or as a result of 
evidence readily apparent when the crime was reported. He compared the effective
ness of various modes of detective deployment, and as a means to avoid the waste 
of time in investigating unsolvable cases, he identified evidentiary factors (e.g., 
named suspect, mug shot, description) for predicting whether or not a case could be 
solved. 

Folk (1971) extended this line of research by exploring various decision strate
gies for selecting the cases that investigators should pursue. He also collected Boston 
Police Department data which showed the contribution of various types of evidence 
to suspect identification, arrest, and convictil)n. He found that civilian victims or 
witnesses contributed about 40 percent of the evidence to solved cases. 

In an attempt to meaSUre physical links between a criminal and his crime, 
Parker and Peterson (1972) reviewed Berkeley Police Department activities to ascer
tain what types of physical evidence can be found at crime scenes. Their study, 
detailed below, shows that while there is adequate physical evidence at crime scenes, 
there are few efforts to recover it. 

Greenberg (1972) extensively analyzed burglary investigation practices in sev
eral Alameda County, California police departments, and proposed means ofimprov
ing them. Using statistical analyses of police records, he found five predictors (with 
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80 percent probability) of case closure, given the current state of investigation 
practices: 

1. Estimated range of time of occurrence. 
2. Witness reporting of offense. 
3. On-view report of offense. 
4. Usable fingerprints. 
5. Suspect information developed (suspect described or named). 

Other variables of potential but undetermined usefulness included: property 
description, serial number, other physical evidence, suspect vehicle description, 
casual and confidential informants, and possession of stolen property. Greenberg'S 
statistical analysis discarded the following variables as having little impact on case 
clearance: time between occurrence and report, facility category and type, victim's 
reporting the offense, cash value of stolen property, and ~ro~erty ~ype. ~n t~e basis 
of this information, a checklist was developed both to gUlde ll1 the ll1vesbgatlOn and 
to determine whether to follow up or suspend a case. 

As part of a comprehensive study of robbery cases, Feeney et al. (1973) analyzed 
robbery arrests and clearances in Oakland, California. Citizen involvment was 
found to play the most significant role in criminal apprehension. 

Conklin (1972) and Conklin and Bittner (1973) examined robbery and burglary 
cases to determine among other things, police response to the offense, and the extent 
to which police i~vestigation resulted in case clearance. They found that in the 
majority of reported burglaries, a patrolman or a team of pa~rolmen are dispat?~ed 
to survey the scene; then investigations are made by detecbves who, after wntll1g 
up a report of their investigation, in the majority of cases simply move on to the next 
case. Along these lines, Conklin reports that criminal investigations of robberies 
produce clearances in only lout of 50 cases. The analysis purports to show that the 
spacing of arrests is not due to the fact that the policemen need time to work out 
a solution. The data presented demonstrate that cases are solved, when they are 
solved either at the time the offense takes place or shortly thereafter, or, by and 
large, 'not at all. The information required for such solution must be mobilized in 
short order or the quest is soon abandoned. In other words, either a detective knows 
quite clearly in the cases where to turn, or he does not try to pursue the matter 
(Bittner 1974). 

The above-cited studies all share an aim of explaining current investigative 
practices and of identifying possible avenues of impro~eme~t, ev~n. though they 
focus on different aspects of investigative performance ll1 vanous cIbes. They pro
duced the following findings: 

• Clearance statistics are general.ly unreliable . 

Given.that clearance rates are the traditional measure of police effectiveness in 
"solving" reported crimes, two of the cited studies (Greenwood 1970 and Greenberg 
1972) showed gross disparities among police units in the way clearance rates are 
quantified. Greenwood demonstrated that the average number of clearances per 
arrest for burglary varied tremendously (from 1 to 20 clearances) across the 79 
precincts of the New York City Police Department, depending on how frequently 
clearances were credited on the basis of modus operandi only. Greenberg found large 
variations among the six departments he studied in how strictly the FBI "exception-
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al clearance" guidelines were applied. For example, in one department, 27 percent 
of the cleared burglary cases had been closed solely on the basis of the suspect's 
admission; in another department, such clearances were never based on this evi
dence alone. 

• Relatively few reported robberies and burglaries resuh in arrests. 

Two of the cited studies show how infrequently arrests are made and how limited 
is the role of investigators in making them. Greenwood (1970) found that only 13 
percent of reported robberies and 4 percent of reported burglaries resulted in the 
arrest of at least one suspect. Detectives accounted for the arrests in approximately 
one-third of these cases. Feeney et al. (1973), in their study of Oakland, revealed that 
arrests occurred in 16 percent of the robbery cases; investigators made 45 percent 
of these arrests. 

• Solution rates are insensitive to case load. 

That the amount of investigatory effort does not seem to affect the probability 
of solving a robbery or burglary is disclosed by two of the cited studies. (This result 
suggests that the solution rate for other offenses may also be insensitive to investiga
tive responses, i.e., under existing practices, crimes tend to solve themselves ifthey 
are solved at all.) Greenwood (1970) observed no appreciable difference in the rate 
at which cases were cleared by an arrest by those squads with the highest case loads 
in the city and by those with the lowest. Remarkably, the high case load squads had 
a slightly better clearance rate. 

Greenberg (1972) reported on the operation for several months of a Special 
Enforcement Unit (SED) in the Haywood (California) Police Department. This unit 
employed some of the department's best investigators to perform intensive investi
gations of reported burglaries in specified areas of the city. Greenberg concluded as 
follows: The SEU prepared more comprehensive and better written investigative 
reports than did the regular force; it made neighborhood checks in 88 percent of its 
cases compared with 22 percent in normal practice; but it was no more successful 
in discovering physi.";tal evidence and witnesses or in making arrests than were 
regular units. 

• Investigators mahe scant use of indirect evidence. 

Each of six cited studies supports the proposition that, to make an arrest, police 
investigators rarely exploit other than the most direct types of evidence-apprehen
sion at the scene, suspect named by the victim, street identification by victims or 
witnesses, etc. Concomitantly, the studies indicated that on-scene arrests were the 
most prevalent type of arrest in theft crimes, while follow-up investigations, which 
could involve significant proportions of investigative time, were almost entirely 
ineffective. 

Isaacs (1967) noted both the frequency of fingerprint information at the scene 
of a burglary and the paucity of its use. Of 626 burglaries in Los Angeles, at least 
43 percent indicated fingerprint evidence; yet only 5 percent of these cases had 
evidence booked. 

In examining 61 solved cases in the Boston Police Department, Folk (1971) found 
that whereas detectives interviewed felt that informants were their most valuable 
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asset in solving a case, in fact most cases were cleared on the basis of eyewitness 
evidence. Physical evidence was little utilized. 

Parker and Peterson (972) sought to demonstrate the availability of physical 
evidence at crime SCenes both by observing the work of the Berkeley Police Depart
ment's evidence technicians in theil' crime scene searches and by making an inde
pendent assessment of what evidence could have been obtained. They concluded that 
92 percent of 734 cases produced some usable evidence. Specifically, 41 percent 
contained fingerprint evidence. Twenty-two categories of physical evidence were 
said to be present-the occurren(.e rates ranging from 43 percent for tool marks, to 
15 percent for cigarettes, to 5 percent {or hail' or blood. Notably, the crime laboratory 
received only one item of evidence on a robbelty case during the period studied, and 
none for burglary, although the Berkeley Pollce Department handled 875 burglaries 
and 101 robberies during this period. 

Gt'eenwood's review of investigative reports in New York City (1970) disclosed 
that only 5 percent of' the burglary reports listed any evidence and less than 1 
percent of the robbery reports indicated evidence other than a named suspect or a 
physical description. 

Greenberg (1972) also found that physical evidence other than fingerprints was 
seldom used in bUt'glary investigations. And those departments that collected finger
prints frequently did not process them. Greenberg felt that this meager utilization 
of physical evidence resulted in large measure from serious inadequacies in informa
tion storage and retrieval systems currently used to process physical evidence. He 
also reported that data on the involvement of informants in the cases he studied 
were totally absent, notwithstanding the police assertion that informants have been 
one of the most effective means of solving crimes. (Similarly, Feeney et a1. (1973) 
found that in the reports of 646 robbery cases, only one tip, which was not even an 
identification, was mentioned.) Finally, Greenberg (1972) concluded that the low 
"hit" rate in identifying stolen property by means of California's computer system 
(CLETS) derived from the pOOr quality of the descriptions given by victims of their 
stolen property. Ho\vever, an analysis of his case sample discloses that even where 
pt'operty serial numbers or good descriptions were available, the probability of 
clearance was not affected. 

In their examination of robbery cases, Feeney et a1. (1973) discovered that the 
suspect was arrested by patrolmen near the crime or was known to the victim in 
more than two-thirds of the al·rests. Physical evidence contributed to the arrest in 
only 7 percent of the cases. This study also disclosed that physical evidence by itself 
(possession of stolen property or weapon llsed) was never sufficient for the prosecutor 
to charge. 

Greenberg (1972) reported the impression that post-arrest interrogation has 
decrea~ed because of recent court decisions, and thus has become a lost art. Feeney's 
data, on the other hand, showed that interrogation information was available for 52 
percent of the suspects in custody, although confessions played a key role in only 
3 out of 145 cases. 

These findings from previous research served as a springboard for our study, 
directing us toward particular avenues of inquiry. Ifcases are solved largely on the 
basis of facts collected in the original crime report, then the quality of preliminary 
investigation and the interaction between patrolmen and investigators should affect 
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~he ch.ance ?f sU~7essful solution. Supporting activities that tend to increase the 
mves~l~ator s abilIty to process and selectively sift through the reams of recOl'ds 
pert~mmg to. past offenses might also improve the likelihood of successful case 
E:()Jut.~on. 

These findings, along with o;,;"i· OWl} eal;ly ohSel'vatiuns, provided a focus for much 
?f our :esear?h. We set out to confirm or rebut the implication of low effectiveness 
m solvmg cl'lmes resulting from many of these studies. If detective effectiveness 
could be shown ~o be low across various departments and crime types we would 
attempt to explam why. ' 
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Chapter 5 

THE DAILY ROUTINE 

Because investigators have considet'uble U\,ltOllomy in determinin~ ~ow they wi~l 
spend their working day and at'e not subject to houl'-by-hour supervIslon, w\~ felt lt 
would be useful if our research could explore their da~ly ro~tine. ~ucl? information 
might assist in developing rational methods for all~cabon of l~v~~tJgat~~e pel'~on~el. 
In uddition, as we shall see, information concerlllng the actlvltl~S of .1I1vestlgators 
helps explain some of the performance patterns that will be descrIbed 111 subsequent 

chapters of this l'eport. . . 
Several methods were used to collect information for our study of the dady 

I II 'k' " routine of investigators. First, Rand's t'esearch team spent many we~ {S W.Ol mg 
with selected investigative units or investigators as the~ enga~ed m, t~ell' usual 
tasks and, to the extent that it was possible to do so wIth?ut m~erterl~~, as~e~ 
questions about the purpose of various activities and the lllvestlgatol's lmphcIt 
priot'ities that caused them to choose one activity ov.er another. These resea~'ch~rs 
were not engaged in a time and motion study and dId ?ot collect any qum~titatlve 
information about the numbet' of minutes spent on particular tasks, but theIr obser
vations help provide concrete examples that illuminate patt~rns found from ot~er 
sources of data. While there may be some doubt that investlgators who are bemg 
followed by a researcher will engage in the same activities as they would when 
unobserved, the wide range of activities actually observed suggests to us tha~ only 
a brieffamiliatization period, lasting about a day, intervenes berOl'e o?served llwes
tigators return to their usual patterns. This is a common expel'lellCe 111 other types 

of pm·ticipant-obsel'ver studies. , 
A second source of data wns provided by the numerous case folders that were 

reviewed by the research team for other purposes ofth!s.s~udy. III man~ insta.nces, 
these )'ecords pl'ovided I;L complete history of the actIVIties engaged 111 durmg a 
[>articular inve~tigation, and they were s~m~ladzed. to ~ro~ide c?se ex.ample.s. Su~~ 
information hOWeVel\ is limit~d in that It gIves no mdlcatlOn of how 1I1vestIgatOIs 
time is spe~t on activities not directly related to individual cas~s. . . 

1'he third SOUl'ce of data was a computel'-l'eadable case aSSIgnment hie mam
tained by the Kansas City (Missouti) Police Department. The availabilit~ ofthi~ file 
was discovered by the research team duting the course of~he ~ur~ey that I~ des?l'lbed 
in Volume II of this study (Chaiken 1975), All quantitative mfOl'ma~lOn m ~he 
pt'esent chapter was derived from analysis of this file; however, the 11l~stratIve 
examples that we use to interpret the data have been drawn fro~ observ,atIons and 
cuse histol'ies collected in departments othel' than ~ansa,s CIt~. ThIS f~r",l of 
presentation was adopted so as to protect the anonymIty of lllvestlgators, VIctims, 

and suspects described in the case examples. 
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KANSAS CITY DETECTIVE CASE ASSIGNMENT FILE I 

Since 1971 the I{ansas City Police Department has operated a system whereby 
detectives enter information about their daily activities on printed cal'ds which are 
subsequently keypunched and processed by computer, Summary reports are pro
?uced ,by the depal'tment on a monthly and quarterly basis. 'l'hese describe, for each 
lIlvestlgator and for each unit, the number of hours spent on various activities the 
llumber of cases handled, and the number of arrests and clearances produced. 

The main purpose of this system is to provide statistical information for adminis
tr'ative and analysis purposes. It was also hoped that the system would prove useful 
for ev~luating and monitoring the perfol'rnance of detectives and theil'supervisol's, 
but thIs purpose has I~ot been fulfilled. 2 In rare instances of serious neglect of duty, 
such as when a detective regulady fails to appear for work or leaves important cases 
unattended, data ft'om the case assignment file have been used by the department 
as documentation during disciplinary proceedings. However, data from the comput
er system mel'ely contil'med a problem situation that was already apparent to unit 
supel'visors; it did not bring about the initial recognition of the problem. 

Where there is no serious neglect of duty, it is apparent that activity data are 
l10t very useful for evaluative purposes. For example, a detective may work otl only 
one or two cases during a particular month, but the possible explanations for such 
a situation may be either positive or negative. 'fhe supervisor may have given him 
responsibility for a sensitive Ot' complex investigation, or the detective may have 
been appearing daily before a grand jury, or, at the other extreme, he may have been 
wasting most of his time on unimportant matters. Only his supervisor would know 
which explanation applies, and he would be familiar with the circumstances 
whether 01' not he received a computer printout. a 

Many departments (over half of those responding to our survey) require that 
investigators complete some form of activity log, and a few of them convert the logs 
to computer-readable fOt'm. However, we did not encounter any other files that were 
as suitable for the purposes of OUt' research as the KMsas City file, which contains 
a wenlth of details and has been in use for several years, during which time various 
editing and quality-control progl'ams have been developed. We are indebted to Chief 
Joseph McNamara for agreeing to provide us with access to this file, In accordance 
with our request, the department sent us a copy of al1l'ecords fOl' a one-year period: 
May I, 1973, to April 30, 1974. 

Organization of the File 

Each detective in Kansas City, except those in Ole vice and narcotics unit, has 

I .T.h~ des~riptiOl~ of thi~ fi,le given hCI:e tpa~ not be adequute for reud!!l's who are inlel'ested in the 
POSSibIlity 01 mstalhllg a stnlliar system III thetr own department. Furthor details will be provided on 
req~est. Please address all inquiries to Dt', Jan Chaiken at The nand Corpol'lltion, not to the Kansas City 
Police Department. 

2 'l'he system is also intended to be used for self-evaluation. The instruction mununl includes the 
following st~tement: "'rhe monthly printout sheet., when reviewed by the individual. will keep him 
abreast of hIS total activity. It will emphasize his strong points. and tf'deticiel\t \1\ some area allow him 
~he opportunity for self-initiated improvement." Whether the systcm has been beneficial in this regard 
IS not known to us. 

~ ~ltho.u~h we have criticized th~ lnlil( of participation ?y sUllCI'v!sors in making tactical investigative 
d~CISI?~S, It 1,5 true that most supervisors keep Informed of what theil' men are doing, by general category 
of actlVltY-I.e., court appearances, patrol, etc. 
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a number of blank Case Assignment Cards on his desk. An example of such a cal'd 
i.s shown in Fig. 5·1. These are filled out under one of the ftHowing circumstances: 

1. The detective has spent a half-hour 01' more investigating a particular 
case.4 

•• •• 

2. The detective has spent a half-hour Or more in, a speClfihc mk~estJg~bVe 
activity that is not related to a case, e.g., surveIllance, c ec mg Crlm~-
prone locations. , 

3. The detective has been assigned to a noninvestigativ~ duty, e,g., presentmg 
a speech at a high school. 

r OJ~M 300 P t .. 
n~v ID·lt} CASE ASSIGNMENT CARD 
';;;';~6 (,C (:DMP~ 7\iNANT"VICTI.,isus"pr;:cr ~r.Tc-· 

5 S 1 
ARnAIGNMI'."IT$ 

2 3 OFI'ICIlR',s 4 
OATI! IN1 ERROafl TIONS iNTEI1VIE~S 11 .... " CASt! NUMn~R SeRIAl.. • ----.. ··l--· , ... ".,-,-,-.---- r;UMDER TIM!! NUMBER TIME NUMBER TIMIt fYI''' NUMBe.R ... ....... ~ .. - ._-------
13-le 19 - 20 2} - ~3 24 _ 25 26 ... ":d ~.30 ~} ·33 t t 3-B P-12 

II $unVEIl.. ;CRIME I~. 13 OFF~HSE 140~F ISUNlll6 go- AOUl..T 10 JUVENll..E 
AOM'NI~TF1ATIV!! COCE STAT CREO ARRESTS AI1RESTS PREVENT . ·~"";;;··f··-;;;;;- NUMOER TIM!! coos TIME: CODE TIM" 

.,." ..--.. .. 
$ 

50 - S2 53 S4~\16 S7 ~ sa 59 GO ~9 - 40 41 ~ 43 "-45 46 _ 4S 49 

17 

__ ","",_,"",.-c,,,,. 

CODE 
,. 

6t\ 

JUOICIAI. • 10 CRIMItSCENE 19 
OVERTIM!! 

20 SUPERIiISOR'S 21 VlARRANT STATUS 
IICTIVltv 'TIME SERIAL. ICH"CK ONEI 

TIME 
-----""'~'"""- I I I~VESTIOI\ TED ~ A 

I I C~EAR"D B'r' ARR - a 
I I RECAL~EO - C 

&7.69 70 -72 73 -75 76 -7$ 80 

Fig. 5·1-Information card used fol' Kansas City Police Department File 

The detective records the amount of time spentlS on each ofthe following activi
ties (some of which al'e indicated by the headings on the Case Assignment Card): 

Interrogation (tEt., questioning a suspect) 
Interview (i.e" questioning a nonsuspect) 

4 A "case" lUay be a reported cd lUI!, (I reported incident thllt is not necessarily u crime (e.g.t a missing 
persoll), or nn investigation initinted by the department. 

& Oetectives in the MisSing Pel'SQlOs Unit record only tho lIumbe,' of Ilctivities in each category, not 
the time spent, llnd therefore We were unable to analyze the activities of this ulli't. 

11 

8 
n£:p:2n't~ 

..~"'""" ~ '" 
HUMOER 

I!'~'· . - . . 

34 " 35 36 - J~ 

RaCOVERIlO 
PRO"f.RT'f vAI-Uf( 

I'IEAREST DOl..l.ARI 

61 ~ 65 

~F~IC;ER'S 'tIM!! AVAIl.. 
ISU~'>l ~V~"",9!!!:1L 

PUNCH IN t"Ol..S U·1!\ 

Arraignment 
Report (i.e., wl'iting) 
Anest (processing) 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Surveillanceo 
Crime preventiOl' '1 

JUdicial 
Court tim"! 
Extradition 
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Processing a wan'ant 
Obtaining II semch warrant 
Obtaining 1111 nrl'est Wa1'l'ant 
Subpoenas 
Prosecutor's conference 

Crime seeM illVestigation 
Administrative 

Desk assignmellt 
Assistance to outside agency 
Speeches 
Special assignment 

'rhe amount of time spent is to be recorded to the nearest half-hour. In the event 
that sevel'a] activities collectively consume £l half-hout', the time may be l'ecol'ded 
un~e~' anyone of them, while the entry labeled tlnumbel,lI will indicate that the 
actlvlt~ took place. It should be noted that the list of codable activities, while quite 
?xtenslve',does not include every }lossible activity of a detective, and therefore there 
IS J~O reqUIrement that the sum of the h()urs shown on Case ASSignment Cards fol' 
a glven day should equal the total hours worked by the detective. Th~ file is not used 
for any payroll purpose. ' 

.I!l addition to the information concerning the amount of time spent on each 
actrvlty, the Case Assignment Card gives the idp,ntifying number for the case in 
question (if any), ~he officer's aerial numbet!:l and unit, the date, and the type and 
status of the case (Jfany), The typeofthe Case is coded into one ofl09 categories (e.g., 
auto theft, bUl'glary at asel'vice station)l which we collapsed into 52 categories for 
purposes of annlysis.o The status of the Case (if'it is a crime) is coded as one of the 
foIlowhlg: 

Cleared by arrest 
Exceptional clearance 
Unfounded 
Reclassified 

U Includes attempts to locnttllA'l'L} a witness or suspect ns n sepn.l'l\te code, 
r In this category, the type of \OClltiOIl is coded. 

• 6,111 the copy of the file provid,<,d to Rlllld, serial numbers of officers Wer(l sCl'llmbled in a consi~tellt 
!ashl?Il, s? that we could tell which cuses It particulal' officer \vOl'ked On but we would not bt, able to Identify hlnl. '. 

II Bo~h the categories used by the deptlrtmellt and the OI\(~S Ildopted (or this study are shown in AppendiX C, Tnbli) C-l. 
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Leads exhaustbd 
Warrant issued 
Pickup issued 
Inactive 
Active 
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When a crime is declared cleared, the unit taking credit for the clearance is 
indicated on the card. This may be either ~he Patrol Bureau or one of the organiza
tional units of the Investigative BUl'cau of the Kansas City Police Department: 

Crimes Against Persons Unit 
Crimes Against Properties Unit 
General Assignment Unit 
Youth and Women's Unit 
Missing Persons Section 

At the end of each month a special Case Assignment Card is filled out for each 
officer by his supervisor. This indicates the number of hours worked by the detective 
during the month. 

Processing the File 

'1'he records providel~ by the Kansas City Police Department were separated into 
two categories according to whether theJ did or did not hflve a case number on them. 
Records without a case number represent administ.rative time, surveillance, crime 
prevention checks, work on warrants. and youth contacts whl'.l'e no crime is in
volved. Records representing case work were further dividtil into: !told" cases
reported before May I, 1973, and «new" cases. The reason for this separation is that 
the file presumably did not contain the complete history of activities on <lold" cases, 
but only whatever work was done after May 1. 

To describe the activities involved in each type of crime, we needed to look at 
incidents for which we had as complete a history as was possible. This means that 
we could not look at incidents reported near May 1, 1974, because some of the 
activities on these cases would have occurred after the end of the file. By analysis 
of the records, we found that it was extremely rare to have any activity 00 a case 
after five months had passed. Therefore, by focusing on cases that begfln in May
November 1973, we could be confident that we had the IIcomplete story" on these 
cases, with rare exceptions. All the results based on this file refer to the period 
May-November 1973, which will be referred to as the IIstudy period." 

An important step in our study was to construct a single record for each "new" 
case worked on10 beginning in the study period. This incident record summarized the 
information contained in all the record.; in the department's file for that Incident. 
Typical Information on the incident file is: 

• Date crime was reported. 11 

• Date detective first worked on the case . 

10 A case is said to be "worked (In'' if there is at least one Case Assignment. Card in the iile with that 
case number. This means that at least a half-hour's time was spent on the case by an investigator. 

II This was determined by finding the highest case number "worked on" on each date. 
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• Date of arrest or clearance by arrest, if any. 
Date case was suspended. 12 • 

• Date of last activity on case. 
• Number of dates the case was "worked on." 

Which units worked on the case. • 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Number of officers working on the case. 
Crime type as first reported. 
Crime type at the end. . 

Total time spent on each activity before date ofdearance by arrest (if any) 
and beginning with the date of clearance. 
Unites) claiming credit for clearance. 
Outcome of case. 

Validity 

Some facts about the da~a ~n this file must be kept in mind when interpreting 
the summarized statistics. . 

1. We do not know whether the officers are conscientious about repprting 
?cc~rately,~ow they spend their time, or whether they keep in mind "how 
It lVIlllook on the monthly departmental summaries if they record certain 
types of activities. . 

2. Some case-related activity presumably takes place in blocks ~f less than a 
half-hour and therefore goes unrecorded. 

3. If a detective spends an entire day in court and does not come to his office 
he ~.ay or may not ever fill out a Case Assignment Card indicating thi~ 
actIvIty. 

4. The file was found to be characterized by various keypunching errors. If an 
incident number is mis-keypunched, so that activities are logged against 
the wrong case, peculiarities of the following types can occur: 

• It appears that one detective classifies the case as a safe burglary while 
another classifies it as a rape. 

• It appears that the case was cleared a month before th~ incident oc
curred. 

• It appears that the only work done on a homicide was one hour and 
this took place several months after the crime (i.e., one activity a~ong 
many on a homicide is shown with the wrong incident number' this 
incident number appears to be a homicide when in fact it is not). 

If the date is mis-keypunched, it can appear that the perpetrator was 
arraigned before he was arrested. If the crime code is mis-keypunched, then 
activity on a case of a runaway can appear to be activity on a homicide. 
Through the use of various editing techniques, we attempted to eliminate 
errors that could seriously affect general observations about the data, but 
some may have escaped our attention. 

12 In this analysis. we designated a case as "suspended" if30 days passed without any activity on the 
case. 
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HOW DETECTIVES SPEND THEIR WORKING HOURS 
. . t cording to the unit they 

We classified detectives in Kansas CIty m. 0 groups ahc k d Table 5-1 
. . h t d .' d and the mIX of cases t ey wor eon. 

:~:~:~~: ~~:I:~:k~~ ~o~r~e;;~etec~tes i~ e~:e gI:~~~:C~~:~:~~~~' ~:; c:~~~ 
~:~:I:do~~~:~:;kt~:C~u~:sw~ll~h!~:te:~~:s of activities listed above, if they were 

rela~~e ~a~ac:~~ that about 56 percent of the average detective's time is ac~~~nted 
. ork. To this we must add some allowance for .pOSSI .y ~n-

~~~~~!~ec!!:t:i~:s:~ brief case-~el~ted activ~;e~s~r:t:s !~~e:~~~~~ :;~~~I~O 
issuing a pickup not.ice, a~d so .fort , t reas~na ;ork This' agre~s well with our 
percent of a detective's time IS spen on case . 

observa~ions in other .cities.. 'ment in our estimate of the amount of case work, 

this ~:'::sga:u~eo~::;;:~~~;:~etective's ti;" d~:"~d to :c:i~~;~ ~~:~;;~!':: 
int.o any of the cate~ories p~~itte~.on l!~~y :;:ar:~;?:t:e c~se ~f units such as 
undoubtedly slack time, an IS par lCU

d 
d 'ng nights and weekends so that detec

homicide and robbery that are manne un 

Table 5-1 

BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL WORKING HOUR~ ~F DETECTIVES 

(Percent of time on each activIty) 
-------

Surveillance, 
Crime Prev., 

Unaccounted 
Case Adminis- Warrflnts, 

Work trative Youths for 
Unit 

57.4 2.7 2.4 37.5 
Crimes against persons 53.7 3.1 2,S 40.4 

Homicide squad 54.2 2.2 3.4 40.2 
Robbery squad 70.0 2.7 0.1 27.2 
Sex crimes squad 

0.3 20.S 
54.7 24.2 

Crimes against property 
44.6 39.S 0.5 15.1 

Auto theft squad 59.7 14,4 0.1 25.S 
Residential burglary & larc~n~ squad 

63.2 13.S 0.1 22.9 
Residential burglary spec.ahst 

43.3 17.2 0.1 39.4 
Residential burglary /larceny 

59.3 11.5 0.3 28.9 
Nonresidential burglary squad 

64.4 10.5 1,5 23.5 
Safes specialist 

56.6 12.2 0.1 31.1 
Commercial burglary specialist 

60.7 11.0 0.1 ?,S.l 
Otbers 

2.0 36.0 51,4 10.6 
Gen.eral assignment 

65.5 4.3 0.3 29.9 
Arson specialist 

45.5 13.3 0.1 41.1 
Fraud/forgery specialist 

48.5 10.8 0.1 40.6 
Fraud/bunco specialist 

58.6 8.3 6.5 26.6 
Shoplift, pickpocket specialist 

5.1 9.8 
YoV~h and women's 58.0 27.2 

13.8 1.9 28.6 
All units together 55.7 

SOURCE: Kansas City Case Assignment File, May-November 1973. 
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tives can respond rapidly to the scene of crimes. If no incidents happen to occur at 
night, the detectives cannot engage in alternative investigative activities. 

Other non-~ase work activities (that may fall eit~er into the "unaccounted for" 
c0lumn or the lIadministrative" column) include reading teletype messages aJ?d 
driving to court or locations where victims and witnesses can be interviewed. In our 
observations in several departments, automobile theft investigators were found to 
spend considerable amounts of time traveling to various places in and out of state 
to bring back arrested car thieves. They also check out car wash places, junkyards, 
and other auto-handling establishments to make sure that all is in order and to 
check for stolen autos listed on the "hot sheet." 

Many forgery/fraud units are charged with issuing permits to people who want 
to solicit funds for whatever purpose or engage in such activities as door-to-door 
selling. Licenses are issued by the detail after an investigation, which is a search of 
available records. Not all persons with criminal records are automatically excluded 
from receiving licenses; it all depends on their record and on what license they seek. 

Also, such details may receive numerous telephone calls each day from citizens 
who ask for advice, such as: "They charged me so much to fix my car and it doesn't 
rm~, what should I do?" Or "I was offered or told such and such, what do you think?" 

For additional exftmples of non-case work activities, see the section "On Patrol" 
in Appendix B. 

The specific types of activities that are recorded as cCadministrative" average 
some 14 percent of detectives' time in Kansas City, as shown in Table 5-1. The exact 
amount varies by the type of unit, from a low of 3 percent in the Crimes Against 
Persons Unit to a high of 27 percent in the Youth and Women's Unit. These are 
primarily activities such as entering information into computer systems, assisting 
other agencies in the same jurisdiction or elsewhere, meeting with community 
gl'OUpS, manning a desk at headquarters to which members of the public come for 
advice or records, and the like. As in many types of organizations, the most experi
enced and capable of the deteatives are often most burdened with administrative 
activities. A composite example from our observations is given in the section c'Ad· 
ministrative Details" in Appendix B-

In sum, then, we find from both the data and observations that detectives are 
not involved in a single-minded pursuit of solutions to crimes; rather, they spend 
some 40 percent of their time in an interruptible fashion on other activities. Every 
unit experiences Uhot cases" from time to time that require the full attention of all 
the detectives and provide memorable moments in the detective's career, but the 
usual day involves many routine tasks. As we continue with our analysis ofthe data, 
this conclusion will be reinforced. 

MIX OF CASES 

The data fram Kansas City show that investigators tend to specialize in particu
lar types of crimes. Table 5-2 shows the percentage of case work time spent on each 
type of crime and indicates why we have classified detectives into the categories 
listed in Table 5-1. While the figures are specific to the organizational structure 
adopted in Kansas City, we can point out several observations that are general in 
their applicability. 
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Table 5-2 

BREAKDOWN OF TIME SPENT ON CASES 

(In percent) 
Homicide Uni/ 

Homicide .•..•..•....•.......•.... 
Aggravated ussault •........•....•.. ' .. 
Dead body .....•.•..• •...•••••••• ,. 
Common assault •..•... , •............ 
S u icicle ......•.••.. , .•.. , .. , ..... , 
All other •. , , •• , .• , •.• , . , ' •......• 

Robl!cry Unit 
Robbery 
Homicide 
All other 

•••••••••••••••• ~ j ••••••• ................. \ ...... . 
............... I.'······· 

Sex Crimes Ullit • I 
Rape .•.•....•.. , . , .....• , , ....••. 
Fclony sex ....•.•..•...........••.. 
All other ••..••.........•.•....... 

51.2 
26.6 

7.3 
6.4 
1.1 
7.4 

69.9 
16.9 
13.2 

66.9 
10.7 
22.3 

Auto Theft VIIi! 
A uto theft •........•...••.......... 85.4 
Other auto crimes •..•..•.. . . • • • . • . .• 8.7 
All other .............. • . . . . . . . • .. 5.9 

Residential Burglary alld LarcellY Ullit 
Residential burglary specialist 

Residential burglary ...••••••.. , .•. , .. ' 79.2 
Miscellaneous burglary .•........•.•.... 9.0 
Larceny ...•.•.............•.•.•.•• 7.9 
All other •••.• > •••••• , • • • • • • • • • • •• 3.9 

Residcntial burglary alld larceny (mixed) 
Residential burglary •.............•••.. 
Miscellaneous burglary ..• , .•.•......... 
Lm'ceny .•..•...•....•...•.•..••... 
All other ....•.....••.•.....•.•... 

Commercial Burglary Unit 
Safes spccialist 

Safe burglary ..•.•.....••...••••.... 
Commercial burglary •..•••.•••. ~ .•... 
Resid/mtial burglary ..•.••.....•..••... 
Miscellaneous burglary .•.•.•...•...•.•. 
Larceny .....•...••.•.....•....•... 
All other ••••••••••..••••••••••••• 

Commercial burglary specialist 
Commercial burglary •....••...•.••... 
Residential burglary ...•...•.••..•...•• 
Miscellaneous burglary •....•......•...• 
All others ...••....•...••••...•• , .. 

40.5 
6.5 

39.0 
14.0 

29.3 
15.4 
12.9 
32.7 

8.5 
1.2 

27.9 
, 14.0 
44.4 
13.7 

Other dctectiucs in commercial burglary unit 
Burglary • . • • • • . • • • • . • . . . • . . . • . . . . .. 43.0 
Larceny •••.••......•....•..•....•• 51.4 
All other • . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . • • • • . •. 5.6 

Gcneral A~sigllmcnt Unit 
A rsoll specialis t 

Arson •••.•..•...••.••..•.•••.•. , 70.2 
Bombing .•.•.•.••••..•....••...• , 3.9 
All other ••..••••••••..•....•..•. , 25.9 

Fraud. forgcry specialist 
Fraud/embezzlement • . . . • . . • • • . . . . . .. 25.4 
Forgery/counterfeit .••••....•..•.•..•• 45.4 
All other . . • . . • • . . . • • . • . . • . • • • .. . .. 29.2 

Fraud. bUnco, :arceny specialist 
Frnlid/embez~lement • , ..•....•••••..• 
Bunco . ( ... " .... "' ....... ' .......... . 
Other larceny ••.•.•..•.••..•.•.•..•. 
All other ..••..••.•..•.•••.•••..•• 

39.3 
10.2 
30.7 
19.8 

Shoplift. picl/pochct specialist 
Shoplift •••.•••••.••••••••..•.....• 41.5 
Other larceny ••....•..•.••••••.•.•.. 45.6 
All other '" ..•••.•.•.. , • . • . • • . • .. 12.9 
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First, we can see that homicide detectives have a wide range of responsibilities 
and in fact spend only half their case-related time on actual homicides. This is 
because the detail and precision required by most departments for a homicide inves
tigation are much greater than for any other tn~~ of crime; therefore, any incident 
that might possibly become a homicide must b~ \fBated from the beginning as if it 
were a homicide. Otherwise it will later be impossible to reconstruct the necessary 
details. Thus, cases of aggravated assault in which the victim may die are usually 
handled by homicide detectives, and in some departments they are assigned all 
aggravated assaults. 

Another category shown for the homicide unit is Hdead body." In most jurisdic
tions there is a requirement for unattended deaths to be investigated by the coroner, 
medical examiner, or police, with the det.ails varying ~ccording to the legislation. 
From the point of view of the homicide unit, there is a danger that a repor~ed "dead 
body" may subsequently prove to be a homicide, and therefore the detectives are 
engaged in frequent, but brief, investigations to determine whether there is any 
indication of foul play, The situation in regard to suicides is similar. 

A second general observation from Table 5-2 is that whether or not a unit 
appears to have a specialized function, the detectives within the unit will tend to 
develop particular types of crimes on which they focus. Thus, the General Assign
ment Unit in Kansas City, which might be thought to consist of generalist investiga
tors, is actually a mixture of specialists whose crime types do not belong in any other 
identifiable category. 

WORKLOAD 

Nearly all investigators we have interviewed pointed out to us the enormous 
workload of cases they had to handle-not as a complaint, but rather as a fact of 
life. Rarely did we hear that a detective's workload constituted an excessive burden 
to him. More typically, we might be shown a pile of fifty or so folders representing 
((active" cases on an investigator's desk, but when a lull in the immediate activity 
occurred it became readily apparent that the investigator had nothing partiCUlar in 
mind that he wished to do on those cases. The cases were "active" primarily in the 
sense that they had been assigned to the investigator and were unsolved. They might 
also be "active" in the sense that the investigator is attempting to recall some of the 
details of the crimes in the event that similar incidents occur again or the perpetra
tor is subsequently arrested. But they are not Itactive" in the sense that any work 
is being done on them. We call such cases Itsuspended." 

The fact is that many suspended cases never receive any more attention trum 
an investigator than a cursory reading of th~ crime report, or perhaps a thorough 
reading and a telephone call. In other words, certain cases are selected for inatten
tion from the start, while other cases are worked on. As mentioned in Chapter 4, 
some departments have adopted case screening procedures designed to identify 
those cases that should be worked on because oH ... e presence ofHsolvability factors." 
But when such procedures are not used, the detectives make such judgments them
selves. 

The data from Kansas City confirm and Hlustrate these observations. In Table 
5-3 we show, for several crime types, the percentage of cases that detectives worked 
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Table 5-3 

PERCENTAGE OF REPORTED CASES 

WORKED ON BY DETECTIVES 

Type of Incident 

Homicide 
Rape 
Suicide 
Forgery/counterfeit 
Kidnapping 
Arson 
Auto theft 
.Aggravated assault 
Robbery 
Fraud/embezzlement 
Felony sex crimes 
Common assault 
Nonresidential burglary 
Dead body 
Residential burglary 
Larceny 
Vandalism 
Lost property 

Percent 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

90.4 
73.3 
70.4 
65.5 
64.4 
62.6 
59.6 
59.0 
41.8 
36.3 
35.7 
30.0 
18.4 

6.8 
0.9 

All above types together 32.4 

SOURCE: Kansas City Case 
Assignment File l May-November 
1973. 

on during the study period. III The figures show that only homicide and rape (and 
suicid.e, because it is potentially homicide) are invariably worked on. A few other 
types of crimes that are universally regarded as serious are worked on in over 60 
percent of cases, but many types more likely than not receive less than a half-hour's 
attention from an investigator (thereby counting as not tlworked tjil"). Since the bulk 
of crimes fall into these latter categories, well under half of all reported crimes 
l'eceive any serious attention by an investigator. 

Y,rhe llet result is that the average detective does not actually work on a large 
number of cases each month, even though he may have a backlog of hundreds or 
thousands of cases that were assigned to him at some time in the past and are still 
theoretically his responsibility. Table 5-4 shows the number of worked -on cases per 
detective pel' month in ~jle various units of the Kansas City Police Department. 
Some cases are handled jointly by two or more units and have been counted in the 
workload of each unit in this table. Even so, the number of worked-oll cases per 
detective)s generally under one per day, with the exception of the Missing Persons 
Unit. Of course, some cases involve the work of more than one detective, so the 
figures in the table are not representative of the number of cases the average 
detective pays attention to. But if we imagine that each case is assigned to a particu
lar investigator as his responsibility, the table shows the average number of cases 
that an investigator would be responsible for and work on in a month; 

Ia These percentages could not be calculated for nil crime types, because the categories used to classify 
the crime:; in the Case Assignment File do not always coincide with categories of reported crimes. 
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Table 5-4 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKED-ON CASES 

PER DETECTIVE PER MONTH . 
Number of 

Unit Cases 

C\'imes against persons 9.2 
Homicide 11.2 
Robbery 7.7 
Sex crimes 6.2 

Crimes against property 16.9 
Auto theft 19.5 
Nonresid~ntial burglary 9.4 
Residential burglary/larceny 22.9 

General assignment 18.6 
Incendiary 7,8 
Forgery/fraud/bunco lOA 
Shoplifting/pickpocket 20.9 

Youth and women's 26.0 

Missing persons 88.4 

SOURCE: Kansas City Case Assignment 
File. 

NOTE: A more detailed version of this 
table appears as Table C-2 in Appendix C. 

WORKING ON CASES 

In many departments, arrestees for serious crimes are processed by investiga
tors. This means that investigators necessarily have some work to do on all cleared 
crimes, and in the case of arrests made by patrol officers, they have little choice 
about the timing of this activity. By law they are required to complete the processing 
within a specified period of hours or days. 

Other crimes are reported to the investigator with such strong leads that the 
investigator is nearly compelled to pursue them. An example would be a crime 
r~port that gives the name and address of the perpetrator. Such crim0s are very 
lIkely to be cleared/ and then the investigator has additional work to do. 

Among the remaining crimes, the investigators choose the ones they will work 
on by considering both the seriousness of the crime and whether sufficient leads are 
present to indicate that the chances of clearing the crime are high. As a result work 
o~ cases by in~estigators has two important characteristics, First, the majo~ity of 
crImes that a? mvestigator works on are cleared, and second, most of the time sp~\nt 
on cleared CrImes occurs after the arrest is made. 

These two facts are illustrated from the Kansas City data in Tables 5-5 and 5-6. 
Table 5-5 shows the percentage of worked-on crimes that are cleared and, where data 
were available, compares this with the overall clearance rate for the crime in 
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Table 5-5 

CLEARANCE RA'l'ES FOR WORKED-ON CRIMES 

Crime Type 

Homicide 
Robbery 
Sex crimes 
Other crimes against persons 
Auto·related crimes 
Nonresidential burglary 
Residential burglary 
Larceny 
Other property crimes 
Vandalism 
Fraud/embezzlement/bunco 
Juvenile crimes 

Percent of 
Reported 

Crimes 
Cleared 

78.1 
29.7 
51.2 
27.7 
22.4 
21.8 
15.1 

2.3 
(a) 
4.2 
(a) 
(a) 

Percent of 
Worked-on 

Crimes 
Cleared 

78.1 
47.4 
55.8 
53.4 
29.5 
60.1 
50.2 
41.5 
62,0 
62,7 
55.4 
73.7 

---------------~----..... --------------------SOURCE: Kansas City Case Assignment. File, May-
November 1973. 

NOTE: A more complete version of this table appears 
as Table C-3 in Appendix C. 

aDat~ not available. 

question, Even for types of crimes with a low clearance tate, the data ohow that 
about half or more of the crimes that detectives work on are cleared. 1>1 

Table 5-6 shows the length of time, in man-hours, that cases of various types 
received during May-November 1973 in Kansas City. IS These figures reveal that 
more time is spent on cleared cases after the arrest than is spent producing the 
clearance. This is true for almost every type of crime if the detective makes the 
arrest, and for most types of crimes it is also true that even if a patrol officer initially 
makes the atTest, the detective spends more than his typical pre-clearance time. 

Moreover, for every type of case except bank robbery (an unusual crime in that 
the l!"'BI has concurrent jurisdiction), the amount of effort devoted to cleared cases 
prior to the arrest is less, ort the average, than the amount of effort devoted to those 
uncleared crimes that are worked on. The difference is statistically significant (at 
the 0.05 level) for the majority of crime types, We conclude, then, that detective work 
is not characterized by hard work leading to case solutions. If'this were so, the more 
eflbrt that was devoted to a cas~, the more likely it would be to be cleared. On the 
contrary, the data suggest that the cases that get cleared are primarily the easy ones 
to solve, and most of the investigators I work is a consequence of the fact that an 
arrest hgs been made. 

Cases that fall in the uncleared category may involve lengthy investigations for 
several reasons. First, the detectives may have tlso!ved" the case in some sense but 

14 In Rnnsas City the detectives have a specinl incentive to enhw n curd fo!:' a cleared crime into the 
case assignment system (thereby causing it to be counted as "worked on"); they will not get credit for 
the cleartmce on the monthly statistical report unless they do so. 

If> Although the crimes are organized in Table 5-6 according to the unit ordinarily assigned such a 
cl'im(>, the man·hollrs include all time spent on the case by ali detectives in all units. A breakdown of 
case time accm'ding to the activity ellgaged in by the detective js given in Appendix C, Table C-4. 
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Table 5-6 

NUMBER OF MAN-HoURS OF DETEC'l'IVE WORK 

Clenred Cnses 

No Initial Pull'Ol Arrest lultinl Unclcnred I'atrol 
Crime 'I'ype 

All Cnscsn Cas~sn Avg,1'lmc /\vg, 'rimc Arr~sl (nvg. time) (tl\,~. lime) l3erore ClclIr Mler Oleu,' Tolnl (nvg. tlnw) 
Crimcs aguln!,t persons 5.,1 8 'IG ·1.13 S.B 13.4 7.9 Homicide 1<1<1.G 

• b 

Amlravlltcd assault 
212.3/ 46.2 117.5 163.7 27.3 5.9 iI.2 ) 2.4 5 .. 1 Commun assault a.G 3.llb 7.8 4.7 

Rapo 
1.(3 3.1 il.7 28 

l~cl~H1Y sex crimcs 
20.2 1G.3 13.6 15.2 28.8 12.8 

Robbery 
7.7 5.8 3.8 6.1 D.\) fl.\) 

Bunk 13.2 ,1.8 10.9 13.1 24.0 ·1.3 Rcsidcnce 11.4 10,1 6.3 9.7 Tnxlcnb 16.0 4.3 7.0 4.4 2.6 5,4 8.0 1·1.9 Concenled weapon 3.6 39b 0.0 2.0 2.0 3.u Commcrciul 13.2 
• b 

10.2
b 

7.3 12.9 20.2 19.0 Purscsnntch 0.5 4.1 1.1 a.9 Strongurm 8.3 G.7 b 6.0 7.B 
1.7 7.3 0.0 Outside/street 7.6 5.0 0.3 

M Iscellancous 
2.3 G.3 lUi 9.3 10.2 10.0 2.0 

SuIcide 5.5 
0.3 1[,3 9.6 

Dend body 5.2 
KIdnappIng 10.0 6.3 3A 12.G IG.O (e) Shootings 7.0 7.5 (c) 8.5 

Crimcs nilaln~l properly 5.4 '1.6~ 2.4 5.7 AuLo theft 8.1 7.0 4.2 2.91.1 1.8 7.3 0.1 6.7 Auto accessories 
'l'neft from auto 

3.? 2.\ 1.2 3.3 4.5 4.4 
Other auto 

2.9 2.3 Q.7 2.3 3.0 3.4 
BUrg/clry 

2.3 LB 0,3 6.1 6.4 (c) 
Safe 18.3 18.0

b 13.7 12.7 26.4 Rcsidencll 6.8 0.7 5.\ 2.1 G.6 8.7 Commercial 0.8 7.6 
M Iscellancous 

0.4 3.0 7.4 11.3 8.7 
Larceny (all except below) 

10.5 9.4 b 3.8 7.0 10.8 12.6 6.3 ,1.9 2.9 8.0 11.8 5.0 Larceny bicycle 3.5 1!.8u 0.8 3.6 4.4 3.8 Larccny commercial ·1.9 :~.9 1.0 4.0 6.8 ·1.9 
Crimes nsslgned to general 

as.qignmcnL uillt 5.3' .1.5 2.6 5.5 8 •. 1 4.3 Destructive ncts 
Arson 10.1 110.Sb 4.4 5.8 Destruction of property \0.2 6.3 5.3 5.2 2.1 4.8 G.9 4.1 Bomb or thrent <1.1 4.<1 0.0 3.6 :1.G l~raud and larceny (e) 

Fraud/embezzlement 6.0 5.0u 2.8 6.0 8.8 5.2 Forgery/counterfeit 6.7 >1.6 3.6 6.6 10.2 7.0 Extortion 10.8 9.7 
Larceny by dcc~lt 0.8 (c>U 

(e) (ll) 

Larceny othcr (e) (c) 
Bunco 

6.2 G.O 1.3 5.0 7.2 5,8 

Shoplifting 
8.3 8.l

b 
3.<1 6.7 10.1 4.6 

Exccute wnrrants 
4.3 4.9 1.2 4.7 6.9 3.3 
2.7 2.6 0.8 4.5 5.3 2.2 

Crimes assigned to youth. 
women's uniL 3,4 3.3~ 0.4 3.4 3.8 3.0 Trespassing 3.3 

Dlsordl'l'ly conduct 
2.0

b 0.0 3,3 3.3 3.4 
2.7 3.0

11 0.0 2.3 2.3 ~t9 Incorrigible 2.9 
Protective custody 2.\ 0.3 3.4 3.7 2,2 

2.5 2.\ 0.4 2.6 3.0 2.0 Possess drugs 5.1 9.'1 0.5 3.9 '1.4 3 •• \ Miscellaneous youth 4.0 4.5b 0.8 3.7 4.5 3.()\ MIscellaneous women's 2,9 2.4 b 0.3 3.2 3.5 2 •• / 

S~URCE: KanSlis City Case Assignment File. cases tcceived during Mny-Novembl)r t073. 

12 ~ ;!'~~ Un~leared caJcs account for 40.2% of nil deLectlvl) casclVork tim\!: clcured Crilll(JS acc()unt (or 
• 0 rc c earanee, 7.4% stnrtlng with clcnranee. 

: Includes only cases on which detectives reportcd some time worked. 

with ~~~~i~r~l~n~~o~:!~::~d cnses Is slgnlflcantly hlghllr thlln time spent. prior to clenranc(J on clOllred cuses 

c InSUfficient data • 
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are frustrated in their attempts to arrest the perpetratot·. An example from our 

observations fbllows. 
The bank teller noticed R long befot-a he approached her with the .38 

revolver partially hidden under a magM,ine. His unkempt bushy ~air caught 
her attention as did a white patch over his left eye, apparently qUlt~ recently 
affixed; he IChad a medicine smell about him.". For ~he past. 20 mlllutes he 
had been pacing back and forth among the vanou~ lllle~, trYlllg.to catch jthe 
quickest one to a teller. At times he would stop hIS furIous pa~lllg a!1d step 
outside where a man collecting for charity observed both hIS paclllg the 
street ~nd then placing a call in a nearby phon~ booth. 

Finally reaching the teller, R asked for $4400 III traveler's checks. As she 
drew out a box of checks, he pulled his gun, warned her not to sound any 
alarms, and disappeared with the checks. 

Without the alarm sounded. no surveillance photographs were made, and 
an additional camera was malfunctioning. However, a trail of clues was left 
behind which made identification relatively simple. Both the FBI and the 
University City Police worked together on the case. 

The traveler's checks were numbered, and the bank had a record of these 
serial numbers. When R tried to cash a check in Las Vegas the ne~t da~, he 
signed his real name, most likely because he would hay~ proper Ident~fica
tion to show if asked. The casino manager grew SUSPICIOUS, and R dIsap
peared leaving the manager with the check, which was forwarded to the 
FBI. The FBI ran a handwriting check .on t~is si~natur~ compared to that 
ofR's driver's license (pulled by the Umverslty CIty Police). They matched. 

Although no usable fingerprints were fou~d in the bank, ~here were g.ood 
prints in a nearby telephone booth. These prlllts matched WIth army prlllts 
of R in FBI files. . . 

Local investigators in the meantime r~n a ch~c~ of loc~l hospItals and 
clinics asking if someone with the robber s descrIption receIved treatment. 
This v~nture proved unsuccessful; hospital pers?nnell'efused to c?operate. 
They did not have the time, and besides, they dId not ',Vant to ~e lll~olved. 

Fortunately, their cooperation was not necessary. \yltnesses Identlfi,ed !l 
from his driver's license photograph, and the FBI obtallled a warrant for hIS 
arrest. . . C't h' 

Two weeks aftel' the crime, however, R was III MeXICO I y, cas lllg 
checks. 

A second type of investigation that may be lengthy b~t does not ~ead t~ a 
clearance involves cases where no crime was actually commItted. These lllvestlga
tions are often characterized by complex and conflicting evidence, eventually result
ing in the conclusion that the crime is unfounded. Such cases are particularly 
prevalent in the auto then and sex crimes unit. In some cas~s the :tvictim" may be 
seeking revenge. In automobile theft cases, frequently the lllvesttgator goes on a 
wild goose chase because the car reported stolen was not actually taken unlawful~y. 
Instead, Cars reported stolen are often vehicles repossessed for nonpayment of lll
stallmel1ts, with the owner reporting them stolen just to make trouble. Also, many 
owners fOl'get that they authorized others to drive their car, or cars are destroyed 
for the purpose of insurance fraud. 

Finally, there is the investigation that is simply unfruitful: 

When Bettina S. failed to return from work ~t her usual hour, her lover 
K reported her missing to the Campus City Pollce Department. ~er bullet
riddled body was found the next day at the edge of a forest adjacent to a 
highway, by a man walking his dog. 
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. Because of certain circ~mstances. under which t~ey lived together, Homi
CIde. suspecte~! K. He. demed the crime, and after lllterrogation bragged to 
a friend that there IS one clue the police don't know about." Several days 
later, K flunked the polygraph test as he was asked certain questions about 
the murder. Two weeks later, K presented a life insurance claim on Bettina 
S., who had stipulated in a letter one month before her murder that the 
proceeds should g? ~o ~ and n?t her son, as o~iginally arranged. 

A~th!>ugh HomiCide IS convlllced of K's gUilt, as yet there is nl, court 
admIssIble evidence. What they do have is a case file that includes detailed 
photog.raphs of the crime scene and of the woman lying where she was found, 
ext~ns~ve photographs about and reports of the autopsy, and reports of 
ballIstiC experts on the type of gun that killed her. All in her neighborhood 
and who may ha,:e had contact with her were questioned and the interviews 
r~corded. The cnme scene was thoroughly examined by evidence techni
Clans. Currently, all leads are exhausted and Homicide is waiting and hoping 
that the murder gun is found. 

In sum, then, the time spent by investigators on case work falls primarily into 
two categories. Some investigations are lengthy but do not result in a clearance. 
Others lead to a clearance after a small amount of work but entail substantial efforts 
by the investigator once the crime is cleared. Some activities involved in the latter 
type of work are illustrated by the following example from our observations. 

The ruse wfls an old one. Two black males captured an appliance delivery 
truck by pulhng alongside the moving vehicle and indicating to the driver 
that his real' door was open. When the drivel' and his helper stopped to check 
the ,~oor, the suspects pulled guns, made them drive to some unknown 
locat,\on to unload the merchandise, and then drove the victims around for 
a whUe before releasing them and fleeing with the truck. 

After being assigned to the case, Detective Dick and his partner inter
vie~ed the vic~ims, who descr~bed one hijacker as wearing tennis whites, 
h~vmg a promment scar on hIS left leg, and carrying a sawed-off shotgun 
WIth a red stock. As was department policy for hijacking and shooting cases 
only, ~engthy and detailed s.tatements were taken from each victim by Dick 
and hIS partn~r. The statements were carefully typed by the detectives as 
the victims recounted the events of the crime. Since the men and goods had 
been transported over state lines duri~g the course of the robbery, the FBI 
was called m. The only help they prOVIded was a helicopter for Dick and his 
partner to search for the alley where the merchandise was unloaded to no 
avail. ' 

The second day after the crime, an alarm was sounded on the stolen 
vehicle. When found, the vehicle was processed by the local crime labora
t~ry, ~ut with negative results since it had already been stripped by juve
mles m the arel). The latent prints lifted were not sufficient for identificudon 
purposes. 

But for chance, the case would have ended here. Instead, several months 
later, a patrolman spotted a reported stolen automobile being driven down 
a highway. He stopped the car and as part of district policy he performed 
a complete inventory of its contents. Upon finding a sawed-offshotgun in the 
back seat, the patrolman requested a robbery cruiser; Dick happened to be 
in it. When he saw the car's contents-tennis whites and a shotgun with a 
red stock-he remembered a similar MOl although he could not pinpoint the 
case until he went back through his records. One suspect matched the de
scription given by the victims of the robbery/kidnapping. 

The next day, the suspect's mug shot was one ofa series often shown to 
the victims; he got one positive identification and one upossible." On a 
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hunch, he showed the mugs to a robbery victim from another case and got 
another positive ID. At this time the case was clent·ed. 

Although intuition tolls that this case would quickly move to a just end-
ing

l 
this was far fl'om what actually happened. 

Local procedure requires a judicial order if the suspect is to appeal' in a 
lineup. A lineup was scheduled to take place in foul' days; the victims took 
time oll'from work to come down to headquarters to make the identification. 
But everyone was at the lineup but the suspect; the Wl'ong man had been 
sent over from the jail. 

After several days and much aggravation, another court appearance had 
to be scheduled in ol'der to hold another lineup. However, the order was 
never given. 

On the day of the preliminary hearing, Dick went to COUl't and requested 
the case jackets on all the cases; only one was available-that fol' unautho
rized use of a motor vehicle. Although Dick and his' partner spent the whole 
day searching for them, the case jackets on the more serious crimes-armed 
l'obbel'y and kidnapping-were lost 01' stolen, either intentionally 01' acci
dentally by someone inside or outside the system. 

Although Dick wanted to appeal' before the Grand Jury the following day 
to explain the situation, he waS told that he could not be scheduled for a 
week. By the time Dick appeared before the Gmnd Jury, the defendant was 
out on bail and could not be found; the subpoena ordering his appearance 
for a lineup could not be served. 

Over the next weeks, sevel'a} robberies fbllowing the now Hunilial' MO 
were committed, During their daily morning br<ieJing about all suspects in 
custody, Dick arranged for mug shots of X to be shown. By chance several 
days latet', X was spotted by two detectives cashing personal checks in a 
bank; they remembered him from mug shots. 

X was again taken into custody and another lineup scheduled. During 
these events, Dick was on vacation. Paperwork about the lineup had been 
left on his desk, where it remained untouched until Dick came back to wOl'k 
a week aftel' the scheduled lineup, fbI' which, needless to say, no victims 
showed since none were ;f~otified, 

After further administrative wrangling and stops and starts, the lineup 
was finally held. There had been only three victims to schedule for the 
aborted lineup three months earlier; r..'JW thel'e were seventeen! Of these, 
over' a halfshowed, with five positive IDs. With the D.A.'s in&istence on exact 
identification (Hit looks like the offender" will not do), Dick wOl'ries ifhis case 
will stick. In the meantime, X has shaved of I' his beard. 

DURATION OF CASES 

While the preceding example describes a case in which some sort oftlctivity by 
an investigatot· took place sporadically over a period of several months, such cases 
are the exception rather than the rule. The vast majority of cases that a detecthe 
works on are handled in the course of a single day, after which they are either 
cleat'ed or suspended. Only a few types of crimes fail to follow this pattern: homicide, 
rape, safe burglary, commercial robbery, and forgery/counterfeiting. 

We have already seen in Table 5-6 that the number of investigative man-hours 
1evoted to crimes other than those just listed is quite small in Kansas City, averag
ing unde.· five man-hours for those that are actually worked on. Table 5-7 indicates 
that these hours are not spread out over a long period of time, but are concentrated 

Item 

All cases together 
--< 

Homicide 
Aggravated assault 
Suicide 

Bank 
Commercial 
Rosidenco 
Ou tside·strect 
Strongarm 
PUl'sesnatch 
Miscellan~ous 

Rape 
Felony sex crimes 
Kidnapping 

Theft 
Accar.sol'ics 

--
Sllfes 
Miscel\nneous 
Othl?l' commercial 

Re~identinl 
Larceny 

Arson 

Fl:'aud/embezzlemQnt 
Forgery/counterfeit 
Extortion 
Bunco 
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Table 5-7 

LENGTH OF' TIME BEFORE CASE WAS SUSPEND£DlI 

AVerage One 
(days) Day 

3.8 72.7 

18.0 0.0 
3A 61.1 
1.1 92.0 

2.7 63.6 
B.O '17.1 
3.9 57.8 
5.1 56.7 
5.9 1:2.7 
5.2 54.1 
5.1 55.6 

9.4 36 .7 
5.5 51 ,8 
6.0 38 .5 ,. 

9.4 40.5 
6.4 59.1 
5.5 62.2 

2·7 1-2 
Days Weeks 

14.9 5.2 

HomICide Unit 

38.2 21.8 
28.,1 5.2 
8.0 

Robbery 

27.3 9.1 
24.2 10.3 
26.5 7.2 
21.3 12.1 
24.8 10.1 
21.6 16.2 
22.2 9.9 

Sex Crimes 

34.3 
27.7 
38.5 

24.3 
17.? 
15.7 

10.9 

1 

1 

8.0 
7.7 

5.5 
7.0 

J nCf!ndil1ry 

Percent. Activo 

2,4 
Weeks 

4.7 

18.2 
4.3 

12.1 
7.2 
6.7 
B.5 
5.4 

11.1 

7.7 
8.0 
7.7 

7.4 
8.5 

4·8 
W(!eks 

2.3 

12.7 
0.9 

-
5.1l-
1.2 
3.3 
3.9 
2.7 
1.2 

-
8.5 
4.5 
7.7 

3.9 
2.3 

13.5 
3.9 
3.0 

5.9 51.3 26.3 i 13.2 I 6.6 1.3 

, I FOI'Cery Fraud Bunco 

6.1 52.9 25.2 9.8 6.S 4.5 
8.1 44.9 23.6 11.$ 13.4 5.9 
3.4 60.0 20.0 20.0 
5.1 50.9 32.1 5.7 7.5 3.8 

8·12 
Woeks 

0.2 

7.3 

t 

0.1lI 

-
1.6 

CI.5 

1.3 

0.8 

. . . SOURCE. Kansas CIty Case ASSIgnment FIle, cases reported 11\ Mny·Novotnber 1973 • 

a~ caSe is defined to be suspended if 30 days pnssed wllhout IIn~1 activitY by an in' 
vestlgator on the caso. . 
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d t a
fter the crime is reported. Over 86 percent of cases are 

in the first ay or wo 
suspended by the end of the first week. 

SUMMARY '. '1 t 
. b characterized as devoted pnman y 0 

The investigator's daily routme cannot
f 

e 1 . g crimes For the most part he 
piecing together c~ues for the pur:ose t 

0 s~e;;:llY gene~ated events that require 
operates ir. a reactive mod~, ~espo? mgt' 

0 .~~ s service to the public, and other work 
an action on his part. Admmlstrahve ac lV} 1~ his time 
not related to cases con~u~e\s nearly h:~f~s attentio~, but many of them receive 

A large number of. mCIde~ts co~: desk constituting part of his caseload: I~ an 
little or no work and sImply SIt o~ . arent from the cl :'me report that a lImIted 
arrest has already been mad?, or It IS a

p
: th n the case is p.1rs~ed and most of the 

. amount of work will result m an ~rres , 't' e eports documenting evidence, and 

Work involves post-arrest processmg, wrl mg
d
r

. IY' because of their seriousness 
b f es are pursue SImp d 

the like. A small n~m sr 0 cas ar that the chances of clearance ar~ enhance. 
or importance, but It does not appe k F ther elaboration and explanation of thIS 

. in proportion to the amo~nt of wor. ur ,Iii ,. 
phenomenon will appear m Chapter 6. 

Chapter 6 

ANALYSIS OF HOW CRIMES ARE SOLVED 

We have seen in Chapter 5 that the tYPIcal cleared crime entails only a small 
number of investigative man-hours prior to clearance and that, of the total working 
hours of an investigator, only a small proportion (7 percent in Kansas City) is 
devoted to activities that lead to clearing crimes. In addition, we know from our 
survey (Chaiken 1975) that most clearance rates of a police department' are not 
correlated with the workload of investigators, when controlled for the workload of 
pat,rol officf.rs; and from the work of Greenwood (1970) in New York city, that 
clearance rates of individual investigative units are not correlated with their work
loads. These findings suggest the following nypotheses: 

1. Many activities of investigators contribute little to the clearance of crimes. 
2. Some characteristics of a crime itself, or of events surrounding the crime 

that are.beyond the corltrol of investigators, determine whether it will be 
cleared in most instances. 

In this chapter we demonstrate the truth of the second hypothesis and, by 
implication, the truth of the first. Basically, we find that some crimes are easy to 
clear, with either no work by an investig~tor or with small amounts of routine 
administrative activity. The remaining crimes, which constitute the majority, are 
difficult, if not impossible, to solve, regardless of the efforts expended by the police. 
Some of these receive no attention by investigators, while others are pursued dili-..... 
gepJ;ly. But the number of difficult crimes that are eventually cleared is so small, 
when they are compared to the number of cleared crimes that were easy to solve, 
that overall clearance statistics are little affected by the efforts devoted to them. 

These findings lead to questions about the role of investigators and their contri
bution to achieving the goals ofa police department that will be discussed at the end 
of the chapter. 

For this analysis we selected samples of cleared crimes in six police departments 
and determined, by reading the case folders, how the cdme was solved. In instances 
where the written documentation was inadequate for this determination, the inves
tigator in charge of the case was interviewed. In all cases we accepted the depart
ment's determination of whether the crime was cleared or not. We defined the case 
to be "solved" at the point the police knew the identity of the perpetrator(s), even 
if additional work was needed to locat~ the perpetrators or to establish the facts 
needed to prove guilt in court. 

At the start, we had no preconceived notions as to appropriate categories of 
answers to the question .tHow was this crime solved?" So we simply recorded all the 
.facts, circumstances, actions, and evidence that had been used to solve the crime. 
At the same time, we did not know whether the organization of the department, the 
region of the country in which it was located, or the season of the year would be 
related to crime solution, so we began with a single type of crime, namely robbery, 
and collected data in four police departments: Berkeley, Los Angeles, Miami, and 
Washington, D.C. The months selected for study differed among departments. With-
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in the selected months, crimes were listed according to the order in which they were 
repor)~ed to the police, and a systematic 50 percent sample of the cleared crimes was 
chosen for analysis. 1 The sample sizes are shown in Table 6-1. 

After reviewing these cases and concluding that there were no apparent geo~ 
graphical Or temporal variations of relevance for this study, a sample of cleared 
crimes other than robbery was selected from a· single police department: Long 
Beach, California. The crimes were categorized i.n accordance with the organization 
of investigative units in Long Beach: forgery/fraud, auto theft, theft., commercial 
burgh'l1'Y, residential burglary, robbery, felony morals, aggravated assault, and 
'homicide. As in the case of the first four departments, we examined a systematic 50 
percent sample of cleared cases reported during a given time period in Long Bea(~h. 

After analysis of these cases, it became apparent that many cleared cases fall 
into categories that can be identified from the Kansas City Case Assignment File2 

without reading the case folders. Thus, rather than continuing to sample ftom the 
totali~v of cleared crimes, we processed the Case Assignment File so as to identify 
the subset of cleared cases for which it was necessary to examine the case folders 
in order to determine how the crime was solved. A 10 percent random sample of this 
subset was selected, and the case folders were read as in the other five departments. 

To permit comparisons between data from Kansas City and data fl'om the other 
police departments, the crimes in Kansas City were organized into the same catego
ries as used previously, even though they did not correspond to the organizational 
structure in Kansas City. Table C-5 in Appendix C shows the relationship between 
crime types as defined in C~'apter 5 and the crime categories used in this chapter. 

DATA FROM FIRST FIVE DEPARTMENTS 

From the incident reports and earlier studies3 it was obvious that for many 
crimes, the identity of the suspect was available at the time of the first report to the 
responding patrolmen-i.e., the .case was solved without any detective involvement. 
Therefore, our first step was to divide the cases into two categories: initial identifica
tion and no initial identification. Initial identification occurs when there is an arrest 
at the scene of the crime or when the information required for clearance is present 
in the crime report, i.e., a victim or witness either furnishes the name and address 
of a suspect or som~ uniquely linking evidence. If only a name or only an address 
is given, th~ case was not placed in this category. To be considered "uniquely link
ing," the evidence had to correlate directly with th'1 suspect's name and address (e.g., 
an automobile license or an employee badge nut'iber). No initial identification in
cludes all other cleared cases. 

The results from tabulating the data in this manner are shown in Table 6-2. 
From stealing credit cards to murder, the majority of cleared cases in our sample 
had both quickly identifiable and locatable suspect(s). With the exception of two 
crime types (robbery and auto theft), less than one-third of all cleared cases had no 
suspect immediately identifiable. 

I That is, every second cleared crime wall chosen. 
2 See Chapter 5 for a description of this file. 
a See, for example, Isaacs (1967), Conklin (1972), and Feeney et al. (1973). 
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Table 6-1 

DATA SOURCES BY CRIME TYPE -
Departments 

First 
Foura Long I 

Beachb Kansas CityC 

Crime Type 
Sample Sample Sample Total Size Size Size Cases 

Forgery /fraud 22 14 Auto theft 312 
Theft 

- 19 7 432 
Commercial burglary 

- 10 10 828 - 10 10 372 Residential burglary - 20 14 686 Robbery 5 - 10 349 22 
8 

Felony morals 
28 
- 11 9 Aggravated assault 178 - 10 11 Homicide - 7 

716 
7 46 

Total 63 109 92 3919 
aR obbery data are from Los A g I C ( 

in the Wilshire Area in JUly 1974t B:::~le a. ~Iea(reld ~asdes reported 
ported May/June 1974)' W .' y, a. c eare cases re
October 1974)' a . ' . ashlngton, D.C. (cleared c~ses reported 

b . ' nd MIami, Fla. (cleared cases reported 1973-11)74). 
For al1 crime types except residential b I 

~~~:~er~;~!~:~iu~;~1u~~!~~~r7! ~7 4; l'eSide~~~arr:~r~~:~; ,~!:::~ 
cCleared cases reported May/November 1973. 

Table 6-2 

SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION IN CLEARED CASES BY LEVEL 

OF INVESTIGATIVE EFFORT 

Routine: Possibly Nonroutine: 
Initial No Initial 

Identification Identification Total Crime Type % N % N % N 
Forgery /fraud 91 20 9 2 100 Auto theft 47 9 

22 
Theft 53 10 100 19 
Commercial burglary 

70 7 30 3 100 10 80 8 20 2 100 10 Residential burglary &0 16 M 4 100 20 Robbery 52 
Felony mOlals 

33 48 30 100 63 
Aggravated assault 

73 8 27 3 100 11 
Homicide 

100 10 - - 100 10 43 3 57 4 100 7 
SOURCE: Rev' 

Beach Lo A I leWM?f c.ase foiders ~or Ilample cases from Berkeley Long 
, s nge es, laml, and Washington, D.C. ' 

i 
l 

, f 
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INITIAL IDENTIFICATION 

In caSes with initial ideiltification, 'invesngato)' involvement in case clearance is 
minimal and thel'efore we say that the solution is, at best, "routine." Either the 
suspect is already-apprehended (e.g., by arrest at scene ?f cthlle) .0r~Ollle ?leric~! 
effort on the part of the detective is needed tor apprehell.slon (e.g.) Issumga wallt 
to patrol officers to pick up a suspect completely idel1tifi~ by a vic~im,0rcontacti~g 
another agency to find out the name and address matchl11g a particular automoblle 
license number). . 

Table 6-3 displays the circumstances in which an initial identification. ~?S o~. 
tained. The first two categoties ("patrol capture" and «held at scene by CItizen ) 
involve an arrest at the scene of the crime,either thtough patrol ~ction orcitizell. 
involvement. This method of solutioll occurs with partlcular frr.;..q'iiellcy in. cleared 
cases of commercial burglary. Typically, a patrol in the ilUl1'1ediate vicinity of a 
just.activated burglar ala'rhl is able to respolld qUickly enough to catch the suspects. 

Most solved caSes of residential burglary, felony morals, and aggtavated·assault 
al'esolved because a victim or witness knows who and where the suspect is {see Table 
6·3). In residential burglaries, for e:lCample, an estranged husband removes property 
from his wife's home or a roommate moves out arId takes some of the other person's 
furniture. In aggra~ated assault and felony morals, the suspect and victim are 
usually acquainted--many times theyal'e .actually related or at least living to
gether. In the former crime type,a father may beat his son, or vice versa. In the 
latter, a mother may report her husband or boyfriend for having sexual relations 
wjth bel' child . 

. Cleared forgl:lry/fraud cases are most frequently solved by USe ofuniquel~ link
ing ewidence, as shown in Table 6-3. In such ·cases the suspect typically st.gns. a 
pel'sonalcheck against either a closed ,account or insufficient fUllds. The ul1lquely 
liriking evidence is the identification ;presented by the .susp~ct when he cashes the 
check, corroborated when a handwri.ting expert n1atches the signature on the check 
:to the signature on the suspect's driver's license. 

'LIable 6·3 

IN1'l'IAL IDENTIFICATION: M'ETHODOF SOLUTION 

Held f.lt , Uniquely 
Patrol Seeae Comp1e'te ID ' Linking 
Capture (by Ci1;iz~n) 'byV/W Evidence 'rotal 

Crime Type %. N % .N % N % N '% N , 
Forgery/fraud 5 1 14 3 9 2 64 14 91 20 
Auto theft 26 5 ' - - 16 3 .5 1. 47 9 
Theft 30 3 - - '20 2 20 2 70 7 
Commercial burglary 70 7 -- - 10 i - -- 80. S 
Residential bt\r.lllary 10 2 5 1 40 S 25 5 80 16 
Robbery J.3 8 5 3 21 13 14 9 52 83 
Felony morals 9 1 - -- 55 6 9 1 73 '. 8 
AgcrnvlIted nl!SlIult 40 4 - -- 50 5 10 1 lOU 10 
Homicid~ -- -- - - 29 2 14 1 43 3 , 

NOTE: I'e):contages may not ,add to total because ,of roundmgerror. 
~OUROE: RevIew of .case folders fot srunplecases from Berkeley, Los AJ.'tgeles, Long 

Be.r.icl\, Miami, Md W lII,:uington, D ,C. 
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NO INITIAL IDENTIFICATION 

. . W? hOW. ~ook, ~t tht! 'p~s~ibly ~Ohroutine cases, i;t!., those cases in which a suspect 
IS not I~enttll~d 1TI the lTIltml ctune tt!port alid whIch may thert!fore require action 
by the lllvestJgator to solve. Severnl types of' efrort are Involved in the solution to 
these cllses}n some instances, the investigator has only to follow obvious leads to 
solve the crime. ~'1or example, the disgruntled wife of a burglar notifies the police 
that her husband committed this crime and that he and the stolen goods can be 
f~u~d at.~is girlfriend's house." In yet othel' instances, What might be an inherently 
dIffICult If not impossible crime to sol~e is solved because of certain procedures that 
the department has adopted. For example, mug shot Jiles ate organized and main
tained ih such a Way that the vIctim is able to make cold hits. Or, the department 
hll~ computel'ized information about stolen cars, allOWing a spMtaneolts solution to 
c,ases when a E:!tolen cat· is spotted, Or; the department holds daily briefings and 
Imeu~s Concerning recent crimes, criminals; and their methods of operation (MO)f 
aHowmg in~estigatoll recognition ofMO on some cases without an initially identifia
ble suspect. In these types of cases, investigator actlOli is characterized as Hroutine II 
e,ven though the actions involved may be routIne only to an inVestigator. 'I'he sol~-
hon to all other cases involves !'nonroutineH investigative effort. . 

Table 6 .. 4 examines the principal method of solution for erimes in which there 
is no initial identification of the SUf!pect. The categories of solution are discussed 
b,'.;;ow. Keep in mind that the labels for the routine cases are not in and ofthernselves 
routine. That iSI the Use of fingerprints to solve a case does not mean that the case 
is routinely solved. What we considered was haw the fingerprints were used. In the 
following discussion, this distinction should become clear. 

Fingerprints 

In ont! instance, the victim named the pereon he believed responsible for the 
c~i~e, and ~ave reasons for his-suspicion. Although the suspect eouId not be found. 
hIS fingerprmts (on file because of a previous record) were matched with those found. 
at the scene of the crime, and on this basis alone, the case was cleared. This case 
was classified as routine because only routine processing o{ the latent prints. was 
necessary fol' case ilolution. Any instance where a fingl:.!rprint match is made from 
a cold search, for example, is classified as "special action," described below. 

Tip 

Although investigators often speak of Htheir informants" as being essential to 
their work in solving crimes, the cases we examined did not bear this, out.1I- It may 
very well be that for these classes of crimes, informers are not used at all,. or are' not 
used witt. any great frequency. 

~n the single robbery case frOID our sample that falls intell the category- of "tips,?' 
the mformant was a citizel,l voIuHlteering information about a crime he witnessed 
rather than a person "cultivated" as an informant (and perhaps. paid} by robbery 
investigators. The ~omicide cases in our sample were ebsed on the basis.ofanony
mous callers identHYing the culprit, In one instance, three years after the murder,. 

~ We categorize the eoiution to this case as a tip. See the mO.re detailed discussion that follows. 
5 However, the sample size is not large enough to assert that informants. are not used. 
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an informant called a newspaper that had a "citizen alere' program and revealed 
the murderer's identity. The. other anonymous call was made unsolicited to the 
police station, the caller's motive possibly revenge. 

Mug Shot/Lineup 

For crimes that were cleared, this investigative method appeared to be the most 
significant in closing cases in such crime categories as theft and robbery. It involves 
several different kinds of actions, requiring differing degrees of investigative in
volvement. 

In one-fourth ofthese cases, the investigator recognized a familiar MO, and On 
that basis, pulled mug shots that enabled positive identification of the suspect. Other 
cases were cleared because the suspect was arrested and on the has is of tQat anest, 
his mug shots were shown to victims of similar crimes in the hopes of making 
multiple clearances. Sometimes a "hit" was made from random showing of mug 
~hots, and at other times, a victim or witness knew the name of a suspect, and if the 
suspect had a previous record, mug shots could be pulled for identification. 

Sometimes a picture other than a mug shot was used. For ex.ample, in one caSe 
the victim believed he had seen the suspects at the school where he worked, The 
investigator had the victim leaf thl'ough a school yearbook, from which the victim 
positively identified the cUlprits. In another l'obbery case, a taxi driver identified his 
robber by accident. While reading the newspaper, he saw her picture, which had 
been published concerning another case. 

Modus Operandi (MO) 

Two robbery cases in the sample were cleared on the basis of matching MO. That 
is, an arrested suspect either admitted to other robberies or the case was cleared 
anyhow, becaus{~ of similarities between the crime in the sample and the crime for 

' which the suspect was arreste'd. It is certainly possible that the crime for which the 
suspect was originally arrested was solved through "special action" on the part of 
the investigator. However, we only looked at the crime that was part of the sample; 
in this case the solution was routine, regardless of how the original crime was solved. 

Spontaneous Solution 

In some of these cases, the property was located and then the case was cleared. 
Either the suspeCt was arrested on another charge, and subsequently found in 
possession of stolen goods, or an automobile was stopped because of a traffic violation 
and stolen property was found in the car. For the automobile theft cases in our 
sample, a suspect did not have to be found to clear the case; the case was s6metimes 
cleared based on recovery of automobile. 

Some instances involved the victim's locating the suspect (at some point after 
the commission of the crime) and notifying the police. Either the victim acted as his 
own investigator, carefully tracking down clues that led to the culprit, or the victim 
lIacc:identally" spotted his assailant and notified police. 

Unrelated Interrogation 

"In these cases routine questioning of the suspect led to a confession: For exam-
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pIe, in an auto theft case, a man took his damaged car to a repair shop and borrowed 
a loaner which he kept (having no money to retrieve his own car). Through an error, 
the loaner car was not on a hot list or in any information system, even though the 
owner reported it stolen. After being stopped for a traffic violation and asked for the 
vehicle registration, the suspect admitted that it was not his car. 

Special Action 

All cases requiring more than procedural investigative skill are classified as 
needing ttspecial action" for solution. Even these caSes fail to read like the classic 
detective stories of popular fiction because even when extraordinary effort or initia· 
tive is required, the caso is usually solved in a short time. Persistence is to be found 
in only the more sensational homicides. 

A store owner reports the theft of two guns valued at over $200. The guns 
were locked away in a special place in the store-and the owt:ler suspects 
someone Y who had been to the store many times without buying anything, 
and who' k~ew about the guns. V's prints are lifted from a window broken 
to gain entry to the store. A check of the neighborhood points to a nearby 

h t H h d t h· lib . s " gas station where Y is known to ang ou. ere e con uc SIS. us1Oes, 
offering. to sell certain goods (e.g., calculators).cheaply. T~e pol~ce set Y up 
by having an undercover man pretend to be 10terested 10 buy10g guns; Y 
offers to sell the hot guns. The goods are recovered, and Y arrested. 

Other cases require less complex actions. For example, a robbery was committed in 
which the suspect had a very distinctive hairdo and facial features. The investigator 
put out a bulletin to patrol units with the suspect's description;. several days lat~r 
a patrol unit picked up the suspect within a few blocks of the cnme, Although thIS 
case certainly illustrates the results of good interaction between investigator and 
patrol units, it is also an example of investigator initiative. 

The data in Table 6·4 suggest that when there is no initial identification of the 
suspect, most cases are solved either because the solution is obvious or because the 
department has developed procedures that have "routinized" methods of suspect 
identification. 

DATA FROM KANSAS CITY 

When we analyzed the Long Beach data for crimes other than robbery, we found 
no special action cases whatsoever in our sample for several crime categories. While 
this permitted us to conclude that special action cases are uncommon, the .sampl~ 
sizes in any single crime category were sufficiently small that no very precl~ estl· 
mates could be obtained of how often special action cases occur. For example, 10 the 
theft category there is a reasonable chance (better than 1 in 20) that over one
quarter of the Long Beach clearances could be special action despite t;ht; fact that 
none appearfd in the sample. . . . . , 

To obtain better estimates, a larger sample would be reqUIred. In addItion, If 
some special action cases appeared in a larger sample, we would then have S9me idea 
of their characteristics. However, the process of selec.ting a sample, retrieving the 
appropriate case folders, and reading the files (plus interviewing the investig~tor 
when necessary) was sufficiently time-consuming that we were unable to contmue 
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sampling from the totality of cases. Instead, we developed a method for processing 
the Kansas City Case Assignment File so as to separate out cleared cases that were 
extremely unlikely to involve al1:Y special action. Then we sampled cases from the! 
remaining group, thereby enhancing the probability that cases of special action 
would be found in the sample. The sampling design is illustrated in Fig. 6·1. 

Basically, three types of cases were assumed to fall into the routine category (i.e., 
not special action) based on the information in the computer file. 'ryp~ 1 consisted 
of incidents that appeared in the file with a clearance credited to the patrol fbrce 
on the fih'it day the detective worked on the case. Many of these clearances were 
recorded on the same day that the crime was reported, and therefore were very 
likely to rep\'esent on·scene arrests by patrol officers.6 In addition to these, the Type 
1 casea include some later patrol arrests (based perhaps on pickups issued by a 
detective) that were assumed to be routiri~ because the detective did not record any 
time spent on the case prior to the arrest. 

Type 2 consisted of a small number of incidents cleared by patrol after a detec· 
tive had worked on the case, suspended activity for 30 days or more, and did not work 
on the case again until the arrest was made. These were assumed to represent 
Itspontaneous" solutions, which have been d<:"scribed above. 

Type 3 consisted of incidents that were cleared by an investigator with little 
work. We defined the amount of work to be ttlittle" if two hours or less were spent 
on all activities other than arrest processing, court and prosecutor time, and writing 
reports; this includes time spent after arrest as well as before arrest. 

After these three types of cases were eliminated, 24.6 percent of the incidents 
remained as Itpossibly nonroutine." We selected a random 10 percent sample from 
this group and reviewed the case folders. The resulting sample sizes have already 
been displayed in Table 6.1.7 

After the sample was chosen, we found that some on·scene patrol arrests had 
been erroneously classified as Itpossibly nonroutine," based on incorrect entries in 
the data file. We therefore adju,sted our estimates of the number ofltpossibly nonrou· 
tine" cases downward slightly, resulting in the figures shown in Table 6·5. In this 
table, Type 1 and Type 2 cases have been coalesced into a single column labeled 
Itpatrol clearances." 

The table not only summarizes the number of cases in t.he groups from which 
we sampled in Kansas City, but also indicates the extent to which patrol officers 
contribute to clearances in eadi crime category. Overall, 50.5 percent of cloarances 
were produced by patrol officers, of which 9.5 percent (or 4.8 percent of all clear· 
ances) involved a half·hour or more of work by a detective that may have led to the 
pa~rol arrest. 

After reading the case folders, two special action cases were found in the sam· 
pled robberies, two in the commercial burglaries, and one in the homicides; no 
special a(:tion cases were found in the other six categories. Thus, we did not succeed 

f The fiI~.does not have a code for "on-scene arrest," but we assumed that clearances by patrol rE!corded 
on the date the crime was reported were on-scene arrests. To the extent that a few instances of fast 
investigative work, coupled with good interaction between the detective and a patrol officer, were errone· 
ously included in this category, they are counterbalanced by on-scene arrests that happened not to be 
recorded until the next day and therefore failed to be categorized as on-scene arrests. . 

T In a random 10 percent sample, each incident has one chance in 10 of being selected, but it will not 
necessarily happen that the sample size is exactly one-tenth of the number from which the sample is 
taken. In this case, 92 cases were selected out of 963. 
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by a detective suspended with Ilttl e work 
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I 
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action 

Possibly 
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i..-. c 10 per ent 
sample from 
this group 

FIg. 6-l-Schematic representation of sampling design in Kansas City 

in finding examples of special action cases in crime categories where none were 
found in Long Beach. However, the sampling design in Kansas City did permit 
obtaining better statisticallimitl'l on t.he maximum fraction of cases that"could be 
special dction, as shown in Table 6-6. Two estimates of the percentage of cleared 
cases that are special action are shown in the table: (a) the best estimate based on 
the sample design,S and (b) the maximum estimate with 95 percent confidence.o 

We see from Table 6-6 that in Kansas City, at most 2.7 percent of cleared crimes 
are solved by special action. (The maximum estimate for the total is smaller than 
the maximum estimate for anyone of the crime types, because the total sample size 
was comparatively large, namely 92.) Moreover, the estimates are now sharp enough 
for us to distinguish ~ertain crime types as l;leing substantially less likely than others 

R Ifa iiample of size S is taken from the totality of all cases ofa given crime type, and A special 'action 
cases are found, the sample estimate is simply 100 X AlS. (The number 100 converts a fraction to a 
percent.) In the design used in lKansas City, a sample S is taken from n "possibly nonroutine" cases out 
of a total of N, and the sample estimate is then 100 X (A/S) X (n/N). 

o Suppose no special action cases are found in a sample of size S taken from n cases. Ifp is \pe true 
fraction of special action cases" the probability of finding none of them in the sample is (1 - p) . ThUl3, 
p could be as large as P = 1 .... (0.05)1/:>, and we would still have a 5 percent chance of finding none of 
them in the sample, The "max:lmum estimate with 95 percent confidence" is thus 100 X P X nlN, (For 
the first five departments, N = rlj 'for Kansas City, N is the total number of cleared incidents of the crime 
type in question,) A similar calculation can be performed ifone special action case is found in the sample, 
etc, 
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to be solved by special action. These are forgery/fraud, automobile theft, theft, 
residential burglary, and aggravated assault, all of which have less than 7 percent 
solved by special action in Kansas Cit.y. Commercial burglaries, robberies, felony 
morals, and particularly homicides may be somewhat more amenable to solution by 
non routine actions. However, even in these categories the typical crime was solved 
routinely. 

Table 6-6 also reveals a striking similarity in the findings for Kansas City as 
compared to the other five departments, despite the differences among cities and 
sample designs. Indeed, in every instance the sample estimate from the first five 
departments falls well within the maximum estimate for Kansas City, so there is 
-":"1 statistically significant difference between the two sets of estimates. 

The sample design in Kansas City also permits us to obtain rough estimates of 
the fraction of cleared cases that were solved by initial identification in Kansas City. 
We have already indicated how the number of' on-scene arrests can be estimated 
directly from the computer file. To estimate roughly the number of cases with 
complete identification by victim or witness and the number with uniquely linking 
evidence, we used the proportions of such cases found in the sample and applied 
them to the c()llection of all cases other than on-scene arrest or special action, as 
shown in F'ig. 6·2. This method should produce conservative (i.e., low) estimates for 
the fraction of·cases with initial identification, since we did not sample frorH cases 
cleared by investigators with little work. Such cases are presumably more likely to 
involve an initial identification than the cases from which we d.id sample. 

However, even these conservative estimates, shown in Table 6·7, yield approxi· 
mately the same fraction of cases solved by initial idsntification as was found in the 

Table 6·6 

SPECIAL ACTION CASES 

(Percent of all cleared cases) 

First Five I?epartmentsli Kansas City 

Maximum Maximum 
Estimate Estimate 

Sample at 95% Sample at 95% 
Crime Type Estimate Confidence Estimate Confidence 

Forgery /fraud 0 12.7 0 5.7 
Auto theft 0 14.6 0 6.9 
Theft 0 25.9 0 3.2 
Commercial burglary 10 39.4 4.9 12.4 
Residel1tial burglary 0 13.9 0 3.5 
Robbery 9.5 19.6 7.1 16.6 
Felony morals 9.1 36.4 0 14.5 
Aggravated .!lssault () 25.9 0 5.9 
Homicide 0 34.S 10.~\ 37.3 

An Typesb • 1.3 2.7 

aLos Angeles end Berkeley, Ca. j Washington, D.C.j Miami, Fla.; 
Long Beach, Ca. 

~his figure is shown for Kansas City only and reflects the relative 
numbers' of cleared cases of each type in that city. 
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to be solved by special action. These are forgery/fraud, automobile theft, theft, 
residential burglary, and aggravated assault, all of which have less than 7 percent 
solved by special action in Kansas City. Commercial burglaries, robberies, felony 
morals, and particularly homicides may be somewhat more amenable to solution by 
nonroutine actions. However, even in these categories the typical crime was solved 
routinely. 

Table 6-6 also reveals a striking similarity in the findings for Kansas City as 
compared to the other five departments, despite the differences among cities and 
sample designs. Indeed, in every instance the sample estimate from the first five 
departments falls well within th~ maximum estimate for Kansas City, so tbere is 
no stat.istically significant difference between the two sets of estimates, 

The sample design in Kansas City also permits us to obtain rough estimates of 
the fraction of cleared cases that were solved by initial identification in ~ansas City. 
We have already indicated how the number of on-scene arrests can be estimated 
directly from the computer file. To eRtimate roughly the number of cases with 
complete identification by victim or witness and t.he number with uniquely linking 
evidence, we used the proportions of such cases found in the sample and applied 
them to the collection of all cases other than on-scene arrest or special action, as 
shown in Fig. 6-2. This method should produce conservative (i.e., low) estimates for 
the fraction of cases with initial identification, since we did not sample from cases 
cleared by investigators with little work. Such cases are presumably more likely to 
involve an initial identification than the cases from which we did sample. 

However, even these conservative estimates, shown in Tab'Le'6-7, yield approxi
mately the same fraction of cases solved by initial identification as was found in the 

Table 6-6 

SPECIAL ACTION CASES 

(Percent of all cleared cases) 

First Five I?epartmentsa Kansas City 

Maximum Maximum 
Estimate Estimate 

Sample at 95% Sample at 95% 

Crime Type Estimate Confidence Estimate Confidence 

Forgery /fraud 0 12.7 0 5.'1 

Auto theft 0 14.6 0 6.9 

Theft 0 25.9 0 3.2 

Commercial burglary 10 39.4 4.9 12.4 

Residel'~tial burglary 0 13.9 0 3.5 

Robbery 9.5 15.6 7.1 16.6 

Felony morals 9.1 36.4 0 14.5 

Agg~avated assault 0 25.9 0 5.9 

Homicide 0 34.8 10.2 37.3 

All Typesb 1.3 2.7 

aLos Angeles and Berkeley, Ca.; Washington, D.C.; Miami, Fla.; 
Long Beach, Ca. 

bThis figure is shown for Kansas City only and reflects the relative 
numbers of cleared cases of each type in that city. 
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Sample drawn from "possibly nonroutine 11 cases 

Uniquely 
No initial 

Complete I D by identification 
victim or witness 

linking 
(other than evidence 

special action) 
-

All cleared cases 

f;!HM1.~ Initial 
identification 

Special 
action 

Special 
action 

Fig. 6-2-Schematic representation of method used to obtain conservative 
estimate of initial identification cases in Kansas City 

Crime Type 

Forgery /fraud 
Auto theft 
Theft 
Commercial burglary 
Residential burglary 
Robbery 
Feloqy morals 
Aggravated assault 
Homicide 

Table 6-7 

METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR CLEARED CASES 

(In percent) 

Uniquely 
Arrest at Complete Linking . Total Initial ID 

Scene ID by V/W Evidence from Kansas City 

30.6 20.0 39.7 90.3 
38.5 12.7 <7.8 >51.2a 

48.4 8.6 17.2 74.2 
24.4 16.9 16.9 58.2 
26.7 42.7 <6.2 >81.7a 

28.4 20.9 10.6 59.9 
25.8 27.8 27.8 81.4 
28.6 63.4 7.9 >94.1!i 
28.3 34.8 10.9 74.0a 

NOTE. Numbers may not add to t9tal because of roundmg error. 

Total Initial ID 
from Other 

Departments 

90.9 
47.4 
70.0 
80.0 
80.0 
53.4 
72.8 

100.0 
42.9 

. . ~If ~o ca~~s o~ uniquely linking evidence were found in the sample, or no cases other than 
ImtJalldt'ntIflCatlOn, 95% confidence poin~s are shown. 
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other five departments. 1o By comparison with Table 6-3, the explanation appears to 
be that more cases are cleared by on-scene patrol arrest in Kansas City than in the 
other cities. In any event, the Kansas City data again confirm that the great majority 
of' cleared crimes are $.olved because the identity of the perpetrator is already known 
when the crime report reaches the investigator. The main job for the investigator 
in these cases is to locate and apprehend the perpetrator, and to assemble evidence 

adequate to charge him. 

TYPICAL CASES 
We now discuss each ofthe crime types to give a clearer picture ofroutine and 

nonroutine cases. We begin with the crime types for which we were unable to find 
an example of a special action solution in any of our samples: forgery I fraud, automo
bile theft, theft, residential burglary, and aggravated assault. 

Forgery IFraud 
Typical forgery/fraud caSe~1 did not require investigative action to identify the 

perpetrator. Most cases involved the writing of bad checks. Others involved hiring 
a cab without being able to pay the fare at the end of the ride, or eating in a 
restaurant without being able to pay the bill. In these instances and in some credit 
card frauds, the perpetrator was arrested at the scene of the crime. 

Examples of those few cases that were solved without an initial identification 

include: 
A furniture store owner lost over $400 because he accepted a check for 

which he provided goods and cash. The check later turned out to be stolen. 
The victim informed the police that he cashed the check because the perpe
trator had been given an excellent credit reference from another furniture 
store. This credit reference was contacted and identified the perpetrator. 
Her mug shots were positively identified by the victim. 

In a Jamaican Switch case, thta only instance of bunco in our sample, the 
victim was convinced to give the suspects her money to hold, along with 
money of their own, so it would be safe. The bunco detective recognized the 
case as matching the MO in a quite similar case which was recently solved 
in a nearby jurisdiction. Mug shots were shown to the victim, who positively 

identified the suspects.1t 

In each of the above instances, no special investigative efforts were required to 
solve the crime, as would be required, for example, if the person forging a signature 
to the stolen check had given no credit reference, or if the bunco perpetrators had 
no previous record for the same crime in the same area. 

Auto Theft 
In auto theft Cases solved through later identification, the culprit is usually 

identified when he is stopped in the stolen car by a patrol unit. 

10 Using a chi-square test at the 0.05 level (wherever justified by the number of cases in a cem, there 
is no statistically significant difi'el'ence between the percentage solved by initial identification in Kansas 

Cily and the percentage in the other cities. . 
II This is an example in which the monitol'ing of arrests in another jurisdiction pays ofr with a 

clearance. However, since the suspects were experienced con artists with extensive records, it is unlikely 
that linking them to this second oflense will affect their prosecution. 
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In one instance) the victim G . 
suspects X (and supplies his na~e :~~gedJepo)ts fls motorcy?le stolenj he 
the loan of his bike. X is in possess~ona f re~s '. w 10~ he prevIOusly refused 
that he did not steal the motorcycle th:t h11l~sm1 bd~~' However, X claims 
Y: X then shows the investigators' t! re.n e It from a third party, 
hImself and Y, who is subsequently a a:~.~s~ed~gleement drawn up between 

It should be noted that althou h th . 
auto theft rings, with one excep~ion ~~ee::etrofesslOnal car.thieves and lucrative 
sample. The exception involved an a~to b'/P~s of cases dId not appear in our 
member gained revenge (and incidentallm~ 1 e Tl~g that was ?l:oken when a gang 
a wrecking yard owner who 'spec' I' d~' Imtmumt

y
) by unsoilcltedly informing on 

la lze 111 s olen cars. 

'Theft 

For most cases in our sample the sus ect .., \ 
his apartment, taking several hu~dred d Ii was eaSIly Idenhfied: a man vacates 
leaves his forwarding address with th 1

0 :~s worth oftbe landlord's furniture. He 
spouse; the suspect is either caught h: t~ ec r~c co.mp~nyj the suspect is an estranged 
bile license number is recorded In ca e ac or IS.0 . s~rv.ed leaving and an automo
the detective recognized the MO of tS: s where no 111ItIalldentification was possible, 
shots for identification. e suspect and was thus able to provide mug 

Residential Burglary 

These cases appear more than an other t b . 
stolen property is found (because th y to. e mostly cleared by luck: first the 
stopped for careless driving andstol:l~u:::~ IS a~rest~d. on another charge or is 
suspect is linked to the crime The in t' ~ ar~ oun 111 the car), and then the 
suspect is in custody. In other' cases e::~~~~~~:n: 1; other -:V

0rds
, proceeds after the 

In many of the instances where.th~ vict' kn VIC tlh
m 

or WItness knows the suspect. 
prosecute. 1m ows e suspect, the victim refuses to 

Aggravated Assault 

. In these cases, victim and suspect either k h . 
strangers, the commotion is so loud and the st~W eac oth~r, or, In the case of the 
able to make an arrest at the crime scene. Th Iii ggle s~ ObVlOus.that the police are 
as the victim is beaten by his neighb t e ormer 111sta?Ce mcludes such cases 
company man is severely beaten b . aori.a :~ant assaults hIS landlady, a bail bond 
his wife, and a suspect having a fe:a w~t~~h e.a:~e~~ts t? arrest, a husband beats 
victim's car. Among the latte . e VIC .lm s armly allegedly damages the 
neighbors hear screams and c~lcases. a. woman IS assaulted in her home and the 
her boyfriend with a hammer t~e pollcej a husban~ beats his estranged wife and 
man holds a knife to a victim,'s ~h rot~~r shoots at hIS brother and sister·in-Iaw; a 
drunk man attempts to gouge out r~a ll~ a res~aurant and threatens to kill her; a 

po Iceman s eye. 

For other crimes we did fi d If' . led to case clearance: As Table ~-6 ex:m
p 

es 0 ll1veshgator skill and initiative that 
infre uentl E sows, examples of these types of cases occurred 

perce~t) lat~~ idve~i~~a~~;nt~~:~es~~:ep~C~r(i:es char.ac1tberizeld by relatively high (40 mmerCla urg ary and robbery), at the 
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least, half are routinely solved. 12 In homicide alone there is the possibility that 
investigator initiative solved the crime about 40 percent of the time. 

What kinds of commercial burglary, robbery, felony morals, and homicide cases 
are cleared? 

Commercial Burglary 

Most cases are cleared because patrolmen are near a just-activated burglar 
alarm. An example of later identification is: a patrol responds to an alarm but is 
unable to catch the burglars in the store. A witness points out the apartment of these 
men, where they are subsequently found with the stolen goods. The suspects, how
ever, are not charged since there is no direct evidence linking them to the crime. 

One example of a nonroutine solution to a commercial burglary was given 
earlier. In another example, a grocery store is broken into and the suspect drinks 
a soft drink in the store and leaves the bottle on the floor. Latent fingerprints are 
lifted and a "hit" is made during a search of the known offender fingerprint file. 

Robbery 

Within the robbery detail, there is a wide range oftypes of cleared cases-from 
simple pursesnatching to armed bank robbery, from cases where the victim suffers 
only momentary fear, to those where the victim is severely injured. Yet for the most 
part, clearance of these cases involves routine investigative procedures-either 
there is' an initial identification, or the victim can describe the suspect well enough 
to identify him from mug shots. In many of the arrests at the scene of the crime, 
patrol units pick up the suspect from a broadcast description, or the suspect is 
pursued and trapped by the victim or witnesses until a patrol unit can arrive. In 
other self-solving cases, the victim either knows the perpetrator or has noted his 
automobile license number. Sometimes. the perpetrator uses the victim's credit cards 
to buy gas and can thus be traced by the license number. In one instance a complain
ant, robbed by a suspect sitting in a parked car, gives police officers the license 
number and location ofthe car; the suspect is still sitting in the car when the officers 
arrive to make the arrest. 

Examples of robberies demanding more than routine action for solution include 
a robbery/kidnapping in which the FBI was called in, a robbery with a severely 
battered victim, and rA series of bank robberies perpetrated by a man with no prior 
record. The solution of each case demanded a variety of investigative measures, no 
one of which could have solved the case alone. A description of one such case was 
given. in Chapter 5. 

Felony Morals 

In the typical cleared felony morals crime, the victim is physically abused by a 
relative or friend: a mother in hysterics reports ths.t her boyfriend has engaged in 
some kind of sex play with her 4-year-old daughter; a wife reports her husband for 
having intercourse with their 12-year-old daughter; a woman reports that she was 

12 For some crimes classified as routinely solved, investigators invested sometimes up to hundreds of 
hours in attempting to solve the crime. However, if these efforts did not result in a case clearance, and 
the suspect was identified, for example, by a tip, the case was classified as being routinely so\ved. 
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raped by a man she has known for seven years. Other cases involve indecent expo
sure: officers on patrol arrest a nude man in the street; two high school girls com
plain about a man who was exposing himself and yelling obscenities from his car. 
An investigator remembers the same MO (location, words, car), and the man is 
positively identified by the girls from mug shots. 

With the exception of the last mentioned case, which wa~ solved when the officer 
remembered repetitive unusual behavior by a suspect previously booked for the 
same crime, the cases cited above are essentially self-solving. Certainly, the inves
tigator typically engages in lengthy interrogation of witness and suspect (and the 
case file minutely details not only the type of offense committed, but also such 
subsidiary details as what clothes the victim was wearing and what the room looked 
like). Hl)wever, the crime is, in effect, cleared before the investigator appears. 

Homicide 

Even with the thoroughness of investigative procedures described earlier, only 
one homicide case in our sample was cleared as a direct result of investigation into 
that particular crime. In their own way, each ofthe cases essentially solved itself
although some much sooner than others. In some instances, the murderer is iden
tified to the police by knowledgeable informants shortly after the crime is commit
ted; a girl confesses that she killed a man who raped her; a neighbor reports hearing 
a violent argument between a couple minutes before he responds to the calls of one, 
only to find him fatally stabbed; an escaped murderer kills his common-law wife (the 
mother of the victim reveals his past, and he is convicted of first-degree murder). 

Other cases are solved by anonymous informants, often long after the case has 
been suspended because no further clues were available. In another, a juvenile 
arrested for robbery implicates a companion in a murder occurring several months 
earlier; and a man arrested for murder as a result of an independent investigation 
in one part of the state, confesses to an unsolved murder in the southern part of the 
state, from where we drew the sample. 

Other Observations 

IISelf-solving" crimes by definition become cleared crimes. Are the uncleared 
crimes, then, the more complicated cases?-the ones requiring the detailed induc
tive work that television has made so familiar? Although unsolved crimes are not 
within the province of this chapter, two cleared cases in our sample (which for years 
were unsolved) are suggestive both of what types of cases remain unsolved and how 
IInon-self-solving" crimes are finally cleared. In one case, citizen involvement 
becomes the necessary factor to case solution; in the other, investigator initiative. 

The Case of the Persistent Parents 

A similar rape a year ago remained unsolved: a man in an orange sports 
car offers a ride to a 16-year-old waiting at a bus stop, asks her to ride in the 
back since the front seat is broken, soon threatens her with a carving knife, 
ties her hands and covers her head with a towel, takes her to his house and 
rapes her, then drives her around before releasing her. The police cruise the 
neighborhood with the victim in an attempt to find the house, but no luck. 
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Then, in the more recent case, the felony morals people recognize the MO 
but have no more success in locating the house where the rape occurred than 
in the previous case. In this instance, however, the parents of the victim are 
determined to catch the culprit. They persistently drive their daughter 
around the neip'hborhood, until she tentatively identifies the house. After 
locating the sce~e "of th" crime, the police are notified, inside the house find 
many clues described by the victim, and make an arrest. Mug shots are 
positively identified by both victims, and the man confesses. Thanks to the 
concerned parents, the case is closed. 

The Case of the Smelly Rapist 

For over two years, the Hsmelly rapist" had been victimizing women on 
the north side of town. With his now familiar MO, the felony morals detail 
knew when he was responsible for a rape, but they had thus far been unable 
to find him. 

One evening, two investigators were dispatched to the sce?-e .of a bU~'glary 
that had just occurred. One went to the apartment of the VIctIm, whIl~ the 
other searched the vicinity for the suspect; he found a blue InternatIOnal 
pickUp truck, similar to the vehicle described in ?-ume~ous burglaries and 
rapes; the radiator was still warm. After a short tIme, hIS p~rtner r~turned 
to report that the victim had been attacked by a large man WIth a kmfe, who 
fled when she resisted the attempted rape. Both men then checked out the 
cab of the truck and noticed a strong personal odor, symptomatic of the 
"smelly rapist." 

With these clues the detectives decided to lift prints from the truck and 
from the apartment of the victim, and to stake out the vehicle until its owner 
returned. When the owner of the truck returned, the denouement of the 
3-year-old case was swift: a knife found on the susp~ct matched that de
scribed by the victim, as did a mole on the back of hIS neck. Latents from 
the truck and apartment matched those of the suspect. 

Both a state and an FBI check revealed the suspect had a long record of 
burglaries and rapes, with the MO always the same. During .a lineup, ~he 
suspect was positively identified by several of his victims; upon mterrogatIOn 
even his wife implicated him. 

We can only speculate as to whether more careful investigative work (e.g., 
fingerprinting) would have cracked the case sooner. Certainly, without the alertness 
of the officer and the stakeout that followed, this case might still be among the 
unsolvable. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

As these data have shown: 

• 

• 

In more than half ofthe cleared cases, the identification ofthe offender is 
'available at the time of reporting. 
Most remaining cases that are eventually cleared are cleared through 
simple routine actions. 

Given these findings, it is easy to see that clearance rates cannot be expected to 
vary substantially according to the organization of investigative units, the training 
and selection of in1Iestigators, whether they specialize by crime type or not, their 
workload, and other variables that were explored in our survey. With the possible 
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exception of homicide, if investigators only performed the obvious tmd routine tasks 
needed to clear the Heasy" cases, they would solve the vast majority of crimes that 
now get cleared. All their efforts in relation to other cases have a very marginal 
effect on the number of crimes cleared. 

It is therefore not appropriate to view the investigator's role as that of solving 
crimes. Investigators do not spend much time on activities that lead to clearances, 
and most of their work in this connection could be performed by clerical personnel. 
Any justification for the work of investigators must lie in areas other than crime 
solution. Perhaps they perform a useful public service function. Perhaps their activi
ties help to deter crime. Perhaps the care they exercise in recording evidence, 
processing prisoners, taking statements, and the like are vital for successful prosecu
tion. These possibilities will be explored in later chapters. 

Our findings also highlight the importance of patrol officers in producing clear
ances. A substantial fraction of clearances are produced by patrol arrests at the 
scene of crimes. In other cases, it is the patrol officer who records the information 
that we labeled as "initial identification." The efforts that many departments are 
currently making to structure their crime reports so that this information is proper
ly recorded appear to be highly desirable. Such information creates a routine case, 
out of one that would otherwise be difficult. 

Technology has also converted many previously difficult investigative tasks into 
routine ones. The ability of patrol officers to check rapidly whether a car is stolen, 
or the driver is wanted, made possible many of the spontaneous clearances that we 
classified as routine. Well-organized and maintained mug shot or modus operandi 
files also helped produce routine clearances that either would nevel' have occurred 
or would have been nonroutine in the absence of such files. 

Finally, our review of these case folders persuaded us that actions by members 
of the public can strongly influence the outcome of cases. Sometimes private citizens, 
by ruse or restraint, hold the perpetrator at the scene ofthe crime. Sometimes they 
recognize the suspect or stolen, property at a later time and call the investigator. In 
In other cases, of which we have given some examples, the victim or his relatives 
conducted a full-scale investigation on their own and eventually presented the 
investigator with a spontaneous solution. Collectively, these types of citizen involve
ment constitute a sizable fraction of cleared cases. We feel that many more cases 
would be solved if the public were made aware that they cannot depend on the police 
to solve cases magically but ratl'ls."$;' must provide the police with as much informa
tion as possible. 

13 Conversely, fear of retaliation or reluctance to prosecute neighbors causes some victims to ofter 
almost no help to the police beyond their first call for help. 
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Chapter 7 

ANALYSIS OF THE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

Data analyzed in the previous two chapters have .shown. that activitie~ purs~ed 
by traditional investigators, such as diligent and pamst~l{lng .foll~w-up 1l1vestIga
tion contribute little to the clearance of crimes. Further, 1l1vestlgatlVe personnel do 
not ~ven spend the majority of their day engag~d in ~ctivit~es desi.gned to ~dentify 
a given perpetrator; rather, almost half of an lllvestlgator s routllle day IS spent 
performing administrative duties, serving the public, and doing other work not 
related to pursuing a case solution. . ' 

'rhe overall objectives of this study were much broader than SImply analyz1l1g 
the role personnel assigned to investigative units (traditionally referred to as detec
tives or investigators) play in crime solving; our charter al.so incl~ded a~ses~ing ~h~ 
contributions made by various support personnel who aSSIst the llwestIgatIve dIVI-
sion in identifying and lor apprehending perpetrators. .. . 

This chapter describes and analyzes the role ofphyslCal eVldenc~ colle~tlOn and 
processing. Chapter 10 will evaluate contributions made by speCIal stl'lke force 

units. .l' 

Data presented here on the contribution ofphysicul evidence to case SOlULlOll are 
entirely consistent with findings ~rom the work di~cussed in p~evious .ch~p~ers: 
Basically, we found that the most ImpiJ!'tant factor III clearance IS the vlCtm~ s .01 

witness's identification of the suspect, even in the case of burglary, where the VIctim 
and perpetrator rarely see each other, Our analysis of evidence technic~ans and 
their activities also suggests that organizational differences in res~onse time, per
centage of reported crimes processed, and type of personnel responsIble for pro,cess
ing (police 01' civilian) has no discernible effect on the number of perpetrators Iden
tified as a result of retrieved physical evidence, 

When department statistics reflecting all crime types combined were compared, 
the percentage of latents that were matched with a suspect's prints was similar 
across departments, even though the systems employed f};nd the manpower allocated 
were markedly different. , 

However, this analysis did help us identify activities that are valuable lll, the 
process of suspect identification in individual departments, and recommendatIons 
for changes in the processing of physical eviden~e are suggested ~o department~ for 
implementation on an experimental basis. ThIS chapter descl'lbes these varlOUS 
activities in select police departments and examines case samples and departmental 
statistics in an analysis of the role physical evidence contributes to the primary 
purpose bi police investigation-suspect identification. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ability of a police agency to properly collect and process the physical evi
dence retrieved from crime scenes is thought to be important to the process of 
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successful police investigation. Development of more sophisticated laboratory equip
ment and criminalistic techniques has heightened interest in the possible expanded 
role physical evidence may play in future apprehension and prosecution efforts. It 
was thought that Supreme Court rulings such as Escobedo (1963) and Miranda 
(1966), which imposed additional restrictions on the police and limited the police 
practice ofinterrogation, would encourage investigators to rely more heavily on the 
scientific analysis of physical evidence and less on confessions and other forms of 
evidence which may later be judged as an infraction of the accused's lawful rights. 
But, as the President's Crime Commission pointed out in 1967, physical evidence and 
other forensic science mechanisms were not being used frequently in the investiga
tion and adjudication of criminal offenses. The logic offered by the Commission was 
that police departments were handicapped by the lack of training programs to 
develop sophisticated evidence processing skills (President's Commission, on Law 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice 1967, p. 18). 

As incentives for more thorough collection of physical evidence at the crime 
scene have increased, many police deplr:-).:~nents have added specially trained evi
dence technicians, or Crime Scene Search Officers (CSSOs) to their police force, 
Evidence technician units have been growing steadily over the past decade. In a 1971 
study of 106 police departments throughout the United States, 76 percent of the 
agencies reported that they had specialized evidence technician units available for 
crime scene processing (Ward 1971, p. 128), In responding to our 1974 survey, most 
departments (88 percent) stated that they had specialized evidence technicians who 
were available to be dispatched to crime scenes. l The Rand survey reported that, on 
the average, police departments allocated 2.4 percent of their total police manpower 
to collecting physical evicien,ce from crime scenes.2 In addition to increasing the 
manpower, departments have begun to purchase mobile evidence vans and update 
and expand their criminalistic equipment. 

Notwithstanding the increased allocation of police manpower to physical evi
dence collection, and the expanded technical capnbilites of the department, current 
crime scene search efforts conti~ue to fall below what might be considered adequate. 
A recent study concluded that law enforcement agencies more frequently than not 
make no att9mpt to process crime scenes for physical evidencej and when they do 
process crime scenes, the searches are often incomplete or unsystematic (Peterson 
1974). 

Police adminstrators, recognizing this deficiency, have begun to experiment 
with a variety of organizational changes d.:signed to increase the number of crime 
sites processed for physical. evidence. Several departments have adopted a policy 
that evidence technicians be dispatched to all felony crime scenes. Other depart
ments are experimenting with the use of p~)trol or investigative officers to collect 
physical evidence at specified crime scenes. Some departments have purchased cost
ly mobile vans containing evidence laboratories, which usually cruise in a specific 
sector until dispatched directly to a crime scene. These policy decisions are based 
on the assumption that there is a positive correlation between the amount of physi
cal evidence retrieved and the number of suspects identified from such evidence. 

I The survey universe consisted of all municipal and county police departments having 150 or more 
full·time employees or serving n city with n 1970 census population of ovel' 100,000, 

2 For the complete res.ults of this survey see Chaiken (1975). 
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The research reported here was undertaken to see whether or not such a rela
tionship exists. Our primary purpose was to conduct a comparative analysis of the 
physical evidence collection and processing efforts in six police departments3 select
ed on the basis of their contrasting evidence collection and processing efforts. In each 
of the six police departments we visited, data were collected from the evidence 
gathering unit so that the role of physical evidence could be assessed under different 
methods of operation. The following research questions were addressed: 

• What is the role of physical evidence, and particularly latent prints, in case 
clearances? 

• Are more perpetrators identified as a result of retrieved physical evidence 
when evidence technicans are more frequently dispatched to crime scenes? 

• Does lifting prints at a higher percentage of searched crime scenes lead to 
higher suspect identification? 

• Is there any discernible effect of processing the crime scene immediately 
following the report of the incident? 

Our research was both qualitative and quantitative in nature. The activities of 
each department were observed, case samples drawn, and knowledgeable individu
als interviewed. As a result, this chapter describes the physical-evidence related 
activities of each department and attempts to assess their productivity. However, we 
focus mainly on latent fingerprint collection and processing, since we have indicated 
that other types of physical evidence are less important in most cases. 

NATURE AND ROLE OF THE EVIDENCE TECHNICIAN 

As documented in the Rand survey (Chaiken 1975),. the majority of police depart
ments report that they rely for the most part on evide'nce technicians to collect the 
physical evidence, although some departments allocate the responsibility for some 
types of crime scenes (usually minor) to the investigator or to the patrol force. 
Evidence technicians are customarily given the responsibility for deciding what 
evidence at the scene will be preserved, collected, and submitted to the laboratory 
for scientific analysis. To make these decisions in a competent manner demands 
specialized training, an unnerstanding of basic procedures, and close attention to 
detail in carrying them out. The technician must be acutely aware of the types of 
evidence he is looking for and the most likely places in which they are to be found, 
At most crime scenes, the scientific evidence is often there, but it has to be discovered 
and properly processed. 

The value of physical evidence is determiu~d by how useful it is in verifying that 
a crime has been committed, in identifying the perf.!Qn or persons who did it, and in 
exonerating all other persons who may be under suspicion. To this end, the evidence 
technician searches for the following types of evidence: 

1. Evidence to prove crime was committed (broken door locks, ripped safe, 
bodily injury to complainant, torn clothing), 

2. Evidence to prove sllspect was at the scene of the crime (glass fragments 

U Long Belich, Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Richmond, California; Washington, D.C.: and Miami, 
Flol'idu. 
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from broken door in suspect's clothing, safe insulation on suspect's cloth
ing, suspect's footwear impressions in insulation dust, injury to suspect's 
fist whet'e he beat victim, scratches on suspect caused by victim, body fluids, 
hair, fibers, footprints, finger and palm latents found at. scene). 

3. Evidence to prove complainant was at the scene of the crime and/or came 
into contact with the suspect (same as suspect, since it is often just as 
important to place the complainant on the scene as it is the suspect):' 

Th"CJe requirements obviously consititute a large order for the evidence techni
cian, In reality, evidence technicians concentrate the largest amount of their time 
and efforts on trying' to prove that the suspect was at the scene of the crime; this 
is usually done by lifting latent prints. However, they may also take a picture of the 
crime scene in order to aid in proving that a crime was in fact committed, 

It has been estimated that a thorough crime scene search could Cake days; 
however, rapidly rising crime rates in most cities, combined with relatively stable 
police budgets, imply that the evidence technician has litth! time at the crime scene 
for any single crime-rarely more than a half-hour. Since tnany police departments 
mandate that a larger percentage of reported crimes be processed for physical 
evidence than were formerly, the workload of the average Elvidence technician has 
been increased. Technicians we spoke with frequently complained that they were 
having to sacrifice the quulity of search so that more crime scenes could be processed. 

Several factors affect the amount oftime evidence technicians spend processing 
a particular crime scene. They mentioned the following most frequently: 

• Seriousness of crime 
- Whether violence ilwolved 
- Amount 0(' property loss 

• Backlog of crime scene searches pendillg " 
• Physical condition of crime scene (outdoor, indoor) 
• Responding patrolman's estimate of physical evidence potentiality 

A two-day sample of the reports filed in Miami for each crime scene processed 
(which list the time the technician reached the scene and the time he departed) was 
examined so that an estimate of the time spent per crime scene, by crime type, could 
be made. The results are given in 'rable 7·1. 

The evidence technician does not devote his time entirely to searching crime 
scenes; he is also responsible for testifying in court concerning retrieved evidence, 
writing evidence reports, etc. Evidence technicians in Washington, D.C., and Miami 
were asked to estimate the amount oftime they spend involved in these complemen
tary activities (see Table 7-2), 

PRESENCE OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE AT CRIME SCENES 

Past research has documented the high potential for retrieving physical evi
dence at the majority of crime scenes. Moreover, studies have shown that a conscien
tious effort is seldom made to retrieve any physical evidence from the crime scene, 
much less all that is available. In many police departments a request for an evidence 

4 Washing tOil. D.C., Mallual for Crime Scelle Scal'clt. 1973. 
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Table 7·1 

TIME SPEN'f PER CRIME SCENE BY EVIDENCE 

TECHNlCIANS, MIAMI POLICE DEPARTMENT 

-~ 

Amount of 
Time Spent 
Processing Number 

Type of Crime (minutes) or Oases 

Homicide 55.0 2 
Residential burglal,'y 44.1 32 
Rape 45.0 3 
Business burglary s,!2. ~I 14 
Robbery 22.6 8 
Assault 16.0 ,1 
B&E of automobile 22.0 4 
Auto theft 18.6 6 

Total - 73 

All felonies 
(weighted average) 36.3 ,-

'rable 7·2 

How EVIDENCE TECHNICIANS SPEND THEIR TIME 

Washington, 
D.C. Miami 

Activit~. (%) (%) ------=-----I---;.....;...--i·-----
Crime !lcene searches 35-50 55-65 
Court appearances 15-20 30-35 
Wl'iting reports, bl'inging 

evidence to lab, training, 
other 

Cruising in mobile crime lab 
waiting fOl" assignment 

30-35 

15-20 

15·20 

techilician to process the scene is seldom made. In those instances where a techni
cian is requested, he retrieves only a small podion of the available evidence (Parker 
and Petet;pon 1972). 

In 1966, the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia report
ed that in Washington, D.C., less than 10 percent of Part 1 crime sites were investi· 
gated by technicians, dusted for fingerprints, or photographed (President's Commis
sion, Washington, 1966, p. 202). 

A three-nlOnth study of the Berkeley Police Department examined the level of 
crime scene physical material suitable for, and capable of, laboratory testing (Parker 
and Peterson 1972). The researchers accompanied evidence technicians to the crime 
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scene and compared the evidence retrieved from the scene with their independent 
assessment of what could have been retrieved. It was hypothesized that law enforce
ment officers often screen out physical materials present at the scene but judged not 
worthy of, or not capable of, laboratory attention, The researC!',l:l'i) deHned 23 catego
ries of physical evidence, includhlg tool marks, fingerprints and palm prints, cloth
ing, blood, etc, It was determined that the evidence technician seldom makes an 
attempt to search for evidence in several of these categot'ies, and most often re
trieves evidence from only a single physical evidence category (usually fingerprints, 
although tool marks are very often present). or the 749 cases i:r<;i'stigated, 88 per
cent were assessed by the researchers as showing physical evidence at the crime 
scene. 'rypically, a crime site would contain physical evidence in three distinct 
categories, Nevertheless, a laboratory examination of physical evidence was made 
in only 4 of the 3303 case~ encompassing all burglaries, auto thefts, robberi{:ls, thefts, 
rapes, assaults with battery, and murders committed during the study period. After 
the researchers eliminated thefts of under $50 and minor assaults (over 1900 cases), 
they found that over 1300 cases might have been subjected to laboratory review. Of 
the 489 cases analyzed by the laboratory during that study period, 452 cases (92 
percent) involved drugs and narcotics, but only 4 (1 percen.t), as noted above, were 
from the most serious crime categories. The crime laboratory received only one item 
of evidence on a robbery case during the period studied, and none for burglary, even 
though the police department handled 875 burglaries and 1011'obberies during this 
period. The researchers observed that, despite this small proportion of available 
evidence submitted to the criminalistics laboratory, the latter was barely able to 
keep pace. In fact, such limitations on laboratory capabilities may be a major cause 
of the low rate of evidence submission in Berkeley and elsewhere (Peterson 1974, p. 
8). 

The 1967 Science and Technology Task Force Report described a case study of 
626 burglaries, of which 307 had "indications of evidence at the scene of the crime," 
but fingerprint evidence was b.ooked in only 28 cases, representing 5 percent. of the 
totaJ burglaries and 10 percent of the cases where evidence was thought to be 
present (Institute for Defense Analyses 1967, p, 99), 

DISPATCHING EVIDENCE COLLECTION UNITS 

Operational assignment of evidence-gathering units in the six departments cov
ered by our survey occurs in three ways: 

• The responding patrol officer has the responsibility of deciding whether or 
not to request an evidence technician. Patrolmen in these departl.11ents are 
expected to request an evidence technician when they suspect the crime 
scene may contain retrievabl~ physical evidence, or when they feel that a 
photograph of the crime scene would be beneficial.. 

• Evidence technicians are dispatched to crime scenes similar to the manner 
in which patrolmp.n are dispatched. Frequently, the evidence techl1ticians 
are cruising the streets in patrol cars or in mobile evidence vans, awaiting 
an assignment. When a crime of a specific type (designated by the depart
ment) occurs, then' the dispatcher will automatically notify an evidence 
technician to report to the crime scene. 

-------- ---
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• The patrolman or investigator requests that a specific site be searched, and 
this request is sent to the evidence technician unit where it may be placed 
in a waiting line of crime scenes to be searched. Evidence technicians then 
take the cases in sequence. 

Each police department visited organizes its evidence colleC'ttion efforts accord
ing to one of the above methods. Data were gathered from each unit so that the 
productivity of the.technicians, organized according to these various procedures, 
could be compared. The organization and rate of deployment of evidence collection 
in the sampled police departments may be distinguished as follows: 

Berkeley, California 

The Berkeley Police Department has three civilian evidence technicians. The 
responding patrolman requests technicians at particularly complicated crime 
scenes; however, the patrolman-investigator has the equipment and training to take 
photographs of the crime scene and lift prints. Whether or not technicians are 
dispatched depends on the patrolman's judgment concerning the likelihood of ob
taining evidence from the technicians' activities. 

Long Beach, California 

The Long Beach Police Department employs eight civilian evidence technicians, 
01' one technician for every 2982 felonies reported in 1973.5 The evidence technician, 
by department policy, is to be requested by the responding patrolman in all felony 
crime scenes. However, the patrolman may refrain from calling an evidence techni
cian when he is certain that there is no retrievable physical evidence; but the 
technician must be called to all crime scenes where it appears that the perpetrator 
entered the scene through a window, or the loss is more than $2000. 

The evidence technician unit has two newly purchased mobile evidence vans. 
The technicians search crimes singly, and they average foul' to five crime scene 
searches per day. 

Los Angeles, California 

In August 1974, the Los Angeles Police Department adopted a new procedure 
for lifting latent prints from crime scenes, designed to ensure that a higher percent
age of reported crimes are processed for latent prints. Patrolmen now have the 
responsibility oflifting latent prints at nonviolent crime scenes (primarily burglary 
and auto theft). Each car assigned to a police team is equipped with a fingerprint 
kit, and when a team responds to a nonviolent crime scene, one of the members is 
expected to search for and lift all available prints. However, when the crime is 
clearly ora violent or serious nature) the patrolman requests that a Headquarters 
Latent Print Specialist be dispatched. 

There are 37 civilian personnel assigned to the Latent Section of the Scientific 
Investigation Division. These persons are responsible for processing crime scenes for 
latent prints only. Ifthere are blood traces, footprints, etc., the patrolman requests 
that another group of specialized technicians be dispatched to the scene. 

6 Bused on 1973 FBI-UCR datu. 
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During the months after this procedure for lifting latents was first instituted 
the department estimated that patrol officers in the field lifted approximately 37 
percent of the total prints sent to the Latent Identification Section, with Headquar
ters Unit lifting the remainder. 

Miami, Florida 

The Miami Police Department employs 18 Orime Scene Search Officers (CSSOs) 
a ratio of one CSSO for every 10.5 investigators, or one OSSO for every 1600 felonie~ 
reported in 1973.0 All of the CSSOs are civilians under a civil service classification. 
The department does not intend to employ sworn officers in this capacity because 
~hey. feel that the sworn officer is very likely to return to the "field" at some point 
111 Ius career, and when he does, the training he received as a OSSO is not taken 
advantage of~ whereas a civilian technician is likely to remain a OSSO indefinitely. 

A CSSO must pass a basic civil service test to qualify for the position' the test 
is not based on prior crime search experience. Once employed, the tech~ician at
tends approximately six FBI-sponsored classes on the techniques of searching a 
crime scene. After completing the classes and serving a probat.ionary period of about 
two ~onths in the Identifications Section, the technician begins accompanying an 
experIenced OSSO to crime scenes. This apprenticeship lasts for about one month; 
then the CSSO begins searching crime scenes alone. 

The general procedure for dispatching a OSSO to the crime scene is as follows: 
rrhe patrol unit responding to the crime conducts a preliminary investigation and 
subsequently may request an identification technician. The general practice is to 
call a OSSO to all felony offenses, except in instances of burglary and robbery where 
the responding officer is certain no physical evidence can be gathered. 

Usually, when a patrolman requests a CSSO-unless it is a particularly serious 
crime-the request will be placed in the one- to two-day backlog of cases. When the 
CSSO arrives at Headquarters Unit for his shift, he picks up several of those re
quests and begins making his l\ounds. Very seldom does the CSSO wait for a crime 
scene search assignment. Evidence technicians frequently complain about operating 
with a bl'\cklog, saying that they often feel rushed. 

Richmond, California 

The Richmond Police Department places heavy emphasis on obtaining physical 
evidence at crime scenes, and on making identifications through fingerprints. Four 
percent (eight men) of the police force are in the Crime Scene Search Unit. There 
was one CSSO for every 900 felonies reported in 19'13.7 The evidence technicians 
operate in a manner similar to the patrol units, in that they cruise the streets until 
they are dispatched to a crime scene. As a matter of departmental policy, evidence 
technicians are automatically diopatched to the scene of all felonies, and detailed 
ac~ou~ts ofthei~' activities routinely accompany the crime reports. However, if the 
Cl'lme IS not obvlOusly a fel.ony, the patrolman responding to the scene will make the 
decision about whether or not an evidence technician should be requested. The 
evidence technicians unit uses four sedans (with the back seat removed) equipped 

U Based on 1973 FBI-DCR data. 
7 Bused on 1973 FBI-DCR datu. 
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with such items as photographic equipment, fingerprint kit, tiretrack and casting 
equipment, and portable light. Technicians on patrol and on call respond immedi
ately to the crime scene. Although the 'evidence technicians most frequently lift 
latent prints, the technicians claim they often check for tool marks, shoeprints, and 

tire marks. 

Washington, D.C. 

The Washington, D.C. Metropolitan CSSO Unit has 90 sworn police officers, 
divided among the seven police districts and a Headquarters Unit. This is a ratio of 
one CSSO to every 54 investigators, or one CSSO for every 567 felonies reported in 
1973.8 There are approximately 10 Crime Scene Search Officers in each district and 
19 officers in the Headquarters Unit. 

The separation of jurisdiction between the districts and the Headquarters Unit 
is covered by a general order. Primarily, the Headquarters Unit is responsible for 
processing the scenes of the more serious crimes such as 

• Deaths of a violent or suspicious nature of unidentified persons. 
• Rapes and all serious sex offenses. . 
• Critical injury assaults (particularly on a police officer). 
• Armed robberies. 
• Burglaries when there is physical evidence or loss of property in excess of 

$500. 
• Other major offenses (particularly bombings, arson, and kidnappings). 

If, at the time the crime is reported, the dispatcher recognizes that it is one of 
the designated crime types that require a Headquarters CSSO, he may automatical
ly call Headquarters Unit. This call will be made first to one of three Headquarters 
Mobile Crime Vans which cruise the streets with two CSSOs awaiting dispatch to 
the scene. If the Mobile Crime Van is not available, the dispatcher will call Head
quarters Unit directly, and they in turn will dispatch a technician. Ifa Headquarters 
Crime Scene Officer is not able to respond, the Headquarters Coordinator has the 
authorization to dispatch a District CSSO to handle the case. 

If the crime reported is not clearly of a nature to which Headquarters Uiiit 
would respond, the dispatcher will not automatically call a District Crime Scene 
Officer. Instead, the patrolman who responds will immediately notify an official of 
his assigned district and request the services of an investigator operating out of one 
of the specialty units such as Homicide, Sex, Robbery, etc. Once the investigator 
arrives on the scene and determines exactly what type of crime has been committed, 
a decision is made whether or not to call a District or Headquarters Crime Scene 
Search Officer. In any case, although the dispatcher may take the initiative of 
notifying a CSSO, it is always the responsibility of the responding patrolman to 
make certain that search personnel are called if there is any potential for recovering 

physical evidence. 
The responding officer is not permitted to exercise discretion in those crimes that 

have been designated as requiring a Headquarters CSSO to process the scene. It is 
the policy that the Headquarters Unit will be automatically activated in all of these 
specified crime categories. 

8 Based on 1973 FBI-UCR da!4l. 
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FINGERPRINT LIFTING AND SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION 

We took a s~mple (If cleared and uncleared cases to get an overall indication of 
the frequen~y WIt~ which a technician responds to residential burglaries, how fre
quently he lI~s prmts, and how frequently the prints result in an identification. This 
~a~ple, consIsb?g of200 residential burglary cases per department in three cities,O 
~ndIC~ted ~hat m only about 1 perc~nt, of tbe cases in each department did an 
Id~nbficabon r:~ult from ~ latent print. Table 7-3 shows that in Richmond, where 
eVIdence techmClans are dIspatched to nearly 90 percent of the reported burglaries 
and recover prints from 70 percent of the scenes they process, their Hhit rate" (0; 
percentage of all cases :vhere an ide~~ification resulted) is the same as in Long Beach 
and ~erkel.ey where eVIdence techmClans are dispatched to tho scene less frequently 
and 11ft prmts less often. 

Table 7-3 

PRODUCTIVITY OF CRIME SCENE PROCESSING FOR FINGERPRlNTS 

RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY SAMPLEn ' 

Item Long Beach Berkeley Richmond 

Percentage of cases in which 
technicians were requested 58.0 76.6 87.6 

Percentage of technician-requested 
cases in which print recovery 
was made 50.8 42.0 69.1 

Cases in which print rec:overy was 
made, as percentage of total 
cases 29.4 32.2 60.5 

Cases in which perpetrator was 
identified as a result of lifted 
prints, as percentagtt of total 
cases 1.5 1.1 1.2 

a200 randomly selected residential burglary cases from each of three 
departments (cleared or uncleared). 

F.rom these ?ata, we infer that a heavier investment in evidence technicians and 
a polIcy of routmely dispatching technicians to all felony crime scenes produce a 
higher print recovery rate; however, they appear not to affect the rate at which 
fin~erprint !deutifications serve to cll~ar burglary cases. In addition, the data suggest 
a hIgher prmt recovery rate in Richmond where the crime site is processed immedi
ately following the report of the incident. We suggest that this is because there is 
a p~Y0f!' gained by processing the crime scene immediately following the report of 
the mCIdent when the CSSO arrives at the same time as other police personnel. In 
that case, he often hears the victim's initial statement in which the victim often 
points out areas where possible contact was made by the perpetrator. The CSSO will 

o See Chapter 6 for a description of the sampling metl~od. 
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,likely dust fot prints in all ofthose areas. If the CSBO processes the crime scene some 
time after the actual incident has occurred and is not able to take full advantage 
of the victim's knowled(J;e, he may dust fewer areas for prints. . 

Another advantage of processing the site immediately is that the prmts are 
unc;ittaminated. If the- site is not processed immediately, latent prints left by the 
suspect may subsequently become smudged, even though the CSSO has attempted 
to protect the scem~. . . . 

There are several plausible explanations as to why hftmg more pnnts does not 
actually result in a higher rate of burglary suspect identification~. ~t is p~ssible ~hat 
the prints lifted are not of sufficiently high quality. However, tlus IS unlIkel!, smce 
all ofthe departments said that approximately the same percentage (a?proxlmately 
60 percent) of retrieved prints were considered to be of readable qu~hty. The. ~?st 
reasonable explanation appears to involve the fingerprint file searchmg capabllItIes 
of the jndividual department. That is, a high proportion of recovered latents are 
never used to search fingerprint files in an attempt to make identifications from 
comparisons. 

No matter how competent the evidence technician is at performing his job, the 
gathet'ing of physical evidence at a crime scene will be futile unless such evidence 
can be pl'operly ptocessed and analyzed. Since fingerprints are by far t.he most 
fi'equently retrieved physical evidence, making the procedures for anal.yz~ng s~ch 
prints more effective should contribute the most toward gr8ater success 111 IdentIfy-
ing criminal offenders through the use of physical evidence. ... 

We made a careful comparison ofthe effectiveness of the fingerprmt IdentIfica
tion sections in four of the six police departments. These departments-Washington, 
Los Angeles) Miami, and Richmond-differ significantly in terms of size, fi?ger~rint 
Jiles maintained and types of fingerprint services performed. We used the Idenhfica
tionsuccess rate~ of the fingerprint sections as a measure of their effectiveness. Such 
sections contain fingerprint specialists who are responsible for classifying, preserv
ing, and attempting to identify the latent prints l.ifted ,by the e~idence technic~an 
from the crime scene. Secondarily, the latter's dutIes mIght also 111clude processmg 
pieces of clothing fol' possible latents, identifying deceased persons through their 
fingerprints, fingerprinting arrestees, and tes~ifying in court. ,.. 

As a preliminary to descdbing our com pans on ofthe four department s Identifi
cation sections, we shall first review the processing operation. 

THE GENERAL PROCESS OF SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION 
BY FINGERPRINTS 

A fingerprint identification section first evaluates the prints, judging them t~ be 
of "valu~" or t'no value," depending on their quality. Those th~t are of value (I.e., 
distinguishable enough so that an identification would be pOSSIble) are then com
pared with the "elimination prints" -prints of persons known to have legally come 
in contact with the crime scene and who possibly could have left the latents (e.g., 
the victim, relatives, police). These sets often fingerprints are referred to as elimina
tion prints) since they may eliminate the possibility that the latent prints ~ere left 
by the perpetrator. Prints not screened out in this manner are then classIfied a.nd 
categorized so that a variety of searches, which attempt to match the latents wIth 
the offender, can subsequently be performed. 

I 
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Request Searches 

The most frequent type cfsearch performed by fingerprint specialists is referred 
to as a request search. In this case, the investigator has suggested one or more 
possible suspects for the crime, and has submitted theil' names to the fingerprint 
unit so that a search of the latents against their fingerprints can be made. 

Several fact.ors may lead an investigatol' to request a specific latent search. First, 
the victim may actually know the perpetrator, either by name, nickname, or descrip
tion. Second) a name of the suspect may be suggested when an arrest is made of an 
individual in the process of committing the crime. Identifications of latent finger
prints of these suspects would form valuable corroborating evidence during tdal 
proceedings. 

Third, the named sllspect may come out of the experience of the investigator. 
It has been observed that after an investigator has worked in one area for Q. period 
oftime, he becomes well acquainted with the criminal element of that area. There
fore, when a crime is committed, he can draw up a list of possible suspects based on 
his knowledge of the habits and MO of the criminal elements in his area. In this 
instance, a latent print selnt to the identification section would be accompanied by 
a list of suggested suspects. The productivity of this approach may be less in a large 
city, with its shifting population, than in a less populated area. The analysis that 
follows suggests that request searches are responsible for a majority of suspect 
identifications. 

Latent Print File Searches 

When suspects are not named by the investigating officer, the identifications 
bureau may perform one of two types of independent searches on the latent prints. 
The first, and most common type, is a lutcnt print file search. The prints of an 
arrested suspect are automatically searched for a match in the latent prints, usually 
the crime type and area in which he was arrested. In acicilticm, the fingerprint 
specialist may choose to search a'specialized "repeat offender" file that m8ny depart
ments nlaintain. 

Cold Searches 

Sorile fingerprint identification sections, usually those located in smaller police 
departments, also conduct cold searches. In a cold search, the specialist takes a 
latent print' and manually searches the entire fingerprint file, or a section of the file, 
in an attempt to match the print with one of the fingerprint cards. This is an 
extremely laborious process, and nearly impossible in large police departments 
where the fingerprint file may contain more than 300,000 sets of prints. 

Our research indicates that the vast majority of latent prints are never used in 
such searches, and consequently do not lead to the identification of a criminal 
offender. The prints are simply stored on the chance that they may be useful in the 
future. 

Why a Print May Not Be Identified 

Even when a search is performed, the reSUlting identifications are few. A latent 
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print may not be identified during a search for a number of reasons, primarily 
because the fingerprints of the person who left the latent print are not in the file 
of known fingerprints. The majority of fingerprint files contain only the prints of 
persons arrested within that particular jurisdiction, and the perpetrator may never 
have been fingerprinted there. The latent print also may belong to a perpetrator who 
is a juvenile under fingerprintable age by law or who may never have been arrested 
before. 

Even if the correct set of fingerprints is in the fingerprint file, it still may not 
be found, for the following l'eae{ll1s: 

• 

• 
• 

The main me Jingel'prints may be coded or classified incorrectly with re
spect to the print corresponding to the latent print. 
The latent print may be incorrectly coded or classified. 
Distortion in the latent print may altet' its classification sufficiently to 
cause the file print to be missed durihg the search. 10 

A COMPARISON'OF FINGERPRINT 
IDENTIFICATION SECTIONS 

Although the data in our samples show that the fingerprint identification sec
tions in various departments identified approximately the same propor-tion of bur- ". 
glary suspects through latent prints, a closer examination of their p't.'oductivity 
reveals disparities. But first, we describe and contrast how the fingerprint specialist 
units operate in each of the departments. 

Descriptions of the Washington, D.C., Miami, and Richmond identification sec
tions that follow include the size and descriptions of the maintained fingerprint files, 
the types of searches performed, and identification success rates (Le., hit rate). II 

Washington, D.C. 

'rhe Identification Section of the Washington, D.C. Police Department is divided 
into two distinct operational units: the Classifications of Al'restees Section and the 
Fingerprint Examination Section. The Classification Unit, not of interest to this 
study, is responsible for photographing and taking the fingerprints of ali adult 
criminal offenders arrested with telonies or serious misdemeanors in the District of 
Columbia. 

The Fingerprint Examination Section is responsible for providing the depart
ment with fingerprint identification services, the most important of which (accord
ing to the unit's supervisor) is identification of criminal offenders by the latent print 
evidence recovered from crime scenes, and subsequently furnishing Ilexpert testimo
nv" in the prosecution of criminal cases. 

,. l'he section is comprised of 21 fingerprint specialists, four of whom are police 
officers, and the remainder are civilians with previous'FBI fingerprint identification 
experience. This is a ratio of one fingerprint specialist for every 4.2 CSSOs. 

10 See Kingston and Mndrnzo (1970) for complete discussion. 
11 Although statistics al'e presented for thfl Los Angeles Fingerprint Identification Section, no descrip· 

tlon 0(' that section is included. 
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The D.C. Fingerprint Examiner, more so th~n the specialists in Miami or Rich
mond, is involved w~th several fingerprint-related activities, in addition to matching 
Iatents. :he supe.rv1sor of th.e D.C .. Identification Unit estimated that the i.ilVerage 
fingerprmt exammer apportlOns Ius time among the various activities roughly as 
follows: 

• File searches (no request): 30-40 percent 
• Comparing latent prints with those on file by request: 35-50 percent 
• Classifying, rating, and indexing prints: 15-20 percent 
• Chemical processing of evidence for latent prints: 5-10 percent 
• Outside the police department: 10-15 percent 

-- Providing ttexpert testimony" in court, attending lectures, giving in
struction 

• Establishing the identity of unknown deceased: 5 percent 
• Preparing exhibits for court presentation: 5 percent 

The Washington, D.C. Fingerprint Examination Section maintains three active 
criminal files: 

. 1. J(~OWIt Offender.Fife.This is the master criminal file which contains finger
prInts of all known crImInal offenders who have been arrested for serious mis
demeanors or felony offenses in the Washington district. When a suspect is arrested 
the ~lassifications Section takes a full set of fingerprints (all ten fingers) which ar~ 
classlfied, searched, and filed by the Henry Classification System. l !! This file cur
rently consists of the fingerprints of approximately 300,000 known criminal offend
ers. 

2. Five-Finger File, This file contains the fingerprints of approximately 30,000 
career offenders who have been selected for inclusion in this special file because of 
their repeated criminal activities in the area. It is divided by crime type and nature 
of.the pri~t (i.e.,. right- and left-hand fingerprints, and right- and left-hand palm 
prInts). ThlS file 1S the one wsed by fingerprint specialists when they conduct inde-
pendent cold searches. ' 

3. Latent Fingerprint File. This file contains all of the latent fingerprints lifted 
at the crime scene by a District or Headquarters Crime Scene Search Officer. Statis
tic,S show that in 1973 the section evaluated approximately 150,000 individual latent 
prmts recovered from 14,191 crime scenes (10 prints per crime scene on the average). 
If the prints are of value, they are filed by crime type and the district of the city in 
which they were lifted. Within the file, all of the prints lifted at the crime scene are 
kept in a single jacket. If the prints are judged to be of no value, they are filed in 
a separate cabinet in numerical order. On the jacket containing the prints the 
specialist records the date, the name of the Crime Scene Search Officer who lined 
the prints, location of crime scene, location of exact place in dwelling where prints 
were lifted, and the crime category. 

The Fingerprint Examina,tion Section evaluates all latent prints recovered from 
crime scenes, and in 1973 judged approximately 65 percent ofthe recovered prints 
to be of value. A majority of the fingerprint specialist's time is spent comparing, by 
request from investigators, Iatents with prints from the master criminal file. There 

\2 For a description of this system, s~e footnote 14 below. 
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were 9780 request searches conducted in 1973, 1'esulting in 465 positive identifica
tions,13 01' a hit rate of 0.047 (76 percent of all IDs made in 197~), 

The section also conducts a number of independent searches, the moat common 
of which is a latent file print search. For example, if a suspect is arrested on a 
Burglary II charge in District 3, the fingerprint specialist may choose to independ
ently search the latent prints lifted in that district for that crime type in the hopes 
of matching the arrestee's prints with severallatents. At a later time, if that suspect 
is rearrested and processed again by the ID branch, the specialist may independent
ly decide to expand his search of the latent print file to other districts or crime types. 

'rhe second type of search conducted is a cold search through thE' Five-Finger 
File (Career Offender File). This process consists of taking latent fingerprints or 
palm prints and trying to match them with the prints of' one of 30,000 persons in 
this specialized file. To search this entire file takes approximately six to eight hours. 
Whether this type of cold search is conducted depends on the workload of the 
specialist, and, as such, is almost never performed. In the District of Columbia this 
type of search receives very low priority, since it is assumed there is very little payoff' 
for the considerable amount of time invested. 

Miami, Florida 

The Miami Latent Fingerprint Examination Section consists of four civilian 
fingerprint specialists, a ratio of one fingerprint 'specialist for every 4.5 essos, Two 
specialists compare latent prints obtained' from crime scenes with fingerprints on 
file, and testify in court when fingerprints are submitted as evidence. The other two 
specialists are responsible for coding all incoming fingerprints (both criminal and 
civilian) according to' the Henry Classification Systeml4 and entering the prints into 

the appropriate file. 
The Miami Fingerprint Examination S(~ction maintains three fingerprint files: 

the Single Digit Criminal File, the Mastel' File, and the Latent Print File. 
1. Single Digit CriminaL File. A computerized searching system became opera

tional in April 1974, and in the following eight months assisted in 143 identifica
tions. The data bank of this system con~,ists of the ten-digit prints of 3600 persons 
(3200 juveniles and 400 select hard-corlB offenders), All ten digits of each juvenile 
arrested in Miami are entered into th~J data. bank of this searching system, as are 

.3 This department counts only one identification per individual identified, even ifseverul identifica
tions urc made of one indiv:dual in one case. Identifications of'deceased individuals (either from latents 
or elimination latentsl are not included in this figUl'e. 

•.• The Miami Police Department, along wIth a mlljority of'police forces in tht" United States, employs 
the "Helll'y" Fingerprint Classification System, which uses the prints of all ten fingers in arriving at a 
descriptor consisting ol'numelmls and letter'., The classification takes note of the di!Icrent patterns (arch, 
loop, whorl) and sub patterns Isuch as ulnar loops, radial loops, tented arches, etc.; it also depends on the 
ridge c'''unls between the core and delta 1)1' loops. 'fhe Henry Classification System does not provide a 
uniqlle def,~I'iptor for each set offingerpl'i'ilts, and, as a mattei' arfael, in some ofthe more common codes 
there are thoustlnds of fingerpri.nt cards with the same Henry Classilication. The system hus an obvious 
shortcoming b(!cause it is not able to match a latent print with prints ill the Jile unless a Henry code can 
be assigned to the latent prints, nnd no, definite code can be assigned without the presence of all digits, 
Howevel" ifthcre are at least three or tOllr excellent fingerprints, and the sequence ofthe prints as well 
us the fact that they all belong to OM person can be established, then the possible categories to which 
the prints might belong cun be defiMd. Very seldom can this information be confirmed, and even with 
this information (since it is based on only three or four prints), the cutegories have only been narrowed. 
Should the latents be of' a common I,ype, there may be hundreds of fingerprint cards within each of the 
possible categot'ies. Therefore, a Jil,~ like Miami's, coded entirely by the Henry Classification System, is 
basically inoperable for searching latent prints with no known clues as to possible suspects. 
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select~d repeat adult ofiEmdel's. When a good single-digit latent print is lifted from 
the C1'1me scene, it is automatically searched in the Single Digit File for a match. 
The systen: p~'oduces a listing of all those persons to whom this latent might belong. 
Once the hstll1g has been produced, the master file must be searched manually to 
c?l11pare the latent with the actual print for a match. This system is limited by the 
s~ze o~the dat~ b~nk, it can accom.modate. If the data bank increases past its current 
capaCIty, the hstll1g It produces Will be too extensive to manually search through the 
master file. 

2. !d~ster File. 'l'his file contains the ten digits of approximately 285.000 civilian 
?nd ('r~nllnal persons. The fingerprints of all arrested adult offenders are entered 
mto. tlll~ ~le, a~ are. the fingerprints orall civilian persons who make application for 
a.~I~nllId~ntIllcatlOn card. The current master file contains approximately 200,000 
clVliIan prlllts, and 85,000 criminal prints. 

Prints in this file are categorized by the Henry Classification Systen;. As such, 
the master file canno~ be cold-seat'ched unless the latents can also be given a Henry 
code. The master file IS also used lor retrieving all prints used in conducting request 
searches, and all searches resulting fl'om the fingerprint specialist's own initiative 

, 3. ~atent Fingel'P.rint File, This file contains all latent fingerprints and paln~ 
prlllts hft~d at the crIme. scene by a CSSO. If they are of value, they are filed in 
c?rOnOIO~Ical order by C1'1me type and district where lifted. The prints lifted at a 
slllgie crIme scene are all contained in a single jacket. If the prints are judged to be 
o~ttn? value," they are filed in a separate cabinet, chronologically by Cl'i~ne type and 
dIstnct. 

. In M~ami, when a Crime Scene Search Officer turns in a latent print to the 
Flllger~r111t Examination Section, it is first rated ttvalue" 01' tlno value"j in 1973 
approxImately 80 percent of'the prints were judged to be of value,ls 'fhe valuabl~ 
P~·lllt.S are then autom~tically searched through the computerized Single Digit File. 
If thIS s~arch resu,lts. 111 no match, the prints are turned over to one of the two 
fing.erprlllt ID spe~Iahsts, The, fingerprint specialist will perform all request search
es lIsted on. t~e cl'l.me report. Ifno request searches are asked for by detectives, the 
latent speCIalIst WIll act on his own initiative in attempting to make an ID in which 
C?S~ he takes the prints of several persons he knows to be active in the ~rea with 
sll;lllar MOs an~ tries to match their prints with the latent. In addition, he main
t~I~S contact With the Arrestees Section, and when a person is arrested with a 
slllular MO, the ID specialist will take his prints and search them with all of the 
latents in that geographical area. 

. The unusual aspect of Miami fingerprint specialists is their close coordination 
WIth the department detectives, patrolmen, and Criminal Information Center, 
Rather t!1a~ depend totally on the investigator to suggest names of possible suspects, 
the speCIalIsts ?ttempt to follow closely the criminal activities in their area (e,g .• by 
re~d111g the, crIme reports, talking with investigators and patrolmen, reading the 
dally bulletll1s on wanted suspects) so that when several crimes of a similar nature 
are committe~, th~ fingerprint technician may independently ch{)ose to compare the 
latents. In MIamI, the fingerprint technician is not isolated from the rest of the 
investigation, and in some sense he acts as his own detective. 

The latent fingerprint specialists distinguished the IDs resulting from request 

IG '1'his is high compared to 65 percent of the prints being of'value ill Washington, D.C. 
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searches versus independent searches during 1973, and concluded that 48.2 percent 
(183) of the IDs made were a result oC a request search, and 46.4 percent (176) 
resulted because oC Hown initiative" searches. Compared to Washington, D.C., this 
is a very high percentage of IDs resulting ii'om independent searches. 

Richmond, California 

The Richmond Identification Section basically consists of one flngerprint special
ist (a sworn officer), who has been serving in this capacity Cor six years. This is a ratio 
of one fingerprint specialist Cor the eight evidence technicians. He estimates he uses 

his time as follows: 

• Cold searchp.s: 35 percent 
• Request searches: 35 percent 
• Rating and classiCying latent prints: 15 percent 
• Testifying in court: 15 percent 

This officer maintains his own special me of 3500·4000 fingerprints of active 
crimina1s, and a smaller file of palm prints. He checks the file every couple oC years 
to remove prints of deceased persons or persons in prison. 'rhe file, consisting mostly 
of repeat of renders, is used Cor cold searches and request searches. In addition to 
these specialized files, there are latent fingerprint and palm print mes, and the 
department master file consisting of the prints of' all arrested persons. 

A unique aspect of the Richmond Identification Unit is that true cold seal'ches 
have been quite successful in identifying suspects. The Richmond experience sug
gests that cold searches, and latent searches in general, can be quite productive of 
suspect identification if a dedicated and experienced specialist performs them on a 
file of manageable size using latent prints collected by well-trained evidence techni-

cians. 

SOME FINDINGS ON THE PRODUCTIVITY OF 
FINGERPRINT SPECIALIS'lIS 

In Table 7.4 we compare the productivity of fingerprint identification operations 
in the four cities we examined. Using the measures shown, it is clear that: 

• 

• 

• 

Miami, Richmond, and Los Angeles make approximately the same percent
age of identifications from retrieved latent prints-approximately 9 per
cent of the prints retrieved are subsequently used to identify a suspect. In 
Washington, D.C., only about 4 perqent ofthe retrieved prints are matched 

~ with those of a suspect. " 
In Washington, D.C., a majority of identi'fications result from request 
searches. Miami specialists produce nearly half of their identifications from 
own initiative searches; Richmond is able to make nearly 20 percent of 
their identifications from cold searches. 
When the manpower devoted to identification efforts is considered, it is 
clear that the productivity levels of the different fingerprint units differ 
significantly. A fingerprint specialist in Washington, D.C., averages 42 
suspect identifications per year (assuming 70 percent of his time is spent 
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searching prints); whereas Richmond averages 397. In terms of cost, an 
identification in Washington, D.C., entails 140 hours of manpower at a cost 
of$875. In the other three cities the cost for each identification is less than 
$100. 

Plausible explanations that account fbl' some of the vel'Y wide differences ob
served in the productivity levels of these four fingerprint identification sections 
include the following: 

• The Washington, D.C. specialist is responsible for several firl.gerprint-relat
ed activities, more so than in the other three cities. And it is likely that the 
average Washington, D.C. technician does not spend 70 percent oehis time 
searching prints, but in fact, spends much less. (However, even ifhe spends 
only hal!~ i.e., 35 percent, onhe time searching prints, there is still a factor 
of five difference in suspect identifications per specialist between Richmond 
and Washington.) 

These additional activities may prevent the D.C. specialist from becoming as 
thoroughly familial' with latent fingerprints and the various files maintained as 
someone who is involved solely in this activity. . 

The Richmond Identifications Specialist explained that his large number of 
suspect identifications made pel' year were due to the fact that evidence technicians 
were well trained, that he works closely with the detectives, and that he spends a 
considerable amount of' his time (over one-third) on cold searches. Also, he has 
become familiar wi~h the prints of many of the repeat offenders, and when a good 
latent is lifted, he can often make an initial identification of its owner without 
having to consult tha fingerprint files. Of course, final identification is made by 
consulting the files. 

• In all of the fbur departments, the majority of suspect identifications result 
from a request made by an investigator to have the fingerprint specialist 
compare a certain latent print with those ofa named suspect. This implies 
that the productivity of the fingerprint specialist depends primarily on the 
quantity and quality of the leads or requests made by the investigator. 

Does identification productivity depend on the number of requ.ests made by 
investigators? A Washington investigator averaged two requests for searches per 
year; in Richmond, we estimate that on the average an investigator requests fifteen 
searches per year. So, such dependence may be significant. 

• The absolute number of'prints maintained in the different fingerprint files 
certainly affects the productivity of the specialist. In Richmond and Miami 

, the specialized criminal file (usually repeat ofUmders) contains the prints 
of 4000 persons; in the District of Columbia a similar file contains the prints 
of over 30,000 cm'eel' offenders. In practical terms, the D.C. career file 
cannot be cold-seal'ched. 

This limitation makes the D.C. technician dependent O;'i his own initiative or on 
request searches. 

• Miami fingerprint specialists, maintaining close contact with the rest of 
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the police department, are able to associate several cl'ime SCf'nes bused on 
similar MO, and then proceed on theil' own initiative to search Intents. So 
in Miami, their own Itdetective" work hus proved most profitable in lend
ing to suspect identifications. 

The current organization of the Washington Fingerprint Examination Section 
makes a situation similar to Miami's impossible. The D.C. section receives latents 
from eight police districts, and with the large volume of criminal activity in each 
of these districts, it is doubtful that any speCialists could fbllow the criminal activi
ties in all of them. Therefore, own initiative searches in the District of Columbia m'e 
limited primarily to situations where a suspect has been arrested and the specialist 
chooses to search the latents retrieved from the area in which he was twrested. 

SUMMARY 

Police departments across the country are emphasizing collection of physical 
evidence by allocating more personnel to it, buying new equipment. and processing 
a larger percentage of crime scenes for physical evidence. 'rhese mea~ures are being 
taken in the belief that the greater the amount of physical evidence retl'ieved, the 
greater will be the number of'suspect identifications from such evidence. Our study 
fails to confirm so simple a relationship. For example, our sample of burglary cm;es 
reveals that within the range of variation exhibited in the departments we studied, 
collecting fingerprints at a higher percentage of crime scenes does 110t necessal'ily 
lead to more suspect identifications. We are led rather to the inference that un 
improved fingerprint identification capability is more productive of' identifications 
than a more densive print collection eHbrt. Depal'tmonts expanding their physicnl 
evidence collection activity should correspondingly increase their physical evidenc(l 
processing capabilities. 

But simply increasing resources devoted to lingel'print identificution nctivitiC's 
does not necessarily aSSllre that more identifications will be Pl'''riucecl. Fingerpl'int 
files may become inoperable because of excessive size. The prin~ .dentification pro
cess in larger police departments should be facilitated by keeping the print filC's by 
geographical area, with a fingerprint specialist assigned to each area. (Career oflbnd
el' files should be particularly amenable to this sort of' decentralizution.) '1'0 mak(l 
cold searches more practical, the al'ea subliles should contuin the prints of' no mol'C' 
than several thousand, say 4000 to 5000. persons. 

Request searches, which imply cooperative effort between investigator and 
fingerprint specialist, clearly appear to be the most productive type. An infbl'll1l.\tion 
system should be devised to link investigators and fingerprint specialists in an 
efficient manner. This should help motivate and facilitate the l'eciprocal exchange 
of information. 
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Chapter 8 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THOROUGHNESS OF 
INVESTIGATION AND CASE DISPOSITION 

Police investigation, whether or not it can be regarded as contributing signifi
cantly to the identification of perpetrators, is a necessary police function because it 
is the principal means by which all relevant evidence is gathered and presented to 
the court so that criminal prosecution can be initiated. As demonstrated by data in 
Chapter 5, the majority of' an investigator's time is spent gathering evidence for 
purposes of prosecution, after the suspect has been identified. A police investigator 
is l'esponsible for gathering all available evidence, and appearing and testifying as 
to its legality; subsequent court disposition of the case often depends on how efficient· 
ly the investigator has carried out these tasks. 

The police, the ('ourt system, and the correction systems have all received wide
spread criticism, but the heaviest appears to be directed at the courts. Public con
sciousness of shortcomings in the prosecutorial process has been heightened by 
vocally critical police, who frequently complain that a patently guilty suspect has 
been released because the prosecutor is unwilling to file crlmil1.al charges; or that 
defendants receive unduly lenient sentences as the result of excessive plea bargain
ing. Police feelings of frustration seem to arise, at least in part, because the police 
sometimes do not acknowledge the difference between strong suspicion and proof 
beyond a reasonable doubt. The police themselves, when they fail to perform a 
timely, thorough investigation of a crime and to provide adequate reports of their 
findings, may be largely responsible for lack of legal proof of guilt. Prosecutors 
frequently find that they have insufficient evidence on which to proceed. Without 
investigatory resources of their own, prosecutors may then be compelled to reject 
cases, to suffer dismissals, or to make heavy concessions to defendants for a plea of 
guilty or else go to trial at a serious disadvantage. The police can help prevent the 
outcomes that so dissatisfy them by being more knowledgeable about the type and 
amount of information that a prosecutor requires to establish guilt for each type of 
offense and by better allocating their investigative efforts to provide this informa
tion. 

The research reported here was undertaken to illuminate two facets of the 
controversy between police and prosecutor about responsibility for prosecutorial 
failures. The specific questions that we addressed were the following: 

• 

• 

What was' the investigative completeness (Le., the "thoroughness") in rob
bery cases presented by the police to the prosecutor for filing in two local 
jurisdictions during the first four months of 1974? 

That is, how fully were the evidentiary requirements of the prosecutor 
met by the effol·ts of the reporting patrolmen and investigators? 

What seemed to be the effect of the degree of completeness of the police
provided information on the disposition of the defendant? 
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Are these cases consistent with a claim that a lack of thorough police 
investigation and reporting is responsible for filed charges being dis. 
missed, for pleas being heavily bargained, and for sentences being 
light? 

One useful by-product of our study is the instrument that we designed to analy<,1" 
t~e information content of police reports (see Fig. 8·1 below). This data form, whic~: 
contains 39 questions that a prosecutor might want the police to address in conduct
ing a robbery investigation, was developed on the b,asis of discussions with prosecu
tors, detectives, and police supervisors. Of course, some individual cases may require 
less investigative information than is covered by this form; others may require mOl·e. 
Nonetheless, it is sufficiently comprehensive to be useful for investigator training; 
to be applied as a checklist in eonducting an investigation; to serve as a performance 
measure for the needs of investigator supervisors; and to aid the prosecufor's office 
in making decisions on complaint filing. The form should be readily modifiable to 
crimes other than robbsry. 

ASSESSING THE THOROUGHNESS OF 
POLICE INVESTIGATIONS 

The two California prosecutors' offices that were selected for this study were 
chosen to reflect contrasting prosecutorial practices concerning felony case screen
ing. We took from each office a sample of robbery cases prebJnted to them by the 
police during the first four months of 1974. The information fi.·om these sampled 
cases has enabled us to draw inferences about the thoroughness 1 of police investiga" 
tion underlying them. They also serve as a basis for our assessment of how the 
disposition of defendants appears to depend on the quality of investigation. 

One of the offices (denoted A) tends to be extremely strict2 in screening cases for 
filing. 'I'he standard it follows'is that of filing only those charges it believes can be 
proved to a jury. If basic elements are missing from the police reports, or the facts 
of the case are not convincing, the case is not filed. On the other hand, once a case 
has been filed, Office A is highly resistant to accepting a plea bargain to a lesser 
charge. The police are aware of this policy, and although individual officers are often 
resentful of the prosecutor's stand, they make a conscientious attempt to comply 
with his demands. 

The other office (denoted B) appears to operate with significantly greater accom
modation to routine police procedures, accepting their: practice of presenting mini
mal information to substantiate the fiUng of a case. 

Twenty-one cases from A and 22 from B comprise our two samples. At least one 
count of the complaint issued in each case was a robbery offense. To ~ssess the 
completeness of investigation in each sampled case, we examined the documents 
presented to the prosecutor by the police. At the time of screening, a case file would 

I The term thoroughness is used here to designate investigative completeness, i.e., how much of the 
information that the prosecutor deems desirable is provided in written documentation given him by the 
police. 

2 Greenwood et al. (1913) led us to expect significant diflerences in police investigntive efrort Dr.d 
prosecutorial posture between the two selected jurisdictions. 
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include such police-provided items as a crime report and an arrest report, sometimes 
augmented by reports of stolen property and of physical evidence and perhaps a 
criminal history record and a follow-up investigation report. With these documents 
and later-added items we looked for every indication of police efforts to collect 
information that prosecutors might feel necessary to assure successful prosecution. 
For this purrose, we developed an information form (see Fig. 8-1) divided into subject 
areas pertaining respectively to the offense, the suspect, the victim or witnesses, and 
the arrest. Within each area are listed questions that experienced prosecutors in
formed us should be addressed by a police investigation to facilitate prosecution of 
the case. In applying the instrument to a specific case, we would simply enter a 
checkmark where a question could be answered from information in the police
pl'ovided documents. Oue may observe that the form shown as Fig. 8-1 distinguishes 
from whom (victim, witness, or suspect) the information came and indicates the time 
and place ofits acquisition (at the crime scene, at the place of arrest, or by follow-up 
investigation). 

KEY TO FIG. S-1 

VAl, SAl, W AI - Refers to interview conducted with the victim (V), 
suspect (S), or witness (W) at the time of the incident 
or arrest report. 

- Refers to interview conducted with the victim (V), 
suspect (8), or witness (W) in the course of a followup 
investigation. 

Other 80Ul'ces - Reflects either the patrolman's ot investigator's com
ments, information provided by other agencies (such 
as criminal records), or other information from police 
reports (such as physical evidence reports). 

Question 
1 - Applied to any conversation or interview concerning t,he case 

between party and police. 
2 - Must include exact words used by the V, 8, or W to describe 

the offense; also must include description of 8's movements 
before, during, and after the offense. 

3 - Must include exact words 8 tlsed in the commission of the 
offense. 

4 - A statement indicating what physical injury V incurred as a 
result of the ofren$ej if no injury, a statement of that fact. 

5 - Must include an itemized account of the stolell ptoperty; if 
money involved, must include a listing of the denominations. 

17 - Could include any information on 8's prior criminal offenses, 
either information secured from 8, the officer, or official crimi
nm hist.ory records. 

27,29 - "Adequate" descriptions must specify the number of persons 
or photos shown and the instructions given by the police to the 
viewer; also must rccord the verbatim reaction of the viewet to 
the line-up or mug shot showing. 
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Merely categorizing the police-provided jnformation~ as in Fig. 8-1, helps to 
answer such relevant questions as the following: What types ofinformo.tion does the 
responding patrolman. usually collect or fail to collect at the crime scene? What 
evidentiary matters al'e often not addressed in the course of an investigation? Whom 
does the investigator typically interview for follow-up information on what subjects? 

Before we present the results of the research, we must acknowledge "the niethod
o.logical limitations inherent in conducting research of this type. Such limitations 
necessarily constrain, but do not negate, the inferences we are able to draw from the 
dala. 

First j although the two jurisdictions and their companion police departments 
are both branch offices of a single district, they cannot be considered truly rna tched 
samples. The written policies governing the prosecutor and police practices are 
similar, but the nature of the "working" policies of the prosecutor and the police, 
the composite of the criminal population, and other components of the court (e.g., 
judges, public defender's oflice) may be dissimilar. 

In addition, it must be remembered that the offense type, rather than the 
characteristics of the defendant, served as the control factor in matching the sam
ples. No one would attempt to argue that the defendant's social characteristics, 
employment history, parole and probation experiences, drug and alcohol history, 
etc., do not have an efI'ect on several aspects of the police and court processing. 
Although the effects of each of these variables have never been quantifiably meas
ured and as such cannot be adequately controlled in research of this type, it is 
important that their implications not be forgotten. Therefore, in our research, where 
we have simply controlled for the offense characteristics and attempted to draw 
inferences concerning dismissa.ls, plea bargaining, and sentencing, it must be 
remembered that extraneous variables, which cannot be estimated, have possibly 
intervened and confounded the results. 

Our findings concerning thoroughness are based on written reports filed by the 
police. We recognize that these forms are surrogates for the actual information 
obtained, and that investigators in both jurisdictions may collect more information 
than is ptesented to the prosecutor. As such, it might be argued that we have 
measured the quality of reporting, rather than ~he thol'Oughness of the investigation. 
In fact, our research is designed to measure the written information conveyed to t~e 
prosecutor, since this is the information that will be used to dispose of the case m 
both of the sample jurisdictions. It is irrelevant fbI' our purposes to YJIOW if more 
information was gathered than is presented in written form. It is the pelicy in each 
of these oflices that the case will be handled by several different prosecutorial apd 
defense personnel. If some information is verbaHy conveyed at the filing stage, it is 
likely to be lost as valuable information throughout the remaindel' of the case 
processing. We feel confident that the written information is representative of the 
quality ofthe investigation, and is the 011ly clear measure by ·.".hich an investigation 
can cUlTently be evaluated. 

These methodological constraints, once acknowledged, need not limit the re
search conducted undeI' these conditions. Our analysis does much to suggest a means 
by which investigators can be ev.aluated, draws preliminary inferences 0]11 the rela
tionship between thoroughness and case disposition, and suggests areas for further 
research. 
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RESEARCH RESULTS 

General Comparison of Police-Provided Reports 

The repor~s provided by the police to the prosecutor in our two samples of' 
I'Qb?e~? ~ases Imply, as anticipated, that the thoroughness of police investigation in 
JUtlSdlCtIOl1 A was perceptibly better than in Jurisdiction B. In A, the reports to 
the prosecutor were typewritten, painstaking in detail, and documented each inves
tigative activity in chronological order. rrhe police reports provided to the B prosecu
tor w~re generally handwritten, were difficult to read and understand, and generally 
cO~ltaIned only the major facts of the case, so that a reader could not l'eaclily deter
mme whether or not any follow-up investigation had been conducted and ifone had 
what information was obtained.:1 ' , 

The. informatio.n pI:ovided to the A prosecutor at the time .of screening would 
a.lways mclude a c~'lme repor~, an atTest report, and at least one fbllow-up investiga
tlOn report. T~e.c~·mle report IS prepared (in both A and B) by a patrol oflicer, usually 
the one who InItially responds to the crime scene. It purports to recapitulate all 
events r~lating to the crime incident. In A, the crime report would usually include 
a verbatim account of the incident from the victim and from each witness. Although 
t~1ese several accounts were often redundant, all were reported so that inconsisten
CieS an;ong the statements would be noted. Further, the crime report provided in A 
would mclude a detailed description of'the property taken in the robbery (and if it 
was mone~, the denomi?a~iollS of the bills); a description of the physical injury, if 
any, sustamed by the VICtIm; and a description of the physical evidence retrieved 
from the crime scene, including latent jingerprints. An example of a crime report 
as prepared in Jurisdiction A is included in Appendix D. 

The arrest report is also usually prepared by a patrolman, but in some instances 
the arresting officer may be an investigator. It recounts the circumstances of the 
arrest at a minimum. As prepared in A, this report would often include information 
about the way in which the police learned of the suspect's location, what resistance 
he may have offered, whether 01' not the suspect was advised of his constitutional 
rights at that time, whether or not the officers conducted a search and, if so, what 
was searched with what justification and what was seized. Further, if the arresting 
officer had attempted to interrogate the suspect, then the A arrest report would 
contain a verbatim account (includmg the Miranda warnings as given and the 
suspect's response). 4 Finally, the A arrest report would state the specific jail to which 
the suspect was taken and whether or not he was then booked. An example of an 
arrest report as prepared in Jurisdiction A is shown in Appendix D. 

One conspicuous difference between A and B is that the A prosecutor invariably 
was given a follow-up investigation report and (within our sample of cases) the B 
prosecutor invariably was not. This report, made by the investigator assigned to the 

• U <?ne .rationale a~vanced ill some police qUarters fOl' minimizing the factual content of formal 
mv.e~tlgatlve .reports IS that these reports are subject to discovery by defimse counsel and thereby 
raCll!t~te ~he Impeachment of prose clition witnesses, frequently policemen. Hence, the results ofdetaiJed 
mVestlgations, when made, are better communicated oraUy to the prosecutor's office. 'rhe results of this 
r~se~rch would te!1d to refute the argume,nt ~h~t negative consequences are likely to result ifnI! informa
tion IS presented In written form. In JUrisdICtIOn A, where this procedure is followed, no SUch negative 
consequences could be noted. 

'. ~olic~ policy in A was that an arresting officer would not question a suspect unless personally 
fanllhar With the case. 
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case, purports to relate all facets of his investigation. The names and addresses of 
all pel'sons whom he interviewed or attempted to reach ate stated, along with the 
important points of the interviews. lfthe investigator showed mug shots or conduct
ed a lineup, the report would describe his procedU1'es meticulously; give the identity, 
by police number, of'persons or pictures used; describe the location (hospital, home, 
police station) of the event; and recite the verbatim instructions given by the police 
to the viewers. Such information is often crucial to a successful prosecution, for 
defense counsel is quick to allege coercive or unduly suggestive police tactics. Even' 
more crucial may be the pl'ecise nature of the viewer's identification statement, 
which the A investigation report would quote verbatim. For example, it might be, 
tIl am positive that Number 3 is the guy who robbed me," or "Number 2100ks like 
him but I can't be 100 percent sure." This difference in confidence of identification 
may be determinative of the decision to file and, ifthe complaint is filed, of the case 
outcome. 

Another type of information sometimes available in an A investigation report 
is that obtained from an interview of the suspect in jail. The investigator may have 
elicited information as to the suspect's motives, his prior criminal record, his ac
count of the olIimse (especially as to weapons involved and his state of intoxication), 
and his relationship to the victim. Finally, the A investigation report would serve 
as a vehicle for the investigator to characterize the evidence that had beengathered. 
For example, he might assess the credibility of the victim or of witnesses, or he might 
underscore inconsistel1cies in specific facts reported. Such comments undoubtedly 
aid the prosecutor in evaluating the strength of a case. An investigation follow-up 
report us pl'epared in Jurisdiction A is shown in Appendix D. 

In our sample of robbery cases from the B prosecutor's office we found that a 
crime report and an arrest report were given to the prosecutor but no separate 
report of a follow-up investigation (even though the transcript of the preliminary 
hearing might indicate that some investigative activity of this nature had been 
conducted). 'fhe B crime report typically contained the identity of the victim and the 
witneSS(!:~3, together with the victim's account of the crime, but seldom more than this 
single account of the event, which the responding patrolman would record as volun
teered. Consequently, B crime reports tended to be not only short, but also fragmen
tcn'y as to details. To illustrate, the description of a crime incident might resemble 
the following: 

OfHcer Jones and I responded to 4665 Tamarack Blvd. in the Downtown 
District after receiving a radio call that a robbery had just occurred at that 
location. 

'1'he victim, Mrs. Martha Smith, is the manager of the motel whose office 
was robbed. She told us that two MN (male Negroes) entered the lobby at 
about 10:30 p.m. One of them pointed a gun at her and demanded that she 

,give him the money in the cash register. She handed over approximately $75 
in a bank bag, and they fled. Mrs. Smith immediately called the police and 
reported the robbery, 

The victim said that the two perpetrators were wea.ring denim jackets and 
seemed to be about 6 feQt tall. She said that she was too nervous to look at 
the suspects closely and doubted that she could identify them from photo
gt·aphs. 

-Officer B, eonally 
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Because of their brevity, such crime re orts in B '\. 
that a prosecutor needs to prove h' p F o{Len lack the detailed infol'matioll 
tl bb IS case. lor example the ve b t' d 

1e 1'0 e1' are Oflel1 helpful in establishin h " " , r. a 1m wor s used by 
the offense. The prosecutor may be able tog t e thlea~ of i?rce m the commission of 
hearing, but there is the risk that th . t'de,velop thIS eVIdence at the preliminary 
In the above illustration for ex:mplee ~lC l~ S 111;~0:r has faltered in the interim. 
victim observed the vehicle used b th:e. 

0 b~cer aI e to report whether 01' not the 
them, believed them to be under t~ . tl to ers, hear~ al1~ conversation between 
etc. A further common weakness i: ~~ uenc:, could Identlfy the type of weapon, 
failure to indicate any attempt to CUe B cl'lm.e repo~'ts we examined was their 
particularly whether or not lat nt fi 0 e~t phYSICaL e;ldence at the crime Scene o " engel prmts were lIfted or ph t t k ' 

Ur sample Ot arrest reports' . d' B' 0 os a en. 
about the events of the robbery ~~e~a~ 1.n contamed only limited information 
how the arresting officers learne~l~;~he :JlcalI~, iher~ would be statements about 
premises, cal', or person occurred and wh t~e,c:: ocatlOn, whethe~' a search of the 
at the time of the arrest. If the ~us ec e e1 e suspect ,:,as adVIsed of his rights 
statement (usually not verbatim) w Ps .t cO~lfessed to the Cl'lme when arrested, his 

tained no indication that the arreS~l1~e~~~~~?h T~~ B a:':·est report generally con
other matters of concern to the . . a mtenogated the Suspect about 
resemble the following: plosecutor'. To Illustrate, a typical narrative might 

Officer Conroy and I responded t 85 G 
that a robbel:y was in progress ~t tl ri~n A~re\, l~aving received a radio call 

When we arrived, we observed 1e lq~Ol stole at !hat address. 
~tore, h?lding a bag and what ap~~~~~~ltt~lble CjU~rslW running from the 
m the hquor store pointing toward the pa't e a1 mh ed 

e observed a man 
so we began to chase the suspect elY W 10 a run from the store, 

The Suspect was captured hand m d d' '. '. 
fr~m the standard form. Th~ kniiec~i~h' a~_.lea~ hIS constItutIOnal rights 
eVldence, as was the bag containing m a lll~h J),lade, was confiscated as 

The suspect acknowled ed tl oneyan mIscellaneous checks. 
then confessed that he h!d'robb~ltll~e~r~ ahd undehtood his rights. He 
work, needed money, and was getting d!SOpl:, :caHse e had been laid off 
booked as charged. ta e. e was transported and 

, -Officer H. Simmons 
We found, on the other hand, that when a sem'cl 
the B arrest reports did contain staten t th ; was conducted and propel'ty seized, 
seizure. len s a purported to justify the search and 

As noted earlier, no documentation of follow u' " 
sample of robbery· cases in B 'rhe " t -. P ll1vesttgatton was found in Oill' 

work, for example stating tl~at uJ~~le~ report ~mght refer at times to investigative 
been identified by' the victim in a Sh~Wl~; "~~ t 1.e :uspect because his mug shot had 
the department." But such arrest reports' ~~ Plc

t
,ure was thereaftel' circulated in 

or lineups if conducted. Judging, there;o~~l /~o contain a deSCription of show ups 
prosecutor in B was provided little if a . e" 1 om ,the cases of our sample, the 
by means of formal written police ;'epOl~:' ln~~.ma~lO~ 011 fO,How-up investigations 
views with victim, witnesses or suspect th a. mg I

t
n Ot'mation on foHow-up inter-

, , e pt osecu or would make his decision to 

·1 
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charge, we infe,,', solely on the basis of the reports by the responding patrolmen and 
arresting officers-reports commonly sparse in detail.

Q 

Statistical Comparison of Police·Provided Reports 

Our statif3ticaI results on the comparison of the quality of robbery investigation 
as reported in A and B are conveniently displayed by means of the research form 
shown earlielr as Fig. 8-1. Tables 8-1 and 8·2 give the percentage of cases within the 
samples (thle total number of' cases being 21 in A and 22 in B) ,that provided the 
indicated item ofinfbrmation to the prosecutor at the time of screening. On Its face, 
these sumn-wry tabulations seem to support the prosecutor's view that his needs for 
information are not fully and consistently met by law enforcement agencies. The 
data undedying the tables show that each of the 39 questions was on the average 
covered irt 45 percent of the cases in OUl' A sample; 26 percent of the cases in our 
B sample, (However, there was considerable variation in percentage coverage among 
the individual questions.) One may observe dh'ectly fl'om Tables 8-1 und 8-2 that 
there were significant diffel'ences between A and B in the fi'equency with which 
specific items of information were corroborated in our samples by several accounts 

of the S8trne events. 
The first line in Table 8-1 confirms our earlier assertion that follow-up inter-

views were often conducted in A. In nearly one·half of our sample of A robbery cases, 
the victim had a follow·up contact by the investigator; in over 70 percent, the suspect 

was interviewed. 
We! next briefly comment on the results fol' the four subject area sections of 

Tables -8-1 and 8·2. 

Information Reported on the Offense 

It is clear from Tables 8-1 and 8·2 that the details of the offense itself appear to 
dominate the information reporting in both A and B. The underlying data inform 
us that each of the offense items of information was covered on the average in 57 
percent of the cases in our A sample, by 36 percent of the cases in our B sample. The 
tables confirm that corroborative accounts of the ofHmse were commonly reported 
in A, infrequently reported in B. The A investigators often (71 percent of the cases) 
conducted a follow-up interview with the suspect and recorded his verbatim account 
of the offense in 57 percent of the cases and his account of the force used in the 
robbery in 43 percent of the cases. 

The tables also reveal the more frequent investigative reporting in A than in B 
concerning the force used, the victim's injul'ies, and the nature of the property 
taken. Both A and B reports often contain information on the type of weapon used, 
but seldom answer more detailed questions. 

Information Reported em the Suspect 

Differences between A and B in information reported about the suspect are 

6 In some jnstnnccs, the case may be presented to the prosecutor lor filing by the arresting or 
investigation cOlecr, and the charging deputy and the officer arc able to discuss details not included in 
the reports. However, in many inst!lnces the officer presanting tha case will not have participated in the 
investigation and will not be oble to supplement the focts in the reports. 
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marked, especially because of the follow-up interview frequently conducted in A. 
Each question in this area, the underlying data show, was covered 011 the average 
of 39.3 percent of the cases in the A sample, but only 14.0 percent of the cases in 
the B .sample . 

The arresting officers in B, although they conducted an interview with the 
suspect in 63 peltCellt of tIle cases, rarely recorded information listed here as desired 
by the prosecutor. Since B police reported no follow-up interviews with the suspect, 
the case files of our sample usually conttlihed no information at time of screening 
about the suspect's drug and alcohol use history, about his relationship to the victim 
and othet defendants, about his motives, etc. Police in A did not necessarily provide 
the prosecutor with full coverage ofinformation items about the suspect, but he was 
sometimes better informed at time of screening than his counterpart in B; especially 
because of the follow·up interview. 

Information Reported on the Victim or Witnesses 

Police reports, pal'ticularly those of patrolmen, tend to neglect the detailed 
knowledge of the vIctim and witnesses, if we are to judge from our samples. This 
information can be important to the prosecutor, and unless he succeeds in bl'inging 
out unreported facts at the pl'eliminary hearing, the subsequent prosecution of the 
case may sulfer. Typically missing is information. about a relationship between the 
victim and the suspect and about possible improper motives that the victim might 
have in reporting the alleged ofiense. Table 8·2 shows that police reporting in B was 
sparse in this subject area. As noted earlier and confirmed by Tables 8·1 and 8-2 
there is a conspicuous difference between A and B in the reporting of the resul ts of 
showups and lineups, as well as of the procedures for conducting them. 

Information Reported on the Arrest 

Items 38 and 39 of Tables 8·1 and 8-2 suggest that information on the arrest itself 
was l'eported by the police to the prosecutor with roughly the same frequency in A 
lind B. The explanation of the smaller and more disparate entries in items 36 and 
37 may be jn the irregularity with which search and seizures for evidence occur in 
concert with at'rest. 

III summary, these are the major findings in this sectiop: 

• The strictness of prosecutorial filing practices() does appear to have a sig
nificant effect on the thoroughness of investigations conducted by local 
police departments. However, even where policies are strict, our samples 
indicate that the police collect only about half of the information desired 
by the prosecutor. 

• The police reports filed in Jurisdiction B were handwdtten, difficult to 
follow, and usually contained no more than minimal information concern
ing the case. There were no references to any follow·up investigative work. 
In contrast, the reports in Jul'isdiction A were typewritten, easy to follow, 

!l In both jurisdictions we exumined u small SUhlpr~ of cases that were fl'jected fllf filing by th~ 
prosecutor in that jurisdiction. These hltrnjudsdictionul, ruther thull inlerjurisdictionnl, comparisoll!:! 
indicated that the investigative thoroughness in rejected cas~s \'Ins not substuntiully dillbrent from that 
in the filed cuses in either location. 
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and contained the most. minute detnils of'the case. In uddition, sepm'ate 
reports documented the activities ot'the follow-up investigation in A. 

• In Jurisdiction A, where fbllow-up investigations Wet'C always conducted in 
• ollr sample cases, the following additional information was provided to the 
prosecutor: 

VQ'!'bntim accounts from more than one person concerning thE., details 
of the oInmse und the extent of force used by the pel'petl'atol'. 
Detailed accounts of lineups and mug shot showings. 
It\clusion of inforI'llution concerning retrieved physical evidence. 
Investigl.ltot· summades of the caso .. often commenting on the qunlity 
of a given witness, the credibility of n victim, 01' pointing out inconsis
tencies in the uncovCl'ed {hcts. 
Information {'l'om the suspect about himsclfand his ~'elationship to the 
cnse. 

In JurIsdiction B, whore our samples contained no instances of/bilow-up investi
gntions~ we infer that this information was almost never presented to the prosecuto!'. 

RELA'l'IONSHIP BETWEEN THOROUGHNESS OF 
INVES'l'IGATION AND CASE DISPOSITION 

'1'he second phase of this studYl seeking to reI ute case disposition to the thOl'ough
ness of police investigation and \'epol'ting, required llS to truce thejudicinI processing 
of each sampled case, rrhis wus nccomplished by e~nmining the COlll't files, The 
documents generully presented in n court me included the Complaint, the T"Wl
script ofthe Preliminary I-Iearing, the Information, Minute Ol'ders, Motions, Trall
sfil'ipt of Hearing on Plea BUl'gainh'-!j Un A only),'! Bail and OW11 Recogni2anc~ 
Applic[ltions, Transcript of'the Probation and Sentencing Hearing, and Finnl Sell

tencing Ordet·s. Our compal'isol1s between A und B concerning the rute ofdismissnls, 
the heaviness of plea bargaining, and the type ofsel1teuces imposed are basen on an 
exatnination of these matedals, 

Hobbery cases may diller not only in the degree of'tho crime, but also as to the 
filing (or thl'ent of filing) of special allegations. 'l'he circumstances of the case may 
present the pt'osccutor with various options to allege prior convictions) possession 
and use of gUllS 01' dendly weapons, and infliction of great bodily injury on the victim. 
Such special nllegations, if admitted or proved, may significantly enhance a stnte 
pris,'Jn sentence if one is imposed. 

tl'o obtain comparability between our two samples of cases, it was necessary to 
classHy each case by the specinl allegations appearing in the Information.1! Because 
the two samples had not initially been matched by these allegations, the classifica
tiOl\ pl'odnced an uneven representation-some combinations of charges are in the 
A sample but not in the Bsample, and vice vel'sa. Nevertheless, as shown in 'rable 
8-3, sOl11e combinations are common to both A and B samples and enable us to drnw 

1 A separate transcript of the plea bargaining hearing WIIS not cOlllpiloo in Jul'isdiction D. 
~ We realize that the threat of amending the complaint by uV(lilnble spcciul nUegation~ mny b() as 

instrumental (su}'. in affl!Cting plea burgainingl us the Hctllnl ming would be. Our sl1mples ol'cases were 
too smull to deal with this elleat. 
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limited inferences about the relatiOllship between the presence of the additional 
information and the case disposition.o 

Table 8-3 presents the details of the dispositional data, by eleven categories 
which have been matched according to the exact charge as specified in the Informa
tion. The X's in the first six columns indicate which special allegations were added 
to the robbery charge. Within each row, the percentage indicates the number of' 
cases in the sample that possrssed those special charactedstics. In the sections 
below, we base our inferences on summary computations derived from results shown 
in this table; however, it is also worthwhile to study illdividual rows, where enough 
cases appear in a category to warrant examination. In category 5 (robbery with no 
special allegations), for example, the data support the argument that cases from 
Jurisdiction A were plea bargained less, and that defendants received more severe 
sentences. However, in category 3, the opposite appears true, in that cases from 

\ 

Jurisdiction B were treated more severely. Because of the inconsistent results, no 
definitive inferences can be drawn, regardless of the fact that in the category where 
the largest percentage of cases appear, the data show less plea bargaining and more 
severe sentencing in Jurisdiction A. 

The Stability of the Original Charges 

The stability of the charges in our sample cases between the complaint and the 
information may be perceived by means of Table 8·4. Of course, the preliminary 
hearing is the principal intervening event. Table 8-4 indicates a greater stability of 
original charges in A, where the quality of investigative reporting was significantly 
more thorough. A possible explanation might include a higher quality of detective 
work in A, where investigators gather evidence sufficient to support the arrest 
charges. 

Case Dismissal Rate 

No cases in our A sample were dismissed. Nearly 23 percent (5/22) of the cases 
in our B sample were dismissed, the reasons being given as follows: 10 

Number 
of Cases 

Dismissed 

1 ............ . 
1 
1 
2 

Reason 

Absence of indispensable party 
995 PC (lack of probable cause) 
Prosecution not ready 
1538.5 PC (wrongful search and 

seizure) 

It is not clear that any of these dismissals could have been avoided by better 
police investigation and reporting in B. Yet, if the investigation had been more 
thorough in B, the charges might not have been filed, and valuable court resources 
not wasted. 

• The sample fol' the second phase of research consists of 18 cases from A and 22 cases from B. Court 
records were unavailable for a few of the cases in the original sample, 

III To determine whethet· or not the large diflerences in dismissal rates between the two jurisdictions 
(none in A versus 23 percent in Bl held constant in a larger sample, another 50 cases were randomly 
selected {i'om each jurisdiction to look at dismissal rates only. In this larger sample. 24 percent of' the 
cases in B were subsequently dismissed, whereas none were dismissed in A. Therefore, we can conclude 
that indeed there is a significant ditIerence in the numbet· of cases that are subsequen~ly dismissed in 
the two jUl·isdiclions. 

~~' --------------------------------------------------------------.. ~--------------------------
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Table 8-4 

COMPARISON OF JUJUSDICTIONS A AND B IN CHARGE CHANGES 

BETWEEN THE COMPLAINT AND THE INFORMATION 

Charges unchanged 
Charges added (usually 

a lesser included offense) 
Special allegations added 
Some charges dismissed 
Case dismissed prior to 

filing of Information 

Percentage Percentage 
in A Sample ill B Sample 

88.8 

5.5 
5.5 

63.6 

13.6 
13.6 

9.0 

Table 8-5 

COMPARISON OF THE DISPOSITION OF SPECIAL ALLEGATIONS IN A AND B 

A B 

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
In which iti whie!, in which in which 

Allegation Alle .. ~atiti:~ Allegation Allegation 
Special Allegation Present Stricken Present Stricken 

None added (211 PC only) 66,6 33.3 
Pri01' offense 5,5 5.5 20,0 20.0 
Armed allegation 29,0 29.0 47,0 24.0 
Use allegation 16.6 16.6 33,0 24.0 
Great bodily injury 4.5 

Handling of Special Allegations 

As indicated in Table 8-5, our samples showed that special allegations were 
added to the basic robbery charge (211 PC) twice as frequently in B as in A. The table 
also shows that these special allegations were frequently stricken as a result of plea 
bargaining in B, while invariably stricken in A. . 

OUt· samples suggest that special allegations serve as prose?utorialleverage In 
inducing'the defendant to plead guilty to the underlying offense. Prosecutors are 
encouraged to file special allegations when applicable,!! but the consequences of 
proving them appear to be so unduly drastic in many individ~al cases, that the 
allegations are readily stricken in return for defendant cooperah?~. In other ~ords, 
the quality of police investigation does not appear to be a determInmg factor In how 
special allegations are handled. 

II Uniform Crime Charging Standards, California District Attorneys Association, II. C.l. 
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Case Dispositions 

None of the 18 cases in the A sample went to trial, i.e., all dispositions involved 
a change of plea from not guilty to one of guilty either to the original or to modified 
charges. An~ we have already noted that no cases in the A sample were dismissed. 
By contrast, -the 22 cases of the B sample produced 5 dismissals, 1 court trial, and 
2 jury trials, with the remaining cases being disposed of by, a change of plea from 
not guilty to guilty. 

A comparison between A and B of the heaviness of plea bargaining is shown in 
Table 8-6. Although plea bargaining appears lighter in A than in B, this may simply 
reflect that the gravity of criminal conduct in the A cases was less than in the B 
cases, Le., special allegations were considerably more frequent to begin with in B. 
One cannot conclude that only the quality of police investigation accounted for the 
difference. 

Table 8-6 

COMPARISON BETWEEN A AND B OF DISPOSI'fIONS 

BY PLEAS OF GUILTY 

Dispositioh 

Plea of gui\i;y to original charges 
Plea of guilty to original charges 

but with special allegations 
stricken 01' not considered 

Plea of guilty to 2nd degree robbery 
J'educE)d from 1st degree robbery 

Plea of guilty to other lesser offense 

Percentage Percentage 
in A Sample in B Sample 

61.1 

27.7 

5.5 
5.5 

31.8 

22.7 

18.1 
4.5 

Type of Final Sentence 

Table 8-7 compares the frequencies with which various types of final sentences 
were imposed in the nondismissed cases of our samples from A and B. The outcomes 
summarized can be better understood by reference to Table 8-3, where we observe 
that the final sentence results in A were dominated by the 5th category of cases 
(robbery with no special allegations), which contained two-thirds of the A sample. 
Almost all of these defendants pled guilty as charged, with about one-half receiving 
state prison sentences and about one-half being granted probation. Again, by exam
ining Table 8-3, we find that the substantial number of state prison sentences 
imposed in B derived from several categories of cases (1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 6th) that 
all involved special allegations. It thus appears that the outcomes in Table 8-7 reflect 
to a greater extent the "non-comparability" of our samples than the effects of 
differences in the quality of police investigation. 

In summary, the major findings of this phase of the research are as follows: 

• In Jurisdiction A, where police investigative reports were found to be more 

• 



• 

• 

• 

• 
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Table 8-7 

COMPARISON BETWEEN A AND B OF THE TYPE OF 

FIN AL SENTENCE IMPOSED 

Type of Final Sentence 

Stu te Prison 
Probation plus County Jail 
C()tlllty Jail 
P'tobtlti011 
Califol'l1iu Youth Authority (CYA) 

Percentage Percentage 
in A Sample in B Sample 

27.7 36.3 
16.6 22.7 

.0 4.5 
38.8 9,0 
16.6 4.5 

thorough, none oftne sample cases were dismissed; whereas in Jurisdiction 
B, where the investigations were judged less complete, 23 percent of the 
sample cases were dismissed. 
The charges on which the defendant was bound over to the Superior Court 
were more frequently identical to the arrest charges in Jurisdiction A than 
in Jurisdiction B. Jurisdiction B more frequently added special allegations 
to the original charge than did A, but in both jurisdictions the special 
allegations were consistently stricken as part of the plea bargain. 
In Jurisdiction A, 61.1 percent of the defendants pled guilty to the crime 
as charged in the Information, with no apparent plea bargaining conces
sions; whereas in Jurisdiction B, 31.B percent of the defendants pled guilty 
as charged. The remainder of the cases were either dismissed or plea 
bargained in some manner. 
All of the cases in Jurisdiction A were disposed of when the defendant 
entered a guilty plea to the charge; whereas in Jurisdiction B, 15 percent 
(3) of the cases ended in either a court or jury trial. l

\!. 

Overall, the average sentence in Jurisdiction B was more severe than that 
in Jurisdiction A. 
When the two samples are categorized according to the various special 
allegations, the data point to no consistent conclusions regarding case 
disposition or final sentences. In one category within the jurisdiction, it 
appears that the jurisdiction plea bargains less frequently and imposes 
more severe sentences, whereas in another category of the same jurisdic
tion the opposite appears to be true. However, in the largest category (211 
PC only), the data show more severe sentencing in Jurisdiction A. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Our observations make it obvious that a lack of coordination between police 
investigators and prosecutorial personnel causes significant problems for both. 
When we interpret the findings from this chapter, which suggest that the prosecutor 

I~ All of the defendants in these cases were fbund guilty. 
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is not given allClfthe information that he desires, with previous data which suggest 
that investigators spend the majority of their time gathering evidence on suspects 
in custody rather than on identifying suspects, we see no obvious teason why these 
investigative efforts should not be more closely coordinated with the prosecutor's 
function. 

The objective data from this brief analysis are not as striking as one might at 
first suspect, although as an exploratory piece of tesearch, we feel the analysis has 
merit. We did demonstrate a significant difference in the thoroughness of police 
investigation and reporting in two selected jurisdictions that had contrasting filing 
policies. Strict filing standards apparently resulted in more thorough investigation. 

We expected to observe the impact of these differences in investigative thorough
ness in all aspects of case disposition. Our hypothesis was that more thorough 
investigations would result in fewer dismissals, less plea bargaining, and more 
convictions. 

In fact our sample did disclose a lower dismissal rate in the jurisdiction with 
more thorough investigation. As for case dispositions, the results were much less 
conclusive. In only one category of cases, albeit the largest, did the sentences in 
Jurisdiction A consistently exceed those imposed in Jurisdiction B. No cases in A 
went to trial, and all of those that did in B resulted in convictions. 

Possibly a larger sample might disclose more significant patterns of differences 
between jurisdictions in the disposition of their cases. But the comparison would still 
entail the difficult task of weighting the different sentence alternatives and the 
methodological difficulties of controlling for all of the variables that affect court 
processing and disposition . 

We believe that thp- differences in dismissal rates disclosed in this study are 
important. Fol' this reason, among othel's, criminal justice officials should be mind
ful of the level of investigative thoroughness maintained in their jurisdiction. In 
addition, this research could be used to support a policy of presenting all available 
information to the prosecutor in written form, since no negative disposition effects 
were witnessed in a jurisdiction where such a policy was in effect. The information 
form devised in this research is also useful as a tool for evaluating investigative 
thoroughness . 
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Chapter 9 

INFORMATION FEEDBACK TO CRIME VICTIMS: 
A SURVEY OF BURGLARY AND ROBBERY VICTIMS 

Many investigators, as well as top-ranking po~ice. officials, have ~efel~ded ~he 
investigative fUnction, not because it contribu~es .sIglllficantly to the l~enttfi?att~n 
of perpetrators, but because it is one of the prmclpal contacts the pohee mamtalll 
with the victims of serious crimes. But although the police verbally espouse the 
public service function as an important part of the investigative role, most police 
merely respond initially to the crime scene and file a cursory report; subsequent 
police contacts with the victims concerning the progress of the case are rare. 

If the public's confidence in their local police department is to be. strengthened, 
it seems reasonable that when the perpetrator has been identified, the victim should 
be notified. However a policy of routinely providing case information feedback to 
cl'ime victims poses ~ome risk of being self-defeating. For example, if a victim is 
informed that the perpetrator of his crime has been apprehended but not charged 
with his offense and is being p~'osecuted on another, the victim, rather than feeling 
more confident in the police or the criminal justice system, may in fact be disillu
sioned by such information. A resentful victim also could become highly vocal about 
his dissatisfactions and cause other citizens to be negative about police performance. 

How much infol'mation to give the victim and when it is appropriate to convey 
it were the questions behind the research reported in this chapter. Our study is 
regarded as exploratol'Y; the survey was conducted simply as an initial attempt to 
explore how victims feel about receiving information feedback regarding their spe
cific case and which types ofinformation they feel are most important. The survey 
results a~'e preliminary and will not support overall policy changes without further 

research. 

AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE 

An actual case will depict the area of our concern. Mr. V(ictim), retired and 
residing with his wife in a quiet, middle-class neighborhood for many years, re
turned home to find that a burglary had occurred. The entry appeared to have been 
made through a rear window which had been forced open. Missing was a portable 
color TV set. Mr. V called the police. 

Two patrol officets soon responded. They queried Mr. V and examined the 
premis~s. '"f'hey recorded details about Mr. V, the nature of the entry, and the 
missing item of property. After completing the crime incident r:p~:t as fully as t~ey 
could, the officers depatted. This case then became the responSIbIlIty of a detectIve. 
But Mr. V was never again directly in contact with the police. 

Later in the day) neighborhood youngsters, learning of the burglary, .informed 
Mr. V that they had seen an unfamiliar car parked nearby in the alley whIle he and 
his wife were away. These young witnesses said that, although a strange car parked 
in that location seemed suspicious, they spoke to no one about it at the time. Later, 
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after learning about the burglary, the youths noticed what appeared to be the same 
car elsewhere in the neighborhood. They spoke of this incident to their parents who 
immediately telephoned the police and relayed the license number of the cat and 
the location of the second observation. The police expressed their gratitude. But 
neither these informants nor Mr. V were later told of any action that resulted from 
this information. 

In due course of events, Mr. V's case was marked in police files as ttcleal'ed by 
arrest." The suspect, Mr. B(urglar), had eventually been apprehended in the act of 
burglarizing another residence. His modus operandi in the later crime was again one 
of forcing a rear window of' a home while the occupants were away. And he was 
carrying away a portable color TV set when caught. 

The initial intensive police questioning of Mr. B (which was not strictly neces
sary to convict him of the offense leading to his arrest) produced no admissions of 
other burglaries. Then the police promised Mr. B that he would be charged,only with 
his latest crime even ifhe admitted prior burglaries; they encouraged him to Itcleal' 
his slate" without suffering additional punishment. And they further promised that 
the receivers of'the stolen property would not be prosecuted if they cooperated in 
returning it to the victims. These assurances persuaded Mr. B to confes~. Unfortu
nately, he couldn't accurately recall all of the many burglaries he had committed, 
even after being driven to the locations of recent and unsolved burglaries in police 
files, including the one of Mr. V. Mr. B felt that he had probably been responsible 
for the burglary of Mr. V's house, but he wasn't certain; furthermore, ·he had no 
specific recollection of how he had disposed of Mr. V's television set if indeed he had 
stolen it. On the basis of Mr. B's statement, Mr. V's case was then deemed by the 
police investigators to have been cleared and its file was so marked. Ml'. B was not 
charged with this offense, and the investigators did not inform Mr. V of this devel
opment. 

ISSUES OF INFORMATION FEEDBACK TO VICTIMS 

The foregoing experience has been presented as a suggestive context in which 
to place police dilemmas about giving case information to crime victims such as Mr. 
V. Should he have been told by the police that his case had been cleared by an arrest? 
Told that the suspect would be prosecuted for another C!'ime but not for the one 
against him? And told that the information given by the suspect indicated that the 
stolen television set would probably not be recovered? 

One approach to these questions would emphasize that crime victims may be 
regarded as clients of the police. Police investigative efforts are, at least in part, on 
the specific behalf of the victims. Given this relationship, shouldn't the police be 
obligated to communicate reports of case developments to their client-victims? 

Another approach would underscore the duty of the police to provide a sense of 
security to the public and to individual citizens, who look to police to shield them 
from lawbreakers. In Mr. V's case, would his (and his neighbors') sense of security 
have been enhanced and would he have been more satisfied with police performance 
had he been informed that a suspect apparently responsible for his burglary among 
others had been arrested and would be prosecuted? And had been later iniormed 
that the suspect wa:s convicted and sentenced? 
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Whatever the approach to these questions of information feedback to victims, 
the police may reasonably feel that decisive answers are lacking, The police do not 
dispute their broad duty to provide public service, But is information feedback to 
crime victims itselfa distinguishable service that the public expects to be performed 
by the police? 

Rand, us part of its two-year study ofthe criminal investigation process reported 
in these volumes, conducted a limited telephone survey of victim opinion about 
matters of information fi~edback, Below we describe the survey method and the 
sample of victims involved, the survey responses (which help to illuminate issues 
that have been set forth above), and some inferences that are suggested by these 
survey responses and that might have validity beyond the limited confines of the 
survey universe. 

'rIlE SURVEY METHOD AND THE VICTIM SAMPLE 

The Survey Method 

(Jur survey was conducted in a Culiforniajurisdiction whose population is rough
ly 100,000. A list of72 victims of cdme during the year ending April 1975 was drawn 
from the case files of the police department, Ofthis list, half were victims ofburglary 
and half of robbery. The relative incidence of these two crimes in this jurisdiction 
in 1974 was approximately five bUrglaries for each robbery, Our list of victims thus 
did not purport to be reptesentative ofthe true incidence of the two selected offenses. 
Rather, we sought a balance between victims who had personal contact with the 
offender (and may have been threatened by him) and victims who lack~d this per
sonal relationship. 

A further characteristic of our sample list was that the cases of two-thirds of the 
victims had been marked cleared by the police; the cases for the remaining one-third 
WClre uncleared. These proportions are to be contrasted with actual clearance rates 
achieved by this police department in a recent period, namely, 13 percent for bur
glary and 31 percent for robbery, Again, our list of victims dO(ls not purport to be 
representative but is biased toward cases ill which clearance occurred. Given that 
th~ fbcus of'our survey is information feedback, we felt that more would be learned 
by interviewing victims in cleared cases, fot' feedback was more likely to be present 
in those cil'cumstances. 

E~ch of the 72 selected victims was sent a letter signed by the chief of police, 
informing him as follows: 

• He would receive a phone call from a Rand employeE) with the purpose of 
intervlewing him about his experience as a crime victim. 

• His decision about whether or not to submit to an interview would not be 
reported to the police department. 

• If itltel'viewed, his responses would be anonymous, 

Furthet\ these victims were assured that the police department did not know the 
identity of the perSOilS Ra,nd had selected rOl' the telephone survey, 

Thirty-six of the seventy-two victims agreed to be intervie·wed, The pl'eliminal'y 
letter signed by the chief of police appeared to be instrumental in eliciting their 
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cooperation, Of the remaining thirt _ '. '" 
viewed. We were unable to reach th: :;~~l~~l~ t~r~e directly refused to be intel'
moved away after the events of tl ,a} .e1 1epeated attempts, some having 

1e case III w 11ch they were the victims. 

The Sample of Respondents 

'rhe sample of3B respondi 't' 
'rable 9-1 gives the compositi~~g ;;~ Ims call be ,characterized in several ways, First, 
was a victim ofbul'glary or ofrObber;:t~~~hlet~n te~ms of whether the respondent 
unclenred; and, ifcleared, whether t e e1' t e case was cleared or remained 
offense against this respondent or :a:~~e~~~:::::.s based on an arrest only for the 

Table 9-1 

CLASSIFICA'1'ION OF VIC'l'IM RESPONDl!!NTS BY CRIMl<~ TYPE 

AND BY CLEARANCE IN THElR CASES 

Olearance in 
Respondent's Crime Type 

Case BUrglary --
Uncleared -. Robbery Total 

8 (22%) 6 (17%) 14 (39%) 
Cleared 

By arrest ill respond. 
12 (33%) 10 (28%) 22 (61%) 

en t 's case only 5 5 10 Otherwise 7 5 12 
Total 20 (55%) 16 (45%) -

36 (100%) 

and ~:!~~~~s~F~i~:l~:~ictims,been a representative one with respect to crime type 
shown in the table b~l~~ t~~per~entages fo:' ~he main entries would have been as 
burglary and robbery victIms ~~' t;~isg;~~r~~l~l,ng OUr sample of responses to the 
responses of the burglary victl'ms l'n un fIlS lCdlon, WQ should strongly weight the 

c eare cases. 

Unclaared 
Burglary RobbCl'Y Total 

Claared 
,. " .. , ... 72% 12% 84% 

•••• " • I •• I • 11% 5% 16% .~ 

83% 17% 100% 

Next, we characterize the sample ofre d' " , 
ing infol'matioll feedback from th I' ~pon mg VIctIms 1Il terms oftheir receiv-
this aspect, suggests that feedback

e O~~~~:l'r:p~rtment, 1 Table 9-2, wh~ch quantifies 
(72 percent) segment of the underlying popu~t~~n te~~ed ~ot to Occur III the largest 
ill the jurisdiction, For some purpose th a Ion 0 urg ary and robbery victims 

5, en, we must be careful not to over-

I The category "receiving feedbaCk" was devised b k' , . 
feedback information-not from any notatl'o ' tl y al.s mg the VICtIm whether or not he received . ns In Je po Ice case folder, 
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emphasize the opinions of responding victims £i'om cleared cases, who almost always 
(19/22) received feedback, 

'fhe results shown in Table 9·2 should be considered in the light of the police 
policy in this jurisdiction concerning information feedback to victims. As expressed 
to us, this policy was to communicate with a victim at least once after the initial 
report of the crime had been made; moreover, if the cl'ime were subsequently 
cleat'ed, the policy mandated a further communication with the victim to explain 
the circumstances of the clearance. Table 9·2 indicates that if the department at
tempted to implement its policy duril1g the period covered by our sample, then it 
was sometimes unable to reach the victim. In addition, Table 9·2 suggests that a 
greater effort was made to communicate with the victim in a case that was cleared. 
The existence here of an affirmative police policy toward information feedback to 
victims does, of course) restrict the applicability of' our findings to jurisdictions 
lacking such a policy. 

Table 9·2 

PROPORTION OF VICTIM RESPONDEN'l'S 

RECEIVING FEEDBACK 

Clearance in Crime Type Respondent's 
Case Burglary Robbery Tota I 

Uncleared 1/8 3/6 4/14 
Cleared 10/12 9/10 19/22 

Total 11/20 12/16 23/36 

Finally, we characterize the survey l'espondenta by the extent of knowledge they 
profess to have acquired about the outcome of their case as the result of police 
feedbuck. Table 9·3 presents this classification. 

We do not attempt to deal here with issues of how well the victims who received 
feedback understood the information given. Rather, we simply observe from Table 
9·3 that feedback, when it was provided to our sample of victims, tended to inform 
of police progress rather than lack of' progress; further, information about later 
events in a criminal prosecutiont about which police investigators are themselves 
often not knowledgeable, was infrequently communicated. 

SURVEY RESPONS:ES 

The questiol1s we asked victims in our telephone survey were designed to reveal 
the advantages and disadvantages of Information feedback. This section will be 
devoted to the substantive nature of the responses to these queries. 

We attempted, first of all, to find (,mt the nature of the information that a victim 
might want to be given about the status of his case. Table 9·4 summarizes the 
responses, which were so preponderantly affirmative that we need not be concerned 

- ~------ -~ - -----
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'fable 9·3 

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS HAVING SPECIFIED KNOWLEDGE 

FROM FEEDDACKo 

Item of Case Information Number or Victims Replying 
About Which Victim Yes ( by No (by No l<:llow- Other Was Asked feedb nck) feedbuck) ledge Respollse 

Did the police solve VOUl: 
crime? • 17 5 14 Did the police make an 
arrest in YOllr case? 18 2 13 3 Was the person atrested 
tded In cOllrt? 13 3 15 5 Was the pel'son arrested 
given a sentence? 6 5 19 6 Has the perllOIl arrested 
for your crime been 
released from cUlltody? 5 3 19 9 
"Total respondents'" 36; respon dents with feed buck = 23. 

about distinctions between t'obbery and bUl'glary victims and between cleared and 
uncleared cases. 

On its face, Table 9·4 suggests several hypotheses about the Itdemand" for infor
mation feedback to victims from the police: 

• Most victims desire very strongly to learn officially whether or not the 
police have ttsolved" their case. 
Most victims desire very strongly to be told when a suspect on their case 
has been arrested. 

• 

• Most victims desire t' although less consistently and intensely, to be told 
about progress in the prosecution and adjudication of the defel1dant who 
the police believe was responsible for the offense against them. 

Table 9·4 

TYPE OF INFORMATlON DESIRED BY VICTIMS 

Survey Question: If YOllr Answer WIIS "YI~S" 
As a Victim, Did You How Importnnt Wus It to 

Want the Police IndiC· You to Be Informed? 
to Inform YQu? Ycs No tcrellt Very Somewhat 

If your case was solved? 32 (89%) 1 (3%) 3 (8%) 26 G If a suspect was arrested? 30 (83%) 5 (14%) 1 (3%) 22 8 If a defendant Was tried? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) 15 12 If a defendant was sentenced? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (1<1%) 16 11 Whnt sentcnce was imposed? 27 (75%) <1 (11%) 5 (14%) 16 11 If the defelldnnt was released 
from custody? 18 (50%) 11 (31%) 7 (19%) 11 7 
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Victims afe divided as to their wish to be informed when the person be· 
lieved responsible far their victimization is released from custody. 

Som{3light is cast on the possible strength oHhese hypotheses by examining the 
natul'e of the contrary responses in Table 9·4. For example, the one individual who 
responded that he did not want to Imo\', when the police believed that they had 
solved his crime qualified his answel' by adding that he did want to know ifhis case 
was closed by a conviction. Similar explanations apply to the negative responses to 
the questioll of desiring to know when a suspect had been arrested. The five contrary 
victims seemed to feel that a mere arrest was not conclusive enough of guilt to satisfy 
them. The explanation offered most frequently fat' not desiring to be told when the 
defendant h!lo been released fronl Gustody was that such information would revive 
anxietic,: el: l\ Ll~ne when consciousness of the case had subsided. By contrast, victims 
who d(;:8h'~d to ;;tlOW when the defendant was released seemed to manifest a 
lifo! \.'\\'ct'Hcd ,i,~ lilfl:'1!lrrned" attitude, i.e., they wanted to be alerted against possible 
r€)l't~; Ttiem, tht:: .. :H~ explanatory deta.ils tend to confirm the validity of the above 
hYt})' ttl ~:ef:, 'd~:(~~Nn; /;'01:11 Table 9·4, beyond the severely restrictive conditions of our 
~u~""(I.y~ 

Another hypothesis, one not obvious on the face of Table 9-4, is that the greater 
the personal involvement of the victim in his case, the more likely is his desire to 
be informed about events in the later stages of the criminal prosecution. One victhn 
in our sample fits this \ypothesis very closely, namely the employee-opel'ator of a 
beachside hambm'ger stand who had been robbed. This victim wanted information 
on the progress of the case to help justify to his employer his repeated absences to 
make COl1l't appearances (which were genel'ally frustrated by continuances). Anoth
er victim supporting this hypothesis was a woman who had devoted much time to 
examining mug shots and who felt, in view orher investment ofefIbrt, that the police 
owed her continuing reports on her case. 

The inquiry summarized by Table 9·4 was accompanied by two pairs of ques· 
tions, with the fiL'st question of each pail' addt'essing the victim's desire to have 
feedback on a specific matter at'ld the second eliciting his probable reaction if the 
feedback occurred, Table 9·5 displays the responses on whether or not the victim 
desired to he told of a police decision, to suspend or drop investigative eflbrt on. his 
case ifsuch a decision were made. These suggest a consistent preference for knowl· 
edge about. this police decision, but with an observable tendency in cleared robbery 
cases (u relatively small segment of the underlying population) to the contrary. 

'rable 9·6 exhibits the responses that the victims made when asked what their 
reactions would be if they had been told that no further investigation was intended 
on theil' cases. We note that approximately one·third of our sample would react 
negatively to unfavorable feedback (and the propOl'timl would be higher if the dis
propo);tionate representation of robbery cases were eliminated), We may infer that 
even in a sample of victims SUbstantially satisfied with police performance in their 
cases (see Table 9·11, below), unfavorable feedback information would create an 
undesirable attitude toward the police in a minority of victims. 

Next, Table 9·7 snmmadzes t'esponses to the question of whether these victims 
would want to be told when police had cause to believe that a suspect arrested for 
a cdme other than theirs was also t'esponsible for their crimes. 

Table 9·7 suggests, particularly after allowance has been made fo'.' the overre· 
presentation of robbery victims and of cleared cases, that a sizable segment of the 

Victim's 
Response 

Yes 
No 
1ncliffereht ot' 

no anSWer 

Total 

131 

treble 9.5 

VICTIM'S DgSIRE 'l'O BI~ TOLD Ol~ POLlCE DgCISION 'l'O SUSPEND 
INVES'I'IGA'I'ION Ol~ HIS CASE 

Burglary Robbery 
Cleared Uncleared Totlll Cle(u'ed Uncleated 'rotal . 

10 6 16 5 a 
2 1 

10 
:3 3 1 11 

1 1 2 2 
12 S 20 10 6 16 

Table 9·6 

VrC'l'IM'S PREDIC'rED REAC'l'IONS '1'0 INFOHMA'L'ION 'l'HA'l' POLICE 

INVESTIGA'frON OF HIS CASE WOULD BE SUSPENDlm 

Victim's Prediction 
of His Reaction 

Appreciative or being 
told and agreeable to 
police decision 

Understanding and 
resigned 

Disturbed and resistant 
Angry aU,d resentful 

Burglnry 

3 

11 
<1 
2 

Robbery 

1 

7 
1. 
5 

'rotal 

4 (12%) 

1.8 (53%) 
($ (15%) 

...1.'<21%) 
34 11(100%) 

~wo victims ,were omitted: the respOllse to one wns 11:
applicable and the othel' declined to answer. Tlwee or tho M 
rospondents gave especially perceptive answCl:s, explaining 
that t1~ey_ u.nderstood the police did not necessnrily wotk On 
every llldlvidunl case, but sometimes focused thel!' efforts on 
suspects, Who might turn out to be responsible fo), m!lny 1'0-
ported and unreported crimes. Thus, these three victims 
felt that suspending investiltntive of torts on theil- cnsos would 
?ot e.li?linnte the possibility thnt a suspect might lat(.!r be 
Identified. 

Totnl 

26 (12%) 
7 (19%) 

3 (8%) 

36 (100%) 

victim population m?kes no affirmative demand to be told of the case development. 
But, on the: same eVIdence, one may also infer that half or more oC the victims do 
have a deSIre to be told. 

Table 9.~ gives the distdbution of the predictfld reactions of victims to being told 
that the police had charged a suspect believed to be responsible for their crime not 
~ith their cri~le but with an~thel'-perhaps because it was more serious, ~,ol'e 
Iecant, ~r pl'ovlded ~tronger eVldence of guilt. The victim popUlation from which our 
sample IS drawn e~ldences no propensity to second·guess the police and the prOSecu. 
tor on prosecutol'lal tactics. , 

- -- -----------~---,----------- -
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Table 9·7 

VICTIM'S DESIRE TO BEl TOLD WHEN A SUSPECT HAS BEEN ARRESTED FOR 

A2'l'OTHER CRIME BUT BELIEV~D TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR VICTIM'S CRIME 

Victim's 
Response 

Yes 
No 
Indifferent 

Total 

Burglary Robbery 

Cleared Uncleared Total Cleat~d Dncleared Total 

8 4 12 3 Ij, 7 

" 4 ~ 3 2 5 ,~ 

1 1 4 4 

12 8 20 10 6 16 

Table 9·8 

VICTIM'S PREDICTED REACTIONS TO INFORMATION THAT A SUSPECT 

HAS BEEN CHARGED ON ANOTHER CASE RATHER THAN ON HIS 

Victim's Prediction 
of His Reaction Burglary Robbery Total 

Would prefet police prosecute 
the stronger case 2 4 6 (17%) 

Indifferent or not opposed 14 9 23 (64%) 
Mildly perturbed 3 1 4 (11%) 
Angrily neglected 1 2 3 (8%) 

Total 20 16 36 (100%) 

Total 

19 (53%) 
12 (33%) 

5 (14%) 

36 (100%) 

Our survey included an inquiry about what reactions would occur were victims 
to be told by the police that expectations of recovering their stolen property were 
poor (perhaps because the investigation and prosecution of a suspect were being 
concentrated on a crime other than theirs). Table 9·9 summarizes the responses. 
Here again we obtain a statistical indication that a sizable segment of the victim 
population (possibly between one-quarter and one·half) may allow their appreciation 
for being given i1llformation on their case to be submerged by the unfavorable nature 
of the information. The difference in the pattern of responses for burglary and 
robbery victims shown by Table 9·9 may be accounted for by the fact that robbery 
victim~ have a threatening physical confrontation with the offender. Relief over 
being spared serious injury or death may m~ke recovery of their property less 
important than it is to burglary victims. 

Our survey attempted to ascertain what might be the nature of the actions that 
victims would take if they were sufficiently distressed by the negative quality of 
feedback information from the police. We learned, in particular, given dissatisfac· 
tion with being told that investigative effort on their cases was being suspended) only 
three of 36 victims predicted that they would complain to some official, possibly by 
letter. The remainder would make no express complaint, although three said that 

'--------
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Table 9·9 

VICTIM'S PREDICTED REACTIONS TO INFORMATION THAT POLICE 

REGARDED RECOVERY OJ.' HIS 8'l'OLEN PROPERTY AS IMPROBABLE 

Victim's Prediction 
of His Reaction Burglary Robbery Total 

Indifferent 6 9 15 (45%) Mildly upset 6 2 8 (24%) . Exceedingly upset 7 7 (21%) Uncertain 1 2 3 (9%) 

Total 20 13 33a(100%) 

~hl'ee responses excluded since the offenses against 
these victims did not involve loss of theil' OWn property. 

s~ch notice would prompt them to be alert on their own for a possible suspect or for 
SIght of the stolen property. We learned further that, given dissatisfaction with 
being told. t~at a suspect was being charged on a case other than theirs, only two 
of the 3? vIctIms felt that they would demand an explanation or otherwise complain. 
Two saId that they might ask to see a photo of the suspect to confirm that he was 
the offender in their case, teo. But the remainder would not act on their feelings. 
Finally, we learned that, given dissatisfaction with being told that the recovery of 
their property was unlikely, the propensity of victims to act was predicted to be as 
summarized in 'Table 9·10. 

Table 9-10 may merely reflect a broad public tendency to avoid abrasive contacts 
with the police department even when some grievance is held. We observe again, as 
in Table 9·9, an indication that robbery victims are less concerned about property 
recovery than are burglary victims. 

Finally, we report our sur~ey findings on a question related to the resource cost 
of providing information feedback to victims. We understand that police depart. 

Table 9·10 

VICTIM'S PREDICTED REACTIONS IF DISSATISFIED WITH INFORMATION 

THA T RECOVERY OF HIS PROPER'I'Y WAS IMPROBABLE 

Victim's Pi;}diction 
of the Action that 

He Would Take Burglary Robbery Total 
Do nothing 
Complain and ask for in-

12 12 24 (73%) 

creased recovery efforts 
Uncertain whether he would 

4 0 4 (12%) 

take action and what the 
action would be 4 1. 5 (15%) 

Total 20 13 33a(100%) 

aSee footnote, Table 9-9. 
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ments generally feel that communicating information to victims by mail is cheaper, 
more convenient, and generally o:o1'e. reliable tha~ t~ylng to .rea~h them ~y ~ele~ 
phone. Does the mode of commumcatlOn make a sIgmficant diffelence to VI~tl1:nS, 
The resI10nses to our inquiry are shown in the table below. But generally the VlCtUllS 
felt that police conveni'emce should be the controlling factor. 

Indifferent ....................•....... 
Preferred telephone contact (mainly because 

questions could be conveniently asked) ..... . 
Preferred mail contact (mainly to ha\lfJ a 

written record) ..................... . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

21 (58%) 

4 (11%) 

11(30%) 

Inferences from our telephone survey of victims may also be regarded as hypoth
eses about attitudes of victims in a universe much wider and more diverse than that 
of' our sample. But before summarizing these inferences, we review the limitations 
of our survey as they affect the validity of our findings. 

The sample of victims who were surveyed was small (36) ~n~ inv~lved ~nl~ t,;o 
crime types, although common ones. The crimes occurred wlthm a smgle JurIsdIC
tion and within a recent one-year pedod. The police de~artment purport~d .to exe~
cise a policy of providing information feedback to victIms, but our statlstlca~ e:I
dence indicates that the implementation of the policy was uneven. The VIctIm 
sample was) by design, not a representative one. Robbery victims and victims whose 
cases had been cleared were present in our sample to a far greater degree than they 
are in the population ofburglal'Y and robbery victims in this and other jurisdicti~ns. 
Furthermore, about two-thirds of the responding victims in our survey had receIved 
information feedback from the police. A~d the sample, as a whole, exp~essed a 
highly affirmative feeling about the way this police department handled then' cases, 
as Table 9·11 shows. 

The ptincipal inferences that are suggested by our survey data include the 

following: 

• Most victims desire very strongly to learn officially whether or not the 
police have Itsolved" their casle. . 

• Most victims desire very strongly to be told when a suspect on theIr case 
has been arrested. 

• Most victims desire, although less consistently and intensely, to be told 
about progress in the proseclution and adjudication of the defendant who 
the police believe was responsible for the offense against them. 

• • Victims are divided as to their wish to be informed when the person be-
lieved responsible for their victimization is released from custody. . 

• The more the involvement of a victim in the prosecution of the suspect m 
his case, the greater his de:;ire to be informed about events in the later 
stages of the proceeding. 

• Most victims prefer to be informed when the police decide to suspend 
investigation in their case. 

• Victims are divided in wanting to know when a suspect is arrested for a 
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Table 9-11 

DEGREE OF VICTIM SATISFAC'fION Wl'I'H POLICE PERFORMANCE 

Question: How Dld 
You Feel About the 

Police Handling 
of Your Case? 

Vr;ry satisfied 
Satisfied 
Neutral 
Dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 

Burglary 

Cleared Uncleared 

8 
3 

2 
4 
1 
2 

Robbery 

Cleared Uncleared 

5 
2 
1 
1 
1 

2 
3 

1 

Total 

17 (47%) 
12 (33%) 

2 (6%) 
4 (11%) 
1 (3%) 

crime other than theirs but is believed to be responsible fOl the offense 
against them. 

• A sizable miMrity of victims react unfavorably to the police when told of 
negative davelopments in their case, e.g., that investigation would be sus
pended 01' that their stolen property was unlikely to be recovered (although 
robbery victims tend to be less troubled about this prospect than do bur
glary victims). 

• Most victims tend to respect or accept the exercise of professional judgment 
by the police or prosecutor's office. 

• Even though distressed by the nature of the information feedback from the 
police, few victims would act to redress their grievance. 

• The means of information feedback is only of incidental concern to victims. 

To the extent that our survey results may reach beyond the confines (If ".'lr small 
and. special sample, they broadly underscore the belief that there exist.. "strong 
market for information feedback to victims from the police. But they also tend to 
confirm the view that giving unfavorable information to victims creates undesirable 
reactions in attitude toward the police in some of these victims. (We have no evi
dence ofhClw widely the feelings of resentful victims might be propagated among the 
general pUblic.) Finally, our results suggest that other repercussions from informa
tion feedback, of which the police are sometimes apprehensive, are of slight signifi
cance. Few victims, no ma.tter how much distressed by information coming to them 
from the police, would act inimicably to police interests. Reduced to its most rudi
mentary elements, this is how the balance between advantages and disadvantages 
of information f~edback to victims is seen in our survey. 

------------------~----------~ ... ----- --
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Chapter 10 

THE INVESTIGATIVE STRIKE FORCE 

In previous chapters we have examined the investigative function in the reac
tive mode, i.e.,' how investigators respond to reported crime. We have seen that 
solving crimes is not a significant part of the investigator's job. However, some 
departments organize part of their investigative force to respond proactively to 
crime, i.e., to be present when the crime occurs. Chapter 4 described the rationale 
and operations of some typical units of this type, the investigative strike forces. In 
this chapter we discuss the potential advantages and disadvantages ofinvestigative 
strike forces, and evaluate the performance of two such units based on their perfor
mance to date. Data for this discussion are based on documents and records compiled 
by the units, review of their cases, and interviews with strike force investigators. 

GENERAL EVALUATIVE APPROACH 

The principal difficulty in evaluating strike force performance lies in identifying 
their unique contribution to overall department performance. Given that some of 
the department's brightest and most aggressive investigators are assigned to a 
special unit, relieved of case loads, and provided with special resources such as 
informant funds, special cars, or radios-there is no doubt that such a unit will make 
arrests. The critical question is: How many of these arrests would not have been 
made if the investigabrs had not been operating as a special unit? In some instances 
the strike force is routinely given credit for an arrest that could just as easily have 
been made by the patrol force-simply because the strike force got to the suspect 
first 01' were the only ones given the assignment. For their own evaluative purposes, 
police departments have assembled various data to determine the strike force's 
impact. Crime rates, clearance rates, and total arrests are the data most frequently 
cited. 

A primary objective in establishing these strike forces is to reduce the incidence 
of a particular type of crime-usually robbery Dr burglary. This reduction is sup
posed to result from the containment offrequent: offenders by arrest and prosecution 
and thr(mgh the deterrent effect which the unit's activities, dramatically publicized 
by the press, are expected to have. Therefore crime trends-especially when they 
show a decrease-are usually cited as an indication. of the strike force's success. 

The problem with this approach is that many other dynamic factors also affect 
crime rates in some unknown way: employment, social attitudes, populadon shifts, 
changes in the commercial characteristics of the area, sentencing prac\.:\ce, other 
police programs, etc. Even if all of these other factors are measured, we still have 
no models that allow us to sort out their differential impacts, nor sufficient data 
points to do it statisticallY. Even when a dramatic shift in crime trends follows the 
introduction of such a strike force, there is canse to suspect the result. During the 
first year) the impact of the program is usually quite low because procedures need 
to be developed and personnel selected. Also, containing offenders will have had 
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little time to take effect. Where dramatic reversals in reported crime rates follow 
the introduction of a new unit, the most likely explanation of the shift is some 
change in reporting practices, changes in other areas of police operations, or a 
temporary deterrent effect caused by the offender!s uncertainty concerning the 
novel policing techniques introduced. 

Clearance rates and arrests suffer from the disadvantage that they reflect the 
activities of the entire department and not just the strike force. An increase in 
clearances may reflect improved apprehension efforts, changes in crime trends, or 
increased attention devoted to clearing up old cases as a result of current arrests by 
other units. 

Even when a.rrests are made by the strike force, it cannot be assumed that they 
would not have been made by some other unit. The regular patrol force or investiga
tion units often use strike force members as a special resource that can be tapped 
for malting arrests! simply because they are readily available. A more, accurate 
pictt),re of the strike force contribution to overall apprehension efforts can only be 
obtained by examining each arrest they make and distinguishing those cases in 
which their special attributes! were actually used from those in which they were 
simply fJnctioning as a special arrest detail for another unit. 

The following discussion presents a detailed description and performance 
evaluation of two such units, the Strategic Oriented Project (STOP) Robbery Unit 
in Miami, Florida, and the Suppression of Burglary (SOB) Unit in Long Beach, 
California. In addition to examining evaluation data prepared by these units, we 
examined a sample of cases from each one in order to determine the unique role 
played by strike force officers. 

MIAMI-STOP ROBBERY UNIT 

In 1971 the Miami Police Department received LEAA funding to expand its 
Criminal Investigation Section. The funds were earmarked for a crime specific 
robbery control project, and portions of the money were subsequently used to form 
a tactical robbery strike force, the STOP Robbery Unit. The initial results of the unit 
were encouraging, so that a STOP Burglary Unit was soon developed. The goals of 
the Miami units are similar to those of other strike forces; that is, to use the 
additional manpower to engage in activities designed to prevent and suppress rob
bery and burglary. 

These two units have a combined authorized strength of one captain, 2 lieuten
ants, 4 sergeants, and 25 detectives. The project director was given authority to 
select any officers from the department. Selection criteria were based on past perfor
mances indicating investigative ability, knowledge of robbery and burglary offenses, 
initiative and desire, minimal use of force, and ability to work with a minimum of 
supervision. 

To orient and familiarize the officers about robbery and bu.rglary procedures, the 
goals of the unit, and how to use the various criminal information files within the 
Department, they attended two seminars, one conducted by a local college and the 
other by the Miami Police Department. Additional in-house training was provided 
in flash recognition procedures to assist in spotting wanted and known felons. 

1 Informant tip, surveillance, background investigation, etc. 

, 
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The tactical units work for neither the patrol nor the robbery and burglary 
details. The squad ofilcers do not exercise operational supervision over field patrol 
officers at crime scenes (as traditional investigators do). The STOP Units are not 
assigned a caseload, but are available to robbel'y investigators for assistance in 
investigations without normal chain-of-command approval. 

These two units, although they operate in a manner similar to other strike units 
in their use of surveillance, undercover, and stake-out tactics, work much more 
closely with the regular robbery and burglary investigators than is evident with 
some other strike fbrces. The STOP Units operate less on information received from 
informants and undercover operations and more on the leads developed by the 
traditional investigators. Frequently, once the investigator has identified. the sus
pect and a warrant has been issued for his arrest, the STOP Unit will dedicate its 
additional manpower reSOUl'ces to locating the suspect and serving the warrant. 

The following case typifies the coordination and working relationship that exists 
between the STOP Robbery Unit and the traditional robbery investigators. 

A black, female cashier at a loan company reports a robbery of $400 cash 
and $1600 in checks. A robbery investigator responds to the crime scene and 
speaks with the victim. The victim's statement is very vague and at times 
inconsistent. She states that two black males approached her, pulled a gun 
and demanded all the money. There were no witnesses to the crime, and the 
victim said she was too shaken to notice any of the physical features of the 
perpetrators. 

The robbery investigator interrogates the victim further and is suspicious 
about the circumstances of the robbery. He asks the woman to take a poly
graph test, which she submits to and fails. The victim subsequently confesses 
to the robbery investigator that the robbery was not l'eal, but alleged, and 
that she had conspired with two of the men she was living with to falsify the 
report. The victim does not know where the two men are now, but she gives 
the robbery investigator their description. 

The robbery investigator gives all ofthe information to the STOP Robbery 
Unit. The STOP Unit conducts a stakeout at the victim's apartment for a 
week, at the end of which the two perpetrators appear, and are arrested by 
the STOP Robbery Unit at the scene. 

Trying to locate an idetltified suspect often requires that the strike team use the 
department's well-developed Criminal Information Center, which maintains a varie
ty of files designed to let the officer retrieve as much information on individual 
offenders as possible, including physical charactel'istics, MO, past records, nick
names, friends, etc. With this information, the strike team may then put a Iltail" on 
the suspect or friends of the suspect, or possibly conduct stakeouts at locations he 
is known to frequent. 

The purported advantage of the Miami strike teams is that since they are not 
responsible for a case load, they are available to Hwork the streets," locating iden
tified suspects. Most often, the strike teams have served as manpower extensions for 
the regular investigative divisions, making it possible for the department's inves
tigative effort to include not only identifying suspects, but becoming more actively 
involved in their apprehension. For example, one of the first activities of the STOP 
Robbery Unit was to serve outstanding warrants. When they began operation, they 
found over 760 outstanding robbery warrants had not been served, 120 of which had 
been issued by the Miami Police Department. The 120 warrants were divided among 
the STOP ofilcers. Each officer compiled a dossier on the wanted suspects (photo~ 
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graphs, criminal history data, defense attorney, 'name of bail bondsman. etc.) and 
then proceeded to arrest 85 of the 120 suspects. 

Apprehending identified suspects is one of the most crucial functions of the 
STOP Units. Very frequently, traditional investigators, overburdened with growing 
caseloads, are not able to make more than a cursory attempt at apprehension. With 
the STOP Units, the department is now able to make a concerted effort to apprehend 
identified robbery and burglary suspects. It is hoped that an immediate arrest of 
suspects will cause a reduction in recidivist offenses. 

With extra resources and funds available, strike teams are frequently able to 
purchase special crime control equipment. The equipment needed and purchased by 
these various units dUIers, depending on the functions of the tactical torce, but very 
often includes sophisticated surveillance gear, unmarked cars, and special photo
graphic lenses. Miami's STOP Robbery Unit has experimented with several pieces 
of experimental equipment since the operation began. One of the most unt,lsual was 
their Bait-Pack experiment. They placed 50 bait-money packs in commercial estab
lishments which were selected by the computer as repeated robbery targets. The 
Bait·Pack is a pyrotechnic device which is disguised as a pack of money in a cash 
register until lifted from its metal plate, which triggers a timing device. Four 
minutes after activation the device explodes, dispersing red smoke which distracts 
and upsets the thief, calls public attention to his actions, and stains the money and 
clothing. This system is not particularly sophisticated, but it has attention-getting 
potential from the media and the general public. The STOP Unit thought the 
publicity generated made the item psychologically effective in preventing robberies 
and appeared to provide merchants with peace of mind, as well as aiding apprehen
sion of robbery offenders. In addition, an unexpected result was the deterrent effects 
the packs had on employees who were in the habit of stealing the company's money 
and claiming a robbery. 

In this analysis we are primarily concerned with the six-man tactical robbery 
squad that continued to operate as a hybrid plainclothes patrol/investigative unit 
for the first 27 months ofthe-project-from October 1, 1971, to December 31,1973. 

During STOP's first 27 months? its operations allegedly produced a number of 
positive benefits for the depmrtment. Because STOP was responsive to all robbery 
calls, one of the first benefits derived was improved quality in reports by the first 
uniformed officer on the scene. Another benefit was the atmosphere of cooperation 
between uniformed and detective bureau personnel which transcended the tradi~ 
tional division between these two sections. 

It had been anticipated that this squad, being a group of well-dressed (suits and 
ties) officers driving new rental cars, without a case load or subject to routine caUs, 
would create an aura of elitism and would evoke jealousy. Allegedly however, 2 the 
squad officers went to great lengths to voluntarily respond immediately to all types 
of calls to assist field ofilcers and performed in other ways as assistants to the robbery 
investigators. The result was that the STOP Squad soon gained the respect of both 
field officers and detectives. 

Also, assignment to the robbery office presented an opportunity for squad mem
bers to free up information flows between themselves and l'obbery investigators. 
Informant solicitation, ordinarily a very difficult task, began to flow rather readily. 

2 Filial Report of Robbery Contm/ Project, City of Miami, Florida Police Department, January 1975. 
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Many persons with whom squad members had had contact prior to.b?i.ng assigned 
to the squad regarded their new, position as one of trust and responsIbIlity and soon 

began to offer leads. 
Concentration on areas that were most apt to be robbery targets was done 

through computer printout and an extensive analysis of robbery patterns. ~s the 
squad increased in proficiency and became more aware oft~e modus operandI ~ft~e 
active robbery offenders, it became a natural course of actIon for thenl to assIst 111 

l'obbery oriented homicides. . ' • 
In the sixteenth of a series of truck hijackings, the truck drIVel' was the VIctlm 

ofa homicide. Shortly after responding to the scene of the crime, homicide investiga
tors called the robbery office where the robbery STOP Squad was being briefed 
before beginning their tour of duty. In previous weeks the truck hijacking pattern 
had beel1 studied, information developed, and six potential suspects selected. All 
three teams responded to the scene ofthe robbery-homicide with i~format~on a~out 
these six potential suspects, including their pictures. Four of the SlX were ldenbfied,' 
as the individuals who had committed the crime. 

Squad members also used video cameras and 35mm still cameras, and when they 
saw groups of suspects known to be active, would. stop, p~int a came~'a, ~nd ta~e 
pictures or feign taking pictures. When c~ncentratlOn oftlus type was 111stIt~tted 111 
high crime areas, a significant decrease 111 the number of expected robberies was 

frequently observed.a 

Impact 
During t.he four years immediately preceding the instigation. of the project, 

robbery offenses had increased at an avel'age annua~ rate exceed~ng 25 percent. 
During the first 27 months of the project a substantIal decrease ~n the reported 
robbery offense rate did occut'. In 1971, robbery offenses (2,829) declmed 1.3 percent 
compared to previous years. In 1972 and 1973 the rates of decline were'9.6 percent 
and 6.4 percent, respectively.4 The project was acclaimed a. success. . 

However, by 1974 the robbery offense rate was no longer on the decline •. By 
October the department was reporting a 35 percent increase over the same time 

period in 1973.5 
. ' 

Total departmental clearances and arrests showed a conslstent pattern of m-
crease over the life of the pI·oject. The clearance rate increased from 17.6 percent 
in 19710 to 26.2 percent in 1973. Robbery arrests increased from 408 in 1971 to 526 
in 1973-a 29 percent increase. During 1974 clearances and arrests appeared to keep 
pace with the growing crime rate. 

nuring the first 15 months of the pl'oject, the six-man STOP Unit made 367 

3 Snch blatant harassment ot' "suspicious characters" withQut probable CaUse clearlY raises civil 
liberties issues which the community and courts must carefully consider. 

• According to the FBI's Annual Reports, s~bstanti~l decrea~e.s in ro~bery .offense r~tes we~e being 
reported in abont one-third orthe nation's m~jor counties and cltles dunng thlS same time period. T~.? 
national rate 01' change for robbery offenses III the years 1971, 1972, a;'\d 1973 were + 11, -3, and +2, 
respectively. . ~ The Uniform Crime Reports 1974 Preliminary Annual Release shows that the nal10nal robbery 
offense rate increastld by 14 pet'cent. in 1974. 

U During the previous eight years, the robbery clearance ~ate had ahown considerable random fluctua-
tion between a high of 30.0 and a low ot'14.1. It wns 24,5 m 1969, 
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folony arrests, 7 of whic? .168 were fol' robbery. During 1973 they made 280. This is 
a fe.10ny arrest producttv1ty of\~ppt'oximately 4 arrests perman pel' month, During 
thelr first 15 months, the unit also conducted 809 on-scene investigations 365 sta.ke-
outs, and 741 field interviews.a ' 

During the fits,t halfo£1974, aftel' the unit was expanded to 12 men, it continued 
to average approxlmately 3.9 arrests per man-month. However, dudng the months 
of July, Au%ust, and Septe~lbel', a new policy was adopted of providing surveillance 
tea~s t~ SIt on stakeouts lU suspected premis?s.tI During August and September 
~ole than l?OO man-hours were devoted to thIs stakeout activity, which resulted 
l~ only one 1l1tercepted robbery and arrest. The arrest productivity for the squad 
dIpped to an average of 1.75 felony arrests per man-month. 

. In a satnple10 ?f 30 rob~ery arrest cases examined by our staff, the STOP Rob
bery officers. were mvolved 111 11. However, in 9 of these arrests, the s'rop officers 
~e;e executmg an'est warrants resulting from regular detectives' investigative ac
t~vlty. In another CMe) STOP Robbery men were accompanying the assigned inves
tlgator when he made an arrest. Apparently in only 1 case out of 11 were STOP 
Robbery officers operating on their own initiative (il'll'eSpOnse to a description of the 
suspect, an establishment he frequents, and the names of his associates) when they 
apprehellded a suspect. 

Interpretation 

W~en Miami began the project, they had both an unusually low arrest rate!! for 
l'obbenes (0.17 compared to a national average of 0.33) and a high offense rate (744 
~ompared to a national average of 235 offenses pel' 100,000 popUlation l2). These 
figures would appear to in.dicate that either Miami has a somewhat uniqntl t'obbel'Y 
problem or that they hav~ been less effective than most other cities in dealing with 
It. We suspect the former IS at least partially true. Our review of cases suggested that 
there were fewer cases in which the victim and suspect were previously acquainted 
th~n ~e have enc?untered e~sewhere. These victim identifications can account for 
a slgmficant fraction of the arrests. 

Wha~ever the re~sons, th: STOP Unit was apparently more successful than 
oth?!' U?ltS had been 1.n .executmg al'l'est warrants, which undoubtedly accounts for 
thelr hIgh arrest actiVIty. We are still unsure why other units were unable to 
c~mp~ete these arrests 01' whether the STOP Unit's success was due primarily to the 
tIme It had to devote to such arrests, as opposed to other activities it performed to 
~et up the a1'l'es~. In 90 percent of our sample robbery cases, the STOP Unit arrest 
Involved executiOn ?fa warrant reSUlting from work of regular investigators. If the 
STOP men are nothmg more than legmen for the detectives, then these arrests alone 

D 
1 Miami Police Robbery COlltrol Project, Atlrlltal Repol't 71-DIM061 City of Miami Floridn porc 

epartment, App(mdix III, p. 26. ,,1 e 
II Ibid . 
o This policy Was apparently adopted to sooth the public, primarily the small business community 

rathel' than because the police thought they would make many arrests. ' 
~o The sample consists or a random selection of cases assigned to either or two robbel'y d'tectives 

?ur\l~g ~973 or 1974. Cases were limited to these two detectives so that they could be interview~d to !ill 
In mlssmg data. 

II Fraction of cases resulting in an arrest. 
I~ Most big city robbery rates appear consistently hlghC/' than the Mtional average. 
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. ust be ibtmd to distinguish those 
arc no cleUt' measure ofthl'~l' "alt~e, StOl:1ermI):~~:1~~fil1 would 110t have been able to 
at'rests which the regulul' 1I1'1es 19U. OJ 0 

make on his OW~1' '1 R bb.' Control Pl'oject on crime rutes is dHI\cult to 
1'he OVel'nlllmpuct of t '\~ ~ elY l'o'ect initially did have a large impact on 

interpret. One could arg~e tl~at, t~).e p J I' time as either external factol'S CL1US(jd 
robbery offense rates, wln:h citml1l1shed ~v~I1 de's became rtlot'e used to the projec~; 
an increase in the undel'lymg buse rate or 0 en r 

and its detel'l'ent ef{e~t leSSCl~~db that the robbery offense rate is determined by 
Another explanatIOn CO? e, L t the initial decrease was simply a 

fnctol's beyol\d the teach of the poltce, and ~ha , . be found in the fact that 
lortuitous coincidence, Some support (Ol'dth~~ theOlY c~~!ore the project was fully 
the trend in robbery ofHmses began to ec me even 
op<,>rntional (1971), 

LONG BEACH-SUPPRESSION OF BURGLARY (SOB) lJNI'f 
. . . t fb 'glaey hl its city, the Long Beach 

Aflel'. recogt,llzing the l'aPl(n~ \'l~~ns ~'a ;9~2 ~l supplement its burglary contl'ol 
lCnlifornU\) Pollee Depm'tment eCI: 111 • Theil' a l'oach was to develop 
cUbrts by developing u dua~ {'a~t ~~ctlCal,~~~'I~I~eo~?~~~ s€pal'at~~eams, The first team 
a BlU'giury edine PreventIon nl, conslS I, , l'ev~ntion measures, This team 
of /ive police ofJict>l'S concentrates on ~l\Igl~tY P "t s stems distributes 
condncts pt'opert~ id~n.ti/icat.ion campmgns~ l~~~~e~~~~~~'~~;~s ~h~ed at ~ecuring the 
burglary prevention htel'atme't?t1;d cond~t~~~ity that are particularly susceptible to 
coopel'lltion of those elements 0 ne corm 1 

bmglaties. , U 't 1 sists of 11 POliCB ofikol's who 
The second team in the Crime Pl'eVentlOll

t
, ~\t~ COT111e Suppression of Burglary 

'bi ~, 'essing bUl'glul'Y ao IVl les, , are respollSl e lOt SUPPl, , " fully recruited from the narcotlCs, 
(SOB) Unit is made

l 
~p of ,olfhdcel'<~'l:;OIY~~ ~~lee ~1~1~ in the unit always work in plain. 

vice. bUl'glnl'Y, am J\.1Vel:l e v, '" ' 

Clot~~::Il~p\::t~l:f ~~~cf: :'~~~rny o~ e~\~,~:,:\~~ ;;: :t~~;~e ::.~::.~;.u~[~r u~i~ 
burglar by l'educl,I1g t~le ~~ln1~el ~r a.v~n; infol'mation from the relationships they 
attempts to do ~hlS pl'lman y Y reCelYl. , 1 ted activities, The LEAA 
cultivate with informants about ~u~glal'S, f~nc~~~~:~d ~\~:ey f~r paying informants 
grunt t!U.l~ SUppOl'~S the

O
· SOBt~nlt .1t~:C~f~~:~nformation on such activities) they 

fot' valtd mfol'matlon. nce 10 tuu r, t a stakeout at an anticipated 
will often put a tail on the suspected oHender, c~nduc 1 t sold or stored rrheyalso 
target, 01' ra~d.a location. whe:e stoledll

l 
Pl'ol:~~;'e~ ~~l~:r~ they try to match al'ticles 

frequently VISit pawnshops or secon lan , 

being sold against reported st,ole~l:roPt·~~l'l.ant All officers must l'epot't into the 
The unit is closely superVIse Y a ~e ' 1 ave to work in the field, 

SOB headquarters every n\ot'lling, ~hd ~lgn, o~ Wh~ll t~~Yb:-for what pl\l'POS~, and 
When they sign out they must ~peClfY \~:l~ !fl~:~ :~~'des a police radio with him, 
the specific case they are ~V01~.U1(\On. he is expected to report to the lieutenant. 

~~~h~U:'~~:~~~~.~~:: ~~:n:~~~ ~~~ ~~~;~~r~:!:~n~!s~h:,~: t~n d~i~:~~\~: 
does not usually be,c?me mvo 'k: m l~ \he men are kept busy, the lieutenant is 
of his Ulen. In addltlon to rna mg sure . 
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responsible fbr assign.ing all incomit1g leads for follow-up hwestigatiol\, pl'ocessing 
all recovered property, compiling monthly statistics On the unWs nctivities, und 
making certain that the officers ure prepared to testify in court, 

'rhe SOB Unit maintains several offendel' lUes, including MO, vehicle descl'ip· 
tions, nicknames o{' burglars, locations or {'ences, and the names or sllspected but'
glars and fences, Each evening the SOB olIicers return to heudquurters and dictate 
daily notes, which recapitulate the o!Iicer's work and the inJormation he obtllincd 
thnt day, 'rhese notes are subsequently transcrIbed, and the pertinent information, 
either regal'ding a particulat' case ot' a suspect, is entered into the appropriate 
o1IEmdel' fHe. 

The SOB Unit opet'ates as a separate unit within the police department, Al
though a vet'y tightly knit group among themselves, the unit does not work particu
lady closely with l'egulal' burglary investigatot's, It does not nOl'mally rely on leads 
provided by the burglm'y investigators, but llses its own innovative tactics for gath· 
edng intelligence-pt'imarily infbl'n1£1l1ts and undet'cover operations, However, if 
ihe burglary unit thin.ks they have a suspect but don't have the time to follow it up, 
they may ask the SOB Unit to put a surveillance on the person, 

'1'he additional funds avaUable to the stdke force often make it possible to 
experiment with intlOvative equipment and/o1' other cdille control tactics, Although 
only a year old, the SOB squad has developed sevel'al unique programs, During 1974, 
the unit operated a secondhand store where members of the Unit knowingly pur
chased stolen property {i'om burglars. All o{' the transactions were recorded on a 
videotape machine hidden in the store. Not only did this experiment enable many 
burglarized persons to get their pl'opet'ty back, but it also exposed many of the 
burglars in the local community to the police depal'tlbent, Nineteen burglars were 
arrested as a result of this experiment. 

The SOB Unit was also lnstl'umentul in putting into action a plan to combat a 
particularly sedous problem in their area, which until this time had been recognized 
but not dealt with, Many 0alif'01'l1ia police departments recognized swap meets as 
places where many fences wet:e selling stolen merchandise to the public, The SOB 
Unit formed D. Swap Meet Task Fot'ce and l'aided several ofthese locations, cot1fiscat· 
ing stolen property. These raids substantiated the belief that swap meets were 
serving as outlets ror stolen property, and the unit has since begun to engage in a 
serious regional effort designed to limit such activities. Not only has the task {'orce 
recovered a considel'able amount of stolen property (over $100,000 in two swap meet 
raids), but t.he unit feels that the widespread pUblicity surrounding the swap meet 
raids has served to discourage some fences from selling stolen property in this 
manner. The SOB Unit has received national attention for their unique efforts to 
combat this pal'ticulady serious local problem, 

The overall impact of the SOB Unit during its first three years can be observed 
from the figul'es in Table 10·1. Total annual arrests increased from 167 in 1972, to 
291 in 1974. This apparently increasing trend is due to the fact that the unit 
operated for only nine months in 1972, and for most of that period with less than 
eight men, In 1974 the size of the unit was increased to ten, 

Overall arrest productivity is better examined by looking at the average in
dividual officer's performance, which in 1972 was 3.2 f(~Iony arrests per man-
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'rable 10-1 

SOB UN!'!' PIWDUC'l'lVl'l'Y 

rrotnl urrcsts l. I , ........ t \ ••• \ I •• , t t • , ~ • 

Arresttl por \nllll"rtlonth •.•.•..••...••..•.. 
P<!rc(llllngc of cllses filed as felonies •••.••.••.. 
Percolltlllto or IIrr.ests for burgltn'Y or \'ee(!iving 

stO\O\l properLy l"""" ~ , •• - I •••• , ••• 
Avoyngo monthly vnluo of recovered stolcn 

proparty I I I , • I I I •• It. , f • I ••• , , •• ~ .. , 

...... _---
UNino mOllths. 

bEllgh t months. 

Orroll months. ," 

1972\\ 

167 
3.2 
40 

54 

$20,000 

1973b 19711° 

226 291 
2.4 2.4 
41 80 

·14 52 

$10,500 $23,000 

month. IU In 1973 and 1974 this figure declined to 2.4, which might be due to any of 
the following expltmatiol'l,s: (1) T'he high arrest l'ate during the first year was u ra~'e 
statistical fluke. (2) If tho very best men hud been, initially selected to man the uJUt, 
manpower changes over time might dilute the average ct\pabi1i~y of the llI:it's 
ofIlcel's. (3) Criminals may have adjusted to the unit's novel tech01que ot· the hrst, 
al'l'csts represented the easy cases. . . . .,. 

rrnble 10.1 also shows that the high at'rest productlVlty was mamtamed wlthout 
sacriflcing the quality of arrests and that the unit's avel'Uge monthly property 
recovery rute fluctuated between $10,000 und $23,000 over the. three ye?l's, 

Examination of similar units in the past has shown that theIr u1'1'est bgurcs a\'e 
olten influted by allowing thel1'\ to make many simple al'l'ests which some other 
police unit could just as easily have made. To test that possibility in the case of'SOB, 
we examined a sample of 48 cuses, two cases selected at tandom from each month 
in 1973 und 1974, 

'1'he SOB Unit maintains a log containing an enh'y lor every art'est it makes. 
These entries provided the basis for the summa~'y figures reported earlier: 

A case is established and an SOB number assIgned only whell ull arrest mvolves 
some investigative effort on the part of SOB 01' when it migh~ be of interest later. 
Arrests in support of othel' units, pickup arrests on obsel'vatlon for non-burglary 
offenses, or tU'l"ests of fugitives are not likely to become SOB cases becuuse they 
require no unusual efforts on the part of'SOB ofilcel's. 

Il\ our sample of 48 cases, 31 (65 p,ercent) were Hssigned SOB case numbers, Most 
of'the 17 that wel'e not aSSigned numbers involved fugitives, narcotics, Ot' juveniles. 
Of the 31 cases assigned to SOB, foul' were missing from the mes und could not be 
examined. . • 

Each of the remaining cases was examined to determine how the identIficatIon 
and unest of th~ suspect came about. The responsible investigato\' was interviewed 
whero the records were unclear. WEl were primarily interested in distinguishing 
those cases in which the unique chs.racteristics and capabilities of SOB played a 
significant role in the arrest. 

In Assuming 12 months pet 1llnt\'Yl!nl', 
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'rable 10·2 \ 

COMPAlllSON Ol~ SOB AND O'I'm:n AHlms'l's 
- -V(ld!))'JlI 

Poss, PrlSOll 
ltem 'PO lui OT ltollb(.,'y - Durglnl'Y ItS!' i~nrc. t'!SOl11111 -1. son lnitlnted urrelllll 

1.1 Futrol ouscrvllt!OI1 2 1 1 . 
1.2 ROSPO)ld to alarm 2 2 
1.3 lntellsive lnvestlgllLloll 

(MO pl\ttern) 3 1 2 
VI Informnnt :~ 1 1 1 
1.5 SUspect eOlllossion 1 1 
1.6 Personnl knowledgo 2 1 1 

'l'otnl 13 :1 a 8 1 -- ""-~ ..... - -., ... -.. ,~"-",,--i t .... - --I, ... Other nrresls 

2.1 Pickup rererrnl Crom 
2b other unit, Il 8 » 1 

2.2 Rout/no investiglltiun G 1 3 1 1 
'l'olnl 14 1 8 8 1 1 
"P'_~"'-_.'_ - "~""--""\""'-1'--"-.---_""A'_ .-~ .. -- "=0_"""""""-'" ---'I'otlll 27 2 3 16 '1 1 1 

1I0rtOl\ Involvl! problem locating suspect. 

bOno OllSO rcqulrlld tho son IIlVC!SUglltOt to complotc an undereov(,!~ snle or sLololl property 
to justify tho lIrrcst 01' n provlously Idcl1Lificu recclvC!r. 

As Table 10·2 demonstrates, we idontil1ed six cutegoties of' cases in which the 
SOB initiative appeat'ed essential. Patrol observation arrests were ronde as 0 l'esnlt 
of the SOB oflicers) presence on the street in casual clothing. At'l'csts in response to 
alarms came ahout because the unit was monitoring p!1l;l'ol frequencies while they 
cruised the streets, This might possibly be one type of' arrest that patrol could have 
made just as well. 

'1'he intensive investigation arrests resulted from the SOB investlgatorsl assem
bling u gl'OUP of cases that l'eflacted u distinct pattern. 'rhe investigative cUbrt 
devoted to these cases is gl"eatly in excess of that nOl'mally accorded a burglary or 
robbet'Y, 

Informant atTests are made only because an SOB informant has supplied essen· 
tial information concerning the identity Ot' location of the suspect, without which 
the arrest could not have been made. 'rhe suspect confession Ill'rest occlll'red when 
the suspect, who had been wounded in a gun battle, called an SOB investigator he 
knew to give himself up. 

The personal kllf.)wledge cases involved the SOB omcers l making some essential 
COllnection between the reported ofIimse alld a possible suspect. Thirteen or the 27 
cases were classified into one of these SOB initiated categories. 

The remaining 14 cases can be classified as either of the fbllowing two types: 

1, Referral arrest from other units in which SOB is used to effectuate the 
arrest of a previously identified suspect, 
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2. Routine investigation in whit"r,. the SOB officers follow the same investiga
tive steps as would any other police otlicer to make the arrest. Many of 
these cases came about due to a departmental policy of assigning any case 
involving a possible receiver to SOB for follow-up. In mOflt of the cases the 
identity of the possible receiver is provided by a citizen, or a burglar in the 
custody of some other unit. 

Table 10-2 demonstrates that about half of SOB's assigned cases, or 27 percent 
of their total arrests, really represent payoffs from the unique type of illvestigative 
practices that this kind of unit is supposed to employ.1.'heil' other arrests come about 
because they represent a pool of skilled officers, available on short notice to arrest 
identified suspects, or because departmental policy gives them the opportunity to 
pursue some specific types ofleads (pertaini.ng to receivers) developed by other units. 

These findings should not be interpreted in any way as disparaging the efforts 
of' the SOB officers. As our analysis of how cuses get solved has shown, regular 
investigators are seldom abl<: to make aJ.'l'ests in which the identity of the suspect 
is not readily apparent from the facts available at the time the incident report is 
completed. Experimental projects intended to allow the investigators more time to 
investigate cases have not shown any increase in arrests. 'rherefore, the SOB initiat
ed arrests rep1.·esent a real gain in the effectiveness of the department, both in 
suspects apprehended and p'('operty recovered. Whether or not this gain is enough 
to justify the expense ofthe unit and the unavoidable in'\Tasion of privacy resulting 
from its operation is a judgment each departmept, and IGommunity must make fc,L' 

itself. 

Appendix'A 

THE GENERAL LITERATURE OF CRIMINAL 
INVESTIGATION 

. . The tit~es select~d for inclusion in the Bibliography appear to contain worth
whIle reading materIal for the student, police officer, supervisor, or administrator 
interested in the field of criminal investigations. 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION TEXTBOOKS 

Although at first glance there appeal' to be a great many criminal investigation 
textbooks, a closer examination rev"9.b that much of this material is insubstantial 
or outdated. At present only a handful of academically oriented textbooks pertain 
t? the fiel~ ?f criminal in~estigation. O'Hara's Fundamentals of Criminallnvestiga
twn (1970} IS the most WIdely recognized text used by police departments, although 
others such as Weston and Wells (1970,1971) and Leonard (1971) are highly regard
~d. Fundamentals, first published in 1956, discusses the general nature of criminal 
investiga~i?n ~nd outlines elements of proof for each major offense category. The 
la~est edItIOn 111cl~des a long excellent discussion about how to collect physical 
eVldence from a C1'1me scene and how to use the technicalresoul'ces of a criminalis
tics laboratory effectively. 

Despite its preeminence, however, the book has serious drawbacks, probably the 
most damaging of which is that iteontillJ).es to promulgate the belief that investiga
tion is an art and not a science. In the preface the author states: uThe detection of 
~rih1e ls, after all, not a science but an art, whose secrets are not likely to be captured 
111 any great pa~·t between the covers of a book." His adherence to the belief that 
routine investigations are more art than science encourages the idea that criminal 
investigati0n should be guided by individual intuition rather than by a rational and 
systematic method of inquiry, Fundamentals would have a more affirmative effect 
ifit emphasized investigative methods that lifted the detective's performance from 
the realm of artistry and mysticism and that produced procedural rules enhancing 
police ability to identify crimInal offenders. 

O'Hara's statement that no normative criteria exist to judge the success or 
failure of an investigation may also be misleading, because police supervisors em
ploy methods of evaluation daily. A discussion of the management and evaluation 
of detective activities would have been valuable to both supervisors and investiga
tors. 

Despite its few faults, O'Hara's book stands well above other general investiga
tion texts ln terms of its concise yet comprehensive ·nature. As such, it appears to 
be an excellent treatise for introducing police personnel to the fundamentals of 
criminal investigation. . 

Textbooks of this general nature, which attempt to span the fundamentals of 
criminal investigation, are being published less frequently. As the detective function 
has become more specialized and investigation more complicated, textbooks have 
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concentrated on a particular type of cd me or a particular facet of the investigation. 
In fact, texts outlining how to conduct an investigation of homicide, rape, or traffic 
violations are plentiful. However, because departmental procedures vary regarding 
the investigation of particular crimes, most instructors we spoke with during the 
course of the study commented that such texts could only be used to augment 
departmental guidelines and training bulletins. Homicide texts, which are regarded 
as the most comprehensive and practicl'\l, are frequently used this way. 

The dynamic nature of cl'iminallaw, embodying a st(~ady stream of Supreme 
Court decisions adding or modifying rules of law, is undel's,tandably bewildering to 
the individual investigator. To translate judicial decisions int.o standard police oper
ating procedures, lawyers have begun to write texts specifically directed toward the 
police investigator, especially regarding admissions, confessions, and searches. An 
example of such a work is The Supreme Court and the Law of Criminal Investigation 
(Nedrud 1969), For the law enforcement officer, the author contends! IIThis text can 
be considered his complete library." Although this claim is possibly an overstate
ment, the book does encompass two broad areas: Part A deals with Arrest, Sem'ch 
and Seizure, and Part B covers Confessions/Self.Incriminations. A concise summary 
of the law precedes each section, and cross-references are given to the cases in each. 
This combination gives the officer access to related cases that deal with the same 
legal principles. 

'1'he only difficulty presented by this and similar texts is their presupposition 
that the reader is versed in legal terminology. To the average police officer, such 
legally technical reading may be formidable. Nevertheless, this particular text gives 
an excellent treatment of the subject of custodial interrogation; it should provide an 
intelligent investigator with a rich source of information. 

The majority of investigation texts are written by former police officers and 
reflect their biases. '1'he practicality of procedures is usually not an issue, but such 
texts usually emphasize identifying and apprehending the suspect, while the police 
investigator's role in a criminal prosecutioll receives little or no attention. Few texts 
discuss in detail the steps used in the evaluation of evidence, the evidentiary factors 
directed by the prosecution, or how to prepare to testify under the scrutiny of 
cross-examination. This inattention to the Hcase preparation" function encourages 
investigators to accord it secondary importance. The effect is to unnecessarily ham
string or defeat prosecutions. To illustrate this point, one popular text states, ttA 
criminal investigation is unnecessary when the offender is caught in the act." On 
the contrary, an investigation is necessary even though a perpetrator may be ap
prehended at the scene, and texts should instruct the officer on how to properly 
prepare and present the case for prosecution. 

Overall, it appears that criminal investigation textbooks are becoming more 
specifi~ in context, and as such should assist in developing more concrete guidelines 
and procedures for the individual investigator. However, because of the ever-chang
ing natur~ of the relationship between technology, the law, and criminal investiga
tion, other types of pUblications possibly hold more promise. 

ARTICLES 

In the field of criminal investigation, where changes in technology and law can 
take immediate effect, material in textbooks may be out of date soon after it is 
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published. By contrast, police periodicals could ~erve as a timely medium for com
municating ideas, pertinent legal decisions, and techniques. Hundreds of police 
periodicals exist, some containing excellent and practical investigative materials, 
but few are regularly read by investigative persohnel. The reluctance of the police, 
and particularly investigators, to read professional pUblications in part reflects their 
distrust of Cttheory" and underscores their continued reliance on trial-and-error 
street experience. Moreover, distribution of such periodicals in most police depart
ments is woefully haphazard and inadequate. 

An example of high-quality tutorial material that has appeared in relatively 
obscure periodicals over the years is a series of six articles written by Charles Samen 
and published in Law and Order (Samen 1971, 1972). Each article discusses a differ
ent aspect of major crime-scene processing (casting, cOl'roborating evidence, develop
ing invisible evidence, search patterns, and securing and sketching the scene). Writ
ten by a former detective, the articles discuss not only the latest scientific tech
niques, but also the practical problems that arise in particular types of evidence 
collection (e.g., protecting blood from contamination). Regrettably, such current and 
useful investigative material remains scattered among numerous limited-circula
tion periodicals; police personnel would benefit if this material were assembled into 
a single voYume, indexed in depth, and kept current with regular supplements. 

POLICE TRAINING LITERATURE 

Possibly the largest single source of pr'8ctical investigation literature is the 
abundant departmental training material existing across the United States, but 
because fe\'( police agencies allow their training bulletins to be copied and distrib
uted elsewhere, this literature is seldom read outside of the preparing department. 
Normally written by investigating officers, these training pUblications generally 
contain the most practical and easily understood information available. It seems 
paradoxical that they are the most poorly distributed. 

An example of a useful, but poorly distributed, training bulletin is Training Key, 
published twice monthly by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). 
Each issue discusses basic procedures surrounding a single police activity; cumula
tively, since the inception of this bulletin, nearly all facets of a police investigation 
have been addressed (e.g., preliminary examination, follow-up investigation, deve
loping informants, the investigator's report, investigative resources). That investiga
tors could benefit from a source of information such as this, which is constantly 
updated, is patent; but most police personnel are not exposed to it, except during an 
initial training session. At least one publication of this type ought to be currently 
routed to an investigative division to provide investigators easy access to infotma
Hon on the latest advances in techniques and technologies. 

CONCLUSION 

• Although dozens of textbooks focus on police investigation, only a handful 
are recognized by detectiv~s as containing practical information. The 
material that contains the most current and practical investigative infor-
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mation is hidden in obscure periodicals and undistributed training bulle
tins. There is an immediate need to develop a coordinated distribution 
system, where pertinent information can be screened and routed to the 
appropriate individuals. 

• Police are reluctant to read available material pertaining to their profes
sion. The belief that investigation is an art rather than a science, to be 
learned by experience and not book theory, has hampered the development 
of procedural. guidelines and objective research. As results of past and 
current research become more widely known, it is expected that investiga
tive personnel will recognize that their profession can benefit from scien
tific inquiry, and as such, be mOl:e accepting of pertinent literature. 

• The absence of information plilrtaining to the investigator's role in criminal 
prosecution is a great disservice both to the police fi~ld and criminal justice 
in general. Equal emphasis in future literature should be placed on identifi
cation, apprehension, and prosecution. 

Appendix B 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF INVESTIGATION 

To illustrate the daily routine of investigators, this appendix reviews some 
typical and not so typical cases and other instances of investigative work that 
demonstrate investigative policies in practice. They are collected together here for 
ease of reference in the text. 

Playing a Hunch 

The classic detective story begins with a crime and a population of suspects, 
quickly narrowed down through insightfuL deduction- \ 

Of the few cases on his desk this Monday morning, one case struck Detective 
Smith's interest-a technical burglal·Y. In a single night in the same area, a suspect 
had entered seven different apartments of women and molested them to varying 
degrees, except for the last whom he raped. In one case, $10 had been taken from 
the victim's purse. 

Although there was no direct evidence that these entries were the work of one 
man, Detective Smith immediately thought about G. His kinky sexual behavior, 
which had once made an interesting office story, came to mind. 

Acting on this hunch, Smith put together six mug shots and set up appointments 
to interview four of the victims. The mug shots were cal'(:>fully chosen; the picture 
of G was grouped with that of five other blacks. The interviews with victims were 
scheduled as a matter of Smith's convenience. Some he telephoned were not home; 
others worked in areas of town that would be an inconvenient dri"-.'e that day. 

During the remainder of the work day, four victims were interviewed) three at 
their homes and one at work. Certain patterns could be seen in Smith's handling 
of the investigation: 

• Smith was quite solicitous to each of the victims, giving advice on how to 
secure the apartment. , 

• During the day spent with Smith, no notes were taken about the victim's 
responses to the mug shots. And there was a wide variety of responses
with no positive identification. One girl indicated two individuals-one of 
whom was G-who "might have been the intruder." However, these per
sons had Afros and the man she saw was "'athletic, with a short haircut.HI 

This statement tended to confirm Smith's suspicion that G was the offender 
because he had an athletic build and had been recently released from 
prison, which might account for the short haircut. The second interviewee 
was unable to identify the intruder ftom the mug shots; the third immedi
ately pointed to the picture of G, stating, "This is not the man." The :ast 
person interviewed identified K, a man who cvuld not have committed ,the 

\ Certainly one difficulty with mug shot identification is the time lag between the time the picture 
was taken and the time of the crime. Hairstyles, for example, are easily subject to change. 
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offense because he was currently doing time at San Quentin. (Smith discov
ered this information by calling K's probation officer.) 

.. Physical evidence at the crime scene was not collected. The suspect had 
apparently entered one second floor apartment by a rear staircase. Finger
prints were visible in the dust on the banister, but Smith found them "not 
good enough." (ill this apartment, the girl had tentatively identified either 
G or another man as the possible intruder.) In yet another apartment, the 
intruder left through the same rear kitchen window through which he 
gained Emtry. As he was leaving, the tenants heard him knock over a can 
of cleaning fluid and then place it in an upright position again on the 
window sill. Again, Smith dismissed the idea of taking fingerprints because 
ttthere would be too many other fingerpl'intsU (e.g., the homeowners', the 
drugstore clerk's). 

After the intterviews, Smith decided to talk to G. Although G had been checking 
in regularly, at this particular time his probation officer did not know where he was. 
G was also not at home. As it was the end of the day, Smith decided to resume work 
on the case anot.her time: Another time could be any time, depending on the cases 
on his desk tomorrow and his hunches. 

Some Further Observations. The art of investigation as practiced today is in 
many ways solely and completely a one-man operation. Even with the science and 
techl1Ologythat make high-speed data processing a reality, information about crimi
nal activities appears to be noted and disseminated much as it was before the 
computer-by curiosity and word of mouth. With '(modus operandi" only in the 
mind of each individual investigator, solving a crime perpetrated by an unidentified 
person becomes a random process. Either a mental bell is rung or it is not. Did the 
assigned investigator once have contact with a suspect with this type of behavior? 
And does he remember it? Did he happen to overhear another investigator talking 
about a similar type of case? 

The haphazal'dness applies to more than hunches. The reliance on memory 
rather than notes during and about interviews has serious and far-reaching implica
tions. Memory blurs over time, and information becomes garbled or IO;,lt. There is 
no written record of the conduct of a case-either for an eventual prosecutor or for 
use of another detective on this or other cases. 

Worhing a Tough Case 

Within his assigned case load (typically 30 crimes a month), the investigator can 
choose what crimes he wants to w\.;'-'l~. on, when~ and how. Some decisions, however, 
are implicitLy mandated by stat.e statute, In California, for example, a prisoner must 
be released at the end of 48 hours if no complaint has been filed. Thus, cases with 
slLspects in, clLstody get: first priority. 

All detective stories begin with a crime, and this one was not only serious, but 
also quite frightening. Without apparent motive, a man had been pulled from his 
parked cal' outside a restaurant and brutally slashed around his face and chest with 
a broken beer bottle. Although two suspects made a getaway, witnesses recorded the 
license plate of the car, which turned out to be registered to X, currently on parole; 
his last conviction had been for assault with a deadly weapon (ADW). 
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This ADW was assigned to Detective Jones, who ran the check on the license 
plate, and then went to the suspect's home to question and perhaps arrest him. The . 
suspect was not at home. Jones did not put out an alert for the car, but instead left 
his card, with a request that X call him. In the meantime, X was being arrested for 
a robbery in Oaktown. 

Through X's probation officer, Jones learned ofX's arrest in Oaktown. Since the 
robbery charge could not be made to stick, the suspect was released to Jones on the 
ADW charge. The interrogation of the suspect, who was obviously undergoing with
drawal symptoms, began in the car, and continued in the station during arrest 
processing. 

It was a long, slow, and exceedingly frustrating process. Both men were working 
against time. X had already spent 24 hours in custody in Oaktown. In another 24 
hours he would have to be released unless charged. 

Questions were asked and reasked and answers were sidestepped andqompletely 
avoided. 

At first the suspect would admit only that he was present during the assault: 
"Who was your companion?" 
"Don't know." 
Hyou admitted being there. Who Were you with?" 
"I don't know?-I can't remember-Some guy"-etc., etc. 
Each applied pressure to the other. The detective promised to drop the robbery 

charge, trying to sell the suspect what he already had, in the hope that he did not 
know this. 

X, on the other hand, had information Jones wanted. By withholding this infor
mation as long as possible and by promising much needed information, yet eventual
ly delivering only bits, X exercised the only power he had. 

At the same time, during the banter, leads were mentioned that Jones did not 
catch. For example, hours later, after telling a half-dozen obvious and easily refuted 
lies, X stated that he had not participated in the actual assault, but had in fact tried 
to stop it by wresting the bottle from the now "identified" companion, Joe Mendez. 
"Mendez" was someone X se!ved time with-but this means ofidentifying him was 
not pursued. 

The suspect then related that after meeting Mendez downtown, and prior to the 
fight, they had gone to some house for a party.. Again, this clue went unnoticed. If 
the house had been located, it could then have been determined if there had been 
a burglary there (and perhaps more clues), or if anyone at the house could identify 
X. Only after the interview, which lasted most of the day, did Jones contact the 
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation for a rapsheet on X and some 
information on his friend. Had Jones requested it earlier, this background informa
tion on X, which arrived the next day, could have proved a useful psychological ploy 
during the interrogation. 

The last action of the day, and as it turned out; the last action taken on this case, 
was showing mug shots to the victim, who picked X tentatively as the !pan who had 
been there, but had not partidpated in the action. 

Lack ofa chargeable offense meant X was released the next morning. No effort 
was made to put him under surveillance to find out the identity of ((Mendez." The 
case remains unsolved. 
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Wheeliltg and Dealing 

Intel','ogation and informants are two hey weapons in the investi,gator's bag of 
trichs-These attributes are supposed to distinguish him from the patrolman-the 
ability to use olte and to rely on the other. 

When Danny the Burglar was brought to the Beachtown stationhouse, he was 
recognized and greeted by all at the investigatol's' table. A career burglar since 
graduating from high school five years ago, Danny had been arrested many times, 
received a variety of convictions-including several terms in facilities for drug 
addicts-but had never been sent to the state prison. 

Two partially masked men had robbed a liquor store; although they had 
managed to escape, the getaway car, registered to Danny, had been found and 
impounded. Since the burglary had been committed in Oaktown, Danny was to be 
returned therf,: for arrest processing. But before this, Beachtownls investigators 
wanted to question him; he lived in Beachtown and, besides, they thought ofhi.m as 
a good informer. 

From the outside looking in, the efforts to solve this crime resembled an elabo
rate con game. But it was hard to tell who was conning whom. 

From a distance we observed a seemingly triendly and animated discussion 
between Danny and two Beachtown detectives.2 During the course of this, Danny's 
girl had been brought in so thRt Danny could see her-and was being questioned 
separately. We were told that the police had gone to hel' house on the chance of 
finding something connected with the robbery, and had arrested her for possession 
of marijuana. It became apparent later that she was to be used as a counter in 
negotiations with Danny. 

That afternoon, Danny was booked in Oaktown. So far, the upshot of the interro
gation was Danny's denial of participation in the tobbery, and no information about 
the men who allegedly bOrl'owed his car, But as if this were a routine gone through 
many times before, the detectives seemed pleased and quite sure that they would 
get what they wanted. 

The Beachtown detectives drove to Oaktown the follov,'ing afternoon to continue 
the interrogation. This time, after a half-hour interview, they were apparently quite 
successful. In return for his release and that of his girl, Danny promised to identify 
the two men and find out where the robbery goods had been sold. 

In the meantime, having done some investigation of their own, the Oaktown 
detectives were beginning to suspect Danny as one of the actual robbers. Danny, for 
example, had some distinguishing marks on his upper teeth that resembled those 
observed by the victim. When shown the mug shots, the victim did not think Danny 
was the robber because his skin tone was not as dark as that in the picture-not very 
conclusive evidence since pictures can have any kind of shading. 

The Oaktown police were quite ready to pursue the case against Danny, and it 
was with'great effort that the BeElchtown investigators convinced them to release 
him, so that they would get the men Danny identified, the goods, and perhaps the 
fence. Danny was l'eleased, and it, was hard to tell who had really outmanipulated 
whom. 

2 This followed a detective modus operandi of "protecting" informants by keeping their conversation 
confldentinl. 
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On Patl'Ol 

Not all investigatol's get to pick and choose what cases they want to wol'1~ on and 
when. Some depar'tments have patl'Olmen/investigators who LUorh from patrol cars 
rat.her tha,1t deshs. Beats are assigned and when a felony is reported, the approptiate 
inVestigator' is dispatched-

At 9 a.m. Detective Morefield began his day of'cruising the streets in his district, 
an inner-city mostly black area. Today seemed much like other days, and as he 
looked around he felt the old bitterness rising. On street corners and in front of shops 
he Saw small clusters of males and females whom he felt SUre were dealing dl'ugs, 
pimping, and soliciting. 

Many he knew by name, some by reputation, and others because he had tried 
to arrest them before for dealing and crimes of violence of every conceivable kind. 
Although they saw each other, they did not exchange greGtings. Some stated aggres
sively at the police cal', and others tUl'ned abruptly away or went into the nearest 
building. 

The futility of the day already weighed heavily on him. Suspecting that a person 
is dealing drugs does not constitute the "reasonable grounds fat suspicion" that 
allow a search. So, he went on, lithe dealers aren't easy to bust and even if you do, 
prosecutors only take sure wins to keep their nOses clean. And besides, the judges 
let lem all go anyway." 

Ilyou see that mant Morefi~ld said, pointing out a very muscular black in a 
T-shirt. !tHe's crazy." He went on to say that with the exception of murder, there 
was no crime he had not been arrested for, including battery of a police officer', And 
in that case, he went free because when the judge heard that the arresting officer 
had been pushed so hard down a flight of'stairs that he had to be hospitalized. he 
determined that it was "poor police worktl on the part of the officer. 

During the course of the day, ttcrazy'l was the epithet most frequently used by 
Morefield, and he always applied it to people, not to the situation he or they found 
themselves in. 

A call sent him to the scene of a battery. Another investigator had already 
arrived and was talking to an old black couple and their daughter, a girl with 
lemon-colored hair, in shiny slacks, holding a baby; a young boy with a smooth face 
and a sailor's capi a tall) zombie-like fellow of about 25 with a blue hat; and a tall, 
thin, but muscular man of1S who looked more like 25, who had started the commo
tion. Apparently, he had a fight with the lemon-haired girl, during the course of' 
which he had beaten the fellow with the blue hat over the head with a brick, slashing 
open the man's scalp but, surprisingly, not breaking his skull. He had then thrown 
the brick and another one at the man, but missed him. The old couple and the girl 
were terrified. The boy in the cap whispered some information about the perpetra
tor, glancing uneasily in his direction to see whether he noticed the action. He 
reported that the night before the perpetl'ator had had a gun and a switchblade 
knife, but Morefield's search of the man's car produced nothing. 

Morefield returned to ):lis car, leaving the case to the other investigator. He had 
arrested this suspect and Illots like himl' before-and found conviction was almost 
impossible. Not only were there problems with the D.A. and judges, but finding 
effective witnesses was impossible. Either the witnesses were afraid) or they had 
records Ila mile long," so that they would not be believed in court. Besides, they were 
rJl "crazy.1I 
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After several hours of driving, Morefiek! was called to a doctor's office that had 
been burglarized that morning-only one of several typewriters had been stolen, 
and nothing else had been disturbed. The questions that followed were routine, and 
the investigation perfunctory. On the basis of the information gathered, Morefield 
was able to explain to the victims apparently how antI when the crime was commit· 
ted. The burglar probably was on foot (because only one item had been'taken) and 
most likely exited through the backdoor (there were marks on the recently painted 
doorframe). He recorded the names of janitors who had access to the building and 
the serial number of the typewriter, and walked around the building to determine 
~ccess points. Before leaving he told the doctor that the typewriter could probably 
be recovered in some pawnshop, and he admonished all in the office not to touch the 
typewriter stand Ulltil an evidence technician dusted for prints. Privately, Morefield 
stated that there was no hope of finding the burglar and that he had done all he 
could. He regarded the case closed. 

The Itinvestigation" at the doctor's office had once been interrupted by a call over 
Morefield's walkie-talkie that an armed robbery was in progress. Fortunately, on 
this case the interruption did not prove too disruptive to the investigation. Rushing 
from one crime scene to another, Morefield unlocked his shotgun as he was advised 
over the radio that the suspects were fleeing by foot down Paloma. The chase was 
short and ended abruptly after about 10 minutes when no fugitives were sighted, and 
Morefield guessed that they had gone into a house. This meant "it is practically 
impossible to find them." Having m'rived at this decision without contacting other 
personnel involved In the seat-ch, he returned to the doctor's office for a few closing 
remarks, and continued cruising while tape-recording his notes on the case. 

Administrative Details 

In many departments, the organization chart denotes a hierarchy of investigation 
shills. The patrolman visits the scene of each crime and files a preliminary report. A 
senior investigator may malle decisions about follow-lLP and assign cases to the less 
senior investigators-

Senior Investigator Johnson always finds Monday mornings the busiest time of 
the week. Over the weekend, a fairly large vt)lume of reported crime and in-custody 
reports have accumulated for him to process. As one of the most experienced inves
tigators on his team,' his job as investigation administrator is, to process these re
ports, which involves reviewing each case, assigning it to the appropriate investiga. 
tor, and entering each case into his Itcontrollog," which records all active cases 
assigned to the team. 

Among the other cases, he found mOl'e than 20 reported burglaries, all of the 
same ilk: the victims left their homes locked in the morning. When they returned 
in the evening, they found their homes,had been broken into. Losses varied from 
hundreds to thousands of dollars. liThe same familial' story," Johnson muttered as 
he designated none of these cases for follow-up. 

Skimming through the pile, we noted that not one of the reports contained serial 
numbers for property identification. Either the victims did not have this information 
or the patrolmall did not inquire. 

Various administrative tasks stretch out the remainder of the day. As the divi
sipn receives descriptions of reported crimes and arrested suspects from other law 
enforcement agencies, the teletypes are sorted by crime type. Johnson, as robbery 
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coordinator for the division, goes through aIr robbery related alarms, identifying 
material relevant to his district, e.g., crimes by white suspects al'e quite uncommon 
in his district and therefore ignored. Pel'tinent automobile and gUll identifications 
are underlined and distributed to robbel'Y specialists, who are to use their memOl'Y 
to make connections between these items and past crimes. Although much informa
tion is passed to the individual detective, he is given no help in processing it. 

Even though a clerk could easily hal1dle the sorting task, Johnson insists that 
as the most experienced man on the team only he can perform this screening 0:' key 
pieces of evidence may be lost. But tt seems even mot'e true that these tasks must 
have inflated importance to give his job meaning. There must be some justification 
for having the most experienced men in the department daily tied to their desks 
while the rookie detectives are doing the mote sensitive work in the field. 

Occasionally, a citizen may call to complain about the conduct of officers in the 
division. One call concerned rough treatment: as two officers approached a cal' that 
they had stopped for a moving violation, they noticed a revolver above the car's 
visor. As the citizen reached for the weapon (when he heard one officer warn, tlWatch 
out-he's got a gun"), the officers pulled him out of the car and handcuffed him. 

Johnson spent close to a half hour on the phone, trying to appease the citizen 
and promising to reprimand the officers, even though the citizen was somewhat in 
the wrong. 

When asked about his behavior, Johnson explained thnt he was trying to avoid 
a written complaint, which would count as a black mark against the division, and 
to which he would have to make a response that would involve more work than a 
regular investigation. 

For the most part, the day of the senior investiglltol' is filled with administrative 
trivia of the sort that a clerk could perform. The atmosphere of the team l'oom, 
where the investigators work, is one of boredom; the slightest distraction in the office 
grabs their attention-whether it is a good-looking clerk walking to u fil(J cabinet, 
a stranger entering the room, or a cOl1fiscated weapon being passed around and 
admired. , 

Once in a while, one of the team members will consult with the senior investiga
tor about a particular case-but it is not clear whether he really needs help 01' just 
wants to be friendly and maintain contact. Essentially, however, the teams are 
organized to run without administl'ato).'s. Yet day in and day out here sit tho most 
experienced men in the department-monitoring paperwork. 
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Appendix C 

DETAILED TABULATIONS FROM THE KANSAS CITY 
CASE ASSIGNMENT FILE 

This appendix contains tables supporting the analysis of the Kansas City Case 
Assignment File in Chapters 5 and 6. Table C-l shows how the crime types appearing 
in Chapter 5 were defined in terms of the codes used by detectives in Kansas City 
on their case assignment cards, 

Table C-2 is an expanded version of'rable 5·4 in Chapter 5, showing the average 
number of cases worked on per detective per month, The table not only breaks down 
the total workload into its components by crime type, but also indicates how the 
calculations were performed, We classified detectives into groups according to the 
unit they worked in during the study period and the mix of cases they worked on, 
Some officers changed units, and others began work as detectives during this period, . 
In addition, two omeers in the Crimes Against Property Unit were borrowed to work 
on homicide cases for a substantial portion oftheil' time, We counted the number 
of man-months of work performed in each unit and converted this to an average 
number of detectives in the unit, As a result, the number of detectives in a unit is 
not always an integer and may not correspond to a count of the llames on a roster 
of the unit. 

The final column of Table C-2 shows the percentage orcases of the specified crime 
type that were handled partly or entirely by the unit, For example, 82 percent of 
aggravated assaults were handled partly or entirely by the Crimes Against PerSOl'lS 
Unit, The remaining 18 percent were handled by some other unit, almost always 
Youth and Women's, 

Table C-3, an expanded version of Table 5-5, shows the percentage of crimes in 
the Case Assignment File that were cleared, as comparee. to the percentage of all 
reported crimes that were cleared. Some categories of crimes as coded in the Case 
As~lignment File are not directly comparable with categories for the departmeilt's 
tabulations of reported crimes; fol' these categodes it was not possible to calculate 
the percentage of all reported crimes that were cleared. 

'rable C-4 supplements information ill Chapter 5 by showing the fraction of 
casework time spent on various types of' activities, The breakdown is shown sepa
rately for cases in which an arrest was made and cases for which no arrest was made. 
Although the table is organized by detective unit, the figures refer to all time spent 
by all detectives on crimes of the indL.:ated type, These statistics were calculated 
only for selected crime types. As mentioned in the text, time spent in court may be 
underestimated in the Case Assignment File l and this should be kept in mind when 
interpreting the table, 

'rable C-5 shows the relationship between categories of crimes used in the analy-
sis of how cm;!s are $olved (Chapter 6) and the crime types defined in Table Cu!. 
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Table 0-2 

CASELbAD OF DETEC'l'IVES XN KANSAS CITY 

Handled Entirely Total Handled 
by Unit 

Crime Type 

sault 

Homicide (Ui)b 
Homicide 
Aggravated as 
Common [ISS a 
Dead body 
Suicide 
Shootings 

ult 

Robbery (14) 
Bank 
Commercial 
Residence 
Taxicab 
Outside-stree 
Strong arm 
Pursesnatch 
Concealed we 
Miscellaneou 

t 

apon 
s 

Sex Crimes (8) 
Rape 
Felony sex cr 
Kidnapping 

imes 

Total c (3 7) , ' 

Auto (12) 
Theft 
Accessories 
Other auto 

Nonresidential burglary (13) 
Safes 
Other commercial 
Miscellaneous 

Residential burglary arid larceny (11) . 
Residential burglary 
Larceny 
Larceny bicycle 
Theft from auto 

'l'otai (36) 
-. 

Per Month 
Per 

Na Detective 

Crimes Against Persons Unit 

1106 10.53 
42 0.40 

619 5.90 
217 2.07 
192 1.83 

22 0.21 
14 0.~3 

629 6.41 
8 0.08 

191 1.95 
74 0.76 
23 0.23 

165 1.68 
49 0.50 
16 0.16 
35 0.36 
68 0.69 

309 6.52 
209 3.73 
88 1.57 
12 0.16 

2077 8.02 

Crimes Against Property Unit 

1447 17.23 
1252 14.91 

89 1.06 
106 1.26 

657 7.22 
32 0.35 

162 1.78 
463 5.09 

1466 19.04 
1022 13.27 

345 4.48 
31 0.40 
68 0.88 

3570 14.17 

a Nu.mber of cases worked on during May-November 1973. 

bNumbers in parentheses al'l; number of detectives in unit. 

Na 

1176 
55 

662 
229 
192 

22 
16 

755 
17 

221 
83 
29 

194 
73 
24 
37 
77 

345 
238 

94 
13 

2373 

1639 
1428 

101 
110 

853 
.36 

192 
625 

1763 
1234 

386 
63 
80 

4255 

clncludes some miscellaneous crimes not listed in the above categories . 

by Unit 

Per Month 
Per 

Dote('.t.ive 

11.20 
0.52 
6.30 
2.18 
1.83 
0.21 
0.15 

7.70 
0.17 
2.26 
0.85 
0.30 
1.97 
0.74 
0'.24 
0.38 
0.79 

6.16 
4.25 
1.68 
0.17 

9.16' 

19.51 
17.00 

1.20 
1.31 

9.37 
0.40 
2.11 
6.87 

22.90 
16.03 

5.01 
0.82 
1.04 

16.88 

Percentage 
'of Cases of 
Typ~Jn File 

88 
100 

82 
76 

100 
88 
89 

86 
90 
99 

100 
97 
81 
57 
65 
93 
95 

93 
96 
84 

iOO 

88 

91 
95 
78 

100 

93 
97 
87 
94 

71 
89 
8S\ 
44 
67 

83 

( continued) 
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1'able C·2-continued 
-,-

Handled Entirely Total Handled 
by Unit 

" 
Per Month 

'Pel' 
Cl'imeType Na Detective Na 

G enera IA . SSI nment U' mt 

Illcclldial'Y (1.5)b 69 6.57 82 
Arson 60 5.71 73 
Bomb or tiwent 9 0.86 9 

Forgcl'Y, fraud, bUlico (9.5) 658 9.89 691 
Fraud! em bezzlemen L 368 5.53 384 
Fo~gery! counterfeit 237 3.56 251 
Extodion 14 0.21 14 
LUI'ccny by deceit 2 0.03 2 
Bunco 37 0.56 40 

Shopli{tillg and pia//poc/wi (3) 390 18.57 43& 
Shoplifting 222 10.57 25$ 
Lnrcenyathel' 168 8.00 180 

Execu Le tVarraJ1 ts (14) 267 2.72 2ti7 

Tobalc (14) 1509 15.<10 1818 

Youth and Women's Unit/Othel' Units 

Youth aM Women (18) 
PI'otectivc custody 8t) 0,.67 
Incorrigible 115 0.91 
Tl'espnssing 54 0.'13 
Disol'det'ly conduct 125 0.99 
Possession of drugs 92 0.73 
Y·W miscellaneous 190 1.51 
Youth'olher 70 0.56 
Pm'sesna tch 12 010 
Strongllrm 53 0.t12 
Destnictlon (if pl'operty 107 0.85 
tat'ccny commercial J7 0.13 
Larceny bicycle 78 0.62 

Crime t:J1pes usually assigned other IInits 
Aggravated assault 135 1.07 
Burglary residen tial 153 1.21 
Auto theft 69 0.55 
Theft ftom auto 39 0.31 
Larceny 74 0.59 
Shoplifting 213 1.69 
Juvenile escape 67 0.53 
Hunaway 133 1.06 
All other 3111 2.48 

Total (all cases) 2192 17.40 

Missing Perllons Unit 

Missing Persons (4.5) 
Runaway 1044 33.14 
Escaped juvenile 243 7.71 
Attempt to locate 597 18.95 
Lost 219 6.95 
Escaped mental 322 10.22 
All other 9 0.29 

Total 2434 77.27 

a Number of cases worked on du~ng May-November 1973. 
b Numbers in parentheses are number of detectives in unit. 
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54 

127 
95 

193 
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20 
76 

121 
20 

111 

176 
339 
220 

51 
111 
244 

. 155 
330 
551 

3272 

1244 
329 
6.04 
221 
331 

55 

2784 

c Includes somi') mi$cellaneou>:l crimes 110t listed in the above categories. 

by Unit 

Per MO\1th 
. Pet 

Detective 

7.81 
6.95 
0.86 

10.39 
5..77 
3,77 
0.21 
0.03 
0.60 

20.86 
12.29 

8.57 

2.72 

18.55 

0.68 
0.95 
0.'13 
1.01 
0.75 
1.53 
0.57 
0.16 
0.60 
0.96 
0.16 
0.88 

1,40 
2.69 
1.75 
0.40 
0.88 

. \ 1.94 
1.23 
2.62 
4.37 

25.97 

39A9 
10.44 
19.17 

7.02 
10.51 
1.75 

88.38 
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Percelltage 
or Cases of 
Type in File 
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Crime Type Interrogation 

Homicide unit 7.5 
Homicide 

No arrest 2.6 
Arrest 8.5 

Aggravated assault 
No arrest 2.5 
Arrest 11.9 

Common assault 
No arre.;t 4.6 
Arrest 15.5 

Dead body 0.0 
. Suicide -

Sex crlmes unit 6.7 
Rape 

No arrest 3.1 
Arrest 7.5 

Felony sex crimes 
No arrest 6.8 
Arrest 14.9 

Kidnapping 1 
No arrest 

I 
4.5 

Arrest 4.4 

Robbery 12.3 
Bank I No arrest -

Arrest 19.0 
Residence 

No arrest 4.8 
Arrest 11.4 

Taxicab 
No arrest 11.6 
Arrest 23.8 

Miscellaneous 
No arrest 2.6 
Arrest 17.7 

Concealed weapon 
No arrest 36.4 
Arrest 25.9 

Commercial 
No arrest 3.9 
Arrest 12.4 

I 

Table C-4 

BREAKDOWN OF ACTIVITIES ON CASES 

(Percentage of time on each activity)3 

c 

I 
Interview Arrest Arraignment Reports Surveillanc~ l 

36.0 1.3 1.4 26.5 4.7 

35.3 - - 16.0 5.7 
34.0 0.0 1.4 21.9 , 7.6 

47.2 - - 30.5 2.8 
33.1 3.2 3.5 35.2 1.6 

46.3 - - 37.8 5.1 
29.1 6.0 2.1 37.1 • 1.1 
44.1 - - 31.5 0.0 
39.6 i - - 35.5 -
34.1 1.5 2.2 19.2 0.0 

35.7 - - 15.6 0.0 
31.0 2.2 3.8 20.7 0.0 

48.8 - - 23.3 -
39.3 3.7 2.0 21.3 2.5 

42.7 - - 23.6 -
38.5 - • 2.2 20.0 -
31.3 0.0 3.8 27.9 7.2 

35.7 - - 14.3 -
26.7 - 5.7 35.2 -

41.6 - - 26.2 7.1 
30.1 1.3 7.5 29 .. 0 6.9 

. 
22.3 - - 28.6 7.1 
31.6 - 6.2 30.1 -

33.8 - - 22.6 25.2 
34.9 - 9.0 30.8 -

12.1 - - 46.4 1.4 
15.5 3.4 12.1 43.1 -

33.3 - - 23.5 12.8 
26.9 1.6 6.8 26.0 6.0 , 

a May not add to 100% due to categories not shown: warrants, subpoenas, extradition. 

Crime 
ATL Scene 

11.5 5.9 

23.0 4.1 
13.1 6.5 

11.6 5.1 
4.6 3.7 

5.1 0.0 
6.6 1.0 
3.3 19.4 
- 24.9 

28.1 2.2 

41.5 1.9 
24.5 2.8 

16.7 -
8.9 -

16.9 12.4 
23.7 2.2 

6.0 4.8 

14.3 35.7 
1.9 11.4 

5.0 14.0 
6.0 7.5 

30.4 1.8 
8.3 -

2.6- 12.2 
1.0 3.3 

- 1.4 
- -

9.6 16.1 
4.9 8.0 , 
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Table C-4-continued 

-
:. 

~ Crime Crime Type Interrogation Interview Arrest Arraignment Reports Surveillance ATL Scene 
Robbery (cont'd,) 

Pu!sesnatch 
No arrest 29.2 33.3 - - 29.2 - 8.3 -Arrest 25.5 34.9 - 3.0 35.3 - - -Strongarm 
No arrest 9.2 50.4 - - 3:'",8 5.6 7.7 0.0 Arrest 21.6 26.8 2.0 4.9 31.2 2.4 2.6 3.8 Strongarm·outside 
No arrest 5.7 40.8 - - 28.3 7.2 12.4 7.1 Arrest 18.9 27.1 1.4 6.4 31.0 4.1 4.3 2.4 Crimes against vroperty 16.7 28.4 2.0 4.3 24.1 2.5 9.7 7.3 Auto 

Auto theft 
No arrest 4.2 33.9 - - 26.6 2.3 20.7 9.4 Arrest 19.7 15.0 3.1 B.l 27.7 3.0 4.6 3.0 Accessories 
No arrest 7.5 33.7 - 1.6 31.3 - 11.5 6.7 Arrest 24.2 17.8 2.6 6.0 35.6 0.7 2.4 2.2 Other auto 
No arrest 1.3 48.3 - - 37.8 1.3 3.3 &..0 Arrest 7.8 23.5 7.8 11.8 41.2 - - 7.8 Nonresidential burglary 

Safes 
No arrest 3.B 33.5 - - 11.1 0.3 32.5 17.6 Arrest 15.7 29.3 2.2 5.0 16.3 0.6 20.4 7.2 Other commercial 
No arrest 7.8 40.6 - - - 1.5 21.8 8.7 Arrest 21.7 21.5 2.0 9.0 - 0.2 8.7 1.8 Miscellaneous 
No arrest 10.1 32.7 - - 18.6 2.7 25.1 9.1 Arrest 20.3 20 . .0, 2.8 7.5 21.8 3.3 8.2 3.5 Residential burglary and larceny 

Residential burglary 
No arrest 10.6 48.1 - - 24.0 4.6 7 .. 9 2.9 Arrest 24.0 25.8 3.7 6,4 27.8 1.1 3.1 1.3 Larceny 
No arrest 6.9 40.4 - - 23.3 1.0 25.8 0.9 Arrest 18.7 24.7 2.0 3.2 26.7 7.2 9.3 0.8 Larceny bicycle 
No arrest 8.7 .49.2 - - 36.8 - 3.7 -Arrest 27.1 25.9 0.9 1.5 43.6 - 0.5 -Theft from auto 
No arrest 6.3 47.2 - - 32.7 - 11.3 2.5 Arrest 2\1.2 21.5 0.9 , 1.4 40.8 0.9 2.8 -( -, 

" .. .:t~ 

categories not shown: warrants, subpoenas, ~tradition. 
;. 
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-
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-
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-
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Administration 

3.3 

13.2 
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Table 0-5 

DEFINITION OF CRIME CA'l'EGORIES USED IN CHAP'l'ER 6 

Crime Category 

Forgery/fraud 

Auto theft 

Theft 

Commercial burglary 

Residential burglary 

Robbery 

Felony morals 

Aggravated assault 

Homicide 

Cl'ime Types Defined in Table C-l 

Fraud/embezzlement 
Larceny by deceit 
'xtortiO\l 

dunco 
Counterfeit/forgery 
Checks 

Auto theft 
Other auto 

Shoplift 
Larceny from auto 
Bicycle larceny 
Larceny 
Larceny other 
Larceny commercial 

Safe burglary 
Commercial burglary 
Miscellaneous burglary 

Residential burglary 

Banlt robbery 
Residential robbery 
Taxicab robbery 
Miscellaneous robbery 
Robbety concealed weapon 
Robbery commercial 
Pursesnatch 
Strongarm 
Robbery outside-street 

Rape 
Felony sex crimes 

Aggravated assault 
Commoll assault 
Bomb or thr.eat 
Arson 
Other crimes against persolls 

Homicide 
Suic\de 
Dead body 

~ 
II 

I 
I 

I 
I 
-! 

1 
1 
-) 

I 
I 

II 

I 
I 

II II 
II 
f I 
! f 

! I 
II II 
i ~- ~- -- --- -- ~..----

< 
Appendix D 

EXAMPLES OF MODEL INVESTIGATION REPORTS 

This appendix contains examples of three reports that are typically found in the 
cleared robbery case files of Jurisdiction A, described in Chapter 8. This jurisdiction 
was found to be unusually thorough in documenting all facets of a case, and as such 
these reports can be viewed as model police reports. 

The Incident Report completed by the responding patrol unit is shown, as well 
as the Arrest Report which descdbes the evidence that led to the arrest and the 
circumstances under which it was made. Finally, there is an Investigation Report 
which attempts to sort out the accounts reported by the different participants. 

In our estimation, the collection and evaluation ofthls information is extremely 
useful in making an accurate filing decision. The information will also be valuable 
if the participants begin to change their accounts at sume later date. 
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Type of Report I Report No. POLICE DEPARTMENT 
AruIED ROBBERY (211 CPC) 7605581 
Victim's Name (Firm Name if Business) Amount of Loss [!NCIDENT REPORT I 
HARRIS, Keith $ .80 
Residence or Firm Address Res. Phone (or CRINES ACAINS'!' 
102 SANDSTONE BLVD. Firm) NIp o PROPERTY m PERSON 

sexlDesct D.O.B., Social Security No. Occupation Name 'of Ptemises 
M N 05-28-35 224-79-0624 NONE PUBLIC STREET 

Victim's Employer Days Offl Location (Off., Res., St., etc.) Code 
UNEMPLOYED Work Hrs, E/tv ALLEY' slo CALIF. Elo L.A. DD 

RL 
Business Address Bus. Phone How Attacked Code 

GRABBING & STABBING D 
Location of Occurrence Report Dist. Means of Attack Code 

Elw ALLEY slo SEPULVEDA E/O ARIZONA 4" SWITCHBLADE KNIFE 
Occ.on Ho. Date Yr. Time ~:~ 1& IMo'l DatelYr'ITimelDay 

Object of Attack Code 
or Bet. 02 23 74 0130 

Rptd. No Date Yr. Time In~est.unitllnvestigator Asgd: Type Prop. Taken or Obtained 
02 23 74 0200 

Trademark of Susp. (Actions or Conversation), Codes I I I -, 
VICTIM WALKS IN ALLEY, SUSPECT #2 GRABS VICTIM FROM 

BEHIND, SUSPECT #1 ASKS FOR MONEY, STABS VICTIM FL~ES UNK DIRECTION. 

Connecting Report Nos. 
ONE 

Viet. Injured Viet. Removed 
m Yes 0 No to ST. JOAN'S 

o In Custody See Narrative SUS PEe TIN FOR MAT ION 
Suspectfs Name Address Phone Sex I Desc, I DOB/Agel Hgt'

i 
I \~gt. I Hair I Eyes 

M N 34-37 5-4/5 145-50 
Clothing Identifying Characteristics (Build~ Facial Hair, 

BRN Allli'i JACK Comp., etc.) 

VEH1Licens,e No. I State -I Hake and Model Yea~ 1 Type, Ico1or (s) I Ident. Features 

NONE 

CODElR - REPORTING PERSON X - RE'LATIVE 
{of - WITNESS ADDRESS CITY ZIP PHONE/EXT. 

V HARRIS, Keith Sex Desc'. D.O.B. RES. 
BUS. 

Sel\: Desc. D.O.n. ItES. 
BUS. 

Reporting Officer(s) Photo Number Div./Watch Approvec Yes No 
JACKSON, T. L. 2885 ONE 2006 ~ECH.REQ'D. 0 IKJ 
FRYE, R. A. 2828 ONE 
Date/Time 'Diet. Dictated by Date & Time Typed I Typed by I Recorder No '~I Yes No 

02-23-74. 0610 JACKSON, T. L. 02-23-74, 0610 STRICKER, A. PEC.REQ'D. O[l 
ADDITIONAL OFFENSE: ADlv (245 CPC) SUSPECT /12: "SONNY," M/N, 6-3, 195, 18-20 
Offs. dispatched to 905 Sepulveda, regarding ADW stabbing 901Y. Upon arrival Offs. observed 
Paramedics RESCUE ".'1 to be lrendering ~'lle'rgency first aid to a N/N subj. 1yil1S on the ground at 
that location. At that location Officer JACKSON contacted a F/W, 32 yrs., TOKES, Rose H., 905 
tong 113, who related the following. Hrs. TOKES told filing off. she was watching TV when she 
heard a knock on the front door of her apt. Hrs. TOKES further stated she asked who it was and 
the subject LD, himself as Nr. HARRIS, who stated, III want to talk to your husband. II At this 
time Hrs. TOKES awakened her husband who proceeded to the front door and at this time was asked 
by the subj. Hr. HARRIS if he (Nr. TOKES) would transport the above VICrm to the hospital 
because he had been stabbed. Hr. TOKES advised the VICTIM Hr. HARRIS that he could not because 
he did not have enough gas. At this time Nr. TOKES contacted nYERS AMBULANCE, who at:rived at 
the scene a short time later. 

PAGE~ OF_2_ 
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, 
ADDITIONAL l:NFORMATION TO l3E ADDED TO REPORT HAD£ AND 

,FILED COVERING cASE MENTIONED ON FILING MARGIN 

Victim HARRIS, KEITH (NMI) DATE: 02-23-711, SAT •• 0130 

Accused MIN' fl No. 730-0621 

Page 2 -. INCIDENT REPORT--ARMttD ROBBERY (211 CPO) ADW (245 CPO) 

Officer Adison further contacted P~SCUE 4 (paramedics), Who stated that 
the above VICTIM. 1l:ad a puncture wound to the 10we17 abdomen, that he was 
in good condition but had lost a large amount of blood. Officer ADISON 
did not attempt to converse with VICTIM at this time due to the state 
of his semiconsciousness. VICTIM was then transported to ST. JOAN's 
EMERGENCY HOSPITAL by BOWER #2. 

At the hospital Officer ADtSON talked to VICTIM HARRIS, who made the 
following statement to filing officer. VICTIM stated that he had jus't 
left the MEJI CAFE, 112 Atirtona, and was wa1kitlg in an Eastel;ly direction 
in the E/W alley S/O Sepulveda e/o Arizona, when he was gtabbed from 
behind by a suspect 112 known to him as IIS0NNy. 1I VICTIM stated that 
SUSP'ECT (}2 held his arms while SUSPECT 1)1 asked him for his money which 
the VICTIM stated, "All I have is $.80." SUSPECT ill then stated to 
VICTIM, "You're lying. I saw you cash a $10.00 bill at the cafe." 
VICTIM then stated that he told SUSPECT #1 that he gave the money to 
a F/companion prior to his leaving the cafe. VICTIH stated at this time 
for no ,apparent reason SUSPECT 111 stabbed him in the lower abdomen a'rea 
after taking the $.80 in change and fled in an UNK direction. VICT1M 
stated that he walked from the location from which he \~as attacked to 
the address of the CPo 

VICTIM HARRIS stated he has seen both SUSPECT(S) on numerous occasions 
and they are known to frequent the area of J.7th and Alamitos, and 
Anaheim and Lewis. ' 

Officers talked with the Emergency Dr. PAGE, who stated to officers that 
the VICTIM had E!. deep puncture wound on the lower abdomen and would 
require surgery to close the wound. Dr. PAGE further stated that the 
VICTIM would be admitted an~ a specialist would be called to perform 
the operation. 

LOSS: $.80 

Repo'rt by ADISON, T. L. Unit 3. 
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POLICE. DEPARTMENT 

!Report of Arrest 

Case Rep. No. -::-7:-:30;:----::O:-::-6~21"---
Booking No. 621-000 
Opr. Lic. No. None,=-:o-::-::-=-:_ 
Soc. Sec. NQ. -zzr.=79-0624 

Defendant Smith, James nmn ---pate of Atr~st Match 5, 1974 Time~ 
Address 10 Long Avenue, lIla" , 
, H Race Nesro Age '19 DOB 4/20!~lgt. 6-4 Hht • .l:2.Q.Jlair~Eyes...!:?E:!!. 
~iption of Cloth~n tee shirt, brn trouset's 
Occupation maintenance engineer ~lace of Employment~~fes Hospital 
Adclress~io City, Calif. Date of Offense, __ p.:.;r:::.;i:;,;o""r'--____ _ 

Offense ARMED ROBBERY 211 cpc _'_~;-:;-:-:-:-."";;":-:::::-:;;:-;::::::;-::::;:;:::-___ _ 
Where Anested 1025 Long AVenue LA:"""_-:-:"7Where Committed:....-p.:.;r:::.;i::.;;o:..:;r:..-....",,~ __ 
Victim HARRIS. Keith Address 102 Sandstolle Blvd. PH~ 
Address Add res s, ________ ---'PH __ _ 

----------'C;'l!1)RF.iCUiThMic::S'rAN'CES OF ARREST 

ARRESTED IN COMPANY OF: White" Ken 1/666-999 

Defendant arrested after officers itlvestigation indicated he took part in 
and assisted in a robbery (armed) wHh the above listed Incident 
Report 730-0621 and Victim Harris. 

Officer Brown was dispntched 2/1/7(. to St. Joan's Hospital and subsequently 
took an additional information repol't at that iocation from victim ltanil:! ~ 
who was a patient at the hospital in, Room /)343.'l'he victim informed officer 
that he was the victim of a tobbery within the past wCl:1k during which he was 
stabbed with a knife. He informed officer further that due to his severe 
condition and only semi-consciousness. he was unaware whether a rep()1:t: was 
filed at that time or not. He stated, however, he believed he remembered 
SOme police officers asking him questions at the hospital. 

Officer later checked Bl1d ascertained that a repo'rt was filed shortly after 
the armed robbery incident waS taken by Loa Angeles Police Officers at 
St. Joan's Hospital. Officer did find out, however, that at that particular 
t'lme the victim was not conscious enough to relate any suspect information 
widch at the time was supplied to investigating officer. The victim described 
the two SU!lpects as follows: 

1 ... UNe 26-28 years, 5-6/7) 150 lbs. blk hair, brn eyes) mousti.\,{~he, 
1,!}ld goatee, dark gm or blk floppy hal) fatigue army jkt, jeans 

2 Smith, James M Ne 22 yrs, aka: Sonny, blk short hair, brn eyes, 
6wO to 6-2, 175 lbs, blue shirt and jeans NFD, possible living 
on Long between Anaheim and 9th Streets, LA. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE ADDED '1:0 REPORT NADE AND 
FILED COVERING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING ~~RGIN 

Victim Harris, Keith Date Harch S, 1971. 

Accl,leed Smith, James 11621-000 No. 730~0621 

PAGE 1/ TWO ARREST REPORT ARMED ROSllERY 211 cpe 

Officer ascertained that the defendant was residing with his grandmother I1t 
10 Long Avenue and proceeded to that location. Officer Bt'oWl\ in compallY with 
officers Albright and Jackson located the suspect Smith at the Long Apartment: 
and placed him under arrest for the above crime. Defendaltt was adVised or 
his rights from PD Form 300 by officer Brown in the presence of officer 
Jackson and Albright to which he responded yes to both waiver qlle!;ltions. 

Officer advised the defendant of the allegations made against him by the Victim, 
and asked him if he would explain to officers in his own words what happened on 
the night in question. Defendant stated that he knew the victim, und that he I~ns 
in a cafe with the victim on Arizona 'louth of Sepulveda on that: night. Defendant 
stated he was in company of co-defendant White, that the victim, whom he knew, 
was in posseSSion of a large amount of money, around $400.00. Defendant snid he 
and the co-defendant White discussed robbing the victim, and subsequently did so 
a short time later in the alley next to the caf~ .. Qetw~en Arizona and Lewis AVenue 
south of Sepulveda Street. 

Defendant stated he approached the victim from behind, placed his arms under 
the victim's at1nS, and interlaced his fingers behind the victim's neck, rendering 
the victim iuullobile. Stated at this titRe the co-defendant l-lhite removed the money 
that the vtctim had, from the victim's pocket. '£his was found out by them to be less 
than ten dollars. Defendant stated prior to their accosting the Victim, co-deft. 
White asked the defendant for his pocket knife, which he gave him. Defendant 
stated he had no idea the co-defendant White w'as going to use the knife. Stated 
he thought he was only gOing to scare the victim with it. The defendant stated, 
however, after co-defendant White took the money, co-defendant White stabbed the 
victim in the side. Stated at this time he was scared and fled with the co-deft. 

Defendant stated he got the knife back from the co-defendant after the incident. 
The defendant further stated that he knew of co-defendant White's lOcation and 
would take officers there. The defendant did so and co-deft tillite was subse
quently arrested. Ofi'ieer returned to the defendant's residence where the defendant 
turned over to Officer Albright the weapon used in the crime, who subsequently 
placed it into evidence. Defendant booked as charged. 

Report by J. J. OROIo1N 3/5/7(1 1367 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE ADDED TO REPO~r MADE AND 
FtL~D COVERING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING MARGIN 

Victim Harris, Keith (x) - MN, DOB 5/29/39 Date 3/5174 
102 Sandstone Blvd., no phone 

Accused SSN: 669-40-5041 No. C~ #730-0521 
Occupation: Disabled 

Re: ARMED ROBBERY (211) - OCCURRED 2/23/74, 0130 - E/W ALLBY S/OF 
SEPULVEDA, W/OF LEWIS 

PAGE U THREE ARREST REPORT ARMED ROBBE~Y 211 ope 

Office~ ~~.~acted this date 2/28/74 at approximately 1400 hours by the above 
Victim at St. Joan'a Hospital. The victim stated he was robbed and believed 
that a police report had been taken. He stated however he was only semi
conscious when he arrived at the hospitall and therefore, was unable to give 
Officers a full description and account of what occurred regarding the robbery 
incident. 

The victim stated he knew suspect 112 personally by name as he once dated his 
aunt. He stated that suspect #1 was also familiar to him, however, he did not 
kne .... this suspect's nam(!. He described the two suspects as follows: SUSpeCT 
#1) MIN, 26~28 yr8, 5'6/7, 1S0, blk hair, brown eyes, wearing dark green or 
black floppy hat, fatigue Army jacket and jeans, moustache, goatee. SUSPECT 
(12) SMITH, James, AKA ItgcmnyH, MIN 22 yrs, blk shott hair, brown eyes, 6'0/6'2, 
17S I wearing blue shirt and jeans. The vicltim stated he was entertaining a 
young lady 'at the pool hall or bar south of: Sepulveda on Arizona and noted 
thot the suspects were ptesent at this loc~ltion. 

Vict:im stated he \-1as taking this young lady home through the above mentioned 
alley when suspect 112 grabbed him from behind as suspedt 111 went through his 
pockets And subsequently stabbed him with the weapon. He stated both suspects 
fled in unknown direction. 

Victit11 stated he walked southbound on Lewis Avenue to the vicinity of his 
house where he was finally taken to St. Joan's Hospital, and officers 
were summoned. 

Report by J. J. BROWN PWII2 01367 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE ADDED TO REPORT MADE AND 
FILED COVERING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING ~~RGIN 

Victim Ha~ris, Keith ex) - MN, DOB 5/29/39 Date 3/5/74 
102 Sands~one Blvd., no phone 

Accused SSN: 669-40-5041 No. CR #730-0621 
Occupation: Disabled 

RE: ARMED ROBBERY (211) - OCCURRED 2/23/74, 0130 - E/W ALLEY stop 
SEPULVEDA, W/OF LEWIS 

PAGE n THREE AR~EST REPORT ARMED ROBBERY 211 cpc 

Officer contacted this date 2/28/74 at approximately 1400 hours by the above 
victim at St. Joan's Hospital. The victim stated he was robbed and believed 
that a police report had been taken. He stated however he was only semi
conscious when he arrived at the hospital; and therefore, was unable to give 
Officers a full description and account of what occurred regarding the robbery 
incident. 

The victim stated he knew suspect /12 personally by name as he once dated his 
aunt. He stated that suspect #1 was also familiar to him, however, he did not 
know this suspect's name. He described the two suspects as follows: SUSP~CT 
Ill) MIN, 26-28 yrs, 5'6/7, 150, blk ha;tr, brown eyes, ~,rearing dark green or 
black floppy hat, fatigue Army jacket and jeans, moustache, goatee. SUSPECT 
112) SMITE, James, AKA "Sonny", M/N 22 yrs, blk short hair, brown eyes, 6'0/6'2, 
175, wearing blue shirt and jeans. The victim stated he was entertaining a 
young lady at the pool hall or bar south of Sepulveda on Arizona and notl!d 
ths.,;' the suspects were present at this location. 

Victim stated he was taking this young lady home through the above r:,entioned 
alley when suspect 112 grabbed him from behincl as suspect tIL went through his 
pockets and subsequently stabbed him ,,rith the weapon. He stated both suspects 
fled in unknown direction. 

Victim stated he walked southbound ou Lewis Avenue to the vicinity of his 
house where he was finally taken to St. Joan's Hospital, and officers 
were summoned. 

Report by J. J. BROWN PWII2 111367 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE ADDED TO REPORT MADE AND 
FILED C0V~RING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING MARGIN 

Victim HARRIS, Keith Date March 5, 1974 

Accqsed SMITH, James, BN 621-000 
WHITE, Ken, EN 666-999 

No. CR 730-0621 

INVESTIGATION ~PORT 

RE: ARMED ROBBERY, E/W ALLEY S/O SEPULVEDA, E/O ARIZONA, 2/23/74 AT 0130 HRS 

On· 3/4/74 Sgt. Kampbell contacted victim Harris in Room 347 of St. Joan's Hospital. 
VictiM is in the hospital as a result of abdominal ,,rounds suffered during the 
robbery. Victim states that he will be hospitalized for at least another week. 
He stated that the wounds suffered included some intestines being severed plus 
other wounds in the stomach and chest area. Harris was asked to view two groups 
oftt.ls Angeles photos and at this time was advised that a picture of the suspect 
might or might not be included in the group of photographs and that he was under 
no obligation to pick anyone. Harris viewed Group I consisting of the following 
photographs: 

Gro~ 

1. Photo 11286437 dated 10/10/73 
2. " 11289081 11 2/1/74 
3. " /1282659 11 3/2/74 Smith 
4. \I t,11801l3 11 12/16/72 
5. \I 11289770 " 8/25/72 
6. " 11284895 " 6/10/72 

Harris thumbed through this group of photographs and almost immediately picked 
the photograph of SMITH, stating that this was "Sonny" and that he had k.l10wn him 
ever aince he had been in Caiifornia. He stated that Sonny was the one ,,rho had 
held his arms while het.as being robbed. Victim then viewed Group II consisting 
of the following Los Angeles photographs: 

Groul!. II_ 

I. Photo 11299002 dated 1/'28/74 
2. " 11290785 " 2/18/73 
3. 11 11299778 11 9/2/73 WHITE 
4. " 11299531 11 4/5/72 
5. 11 11292945 " 4/2/72 
6. 11 11294797 11 3/17171 

After viewing this group, the victim was unable to identify anyone included in 
that group. He stated that he would be able to identify the assailant should he 
see him in person. He further stated that all Sonny did was to hold him, that he 
did not go tht'ough his clothing, nor did he cut him. Harris, at this time, was 
asked if he had been drinking that night, and he stated that he had consumed three 

Report by Sgt. Kampbell, Robbery Dtl. 
Trans. by Trinkle, 0835 hrs. 3/5/74 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE ADDED TO REPORT MADE AND 
FILED COVERING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING }u\RGIN 

Victim H4RRIS, Keith 

Accused SMITH, James, BN 621-000 
WHITE, Ken, BN 666-999 

Date March 5, 1974 

No, CR 730-0621 

RE: AR}ffiD ROBBERY, E/W ALLEY S/O SEPULVEDA, E/O ARIZONA, 2/23/74 at 0130 HRS 

PAGE TWO OF FOLLOWUP 

large cans of beer plus a standard bar glass of beer but that he was not drunk. 

The Inv. Off. checked the victim's Police record and found that the victim had 
been arrested for Intox. t~velve times since 1969 and that in each case he either 
received a sentence or forfeited bail. The victim was asked if he had had $400 
at the time of the robbery, and'he state~ he had not, that he had $10, consisting 
of bills and some change. He stated that the bills were in the watch pocket of 
his trousers and that the man who had cut. and robbed him missed those while he ,>1as 
searching through his clothing and took only the change from his pocket. 

Victim stated he could think of. no reasan why the robber cut him, that he offered 
no resistance. Harris stated that he was also in the company of a female negro 
at the time of the robbery, that he did not know her name or where she went to 
during or after the robbery. He stated he had met her in the cafe and that she 
had asked him to buy her a drink and that they were en route to a bar Yl'hen he was 
robbed. 

Sgt. Kampbell contacted deft. WHITE in the fifth floor men's jail at approx. 1315 
hours. WHITE was asked if he remembered being advised by the Offs. in the jail 
as far as his rights, and he stated that he recalled being advised and was still 
willing to talk with the Off. WHITE stated that he and his co-deft. were at a 
cafe, he did not remember the name, only that it was near Sepulveda and Arizona, 
when he heard a pimp who had a couple of girls in there say that Harris told him 
he had $400. Deft. stated that he knows Harris fairly well and that Harris had 
bought a couple of beers for him earlier on the day of the robbery. After hearing 
this, White and his co-deft. began talking abou~ robbing Harris and decided to do so. 

He stated at this time Harris was very drunk .,nd could barely walk without falling. 
He stated that Harris left the cafe and went out into the alley and that Sonny came 
up behind him and held his arms and that he was holding the knife in his right hand 
and going through victim's clothing with his left. He stated that he did not find 
any money, only an empty cigarette package. The deft. stated that he is not sure 

Report by Sgt. Kampbell, Robbery Dtl. 
Trans. by Trinkle 3/5/74 0848 hrs. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO llE ADDED TO REFORT MADE AND 
FILED COVERING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING MARGIN 

Victim HARRIS, Keith Date March 5, 1.974 

Accused SMITH, James, BN 621-000 
WHITE, Ken, VN 666-999 

No. CR 730-0621 

RE: ARMED ROBBERY, E/W ALLEY S/O SEPULVEDA, E/O ARIZONA, 2/23/74 AT 0130 HRS 

PAGE THREE OF FOLLOWUP 

whether or not he did, in fact, cut the victim. He stated he did attempt to 
rob him but that the victim had nothing for him to take. 

He stated that the pimp and the girls also planned on robbing Harris of his $400 
and that they may have made some attempt to do so after he and che co-deft. had 
robbed him. Deft. stated he and the co-deft. returned to the cafe after attempting 
to rob Harris and tnat he became involved in an argument with the pimp because he 
would not give him the money taken from Harris. He stated at this time the pimp 
hit him alongside the head, causing a bump on the left cheek bone (still slightly 
visible). The deft. stated that the knife belonged to his co-deft. and was returned 
to him after the robbery. 

At 1400 hours deft. Smith was interviewed by Sgt. K~mpbell and advised of his 
rights per PO 300, responding "Yes" to waiver questions 1 and 2. Deft. at this 
time stated he remembered being the deft. in the case handled by Sgt. Kampbell in 
May of 1973. Sgt. Kampbell then recalled the case and the deft. The deft. also 
informed the Sgt. as they were going through the Interview Room that he guessed 
he was sure in big trouble this time, that he had sure done wrong. Deft. stated 
that they were in the cafe and had heard that Keith was carrying a large amount 
of money. 

He stated that he first heard it from a guy he thought was a pimp but he didn't 
know for sure because he didn't know the man. He stated that Keith was very drunk 
and wasn't able to walk very well. He and his co-deft. then agreed to rob Keith 
and get the $400 if the opportunity presented itself. About this time, Keith left 
the cafe and started to walk down the alley. His co-deft, White, waited a little 
bit and then followed Smith out and then the deft., in turn, followed lfuite. He 
stated as they started down the alley, they observed Keith talking with two female 
negroes. He stated he couldn't hear for sure, but it sounded like the women were 
trying to talk Keith out of his money. 

Deft. stated at this time, he got behind Keith and pinned his arms and head in 
an armlock and held him while Ken went through his clothing. He stated that he 

Report by Sgt. Kampbell, Robbery Dtl. 
Trans. by Trinkle 3/5/74 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE ADDED TO REPORT MADE AND 
FILED COVERING CASE MENTIONED ON FILING MARGIN 

Victim H~RRIS, Keith 

Accused SMITH, James, BN 621-000 
WHITE, Ken, BN 666-999 

Date March 5, 1974 

No. CR 730-0621 

Rt: ARMED ROBBERY, E/W ALLEY ti/O SEPULVEDA, E/O ARIZONA, 2/23/74 AT 0130 HRS 

PAGE FOUR OF FOLLOWUP 

doesn't know if Keith was really cut during this time or not, that he did not 
learn of the injury until a day or so later. Deft. stated that the two women 
wanted part of the money taken from Keith but that neither he nor his co-deft. 
talked to them. He stated as soon as Keith ~as released that he ran away from 
them down the alley, and that they returned to the cafe. About this time, Ken 
retu;ned the knife to him. The deft. stated that he kne~ Keith and liked him 
and that had he known he was hurt, he would have stayed and helped him. 

Deft. stated that when the Police came to his house for him, his grandmother told 
them that he was not home and that they left but returned later and that he 
surrendered himself at this time. He stated that he met the victim's brother 
sometime later and told him about the robbery and his part in it and that was when 
he learned that Keith was in the hospital. Both defts. stated that they would like 
to pay for the victim's doctor and hospital bill. Deft. was asked if he and his 
co-deft had been drinking, and he stated that he ha.d. He stated that he was 
pretty drunk and that he thought his friend Ken was also fairly drunk. 

Report by Sgt. Kampbell, Robbery Dtl. _ 
Trans. by Trinkle 3/5/74 0910 hrs. 
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